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Title  Beauty in Islam: historical, philosophical and theological considerations / Dr. Christopher Evan Longhurst.
ISBN  9780995107366

Physical Details  1 DVD (1 hr. 54 min) : sound, colour ; 12 cm
Summary  Covers the theological aesthetics of Islam, where beauty would be seen in a religious context. Islam uses art to express Islamic values and the beauty of Allah. Beauty can be seen in ways of worship, in scripts, in poetry, in movement like the Sufis dance, in paintings, in architecture and decoration which follows the forms from nature which are seen as the work of God.

Subject  Aesthetics Religious aspects Islam.
Filmed speeches. lcgt
Islam and art.
Islamic art and symbolism.
Islamic art.
Nonfiction films. lcgt
Religious films. lcgt

Dewey  111.85091767

Title  Good shit I've learned / Shelly Davies.
Author  Davies, Shelly, 1974- author.
ISBN  9780473451028 hardback

Physical Details  151 pages : illustrations ; 16 x 18 cm
Subject  Life skills.
Self-actualization (Psychology).
Self-esteem.

Dewey  158.1
Title: Outrageous living : a daily guide to a life without limits : 31 day interactive journal / Bernadette Soares.

Author: Soares, Bernadette, author.

ISBN: 9780473449155 print
9780473449162 epub

Edition: [Women's version]

©2018

Physical Details: xxiii, 202 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm

Subject: Diaries (Blank-books)
Self-actualization (Psychology)
Self-help publications. lcgft

Dewey: 155.89

OCLC Number: 1054373693

---

Title: Outrageous living : a daily guide to a life without limits : 31 day interactive journal / Bernadette Soares.

Author: Soares, Bernadette, author.

ISBN: 9780473452414 print

Edition: [Nature version]

©2018

Physical Details: xxiii, 202 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm

Subject: Diaries (Blank-books)
Self-actualization (Psychology)
Self-help publications. lcgft

Dewey: 155.89

OCLC Number: 1054225192

---

Title: Productive thinking - Altafkeer Alentaji : a practical model to generate creative ideas / Nabeel Albahbooh.

Author: Albahbooh, Nabeel, 1978- author.

ISBN: 9780473456467 pbk

Edition: First edition


Physical Details: pages ; cm

Summary: "The natural tendency to solve problems is to choose the first solution that comes to mind. But the disadvantage of this strategy is that it may lead you to the gulf, or you anticipate another problem worse than the first ... The best strategy for solving problems is to choose the most attractive ways by generating a number of ideas or concepts. This book focuses primarily on developing the capacities and potentials to think and solve problems effectively, using a detailed presentation of the theory of "productive thinking" that is used to generate new ideas ... It is important for innovation, growth, capacity building and differentiation. The philosophy of productive thinking is that success in our business, our professional and personal lives focuses on what we think more than we know ... If we can develop thinking skills, generate more choices, and then evaluate these options more effectively, we can all live a more productive life. Productive thinking is dedicated to times when you need new ideas to meet the challenges ... You may not be willing to invest the effort to move from good to good, but you will definitely want to change for the better"--Provided by publisher.

Subject: Creative thinking.
Problem solving.
Self-help publications. lcgft

Dewey 158.1

Title Rock your life: lead an extraordinary life / Mike Handcock.
Author Handcock, Mike, 1961-, author, narrator.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : MDH, [2007?]
Physical Details 2 CDs : digital ; 12 cm
Subject Achievement motivation.
Self-actualization (Psychology)
Dewey 155.2

Title The afterlife theorem / Albert Jeong.
Author Jeong, Albert, 1990- author.
ISBN 0473451719 paperback
9780473451714 paperback
Publishing Details [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Albert Jeong] [2018]
©2018
Physical Details 87 pages ; 23 cm
Subject Conduct of life.
Future life.
Self-actualization (Psychology)
Dewey 158.1

Title The heart of Jesús Valentino: a mother's story / Emma Gilkison.
Author Gilkison, Emma, author.
ISBN 9781927249581
9781927249598 EPUB
9781927249604 MOBI
©2018
Physical Details 199 pages ; 22 cm
Summary "Emma Gilkison is thrilled to be pregnant. She and her partner Roy have been trying for a year and finally it's happened. But during a routine twelve-week ultrasound she notices something strange: it looks as though their baby has a marble rolling on his chest. In fact, the baby's heart is growing outside his body – an extremely rare and usually fatal condition called ectopia cordis. The couple immediately begin researching the possibilities for surgery. When this is finally ruled out Emma is almost twenty weeks pregnant. They now face a heartbreaking decision. Should they end the pregnancy, or continue in the knowledge their baby will die? From different cultures – Emma raised in New Zealand and Roy in Peru – they walk an emotional minefield as they struggle to agree on a way forward. Seeking help and spiritual counsel from people of many different views and beliefs, they find hope, meaning and consolation in unexpected places. The Heart of Jesús Valentino is an extraordinary story about a young couple forced to go beyond their everyday experience and confront head-on issues of life and death. Powerful, honest and beautifully written, it moves all who read it, and is creating ripples in the medical world"--Back cover.
Subject Gilkison, Emma.
Title  The neuroscience of mindfulness : the astonishing science behind how everyday hobbies help you relax, work more efficiently and lead a healthier life / Stan Rodski.
Author  Rodski, Stan, author.
ISBN  9781460753811 print
Projected Publication Date  1901
Physical Details  pages cm
Summary  "The science behind the benefits of mindfulness activities"--Publisher information.
Subject  Mindfulness (Psychology)
Dewey  158.13
Title  Chu shi pian / Liu Bang.
Author  Liu, Zheng, 1972- author.
ISBN  9780473368166 Quan ce shu hao (han si juan)
       9780473368289 Juan er shu hao
Physical Details  423 pages ; 25 cm
Subject  Falun gong exercises.
          Spiritual life.
Dewey  299.51

Title  The Church of S. Margaret, Karaka : service of consecration by the Lord Bishop of the Diocese, the Rt. Revd. W.J. Simkin, L. Th., on the third Sunday in Advent, December 16th, 1956 at 11 a.m.
Publishing Details  [Karaka] : [Church of S. Margaret], [1956]
Physical Details  7 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Contents  Historical note -- Order of service.
Subject  Church dedication New Zealand Karaka.
          St. Margaret's (Karaka, N.Z.)
Dewey  264.035

Title  Completing the jigsaw puzzle : religion can be confusing until you see the whole picture / Eric Neal.
Author  Neal, Eric, 1946- author.
ISBN  9780473445942 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Eric Neal, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details  68 pages ; 21 cm
Subject  God.
          Neal, Eric, 1946- Religion.
          Religion.
Dewey  202.11
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Experimental spirituality / Keith Hill.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Hill, Keith, 1957- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780995105980 hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>169 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Self-realization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spirituality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Fellowship of prayer.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Auckland, John, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 volume (unnumbered) ; 17 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Church of England. Diocese of New Zealand Prayers and devotions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prayers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>242.802</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Keep yourself in faith / Nick Klinkenberg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Klinkenberg, Nick, 1956- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473437787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>117 pages ; 21 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Spiritual healing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>234.131</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Kingdom Manifesto designed by New Zealanders / compiled by Wyn Fountain, Brian Hathaway, Gordon Miller, Bernie Ogilvy (Chairman), Peter Philip and Ray Windsor.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>18 leaves ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Jesus Christ Kingdom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kingdom of God</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>231.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Radical lives. Vol 2, 20 true-life stories of courage you will never forget / compiled & written by Janet Balcombe.

Author  Balcombe, Janet, 1967- compiler.

ISBN  9780473414030 paperback
       9780473414047 epub

                   ©2018

Physical Details  xiii, 144 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm


Subject  Christian converts New Zealand Biography.
         People with social disabilities New Zealand Biography.

Dewey  270.092

Title  Report and findings of the Judicial Commission to St Andrews New Plymouth, March 1998 : commission workings, summaries of submissions, conclusion and findings (no appendices).

Author  Presbyterian Church of Aotearoa New Zealand, author.


Physical Details  16 pages ; 30 cm

Summary  Judicial Commission reviews the decision of the St Andrew's Session to replace the church's foundation stone. The decision was made because the laying of the stone involved Masonic ceremony. The Judicial Commission determined that the foundation stone should not be removed or changed.

Subject  Cornerstone laying New Zealand New Plymouth.
         St. Andrews Presbyterian Church (New Plymouth, N.Z.)

Dewey  285.293482
Title  Ru shi pian / Liu Bang.
Author  Liu, Zheng, 1972- author.
ISBN  9780473368166 set
       9780473368340 vol. 3
Physical Details  241 pages ; 25 cm
Subject  Falun gong exercises.
          Spiritual life.
Dewey  299.51

Title  Sheng huo pian / Liu Bang.
Author  Liu, Zheng, 1972- author.
ISBN  9780473368166 set
       9780473448455 vol. 4
Physical Details  359 pages ; 25 cm
Subject  Falun gong exercises.
          Spiritual life.
Dewey  299.51

Title  The Shepherd's call = Te karanga o te Hēpara : prayers and liturgies for rural Aotearoa New Zealand / Bill Bennett.
Author  Bennett, Bill, 1938- author.
ISBN  9781720226949 paperback
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Philip Garside Publishing Ltd., [2018]
                  ©2018
Physical Details  124 pages ; 23 cm
Language  In English with some Māori.
Subject  Church year Prayers and devotions.
          Country life New Zealand Prayers and devotions.
Dewey  242.800993
Title  Urban guerilla, spirit filled radical : presentations in honour of the Very Reverend John Murray.
ISBN  9780995112469
Physical Details  1 DVD (approximately 1 hr., 54 min.) : sound, colour ; 12 cm + 1 booklet (8 unnumbered pages).
Contents  Introduction / Rev Sir Lloyd Geering -- The man and his times / Rev Ken Irwin -- Anti-apartheid / Pamela Ormsby -- Peace for all seasons / Edwina Hughes -- Schooldays and the Church / Hon Hugh Templeton -- Closing, the St Andrew's prayer / read by Rosemary Lawrence.
Summary  A programme of speakers, waiata and prayer to celebrate the life the Reverend John Murray and his tremendous social contributions in transforming St Andrew's Church into a spiritual and cultural centre in Wellington. Introduces the many musical and educational events that were set up by John Murray and the organisations he was involved with.
Subject  Biographical films. lcgft
City churches New Zealand Wellington.
Filmed speeches. lcgft
Murray, John S., 1929-
Nonfiction films. lcgft
Peace movements New Zealand.
Presbyterian Church Clergy Biography.
St. Andrew's (Church : Wellington, N.Z.)
Dewey  285.092

Title  Wai pian nei pian / Liu Bang.
Author  Liu, Zheng, 1972- author.
ISBN  9780473368166 set
         9780473368227 volume 1
Physical Details  405 pages ; 25 cm
Subject  Falun gong exercises.
         Spiritual life.
Dewey  299.51
Title  Zhuan fa lun zhong de shi jie / Liu Bang.
Author  Liu, Zheng, 1972- author.
ISBN  9780473368104 shu hao
Physical Details  5, 371 pages ; 25 cm
Subject  Falun Dafa People Association.
Falun gong exercises.
Spiritual life.
Dewey  299.51

Title  Zhuan ti jiao hui. (Di yi ce, Wai pian nei pian shi qi) / Da shi li cheng zi liao guan zhuhan ji zi liao.
Author  Falun Dafa People Association, author.
ISBN  9780473368463 set
9780473368524 paperback : volume 1
Physical Details  5, 359 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm
Subject  Falun Dafa People Association.
Falun gong exercises.
Spiritual life.
Dewey  299.51

Title  Zuo ming tang / Da shi li cheng zi liao guan zhuhan ji zi liao.
Author  Liu, Lei, 1972- author.
ISBN  9780473368401 shu hao
Physical Details  192 pages ; 24 cm
Subject  Falun gong exercises.
Spiritual life.
Dewey  299.51
The evolving city: the role of the city in the evolution of humankind / Prof Lloyd Geering.

ISBN 9780995107359

Wellington, New Zealand: St Andrew's Trust for the Study of Religion & Society, 2014.

1 DVD (approximately 41 min.): sound, colour; 12 cm

Summary Lloyd Geering describes how the lunchtime lectures at St Andrews formed the St Andrew's Trust for the Study of Religion & Society with the intention of bringing the church to the city. The evolving city in the Bible is explained and the importance of Jerusalem in the search for the eternal city of God is discussed. This concept is investigated in reference to modern cities today.

Subject Church history. Primitive and early church, ca. 30-600.
City churches.
Civilization.
Filmed speeches. lcgft
Nonfiction films. lcgft
Religious films. lcgft
Urbanization.

Dewey 270

A handful of change: journeying through Advent / Craufurd Murray.

Murray, Craufurd, 1944- author.


88 pages; illustrations; 21 cm

Advent Meditations.
Spiritual life Christianity.

Dewey 242.332

The last days of J.N.D. (John Nelson Darby): from March 3rd to April 29th, 1882.

Sydenham, Christchurch: [Ernest E. Wright], 1905.

32 pages: illustration; 19 cm

Plymouth Brethren England Clergy Biography.
Plymouth Brethren England History.

Dewey 289.90942
### Title
**ANZC : 50 years Australian and New Zealand Club The Netherlands 1968-2018 / edited by Sue Corbould, Helen Mandl and Dianne Biederberg.**

- **ISBN:** 1999732340, 9781999732349 paperback
- **Publishing Details:** Great Britain : Springtime Books, 2018.
- **Physical Details:** 164 pages : illustrations ; 26 cm.
- **Subject:** Australian and New Zealand Club History. Australians Netherlands Anecdotes. New Zealanders Netherlands Anecdotes.
- **Dewey:** 367.94920823
- **OCLC Number:** 1056703474

### Title
**880-02 Min zhu de li shi : Ma ke si zhu yi jie du = The history of democracy / (xin xi lan)Bu lai en S. luo po zhu;Wang ru jun yi.**

- **Author:** 880-01 Luo po, (Roper, Brian S) author.
- **ISBN:** 7511532128, 9787511532121
- **Edition:** Di 1 ban.
- **Publishing Details:** 880-04 Beijing : Ren min ri bao chu ban she, 2015.
  ©2015
- **Physical Details:** 358 pages ; 23cm
- **Summary:** Ben shu shi bu lai en S. luo po can yue le da liang xiang guan zi liao, Zai zhang da shi duo nian shen ru yan jiu de ji chu zhi shang wan cheng de. Zai shu zhong, Zuo zhe xi tong er ke guan di bi jiao le ya dian min zhu, Ying guo min zhu, Fa guo min zhu, Mei guo min zhu, Ba li gong she min zhu he su wei ai she hui zhu yi can yu zhi min zhu de bu tong. Zuo zhe yun yong ma ke si zhu yi de guan dian, Fen xi le ba li gong she he su wei ai she hui zhu yi can yu zhi min zhu shi bai de yuan yin, Chan shi le zi ben zhu yi dai yi zhi min zhu de ju xian xing, Zhi chu she hui zhu yi can yu zhi min zhu cai shi zhen zheng yi yi shang de min zhu, Yin wei ta dai biao le zui guang da min zhong de li yi.

- **Subject:** Democracy.
- **Dewey:** 340.11
Title: Across the centreline: exhibition catalogue.
Publishing Details: [Pātea]: [Aotea Utanganui Museum of South Taranaki], [2016]
Physical Details: 28 pages: illustrations; 21 cm
Subject: Transportation New Zealand South Taranaki District History Exhibitions.
Dewey: 388.07493488

Title: Air quality monitoring ...
Publishing Details: [Whakatane]: Bay of Plenty Regional Council, Toi Moana
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Frequency: Annual
Subject: Air Pollution New Zealand Plenty, Bay of (Bay) Periodicals.
Air quality management New Zealand Plenty, Bay of (Bay) Periodicals.
Dewey: 363.73926309934205

Title: Air quality monitoring, 1998-2014.
Publishing Details: [Whakatane]: Bay of Plenty Regional Council, [2015?]
Physical Details: 1 sheet (2 unnumbered pages): colour illustrations; 30 cm
Subject: Air Pollution New Zealand Bay of Plenty (N.Z.: Region)
Air quality management New Zealand Bay of Plenty (N.Z.: Region)
Dewey: 363.739263099342

Title: Air traffic control incidents, Hamilton aerodrome, 17 December 2015.
Physical Details: 1 volume (31 pages): colour illustrations; 30 cm.
Subject: Air traffic control Accidents New Zealand Hamilton.
Air traffic control Investigation New Zealand.
Dewey: 363.1246509934
Title  Annual report ... / Fonterra.
Author  Fonterra (Firm), author.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Fonterra Co-operative Group Limited, [2018]-
Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency  Annual
Publication Numbering  Began with 2018.
Subject  Fonterra (Firm) Periodicals.
Dewey  334.6837099305

Title  Annual report ... / InsideOUT.
Author  InsideOUT (Organisation)
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : InsideOUT
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  In English and some Māori.
Frequency  annual
Subject  InsideOUT (Organisation)
Dewey  306.768099305


Title: Annual report / Antarctic Heritage Trust.
Author: Antarctic Heritage Trust (N.Z.), author.
Publishing Details: Christchurch, New Zealand : Antarctic Heritage Trust, [2016]-
Physical Details: volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency: Annual
Subject: Antarctic Heritage Trust (N.Z.) Periodicals.
Dewey: 363.690998905

Title: Annual report / Southern Cross Health Trust.
Author: Southern Cross Health Trust, author.
Publishing Details: Auckland : Southern Cross Health Trust
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Frequency: Annual
Subject: Southern Cross Health Trust Periodicals.
Dewey: 362.1099305

Title: Annual report card ... : regional land transport plan.
Author: Bay of Plenty (N.Z. : Region). Regional Council (2010- ), author.
Publishing Details: [Whakatane] : Bay of Plenty Regional Council, Toi Moana, [2014]-
Physical Details: volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency: Annual
Subject: Bay of Plenty (N.Z. : Region). Regional Council (2010- ) Periodicals.
Transportation New Zealand Plenty, Bay of (Bay) Periodicals.
Transportation and state New Zealand Plenty, Bay of (Bay) Periodicals.
Dewey: 388.09934205
Title Annual report.

Author Bay of Plenty Civil Defence Emergency Management Group, author.

Publishing Details Whakatāne : Bay of Plenty Civil Defence Emergency Management Group

Physical Details volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Frequency Annual

Subject Bay of Plenty Civil Defence Emergency Management Group Periodicals.

Dewey 353.9509934205

Title Annual report.

Author New Zealand. Real Estate Authority, author.

Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Real Estate Authority, [2018]-

Physical Details volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Frequency Annual

Publication Numbering Began with 2017/18.

Series Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; G.68.

Subject New Zealand. Real Estate Authority Periodicals.

Dewey 333.3306093

Title Anti-social behaviour : a multi-national perspective of the everyday to the extreme / Cate Curtis.

Author Curtis, Cate, author.

ISBN 1473915775 (cloth)
1473933897 (electronic bk.)
9781473915770 (cloth)
9781473933880 (ebook)
9781473933897 (electronic bk.)

©2016

Physical Details 109 pages ; 22 cm


Series Sage swifts.

Summary Cate Curtis seeks to disrupt assumptions about anti-social behaviour by bringing together a host of key concepts and theories applicable to the field. Going beyond individualised discussions, the book explores broader concepts such as the social construction of ‘anti-social behaviour’, ‘risk’ and ‘resilience’, and the social contents and influences under which these are most likely to occur.--Publisher information.

Subject Interpersonal conflict.
Interpersonal relations.
Social conflict.

Dewey 303.6

OCLC Number 945789629
Title  Area health board : a service planning model for gynaecology services.
ISBN 0477045618 (pbk.)
9780477045612 (pbk.)
Physical Details  iv, 16 pages ; 30 cm
Subject  Gynecology New Zealand.
          Health planning New Zealand.
          Hospitals Maternity services New Zealand.
          Women's health services New Zealand.
Dewey  362.19820993
OCLC Number  152461790

Title  Arthur's Pass National Park SH 73 - environmental impact statement summary /
       prepared by Planning and Civil Design groups, WORKS Consultancy Services Ltd.
Physical Details  2 volumes ; 23 x 30 cm
Contents  Summary of submissions -- Issue analysis by subject and Transit New Zealand's response.
Subject  Environmental impact analysis New Zealand Arthur's Pass National Park.
          Roads Environmental aspects New Zealand Arthur's Pass.
          Roads New Zealand Arthur's Pass Design and construction.
          State Highway 73 (N.Z.)
Dewey  388.1099385
OCLC Number  1043465627

Title  Asset management plan. Transport / Porirua City Council.
Author  Porirua (N.Z.). City Council, author.
Publishing Details  Porirua, New Zealand : Porirua City Council, [2015]-
Physical Details  volumes : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began with 2015/2018
Subject  Roads Maintenance and repair Economic aspects New Zealand Porirua Periodicals.
          Roads New Zealand Porirua Maintenance and repair Management Periodicals.
          Roads New Zealand Porirua Management Periodicals.
Dewey  388.109936205
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publishing Details</th>
<th>Physical Details</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Dewey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consultation document : &amp; draft long term plan ...</td>
<td>Matamata-Piako District (N.Z.).</td>
<td>District Council, author.</td>
<td>CD-ROMs : colour illustrations ; 12 cm</td>
<td>Matamata-Piako District (N.Z.) Politics and government Periodicals.</td>
<td>351.9335305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultation document : for the draft long term plan ...</td>
<td>Matamata-Piako District (N.Z.). District Council, author.</td>
<td>Te Aroha : Matamata Piako District Council, [2015]-</td>
<td>volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm</td>
<td>Matamata-Piako District (N.Z.) Politics and government Periodicals.</td>
<td>351.9335305</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Consultation document : for the proposed 10 year plan...
Author: Palmerston North (N.Z.). City Council, author.
ISSN: 2624-1277
Publishing Details: Palmerston North : Palmerston North City Council, [2015]-
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency: Annual
Subject: Palmerston North (N.Z.) Politics and government Periodicals.
Dewey: 351.935805

Title: The Curiouseum speed date at Te Papa : 19 August 2014 / photography by Norm Heke.
Physical Details: 1 CD-ROM (JPG files): all illustrations ; 12 cm
Summary: As part of the Writers and Schools project Te Papa held a 'Literary speed dating' event with 90 students from schools in the Wellington area. Included were some contributors to the Te Papa Press publication 'The Curioseum : collected stories of the odd and marvellous': Dave Armstrong, James Brown, Sarah Laing and Jo Randerson. This is a record of 128 photographs taken of the event.
Subject: Creative writing Study and teaching New Zealand Wellington Pictorial works.
Dewey: 372.6230222
Title  Dear boobs : one hundred letters to breasts from women affected by breast cancer / compiled by Emily Searle.
ISBN  9780473438449 hardback
Publishing Details  Tauranga, New Zealand : The Dear Boobs Project Ltd, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details  158 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 26 cm
Subject  Breast Cancer Patients Correspondence.
         Breast.
         Loss (Psychology)
Dewey  362.19699449019

Title  Diary of a bereaved mother, part II : My journey with cancer / Ann Kit Suet Chin-Chan.
Author  Chin, Ann Kit Suet, 1954- author.
ISBN  9780473453954 paperback
Physical Details  277 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Chin, Ann Kit Suet, 1954- Diaries.
         Loss (Psychology)
         Parents of terminally ill children New Zealand Diaries.
         Perinatal death.
         Thyroid gland Cancer Patients New Zealand.
Dewey  362.196994440092

Title  Disclosure statement ... / The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited, New Zealand Branch.
Publishing Details  [Auckland, New Zealand] : The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited, New Zealand Branch
Physical Details  1 online resource
Frequency  Biannual, 2018-
Dewey  332.15099305
Electronic Location  https://www.about.hsbc.co.nz/hsbc-in-new-zealand
Title Draft Westland Tai Poutini National Park management plan : September 2018.
Author New Zealand. Department of Conservation, author.
Publishing Details [Christchurch] : Department of Conservation, [2018]
Physical Details 175 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject Conservation of natural resources New Zealand Westland District Management.
National parks and reserves New Zealand Westland District Management.
Westland/Tai Poutini National Park (N.Z.) Management.
Dewey 333.72099371

Title Draft district strategic plan 2005-2010.
Author Whanganui District Health Board, author.
Physical Details 11 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject Health planning New Zealand Whanganui District.
Medical care New Zealand Whanganui District.
Public health administration New Zealand Whanganui District.
Whanganui District Health Board.
Dewey 362.1068

Title Dunedin Cadbury Chocolate Carnival : 23-29 July 2011.
Publishing Details [Dunedin] : [Cadbury], [2011]
Physical Details 23 pages : colour illustrations ; 28 cm
Subject Cadbury NZ (Firm)
Food festivals New Zealand Dunedin.
Programs (Publications) lcgft
Dewey 394.2699392

Title E oho / nā Raimona Inia.
Author Inia, Raimona, author.
ISBN 9280473440527 paperback
9780473440527 paperback
Physical Details 325 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 22 x 28 cm
Contents Te Heketanga i a Ranginui -- He Aturangi Mamao -- Hau Matangi rau: Biographies -- Hawaiki -- Troubles in Hawaiki -- Te oho tapu nui o Te Arawa -- He Ao, he Ao, he Aotearoa -- Ruaeorangi -- Te Arawa burns -- Te Ngaki utu i te Weranga a Te Arawa -- Tiritirimatangi/The ocean pathway -- Mā Ōhakomiti mai ki Pariparitetai -- Inland exploration -- A tangible past -- Things to ponder.
Summary This book is a collection of information given to the author by numerous elders and historians of Te Arawa. The book covers areas such as genealogy and the migration of the Te Arawa canoe.
Subject Hekenga reo
Kaumātua reo
Kōrero nehe reo
Rangahau Māori reo
Te Arawa (New Zealand people)
Te Arawa (New Zealand people) Folklore.
Te Arawa (New Zealand people) History.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Dewey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy cost management.</td>
<td>Energy consumption New Zealand Cost control.</td>
<td>333.790993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy only contracts.</td>
<td>Electric power transmission Economic aspects New Zealand.</td>
<td>333.79320993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Exploring society : sociology for New Zealand students / Ruth McManus, Steve Matthewman, Chris Brickell, Gregor McLennan and Paul Spoonley.

Author  McLennan, Gregor, author.

ISBN  9781869409364 paperback


Projected Publication Date  1903

Physical Details  pages cm

Subject  Sociology New Zealand.
         Sociology.

Dewey  301

Title  Feeling rubbish / Auckland Branch, Blind Citizens NZ.

Author  Hall, Vicki, compiler.

ISBN  9780473405588

Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Royal NZ Foundation of the Blind, [2017]

Physical Details  1 CD : digital, DAISY ; 12 cm

Summary  Guide to help blind people to sort household rubbish and recycle as much as possible.

Subject  Audiobooks. lcgft
         Recycling (Waste, etc.) New Zealand Auckland.
         Refuse and refuse disposal New Zealand Auckland.

Dewey  363.728509932

Title  Field trainers pocket book.

Publishing Details  Christchurch, New Zealand : Antarctica New Zealand

Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 15 cm

Frequency  Annual

Subject  Industrial safety Antarctica Handbooks, manuals, etc.
         New Zealand Antarctic Programme Periodicals.

Dewey  363.110998905
Title  For God, home and humanity: on the 125th anniversary of women's suffrage in NZ, 2018: a biography of Susanna Isherwood, 1846-1915 / Alyson Howell.
Author  Howell, Alyson, 1951- author.
ISBN  9780473453480 print
Physical Details  30 pages: illustrations; 21 cm
Subject  Isherwood, Susanna, 1846-1915.
  Suffragists New Zealand Biography.
  Women Suffrage New Zealand History 20th century.
Dewey  324.623092

Title  Foundation news / Wellington Hospitals Foundation.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Wellington Hospitals Foundation
Physical Details  1 online resource
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Print began with Summer 2014.
Subject  Hospitals New Zealand Wellington (Region) Periodicals.
  Patients Services for New Zealand Wellington (Region) Periodicals.
  Primary health care New Zealand Wellington (Region) Periodicals.
Dewey  362.110993605
Electronic Location  https://whf.org.nz/newsletters/

Title  Friends of Mana Island news.
Publishing Details  [Porirua] : Friends of Mana Island
Physical Details  1 online resource
Frequency  Quarterly
Publication Numbering  Began with no. 68 (December 2016)
Subject  Friends of Mana Island Periodicals.
  Mana Island (N.Z.) Environmental conditions Periodicals.
  Restoration ecology New Zealand Mana Island Periodicals.
Dewey  333.71530993605
Title  General roll of Maoris entitled to vote for members of Parliament of New Zealand.
Physical Details  volumes ; 24 cm
Frequency  Annual
Subject  Maori (New Zealand people) Elections Periodicals.
Rēhita ki te pōti reo
Voting registers New Zealand Periodicals.
Dewey  324.099305

Author  Reilly, Helen, 1945- author.
ISBN  9780994149435 paperback
©2018
Physical Details  x, 134 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 25 cm
Subject  College of Community Medicine (N.Z.) History.
Community health services New Zealand Administration.
Public health Study and teaching (Continuing education) New Zealand.
Dewey  362.1060993

Title  Guide-lines for the use of the support needs assessment protocol for older people.
Physical Details  ii, 20 leaves ; 30 cm
Subject  Needs assessment New Zealand.
Older people Functional assessment New Zealand.
Dewey  362.6
OCLC Number  154687301
Title  Hakatere pest management ...
Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : Environment Canterbury Regional Council, Kaunihera Taiao ki Waitaha
Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency  Annual
Subject  Pests Control New Zealand Canterbury Periodicals.
Weeds Control New Zealand Canterbury.
Wildlife pests Control New Zealand Canterbury Periodicals.
Dewey  363.780993805

Title  Hakatere pest management ...
Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : Environment Canterbury Regional Council, Kaunihera Taiao ki Waitaha
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency  Annual
Subject  Pests Control New Zealand Canterbury Periodicals.
Weeds Control New Zealand Canterbury.
Wildlife pests Control New Zealand Canterbury Periodicals.
Dewey  363.780993805

Title  History highway / written and illustrated by Shirani Wildbore.
Author  Wildbore, Shirani, author, illustrator.
ISBN  9780473426279 paperback
©2018
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 19 x 28 cm
Summary  Rhyming text uses a story format to describe the development of the Kapiti Section of State Highway One, including the Kāpiti Expressway, and Transmission Gully. Includes notes for parents and teachers.
Subject  Express highways New Zealand Kapiti Coast District History Juvenile literature.
State Highway 1 (N.Z.) History Juvenile literature.
Dewey  388.122099361
Title: Horokiwi-Wainui pumped storage scheme / R.E. Offer.
Author: Offer, R. E. (Robert E.)
Physical Details: 20 leaves : illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject: Water Storage New Zealand Wellington (Region)
Dewey: 333.91409936

Title: How free is free speech / a conversation led by Noel Cheer, with David Rutherford Chief Human Rights Commissioner.
ISBN: 9780995107373
Physical Details: 1 DVD (34 min. 17 sec.) : sound, colour ; 12 cm
Summary: The role of the Human Rights Commissioner is revealed along with legislation that protects people's privacy, reputation and civil rights. The limits of free speech that might attack religions or cause moral offense are discussed. Incidents are given where existing laws cover the offense committed and those which may be in a grey area.
Subject: Civil rights New Zealand.
Filmed interviews. lcgft
Freedom of speech New Zealand.
Human rights New Zealand.
Nonfiction films. lcgft
Dewey: 323.443

Title: How-to guide for employers / brought to you by Tertiary Education Commission.
©2018
Physical Details: 15 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Summary: "Work Inspiration" is an employer-led "work exploration programme" for students in Years 10-13 brought to you by Tertiary Education Commission. Work Inspiration gives your students a meaningful connection to the world of work and a chance to see work in action.
Subject: Employees Training of New Zealand.
Occupational training New Zealand.
Work Inspiration (Program : N.Z.)
Dewey: 370.1130993
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The Invercargill-Bluff railway and Bluff school train / Alex C. Glennie.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Glennie, Alex C. (Alex Charles), 1949- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473450199 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Invercargill : SBHS Old Boys Association, [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>218 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Invercargill-Bluff Railway.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Railroads New Zealand Southland History.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Southland (N.Z.) History 19th century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>385.099398</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Ko Rongowhakaata : ruku i te pō, ruku i te ao / he mea tuhituhi nā te iwi te iwi o Rongowhakaata me Michael Keith = The story of light and shadow / written by Rongowhakaata iwi with Michael Keith ; translation by Morehu Nikora.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780994136299 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>167 pages : colour illustrations ; 26 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;This book is published to mark the opening of the Ko Rongowhakaata: The Story of Light and Shadow exhibition at Te Papa, which represents the culmination and breadth of Rongowhakaata history and whakaaro (considerations) and has the significant meeting house Te Hau ki Tūranga as its central statement of identity and aspiration. The book showcases more than 60 Rongowhakaata taonga, and its text, in English and te reo Māori, focuses on key threads including innovation and kaitiekitanga (sustainable processes). It also explores layers of encounter within Tūranga – Rongowhakaata and Gisborne iwi first encountered the British in 1769, during Captain Cook’s arrival in Poverty Bay – and the impacts of those encounters on the shape and position of the iwi, and indeed modern New Zealand, today&quot;--Publisher information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Kaitiakitanga reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kōrero nehe reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mātauranga reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noho-ā-iwi reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poupou reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reorua reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ringatū reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rongowhakaata (New Zealand people)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rongowhakaata (New Zealand people) History.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rongowhakaata (New Zealand people) Material culture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taonga reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Te Ao Hurihuri reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Te Hau ki Tūranga (N.Z.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whakaaturanga toi ataata reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whakairo reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whare whakairo reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>305.89944209344</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Author  NZ Transport Agency, author.
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : NZ Transport Agency = Waka Kotahi, [2016]
Physical Details  18, 7 pages ; 30 cm
Subject  Hazardous substances Transportation Law and legislation New Zealand.
Dewey  343.9309322

Title  Land Transport Rule Regulatory Stewardship (Omnibus) Amendment 2018 : Rule 10013.
Author  New Zealand, author.
Edition  Draft.
Physical Details  48, iv, 63 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Contents  Summary of the proposed Rule amendments (Overview to the Rule) -- Draft for consultation.
Subject  Transportation, Automotive Law and legislation New Zealand.
Dewey  343.93094

Title  Land Transport Rules Small Passenger Services Reform 2017 : draft.
Author  NZ Transport Agency, author.
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : NZ Transport Agency = Waka Kotahi, [2017]
Physical Details  25, 44, 5, 3 pages ; 30 cm
Subject  Drivers' licenses New Zealand.
Transportation Passenger traffic Law and legislation New Zealand.
Dewey  343.930946

Title  Learning from parents : about using Pēpi-Pod sleep spaces with more vulnerable infants : a report on feedback from 1145 parents whose babies used a Pēpi-pod sleep space in the five years before July 2017 / prepared by Stephanie Cowan.
Author  Cowan, Stephanie, 1951- author.
ISBN  9781877512209 online
9781877512216 print
Publishing Details  Christchurch, New Zealand : Change for our Children Limited, [2018] ©2018
Physical Details  23 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Hei moenga reo
Infants Care New Zealand.
Infants Sleep New Zealand Safety measures.
Pepi-Pod Safe Sleep Programme.
Pēpē reo
Sudden infant death syndrome New Zealand Prevention.
Dewey  362.1989202600993
Title  List of all persons : entitled to be enrolled under the provisions of "The Hokitika Municipal Corporation Ordinance, 1867".

Publishing Details  Hokitika : [publisher not identified]
Physical Details  volumes ; 30 cm
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Voting registers New Zealand Hokitika Periodicals.
Dewey  324.64099371

Title  Little white book.
Author  Hutchison, Megan, author.
ISBN  9780473449216 print

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Megan Hutchison], [2016]
Physical Details  206 pages ; 22 cm
Subject  Weddings Planning Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Weddings Planning.
Dewey  392.5

Title  Location factors 1993/94.
Physical Details  16 pages : illustrations 21 cm
Subject  Electric power transmission Economic aspects New Zealand.
Dewey  333.79320993

Title  Low carbon capital : a climate change action plan for Wellington, 2016-2018.
Author  Wellington (N.Z.). City Council, author.
ISBN  9781877232978 print

Publishing Source  CSWCCJ001208 Wellington City Council
Physical Details  27 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Carbon dioxide mitigation Government policy New Zealand.
Carbon dioxide mitigation New Zealand.
City planning Environmental aspects New Zealand Wellington.
Energy policy New Zealand.
Dewey  363.738746099363
Title  Makara Peak Mountain Bike Park master plan / prepared for Wellington City Council by Trails by Dafydd Davis and Morphum Environmental Ltd June 2017.

Author  Wellington (N.Z.). City Council, author.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Wellington City Council = Me Heke ki Pōneke, [2017]

Physical Details  78 pages : illustrations (chiefly colour) ; 30 cm

Subject  Bicycle trails New Zealand Wellington Management.
          Cycling Government policy New Zealand Wellington.
          Mountain biking New Zealand Wellington.
          Recreation areas Public use New Zealand Wellington.

Dewey  388.12

Title  Managing pests for our future : regional pest management strategies for the Waikato Region.


Physical Details  16 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject  Agricultural pests Control New Zealand Waikato.
          Pests Control New Zealand Waikato.
          Wildlife pests Control New Zealand Waikato.

Dewey  363.7809933

Title  Managing recreation on Conservation land. Structures.


Physical Details  6 sheets : illustrations ; 30 cm

Contents  Summary -- Construction and maintenance standards -- National site rankings -- Valuing visitors -- Background and future -- Commonly asked questions.

Subject  National parks and reserves Public use New Zealand.
          Park facilities New Zealand.

Dewey  363.680993
Title Marae policy / Te Kaunihera o Manukau.
Author Manukau (N.Z.). City Council.
Publishing Details [Manukau] : Manukau City Council = Te Kaunihera o Manukau, [1998]
Physical Details 1 folded sheet (6 unnumbered pages) : color illustrations ; 31 cm
Subject Maori (New Zealand people) Government policy New Zealand Manukau.
Marae Government policy New Zealand Manukau.
Dewey 305.899442
OCLC Number 271326094

Title Measuring state sector productivity : final report of the measuring and improving state sector productivity inquiry. volume 2.
ISBN 9781988519180 print
9781988519203 online
Physical Details iii, 72 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject Civil service New Zealand Labour productivity.
New Zealand Officials and employees.
Productivity accounting New Zealand.
Dewey 331.118

Title Mountains to sea : solving New Zealand's freshwater crisis / edited by Mike Joy.
ISBN 9781988545431 print
Projected Publication Date 1811
Physical Details pages cm
Series BWB texts.
Summary "The state of New Zealand's freshwater has become an urgent public issue in recent years. From across the political spectrum, concern is growing about the pollution of New Zealand's rivers and streams. We all know they need fixing. But how do we do it?"—Publisher information.
Subject Water Pollution New Zealand.
Water quality management New Zealand.
Dewey 363.73940993
| **Title** | Multicultural times : journalism for diversity. |
| **ISSN** | 2624-1455 |
| **Publishing Details** | [Auckland] : [Multicultural Times], [2018]- |
| **Physical Details** | volumes : colour illustrations ; 40 cm. |
| **Frequency** | Biweekly |
| **Publication Numbering** | Began with Issue 1 (August 1 - August 14, 2018). |
| **Subject** | Ethnic groups New Zealand Periodicals. |
| | Ethnic relations New Zealand Periodicals. |
| | Multiculturalism New Zealand Periodicals. |
| **Dewey** | 305.8099305 |

| **Title** | Māui Street / Morgan Godfery. |
| **Author** | Godfery, Morgan, author. |
| **ISBN** | 9781988545486 print |
| **Projected Publication Date** | 1811 |
| **Physical Details** | pages cm |
| **Series** | BWB texts. |
| **Summary** | 'Everyone lives a messy, unusual life. There is no normal. The sooner our politics understands this, the better off we will all be.' Morgan Godfery is one of New Zealand’s most energising young thinkers. In just a few years he has become a leading voice in the country’s social and political life. Starting out under his own banner, ‘Māui Street’, his writing now appears across national and international publications. This curated selection brings together the best of Godfery’s writing. Read together, the collection charts the emergence of a significant New Zealand voice."--Publisher information. |
| **Subject** | Kaitōrangapū reo |
| | Maori (New Zealand people) Government relations. |
| | Maori (New Zealand people) Politics and government. |
| | New Zealand Politics and government. |
| | Tōrangapū reo |
| **Dewey** | 320.993 |
Title  NZ immigrants : their stories / M.O. Chamberlain.
Author  Chamberlain, M. O. (Mark O'Rourke), 1953- author.
ISBN  9780473450106 paperback
Publishing Details  [Kaitaia] : [SHI Hvillage Publications], [2018]
                    ©2018
Physical Details  i, 89 pages : colour illustrations ; 26 cm
Subject  Immigrants New Zealand Attitudes.
         Immigrants New Zealand Biography.
         Immigrants New Zealand Interviews.
         New Zealand Emigration and immigration Public opinion.
         New Zealand Social life and customs Public opinion.
         Public opinion New Zealand.
Dewey  305.906912092293

Title  NZ local government magazine. Perspectives.
ISSN  2624-2362
Publishing Details  Auckland : Contrafed Publishing Co Ltd., [2015]-
Physical Details  volumes : 30 cm.
Frequency  Annual
Publication Numbering  Began with 2016.
Subject  Local government New Zealand Periodicals.
Dewey  351.93

Title  The NZBE buzz
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Quantum Meruit Project Management Limited], [2018]-
Physical Details  volumes : 30 cm
Frequency  Monthly
Publication Numbering  Began with 31 August 2018.
Subject  Construction industry New Zealand Costs Periodicals.
         Construction industry New Zealand Periodicals.
Dewey  338.43624099305
Title  New Zealand Society for the Intellectually Handicapped (Inc) - community housing : an approach to town planning.


Physical Details  25 leaves ; 30 cm

Subject  People with mental disabilities Housing Government policy New Zealand.

Dewey  362.2230993

---

Title  New Zealand buses in colour : past & present / Sean Millar.

Author  Millar, Sean, 1948- author.

ISBN  9781927329214


Physical Details  47 pages : colour illustrations ; 29 cm

Subject  Buses New Zealand History.

Dewey  388.342330993

---

Title  News & views.

ISSN  2624-2346


Physical Details  1 online resource

Frequency  Quarterly

Publication Numbering  Began with June 2018.

Subject  Animal products Standards New Zealand Periodicals.

Dewey  363.19262099305

Title: Oh boy : a storybook of epic NZ men / by Stuart Lipshaw.
Author: Lipshaw, Stuart, author.
ISBN: 9780143772545 hardback
Physical Details: 208 pages : colour illustrations ; 26 cm
Subject: Celebrities New Zealand Biography.
Heroes New Zealand Biography.
Men New Zealand Biography.

Title: Okarito Lagoon wildlife management reserve : draft management plan.
Publishing Details: [Hokitika] : [New Zealand Wildlife Service?], [1978?]
Physical Details: 14 leaves, 7 unnumbered leaves of plates (some folded) : illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject: Natural resources New Zealand Okarito Management.
Okarito Lagoon (N.Z.)
Dewey: 333.9164

Title: Operator information pack.
Author: NZ Transport Agency author.
ISBN: 9780478445947 online
9780478445954 print
Physical Details: 25 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject: Traffic safety Government policy New Zealand.
Truck drivers New Zealand.
Trucking New Zealand Safety measures.
Dewey: 363.1259021893
Title  Primary maths assessment tool / by Charlotte Wilkinson.
Author  Wilkinson, Charlotte, author.
ISBN  9780947496562 print
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Edify Ltd, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details  123 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Mathematics Study and teaching (Elementary).
Dewey  372.72044

Title  Pānui : an occasional publication of the Ministry of Women's Affairs.
ISSN  1175-5210
Publishing Source  Gratis
Physical Details  v. : ill., ports. ; 30 cm.
Subject  New Zealand. Ministry of Women's Affairs Periodicals.
Women New Zealand Periodicals.
Dewey 305.40993
OCLC Number 42616248

Title  Pānui : a publication of the Ministry for Women.
ISSN  2624-2230
Publishing Details  Wellington: Ministry for Women, [2014]-[2017]
Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.
Frequency  Quarterly
Publication Numbering  Began with December / Hakihea 2014; ceased with November/ Whiringa-ā-rangi 2017
Subject  New Zealand. Ministry for Women Periodicals.
Dewey 305.40993
Title Race, tea and colonial resettlement : imperial families, interrupted / Jane McCabe.

Author McCabe, Jane, author.

ISBN 1474299504 hardcover
9781474299503 hardcover
9781474299510 electronic publication
9781474299527 electronic PDF


Physical Details xvii, 253 pages : illustrations, maps ; 25 cm

Contents Introduction : Family, race and narrative -- Section I. India : separations. Tea plantation families of northeast India -- St Andrew's colonial homes -- Section II. New Zealand : settlement. 1910s : pathway to a settler colony -- 1920s : working the permit system -- 1930s : decline and discontinuance -- Section III. Transnational families. Independence -- Recovering Kalimpong -- Conclusion : a transcultural challenge.

Summary "A 20th-century saga of interracial Anglo-Indian tea dynasties prised apart and scattered as far away as New Zealand"--Provided by publisher. "In the early 20th century, the 'problem' of interracial relations between British colonials and natives was a hotly debated topic in British India. One Scottish missionary's solution was to isolate and raise the mixed-race children of British tea planters and local women in an institution in Kalimpong, in the foothills of the Himalayas, before permanently resettling them--far from their maternal homeland--as workers in New Zealand. Historian Jane McCabe leads us through a compelling research journey that began with uncovering the story of her own grandmother, Lorna Peters, one of 130 adolescents resettled in New Zealand under the scheme between 1908 and 1938. Using records from the 'Homes' in Kalimpong and in-depth interviews with other descendants in New Zealand, she crafts a compelling, evocative, and unsentimental yet moving narrative--one that not only brings an untold part of imperial history to light, but also transforms previously broken and hushed family histories into an extraordinary collective story. This book attends to both the affective dimension of these traumatic familial disruptions, and to the larger economic and political drivers that saw government and missionary schemes breaking up Anglo-Indian families--schemes that relied on future forgetting"--Provided by publisher.

Subject Anglo-Indians History 20th century.
Anglo-Indians New Zealand History 20th century.
Imperialism Social aspects India History 20th century.
India Race relations History 20th century.
Kalimpong (India) Emigration and immigration History 20th century.
Land settlement New Zealand History 20th century.
Miscegenation India History 20th century.
New Zealand Emigration and immigration History 20th century.
Plantation owners Family relationships India History 20th century.
Racially mixed people India History 20th century.
Tea plantations Social aspects India History 20th century.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Raise your child to read &amp; write : a guide for New Zealand parents; from birth to 7 years / Frances Adlam ; photography by Coco Reed.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Adlam, Frances, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780947503949 print</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>202 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>This book offers parents an understanding of the key tools required to give your child the best start in learning to read and write. It is based on the simple concept that how you talk, read and write with your child will directly affect their success in reading and writing for the rest of their lives. Frances Adlam is an educationalist who has vast experience in guiding parents to raise a child who thrives at reading and writing. In this book she shares toolkits of key ideas that you can use to enhance this process. You will be encouraged to know that your child's aptitude for learning to read and write at school is largely shaped by the language, reading and writing experiences you offer her or him from birth, something that is easily achieved by any engaged parent. Frances also explains how to work with children with learning differences, such as dyslexia. Weaving together science-based evidence with her work in the field of education, Frances shows how, in this busy, technologically based world we live in, the way to grow a child's brain for success in reading and writing is based on child development principles of positive relationships, communication, language and self-expression. Raise Your Child to Read and Write is an indispensable guide for all parents of children from birth to seven years, who want to optimise their child's learning development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Language arts (Early childhood)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>372.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>1057576335</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Referencing report of the Hong Kong qualifications framework and the New Zealand qualifications framework.

Title: Referencing report of the Hong Kong qualifications framework and the New Zealand qualifications framework.
ISBN: 9780473451110 paperback
9780473451127 online
Publishing Details: Wellington, N.Z.] : [New Zealand Qualifications Authority] [2018]
Physical Details: 90 pages ; 30 cm
Subject: Accreditation (Education) China Hong Kong.
       Accreditation (Education) New Zealand.
       Comparative education.
       Educational tests and measurements Standards China Hong Kong.
       Educational tests and measurements Standards New Zealand.
Dewey: 370.9

Reflecting on our work about information.

Title: Reflecting on our work about information.
Author: New Zealand. Office of the Auditor-General, author.
ISBN: 9780478442922
Physical Details: 32 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series: Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; B.29[18j].
Subject: Administrative agencies Information resources management New Zealand.
       Information storage and retrieval systems New Zealand.
       Public records New Zealand Management.
Dewey: 352.380993

Regional coast & land operational plan ...

Title: Regional coast & land operational plan ...
Publishing Details: Palmerston North : Horizons Regional Council, [2017]-
Physical Details: volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency: Annual
Subject: Land use New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui Periodicals.
       Soil erosion New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui Periodicals.
Dewey: 333.73099305
Title  Regions of opportunity : finding out which New Zealand region matches your investment interests by comparing each region's sector strengths and how these are supported by the region's workforce, raw materials, services and infrastructure.

ISBN  9780908344932

©2014

Physical Details  35 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject  Economic development projects New Zealand.
Regional planning New Zealand.

Dewey  338.993

Title  Report of the Armed Forces Canteen Council : for the year ended 31 March ...

Author  New Zealand. Armed Forces Canteen Council, author.

ISSN  2624-1714

Publishing Details  Wellington : [Armed Forces Canteen Council]

Physical Details  1 online resource

Frequency  Annual

Publication Numbering  Print began in 1975?

Series  Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; G.5.

Subject  New Zealand. Armed Forces Canteen Council Periodicals.

Dewey  355.81099305


Title  Residential tenancy law in New Zealand / Stewart Benson.

Author  Benson, Stewart, author.

ISBN  9781988553054

Publishing Details  Wellington : Thomson Reuters New Zealand Ltd, [2018]
©2018

Physical Details  xiii, 348 pages ; 24 cm

Rental housing Law and legislation New Zealand.

Dewey  346.930434
Title  Sh*t towns of New Zealand.
ISBN  1988547075 paperback
       9781988547077 paperback
                  ©2018
Physical Details  159 pages : colour illustrations ; 16 cm
Summary  Laid-back Kiwi humour at its best, this will have you laughing out loud and cringing in recognition at the same time. Based on the hugely popular Facebook page 'Shit Towns of New Zealand', this book describes New Zealand's towns and suburbs from the affluent to the effluent, the rural to the urinal, profiling all the best places not to visit, or heaven forbid, live. Slagging off our towns is as much a national pastime as binge drinking and ball sports. Ever since a Dutch bloke in a sailboat did a drive-by and claimed to have discovered the place, New Zealanders have revelled in taking the mickey. The towns and cities reviewed here have been carefully selected using an exacting set of scientific criteria, combined with extensive field research and a healthy sense of humour.
Subject  Cities and towns New Zealand Guidebooks.
         Cities and towns New Zealand Humour.
         New Zealand Guidebooks.
         New Zealand wit and humour.
Dewey  307.7609930207
OCLC Number  1057903379

Title  Significance and Engagement Policy, June 2018.
Author  Wellington (N.Z.). City Council, author.
ISBN  9780947521103 print
Physical Details  pages 167-174 : illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Municipal government New Zealand Wellington Citizen participation.
Dewey  352.16099363
Title Statement of performance expectations : 1 July - 30 June / The Privacy Commissioner, Te Mana Matapono Matatapu.

Author New Zealand. Office of the Privacy Commissioner, author.

ISSN 2624-1706

Publishing Details [Wellington] : Privacy Commissioner, Te Mana Matapono Matatapu

Physical Details 1 online resource

Frequency Annual

Series Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; A.11.

Subject New Zealand. Office of the Privacy Commissioner Periodicals.

Privacy, Right of New Zealand Periodicals.

Dewey 353.48099305


ISBN 1486308384 hardcover

9781486308385 hardcover


©2018

Physical Details xvi, 231 pages : color illustrations, maps (some color) ; 28 cm.


Summary Amphibians are among the most threatened groups of animals on earth. In part due to their highly permeable skin, amphibians are highly sensitive to environmental changes and pollution and provide an early-warning system of deteriorating environmental conditions. The more we learn about the impact of environmental changes on amphibians, the better we as humans will be able to arrest their demise, and our own.

Subject Amphibian declines Australia.

Amphibian declines Islands of the Pacific.

Amphibian declines New Zealand.

Amphibians Conservation Australia.

Amphibians Conservation Islands of the Pacific.

Amphibians Conservation New Zealand.
Title  Te Whaioranga, 2013-2023 : Māori responsiveness strategy / Pharmaceutical Management Agency.
ISBN  9780992256005 print
       9780992256012 online
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : PHARMAC Pharmaceutical Management Agency, [2013]
Physical Details  13 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Hauora reo
         Kaimahi (Ora) reo
         Maori (New Zealand people) Health and hygiene.
         Maori (New Zealand people) Medical care.
         Pharmaceutical policy New Zealand.
Dewey  338.476151

Title  Te Whare Pūkenga : serving Ngāti Tūwharetoa for half a century / this report was commissioned by the Tūwharetoa Māori Trust Board with thanks to the following contributors: Russell Feist, Rakeipoho Taiaroa, Paranapa Otimi, Jim Biddle, Rangikamutua Downs, Arthur Grace.
ISBN  9780473425517 hardback
Publishing Details  [Turangi] : Tūwharetoa Maori Trust Board, [2017]
Physical Details  55 pages : colour illustrations ; 22 x 31 cm
Subject  Feist, Russell.
         Kōrero nehe reo
         Kōrero taumata reo
         Lawyers New Zealand Biography.
         Mana whenua reo
         Ngāti Tūwharetoa (New Zealand people) History 20th century.
         Ngāti Tūwharetoa (New Zealand people) Land tenure.
         Ngāti Tūwharetoa (New Zealand people) Legal status, laws, etc.
         Pākehā reo
         Rōia reo
         Toa reo
         Ture whenua reo
Dewey  346.930432092
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Te pūtake o te riri : wars and conflicts in New Zealand / edited by Malcolm Mulholland.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473449315 print</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>168 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 25 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Commemorating wars and conflicts in Aotearoa New Zealand is about standing together as Māori and Pākeha and taking ownership of our joined history&quot;--Back cover.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Kūpapa reo  
Maori (New Zealand people) Politics and government.  
Maori (New Zealand people) Wars History 19th century.  
New Zealand History New Zealand Wars, 1860-1872.  
Pakanga reo  
Āhuatanga pāpori reo |
| Dewey | 305.899442 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Telefunken : Coast Radio Stations in New Zealand / Alex C. Glennie.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Glennie, Alex C. (Alex Charles), 1949- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Invercargill] : [Alex C. Glennie], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>74 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Radio broadcasting New Zealand History.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>384.540993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Think safety.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>volumes : colour illustrations ; 14 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Industrial safety Antarctica Handbooks, manuals, etc.  
New Zealand Antarctic Programme Periodicals. |
| Dewey | 363.110998905 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Tracking the fate of New Zealand's natural heritage.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>4 pages : 30 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Biodiversity conservation New Zealand Evaluation.  
Nature conservation New Zealand Evaluation.  
Wildlife conservation New Zealand Evaluation. |
| Dewey | 333.95160993 |
| OCLC Number | 156009500 |
Title  True to label : measuring value in the non-profit sector in Aotearoa New Zealand / John Page.
Author  Page, John, 1956- author.
ISBN  9780473442156 print
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [John Page], 2018. ©2018
Physical Details  48 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Nonprofit organizations New Zealand.
Dewey  361.7630993

Title  Vegetation enhancement and visual impact mitigation options for the proposed ECNZ Wind Farm at Makara : contract report for Electricity Corporation of New Zealand / John Herbert.
Author  Herbert, John McGregor, author.
Physical Details  31 leaves : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm
Subject  Electricity Corporation of New Zealand.
  Vegetation management New Zealand Wellington.
  Wind power plants Noise New Zealand Wellington.
Dewey  363.741

Title  Venture from the cloud : investment showcase.
ISBN  9781988552057 print
Physical Details  25 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Information society.
  International business enterprises.
Dewey  338.6042
Title: Water for the Waimea Basin: newsletter / Waimea Water Augmentation Committee (WWAC).


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Frequency: Irregular

Publication Numbering: Began with 1 (January, 2005); ceased with 18 (August, 2015)

Subject: Water resources development New Zealand Waimea River Watershed Periodicals. Water-supply New Zealand Waimea River Watershed Periodicals.

Dewey: 333.7309937705


Title: We had one of those too! / Stephen Barnett.

Author: Barnett, Stephen, 1951- author.

ISBN: 9780947503918 print


Physical Details: 216 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 24 x 30 cm

Summary: We Had One of Those Too! is a celebration of the cars commonly seen on New Zealand roads during the golden age of motoring, from 1950 through to 1970, and before cars started to all look and drive the same. Following on the bumper of its best-selling companion We Had One of Those! This book is filled with a further collection of cars that Kiwis loved and drove during these decades. Beautifully illustrated with the car sales brochures of the period, this classic artwork also forms a chronological survey of design trends. Accompanying the brochures are descriptions of each car that mix technical details with social history. These were the cars we kept for years that carried us back and forth to work, took us on holidays, to rugby matches, to the shops and the pub. Included are British models such as the Jowett Javelin, Austin Atlantic, Rover 90, Jaguar E-Type and the Triumph Spitfire, American makes such as the Ford Mustang and the Chevrolet Camaro, the Aussie Holden Torana, and European cars such as the Volkswagen Karmann Ghia and the Fiat Crusader. Now mostly disappeared from New Zealand roads and rarely seen, these cars are still held in fond regard – We Had One of Those Too! is nostalgia on four wheels.


Dewey: 388.342

OCLC Number: 1052550654
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Wildlife in New Zealand : conservation of our natural heritage / text by Frances M. Ross.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Ross, Frances, 1946-, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 folded sheet (4 unnumbered pages) : color illustrations ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Birds Conservation New Zealand. Conservation of natural resources New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>333.958160993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>429710562</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>With them through hell : New Zealand Medical Services in the First World War / Anna Rogers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Rogers, Anna, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780995100190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>494 pages : illustrations ; 26 x 20 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>355.3450993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Your path to global growth : working with us as a focus customer.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781988552040 print</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>25 pages : colour illustrations ; 15 x 21 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Export marketing New Zealand Planning. Export marketing New Zealand. Target marketing New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>338.70993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Te ao pūmau: standards and foundations of Māori society.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Manuka Henare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>0908727372 spiral binding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>155282585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Auckland [N.Z.]: Mental Health Foundation of New Zealand, [1997?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>100 pages; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Hauora hinengaro reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hauora reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maori (New Zealand people) Ethnic identity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maori (New Zealand people) Medicine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maori (New Zealand people) Mental health services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>362.208999442</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title               | The cat maths book / Shane Dye, Nic Petty.               |
| Author              | Shane Dye, 1969- author.                                |
| ISBN                | 9780473440961 print                                      |
| OCLC Number         | 35294424                                                |
| Publishing Details  | Christchurch: Creative Heuristics Limited, [2018]       |
|                     | ©2018                                                    |
| Physical Details    | 36 pages: colour illustrations; 30 cm                    |
| Subject             | Activity programs in education.                         |
|                     | Numeracy Study and teaching.                            |
| Dewey               | 372.7                                                   |

| Title               | The ethical lawyer: legal ethics and professional responsibility / Richard Scragg. |
| Author              | Richard Scragg, Richard, author.                        |
| ISBN                | 9781988553368 print                                     |
| OCLC Number         | 47281452                                                |
| Publishing Details  | Wellington: Thomson Reuters New Zealand Limited, [2018] |
|                     | ©2018                                                    |
| Physical Details    | xv, 438 pages; 24 cm                                    |
| Subject             | Attorney and client Moral and ethical aspects New Zealand. |
|                     | Conflict of interests New Zealand.                      |
|                     | Legal ethics New Zealand.                               |
| Dewey               | 340.02393                                               |
Title  The executive functions toolkit for classroom teachers / by Janet Stowell.
Author  Stowell, Janet, 1957- author.
ISBN  9780473438661 spiral binding
Physical Details  x, 144 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Summary  "This toolkit aims to help teachers to support their students to develop and strengthen their executive functions. When students learn what executive functions are and how they help us, they become more aware of their own strengths and weaknesses"--Page vii.
Subject  Executive ability in children.
          Executive functions (Neuropsychology) Study and teaching.
Dewey  370.15

Title  A guide for secretaries of all branches of the N.Z. Social Credit Political League (Incorporated)
Publishing Details  Christchurch : New Zealand Social Credit Political League, [1958]
Physical Details  28 pages ; 14 cm
Subject  Monetary policy New Zealand.
          New Zealand Social Credit Political League.
          Social credit New Zealand.
Dewey  332.560993

Title  A guideline and procedure for hydrological design of urban stormwater systems / New Zealand Institution of Engineers, Auckland Branch.
Author  New Zealand Institute of Engineers. Auckland Branch. author.
Physical Details  18 leaves : illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Urban runoff New Zealand Auckland Management.
Dewey  363.7284609932
Title  The history of Victory Royal Arch Chapter No 12, 1892-2017.
ISBN 9780473454326 paperback

©2018

Physical Details  103 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm
Subject  Royal Arch Masons. Victory Royal Arch Chapter No 12 (Nelson, N.Z.)
Dewey  366.1099376

Title  Te hīnga ake a Māui i te ika whenua / he mea kōrero anō nā Donovan Bixley ; he mea whakamāori e Darryn Joseph rāua ko Keri Opai.
Author  Bixley, Donovan, author, artist.
ISBN 1988516250
9781988516257 paperback

©2018

Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 21 x 29 cm
Summary  A retelling of the traditional story in which Māui sneaks onto his brothers' waka, and fishes up 'Te Ika a Māui', the North Island of Aotearoa New Zealand.
Subject  Folk tales. lcgft
Hī ika reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Folklore.
Matau reo
Māui reo
Pukapuka whakaahua reo
Pūrākau reo
Te Ao Tāwhito reo

Dewey  398.2008999442
OCLC Number 1050460845

Title  An overview of what we do.
Author  Bay of Plenty (N.Z. : Region). Regional Council (2010- ), author.

Publishing Details  [Whakatāne] : Bay of Plenty Regional Council Toi Moana, [2018]

Publishing Source  GD184774 Bay of Plenty Regional Council
Physical Details  1 sheet (2 unnumbered pages) : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Bay of Plenty (N.Z. : Region). Politics and government 21st century.
Bay of Plenty (N.Z. : Region). Regional Council (2010- )
Natural resources New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region) Management.

Dewey  351.9342
Title  The procrastinator's guide to killing yourself / Gareth Edwards.
Author  Edwards, Gareth (Mental health writer), author, narrator.
ISBN  9780473439699 audiobook
Physical Details  1 online resource (approximately 1 hr., 3 min.)
Summary  "For 20 years, Gareth Edwards worked in mental health and suicide prevention as a
government advisor, university researcher, and designer of innovative services. In The
Procrastinator's Guide to Killing Yourself, he shares how he found his own 'suicide prevention'
came from a place of 'suicide procrastination.' Short stories are told with heartfelt humour as
Gareth walks you through his five steps of "living yourself" to find a way forward rather than a
way out"—Information from Internet.
Subject  Audiobooks. lcgft
Edwards, Gareth (Mental health writer) Mental health.
Suicidal behavior.
Suicide.
Dewey  362.28

Title  The rusty tin can / written by Suzy Williams.
Author  Williams, Suzy, (author), author.
ISBN  9780994132321
©2018
Physical Details  164 pages ; 23 cm
Summary  "This book tells the life of Suzy Williams, who grew from British army childhood to today being
a recently retired New Zealander, who shares seven marriages between her and her spouse of
twenty-seven years. Suzy suffered from serious childhood sexual abuse, followed by a series
of three marriages and various relationships where she was abused, used, faced crisis's, was
life threatened and cast aside over a period of forty years. These 'forty years of adventure' are
full of the strangest and worst events and situations that would, at the very least,
scare-to-death, or at worst seem un-surmountable to a normal person. Sometimes they are
outrageously funny or weird, but nevertheless are true. You would think that anyone exposed to
these events, that cut-to the bone, would preclude this anyone ever being able to overcome
and live a half-decent life, without being a mental wreck. And yet Suzy does overcome, with
divine assistance, when all other avenues and options had failed her. She shows others living
her old life and circumstances that they too should not succumb but be overcomers like Suzy.
Answers to YOUR real-life questions are here. This book should have appeal to anyone, male
or female, rich or poor, secular or any religion; that whatever their circumstances are 'now' they
too can fight their way out of oppression and find their way to happiness. Counsellor's, those
needing counselling, those who find unanswerable questions in their life and those looking for
inspiration or to give inspiration need to take a leaf or two from Suzy's book"—Back cover.
Subject  Adult child sexual abuse victims England Biography.
Adult child sexual abuse victims New Zealand Biography.
Christians New Zealand Biography.
English New Zealand Biography.
Immigrants New Zealand Biography.
Women immigrants New Zealand Biography.
Dewey  362.764092
Title  A shattered life / by Darryl Smith.
Author  Smith, Darryl, 1963- author.
ISBN  9780473440633 paperback
Physical Details  288 pages : colour illustration ; 21 cm
Subject  Adult child abuse victims Australia.
         Adult child abuse victims New Zealand.
         Brothers Hospitallers of St. John of God. Oceania Province.
         Child sexual abuse Australia.
         Child sexual abuse New Zealand.
         Smith, Darryl, 1963-
Dewey  362.764092

Title  The silent scream : supporting a loved one with cancer / Nancy George.
Author  George, Nancy, 1953- author.
ISBN  9781986010573 paperback
Publishing Details  [Whanganui] : [Nancy George] [2018]
Physical Details  66 pages ; 21 cm
Subject  Bereavement.
         Cancer Patients Family relationships.
         Cancer Patients New Zealand.
         Cancer Psychological aspects.
         George, Nancy, 1953- Family.
Dewey  362.1969940092

Title  The third quarter : celebrating Rotary in Alexandra, 1994-2018 / collated by Jillian Jopp.
Author  Jopp, Jillian, 1955- compiler.
ISBN  9780473422073 paperback
Physical Details  166 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Alexandra Rotary Club (Alexandra, N.Z.) History.
Dewey  369.52099394
Title  Alagutamil : Pāda nūl + Payirchi nūl.
ISBN 9780473441234 paperback
Publishing Details  Pūngā nagaram, Niyūcilandhu : Tamil kalā sālai, [2018]
Physical Details  59 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Language  In Tamil with occasional words in English.
Subject  Study guides. lcgft
Tamil language Problems, exercises, etc.
Dewey  494.8118

Title  Animals / Jenny Chapman ; illustrated by Cindy Tan.
Author  Chapman, Jenny, 1980- author.
ISBN  1642551066
9781642551068 board book
Physical Details  15 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Language  Parallel text in New Zealand sign language, English and Māori.
Summary  Introduces signs and words for common animals that a baby might meet. Includes tips for teaching your baby to sign.
Subject  Animals Juvenile literature.
Board books.
Kararehe reo
Kōrero-a-rīnga reo
Matareo reo
Pukapuka whakaahua reo
Pānui pukapuka reo
Reo Māori reo
Reorua reo
Dewey  499.442
Title Bear / Martin Bailey.
Author Bailey, Martin, 1957- author, illustrator.
ISBN 9780995109360 paperback
©2017
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 15 cm
Summary Introduces words that rhyme with bear and are spelled in a similar way.
Subject Readers (Primary)
Dewey 428.6

Title Crow / Martin Bailey.
Author Bailey, Martin, 1957- author, illustrator.
ISBN 9780995109308 paperback
©2017
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 15 cm
Summary Introduces words that rhyme with crow and are spelled in a similar way.
Subject Readers (Primary)
Dewey 428.6

Title Cultureflow : Te Kete Tuatahi, the Māori language programme for beginners : stage 1 / Jason Fox, Sarah Reo.
Author Fox, Jason, 1970- author.
Edition New and revised.
Physical Details 1 CD-ROM (PDF files) ; 12 cm
Subject Māori language Spoken Māori.
Māori language Textbooks for foreign speakers English.
Matareo reo
Dewey 499.4428
Title Duck / Martin Bailey.
Author Bailey, Martin, 1957- author, illustrator.
ISBN 9780995109315
©2017
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 15 cm
Summary Introduces words that rhyme with duck and are spelled in a similar way.
Subject Readers (Primary)
Dewey 428.6

Title English New Zealand journal.
ISSN 2537-9739
Publishing Details Christchurch, New Zealand : English New Zealand, 2017-
Physical Details volumes ; 21 cm
Frequency Annual
Subject English language New Zealand Periodicals.
        English language Study and teaching Foreign speakers Periodicals.
Dewey 428.0071099305

Title Family / Jenny Chapman ; illustrated by Cindy Tan.
Author Chapman, Jenny, 1980- author.
ISBN 9781642551082 board book
Physical Details 15 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Language Parallel text in New Zealand Sign Language, English and Māori.
Summary Introduces signs and words for common items around the home that a baby might see or handle. Includes tips for teaching your baby to sign.
Subject Board books.
        English language Terms and phrases Juvenile literature.
        Families Juvenile literature.
        Kōrero-a-řinga reo
        Maori language Terms and phrases Juvenile literature.
        Matareo reo
        New Zealand Sign Language Terms and phrases Juvenile literature.
        Pukapuka whakaahua reo
        Pānui pukapuka reo
        Reo Māori reo
        Reorua reo
        Whānau reo
Dewey 408.32
Title  Home / Jenny Chapman ; illustrated by Cindy Tan.
Author  Chapman, Jenny, 1980- author.
ISBN  9781642551075 board book
Physical Details  15 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Language  Parallel text in New Zealand Sign Language, English and Māori.
Summary  Introduces signs and words for common items around the home that a baby might see or handle. Includes tips for teaching your baby to sign.
Subject  Board books.
  English language Terms and phrases Juvenile literature.
  Home economics Juvenile literature.
  Kāinga reo
  Kōrero-a-rīnga reo
  Maori language Terms and phrases Juvenile literature.
  Matareo reo
  New Zealand Sign Language Terms and phrases Juvenile literature.
  Pukapuka whakaahua reo
  Pānui pukapuka reo
  Reo Māori reo
  Reorua reo
Dewey  499.442

Title  Lark / Martin Bailey.
Author  Bailey, Martin, 1957- author, illustrator.
ISBN  9780995109308 paperback
©2017
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 15 cm
Summary  Introduces words that rhyme with lark and are spelled in a similar way.
Subject  Readers (Primary)
Dewey  428.6
Title Pig / Martin Bailey.
Author Bailey, Martin, 1957- author, illustrator.
ISBN 9780995109339 paperback
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Black Chook Books, 2017. ©2017
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 15 cm
Summary Introduces words that rhyme with pig and are spelled in a similar way.
Subject Readers (Primary)
Dewey 428.6

Title Snake / Martin Bailey.
Author Bailey, Martin, 1957- author, illustrator.
ISBN 9780995109346 paperback
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Black Chook Books, 2017. ©2017
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 15 cm
Summary Introduces words that rhyme with snake and are spelled in a similar way.
Subject Readers (Primary)
Dewey 428.6

Title Waikato & Taupo whānau update.
Publishing Details [Hamilton, New Zealand] : English Language Partners New Zealand, [2018]-
Physical Details 1 online resource
Frequency Quarterly
Publication Numbering Began with Volume 1 (October 2018)
Subject English Language Partners Waikato & Taupo Periodicals.
English language Study and teaching Foreign speakers Periodicals.
Tutors and tutoring New Zealand Waikato Periodicals.
Dewey 428.00710933
Electronic Location https://www.englishlanguage.org.nz/hamilton/
Title  Acids and bases.
ISBN 9780473438234 paperback

©2017
Physical Details  38 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Acid-base chemistry Examinations Study guides.
         Study guides. lcgft
Dewey  546.24

Title  Braided rivers : natural characteristics, threats and approaches to more effective management / Duncan Gray, Philip Grove, Matt Surman, Chris Keeling.
Author  Gray, Duncan, author.
ISBN 9781988520346 print
       9781988520353 web

Physical Details  vi, 16 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Braided rivers New Zealand Canterbury.
Dewey  577.640938

Title  Current state of the groundwater resource in the Orari-Temuka-Opihi-Pareora area / Hisham Zarour, Philippa Aitchison-Earl, Marta Scott, Louisa Peaver, Jayath De Silva.
Author  Zarour, Hisham, author.
ISBN 9780947511623 print
       9780947511630 web

Physical Details  vi, 44 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Groundwater New Zealand Timaru.
         Nutrient pollution of water New Zealand Timaru.
Dewey  553.79099387
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publishing Details</th>
<th>Physical Details</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Dewey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation Programme area / Jenny Arden.</td>
<td>author.</td>
<td></td>
<td>30 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Park and adjoining areas, including Tokaanu, Lake Rotoaira,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taurewa, Raurimu, Erua, Pokaka, Horopito, Raetihi, Ohakune, Karioi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Waiouru / M.D. Wilcox and N.J.D. Singers.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Waterfowl in New Zealand: blue duck, a declining species? / text by Dr Murray Williams.

Author Williams, Murray, 1943- author.

Publishing Details [Auckland? N.Z.] : Ducks Unlimited (N.Z.) and Department of Conservation, [1985?]

Physical Details 1 folded sheet (4 unnumbered pages) : color illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject Blue duck New Zealand.
Conservation of natural resources New Zealand.
Whio reo

Dewey 598.410993

OCLC Number 154730131

Title Whose home is this? / by Gillian Candler ; illustrated by Fraser Williamson.

Author Candler, Gillian, author.

ISBN 0947503668
9780947503666
9780947503673 hardback
9780947508666 paperback


Physical Details 32 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm

Summary Following on from previous titles Whose Beak is This? and Whose Feet are These?, author Gillian Candler and illustrator Fraser Williamson turn to looking at homes. Shows how native birds and sea creatures, such as the yellow-eyed penguin, octopus and crabs, use different strategies for keeping themselves and their young safe.

Audience Junior National Library of New Zealand.

Subject Birds Adaptation New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Birds New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Habitat (Ecology) New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Marine animals Adaptation New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Marine animals New Zealand Juvenile literature.

Dewey 591.5640993

OCLC Number 1031977165
Title  A report on progress : the rise and fall of the National Climate Laboratory, 1956-2013 / Melissa Laing.
Author  Laing, Melissa, 1976- compiler.
ISBN  9780473438678 paperback
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : illustrations (some colour) ; 25 cm
Subject  National Climate Laboratory (N.Z.) History.
Dewey  581.7220724

Title  The sea dreamer / Terry Fitzgibbon.
Author  Fitzgibbon, Terry, 1948- author, illustrator.
ISBN  1869665058
9781869665050 paperback
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 25 cm
Summary  Introduces factual information about the oceans through the story of a young boy who dreams of exploring the sea on his toy tugboat. Presents information about orcas, squid, sharks, whales, dolphins, and the impacts of climate change, overfishing and pollution on marine ecosystems.
Subject  Marine animals Juvenile literature.
Marine resources conservation Juvenile literature.
Dewey  591.77
OCLC Number  1055141180
Title 101 happily ever after: 101 second chance dogs and their stories of survival, rescue, rehabilitation and finding their forever homes / photography by Antonia Dawson ; text by Rebekah Orr.

Author Dawson, Antonia, 1974- photographer.

ISBN 9780473448714 print


Physical Details 240 pages : colour illustrations ; 26 cm

Subject Dog adoption pictorial collection.
Dog rescue New Zealand Pictorial collections.
Dog rescue New Zealand.
Human-animal relationships.

Dewey 636.0832

Title 80 years on: an autobiography / Mike Beard.

Author Beard, Mike, 1932- author.

ISBN 9780473424879 paperback

Publishing Details [Christchurch] : [Mike Beard], 2017.

Physical Details 118 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject Autobiographies. lcgt
Beard, Mike, 1932-
Hematologists New Zealand Biography.
Medical consultants New Zealand Biography.

Dewey 616.15092

Title Always delicious: favourite recipes from the New Zealand Listener / Lauraine Jacobs ; photography by Liz Clarkson.

Author Jacobs, Lauraine, author.

ISBN 0947503838 hardback
9780947503833 hardback


Physical Details 235 pages : colour illustrations ; 26 cm

Summary "Lauraine Jacobs is one of New Zealand's leading food writers, best known for her work with Cuisine and for her long-running food column in the New Zealand Listener. In Always Delicious she has compiled over 100 of her favourite recipes, chosen from at least 700 recipes that have featured in her column. These are the recipes that best show off her belief that food that should be consistently delicious to eat, simple to make, and which highlights the best of our seasonal fresh ingredients. The book has six sections, including sensational salads and vegetables, savoury dishes, fish, meat, sweets and desserts"--Publisher.

Subject Baking.
Cookbooks. lcgt
Cooking.

Dewey 641.5

OCLC Number 1054111261
Title  Better than a bought one: clever recipes and ideas for home-grown celebrations / Jo Seagar ; photography by Jae Frew.
Author  Seagar, Jo, 1955- author.
ISBN  9780143771739 paperback
©2018
Physical Details  256 pages : colour illustrations ; 25 cm
Summary  "Jo shows ordinary Kiwis how they can put on great celebration events with minimum effort and maximum effect. That's what Jo does best. From a baby shower to a 21st, an office shout to a winter dinner party, from a high tea to a wedding, Jo gives great recipes and tips so you can celebrate in style, without breaking the bank. There's even a chapter on holding a winter bonfire party for Matariki, and no celebrations book would be complete without Christmas - but this one is a Kiwi Christmas at the beach!"--Publisher information.
Subject  Cookbooks. lcgft
Cooking.
Entertaining.
Dewey  641.568
OCLC Number  1045237758

Title  La Boca Loca: Mexican cooking for New Zealanders / Lucas Putnam & Marianne Elliott ; photography, Nicola Edmonds.
ISBN  9780947503499
Physical Details  179 pages : colour illustrations; 26 cm
Subject  Cookbooks. lcgft
Cooking New Zealand Wellington.
Cooking, Mexican.
La Boca Loca.
Dewey  641.5972
OCLC Number  1057703289
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Changes are afoot!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Christchurch] : Environment Canterbury Regional Council = Kaunihera Taiao ki Waitaha, [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 sheet ; 21 x 10 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Fuelwood New Zealand Canterbury Burning Standards. Stoves, Wood New Zealand Canterbury Burning Standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dewey</strong></td>
<td>697.04209938</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Chilean needle grass : what you need to know.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Christchurch] : Environment Canterbury Regional Council = Kaunihera Taiao ki Waitaha, [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 folded sheet ([6] pages) : colour illustrations ; 21 x 10 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Tussockgrass (Genus) Control New Zealand Canterbury.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dewey</strong></td>
<td>632.50938</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Classic Motoring Society of Nelson Inc : a brief history of the first 21 years 1997-2018 / [research, design, words and layout by Denis Le Cren].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Le Cren, Denis, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>9780473451134 print</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Nelson] : [Classic Motoring Society of Nelson], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>30 pages : illustrations (chiefly colour) ; 15 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dewey</strong></td>
<td>629.22220609376</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Commercial dairy catalogue / World Wide Sires New Zealand.

Publishing Details: Christchurch : World-Wide Sires New Zealand,

Physical Details: volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Frequency: Annual


Subject: Dairy cattle Breeding New Zealand Catalogs Periodicals.

Dewey: 636.08202593

Title: Cooking with Abels vegetable shortening.


Physical Details: 32 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm

Subject: Cookbooks. lcgft

Cooking.

Dewey: 641.5

OCLC Number: 156772134

Title: Country-wide crop & forage.

ISSN: 2624-1404

Publishing Details: Feilding : NZ Farm Life Media Limited, 2018-

Physical Details: volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Frequency: Annual


Subject: Agriculture New Zealand Periodicals.

Agronomy New Zealand Periodicals.

Dewey: 630.99305

Title: The Cuba Street project / Beth Brash & Alice Lloyd.

Author: Brash, Beth, author

ISBN: 9780143772347 hardback


©2018

Physical Details: 270 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 23 cm

Summary: "Cuba Street has many faces. Restaurants, cafés, record shops, fashion outlets and, of course, the bucket fountain. Cuba Street has iconic status in Wellington – its colour and character over the last few decades have made it a favourite spot for locals and visitors alike. From the late lamented Matterhorn and Mighty Mighty, to Midnight Espresso, Logan Brown and Ombra, the street is filled with places and people worth remembering"--Back cover.

Subject: Cookbooks. lcgft

Cuba Street (Wellington, N.Z.) Pictorial works.

Restaurants New Zealand Wellington.

Restaurateurs New Zealand Wellington.

Dewey: 641.5099363
Title  Cupcake and friends / Elyse Kerr & Bridget Leach.
Author  Kerr, Elyse, 2000- author.
ISBN  9780473440428 paperback
Publishing Details  [Darfield, N.Z.] : [Elyse Kerr and Bridget Leach], [2018]
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : illustrations; 30 cm
Summary  A colouring book where SPCA-rescued animals tell their stories. Contains tips and information about animal welfare.
Subject  Animal rescue Juvenile literature.
         Coloring books. lcgft
Dewey  636.0832

Title  Ditch the diet / James Marx.
Author  Marx, James, author.
ISBN  9780473457198
Publishing Details  [Tauranga] : [James Marx], [2018]
Physical Details  12 unnumbered pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Hypnotism Therapeutic use.
         Reducing diets.
         Weight loss.
Dewey  613.25

Title  EATS : a compilation of more than 100 favourite recipes from mums, dads & celebrity chefs.
ISBN  9780473444167 print
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : One Mother to Another, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details  259 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm
Subject  Baking.
         Cookbook. lcgft
         Cooking.
Dewey  641.5
Easy every-day recipes.

Cookbooks. lcgft
Cooking.

Cooking.

Eating for healthy babies and toddlers : from birth to 2 years = Ngā kai tōtika mō te hunga kōhungahunga.

Diet New Zealand.
Food habits New Zealand.
Infants Nutrition New Zealand.
Toddlers Nutrition New Zealand.

Elite dairy sire catalogue / World Wide Sires New Zealand.

Dairy cattle Breeding New Zealand Catalogs Periodicals.

Erosion at Mangatu / George Howard.

Afforestation New Zealand Gisborne District.
Erosion New Zealand Gisborne District.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Feel great &amp; live longer : a New Zealand handbook for exceptional health / Jason Shon Bennett.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Bennett, Jason Shon, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780947503963 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>219 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Fasting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longevity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raw food diet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>613.265</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Feral goats : what you need to know.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 folded sheet ([6] pages) : colour illustrations ; 21 x 10 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Feral goats Control New Zealand Banks Peninsula District.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feral goats New Zealand Banks Peninsula District.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>632.69648099384</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Feral rabbits : what you need to know.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 folded sheet ([6] pages) : colour illustrations ; 21 x 10 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>European rabbit Control New Zealand Otago Region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>632.693209939</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Francesca's Italian kitchen : delicious Italian recipes made in New Zealand / Francesca Voza &amp; James Stapley.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Voza, Francesca, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780143777298 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>233 pages, 7 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 26 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Recipes from Francesca's, a popular restaurant group in the South Island, adapted for the home cook.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cookbooks. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooking, Italian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Francesca's Italian Kitchen (Restaurant chain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>641.5945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Gorse &amp; broom : what you need to know.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Christchurch] : Environment Canterbury Regional Council = Kaunihera Taiao ki Waitaha, [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 folded sheet ([6] pages) : colour illustrations ; 21 x 10 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Subject** | Gorse Control New Zealand.  
Indigenous broom Control New Zealand. |
| **Dewey** | 632.509933 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Government Chief Digital Officer Assurance Services Panel.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 folded sheet (6 unnumbered pages) ; 21 x 10 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Subject** | Government Chief Digital Officer System Assurance Team.  
Information technology Economic aspects New Zealand.  
Quality assurance New Zealand. |
| **Dewey** | 658.40130993 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Guide for the connection of small-scale inverter-based distributed generation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Electricity Engineers' Association (N.Z.), author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>9780995100381 PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>viii, 67 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Subject** | Distributed generation of electric power New Zealand.  
Electric inverters Installation New Zealand.  
Photovoltaic power generation New Zealand Safety measures. |
| **Dewey** | 621.31210993 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Health your self : the one-stop handbook to a healthier, more energetic you / Dr Nic Gill with Sue Page, PhD.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Gill, Nic (Coach), author.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **ISBN** | 0143772112 paperback  
9780143772118 paperback  
9780143772125 online |
©2018 |
| **Physical Details** | 303 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm |
| **Summary** | "A practical, fresh-thinking health guide from the All Blacks' strength and conditioning coach, Dr Nic Gill."—Publisher information. |
| **Subject** | Exercise.  
Self-care, Health. |
<p>| <strong>Dewey</strong> | 613 |
| <strong>OCLC Number</strong> | 1042414494 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Healthier homes Canterbury: find out how you can make your home warmer, drier and healthier.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Christchurch]: Environment Canterbury Regional Council = Kaunihera Taiao ki Waitaha, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 folded sheet (6 unnumbered pages): colour illustrations; 21 x 10 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Dwellings Heating and ventilation New Zealand Canterbury. Dewey 697.09938</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Healthier homes Canterbury: how to become a registered supplier.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Christchurch]: Environment Canterbury Regional Council = Kaunihera Taiao ki Waitaha, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 folded sheet (6 unnumbered pages): colour illustrations; 21 x 10 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Hāpata: te kurī māia o te moana / nā Robyn Belton; Te Reo Māori translation by Ross Calman.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Belton, Robyn, author, artist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780947503857 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 volume (unpaged): colour illustrations; 23 x 26 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Herbert was a small dog who lived in Nelson by the sea. Everybody liked him, but the person who loved him most was Tim. One fine day, an excited Herbert set off with Tim's father on a boat, heading for their cottage in the Marlborough Sounds. However, the weather soon turned rough and Herbert was catapulted into the biggest adventure of his life, from which he emerged a hero. Tells the true-life adventure of a boy's beloved dog, feared lost at sea in the Marlborough Sounds&quot;—Publisher description. &quot;He kurī pakupaku Hāpata, i te taha moana ia e noho ana. I aroha te katoa ki a ia, engari i tino arohaina ia e Timi. I tētahi rangi paki, ka haere te kurī hiamo nei, a Hāpata, mā runga poti i te taha o tō Timi pāpa ki Te Hoiere. Engari kāore tētahi i mōhio, i te kino haere te rangi, ā, ka tūpono a Hāpata ki te haerenga mōrearea rawa atu on tōna oranga&quot;—Back cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>1050460907</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Impossible inventions: ideas that shouldn't work / Małgorzata Mycielska ; illustrations by Aleksandra and Daniel Mizieliński ; translated by Agnes Monod-Gayraud.

Author  Mycielska, Małgorzata, 1973- author.

ISBN  1776571703 hardback
  9781776571703 hardback


Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Gecko Press, 2017. ©2017

Physical Details  119 pages : colour illustrations ; 26 cm

Summary  A collection of unusual and imaginative ancient and modern inventions, including a flying bicycle, bubble telegraph, passenger clouds and passenger birds, mechanical chess players, a water clock, a concentration hood and many more.

Audience  Primary, intermediate, secondary National Library of New Zealand.

Subject  Discoveries in science Juvenile literature.
  Inventions History Juvenile literature.
  Inventions Juvenile literature.
  Science and civilization Juvenile literature.

Dewey  609

OCLC Number  1017830289

---

Title  Jock's country : the cartoons and paintings of David Henshaw.

Author  Henshaw, David (Thomas David), author, artist.

ISBN  1869539788 hardback
  9781869539788 hardback

Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : David Bateman Ltd, 2018. ©2018

Physical Details  230 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 22 x 29 cm

Subject  Country life New Zealand Caricatures and cartoons.
  Farm life New Zealand Caricatures and cartoons.
  Farmers New Zealand Caricatures and cartoons.
  New Zealand wit and humor, Pictorial.

Dewey  636.00207

OCLC Number  1016678732
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Mental health in primary care : a resource for New Zealand health professionals / by Wendy Trimmer and Lynley Byrne ; foreword by Tane Rangihuna.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Trimmer, Wendy, author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780994130297 print</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projected Publication Date</td>
<td>1810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>pages cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;A quick-reference guide to the most common mental health conditions explains how to recognise signs and symptoms of mental distress, how to provide initial help and how to guide a person towards appropriate professional help. It contains information and flowcharts to lead the reader through various options for supporting people who are experiencing mental distress. Along with a new section on dementia, this second edition revises the chapters from the original text to include contemporary mental health and addiction models and to ensure a greater focus on physical health and wellbeing&quot;--Publisher information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Mental health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>616.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title                          | Metering safety : good practice guide.                                                                                                                                 |
| ISBN                          | 9780473395711 PDF                                                                                                                                                         |
| Publishing Details            | Wellington : Electricity Engineers Association of New Zealand, 2018.                                                                                                    |
| Physical Details              | xvi, 74 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm                                                                                                                                     |
| Subject                       | Electric meters Installation New Zealand.                                                                                                                                |
|                               | Electric meters Maintenance and repair.                                                                                                                                    |
|                               | Electric meters Safety regulations New Zealand.                                                                                                                            |
|                               | Electric meters Standards New Zealand.                                                                                                                                     |
| Dewey                         | 621.3730993                                                                                                                                                                |

| Title                          | Munro : a cat, a mouse, a crossword clue / Sharon Murdoch ; with an introduction by Elizabeth Knox.                                                                 |
| Author                        | Murdoch, Sharon, artist.                                                                                                                                                   |
| ISBN                          | 9780947503758 hardback                                                                                                                                                   |
| Physical Details              | 159 pages : colour illustrations ; 16 cm                                                                                                                                    |
| Summary                       | "Munro has run in Stuff newspapers since 2009. This volume contains 140 of those drawings"--Back cover.                                                                |
| Subject                       | Cats Pictorial works.                                                                                                                                                      |
|                               | Crossword puzzles Pictorial works.                                                                                                                                           |
| Dewey                         | 636.800207                                                                                                                                                                |
Title  My Indian kitchen : delicious recipes for New Zealand cooks / Ashia Ismail-Singer ; photography by Manja Wachsmuth.
Author  Ismail-Singer, Ashia, author.
ISBN  9780947503680
Physical Details  208 pages : colour illustrations ; 26 cm
Subject  Cookbooks. lcgft
  Cooking New Zealand.
  Cooking, Indic.
Dewey  641.5954
OCLC Number  1057480750

Title  The Māori of Whirinaki Forest Park.
Physical Details  1 folded sheet (4 unnumbered pages) : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Ahumahi ngahere reo
  Kōrero nehe reo
  Ngāti Whare (New Zealand people) New Zealand Whirinaki Forest Park.
  Te Wao nui a Tāne reo
  Traditional ecological knowledge New Zealand Whirinaki Forest Park.
  Whanake taiao reo
  Whirinaki Forest Park (N.Z.) History.
Dewey  634.908999442093425

Title  Nassella tussock : what you need to know.
Physical Details  1 folded sheet ([6] pages) : colour illustrations ; 21 x 10 cm
Subject  Serrated tussock Control New Zealand Canterbury.
  Serrated tussock New Zealand Canterbury.
Dewey  632.5
Title  New Zealand commercial project awards.
Publishing Details  Wellington : Registered Master Builders
Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency  Annual
Subject  Commercial buildings Awards New Zealand Periodicals.
Construction projects Awards New Zealand Periodicals.
Registered Master Builders (Organization) Competitions Periodicals.
Dewey  690.8099305

Title  New Zealand good health & wellbeing.
ISSN  2624-2354
Publishing Details  Auckland : Bauer Media
Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 28 cm
Frequency  Monthly
Publication Numbering  Began with August 2018.
Subject  Diet Periodicals.
Physical fitness for women Periodicals.
Women Health and hygiene New Zealand Periodicals.
Women Health and hygiene Periodicals.
Dewey  613.0424405

Title  Newsletter / Cats Protection Wellington.
Publishing Details  Wellington : [Cats Protection Wellington]
Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began with [spring 2017].
Subject  Animal shelters New Zealand Wellington Periodicals.
Cats Protection Wellington (N.Z.) Periodicals.
Dewey  636.808870993605
Title  Nicotine flavoured scones for smoko : stories of tobacco growing in the Motueka region
       / Shirley Heath Bastin.
Author  Bastin, Shirley, 1959- author.
ISBN  9780473444747 print
Publishing Details  (Christchurch] : Shirley Heath Bastin, [2018]
                   ©2018
Physical Details  158 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 23 cm
Subject  Bastin, Shirley 1959-
         Tobacco farms New Zealand Motueka History.
         Tobacco industry New Zealand Motueka History.
Dewey  633.71099377

Title  Nurture : the art of parenting / Peter Alsop, Nathan Wallis.
Author  Alsop, Peter, 1974- author.
ISBN  9780947503888 hardback
Physical Details  173 pages, 12 unnumbered pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 23 cm
Summary  A book of affirmations for parents, illustrated with photographs from mid-century New Zealand.
Subject  Child development Quotations, maxims, etc.
         Children Conduct of life.
         Families New Zealand Pictorial works.
         Parent and child.
         Parenting Quotations, maxims, etc.
Dewey  649.1

Title  Old man's beard : what you need to know.
Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : Environment Canterbury Regional Council = Kaunihera Taiao ki Waitaha,
                   [2018]
Physical Details  1 folded sheet ([6] pages) : colour illustrations ; 21 x 10 cm
Subject  Clematis Control New Zealand Otago Region.
Dewey  632.509939
Title Proposed Taranaki combined cycle power station : information bulletin, February 1993.


Physical Details 8 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm

Subject Electric power-plants New Zealand Taranaki.
Gas power plants New Zealand Taranaki.

Dewey 621.312132099348

OCLC Number 946470541

Title TMR clinical research.

ISSN 2624-1196

Publishing Details [Auckland] : [TMR Publishing Group Limited], [2018]-

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Frequency Quarterly

Publication Numbering Began with Volume 1, issue 1 (September 2018).

Language In English with some Chinese.

Subject Medicine, Chinese Periodicals.
Traditional medicine Periodicals.

Dewey 610.05


Title Tart & bitter : four decades of dining nightmares / the best of David Burton in the Dominion Post.

Author Burton, David, author.

ISBN 9780947503970 print


Physical Details 155 pages ; 24 cm

Summary Over his long career as a restaurant critic, David Burton has written approximately 2000 restaurant reviews for The Dominion Post and its predecessor The Evening Post, as well as Cuisine magazine. Of these, the vast majority have been either positive or at least mixed. However, working on the principle that as much as people might affect to publicly disapprove of negative criticism, in fact they secretly thrive on it, Tart & Bitter is a selection of what he calls his ‘absolute scorchers’. These reviews span four decades from the 1980s, and along with small nuggety bits from many of his equivocating columns, build a highly entertaining picture of the most ground-breaking era of New Zealand’s restaurant history. Acerbic and hilarious, these reviews feature a roll call of enraged chefs and owners, a stream of defamation threats in the era before the law changed, and an insightful glimpse into the worst moments of Wellington’s restaurant culture. Anyone interested in New Zealand food will delight in this wicked and compelling book.

Subject Dinners and dining New Zealand.
Restaurants New Zealand Reviews.

Dewey 647.9593

OCLC Number 1057617455
Title  Thermal efficiency in N.Z. buildings : a historical overview / Nigel Issacs.
Author  Issacs, Nigel P. (Nigel Philip)
ISBN  0475500008
9780475500007
Edition  [1st ed.].
Physical Details  ii, 35 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Architecture and energy conservation New Zealand.
Buildings Environmental engineering New Zealand.
Buildings Thermal properties New Zealand.
Insulation (Heat)
Dewey  693.832
OCLC Number  51371579

Title  Two dogs one wife / Giorgio Allemano.
Author  Allemano, Giorgio, 1955- author.
ISBN  9780473433765 print
©2018
Physical Details  421 pages ; 23 cm
Subject  Allemano, Giorgio, 1955-
Dog owners Biography.
Dewey  636.70092

Title  Wild Russell Lupin : what you need to know.
Physical Details  1 folded sheet ([6] pages) : colour illustrations ; 21 x 10 cm
Subject  Lupines Control New Zealand Otago Region.
Dewey  633.36709939
Title: Wilding conifers: what you need to know.


Physical Details: 1 folded sheet ([6] pages) : colour illustrations ; 21 x 10 cm

Subject: Conifers Control New Zealand Canterbury.
Invasive plants Control New Zealand Canterbury.

Dewey: 634.975109938

Title: Woodhill State Forest: public open days March 28 and 29, 1980.


Physical Details: 1 folded sheet (11 unnumbered pages) : illustrations ; 21 cm

Subject: Forest management New Zealand Woodhill State Forest.
Forests and forestry New Zealand Woodhill State Forest.
Woodhill State Forest (N.Z.)

Dewey: 634.9209932

Title: The life and times of Colin Leigh Cato 1912-1976 / written & researched by his son Richard Leigh Cato.

Author: Cato, Richard Leigh, 1948- author.

ISBN: 9780473451943 paperback


Physical Details: 119 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm

Farmers New Zealand Waitomo District Biography.
Soldiers New Zealand Waitomo District Biography.

Dewey: 630.92

Title: The natural home: tips, ideas & recipes for a sustainable life / Wendyl Nissen; photography by Emily Hlaváč Green.

Author: Nissen, Wendyl, author.

ISBN: 1988547067 paperback

9781988547060 paperback


Physical Details: 335 pages : colour illustrations ; 23 cm

Contents: In the garden -- In the kitchen -- Cleaning -- Health and beauty -- Taking care of baby.

Summary: "In The Natural Home Wendyl shares how easy it is to lead a much healthier life just by making some small changes and remembering the simple way that people used to live. Combining the best information from Wendyl's previous books, including natural recipes for anything from cleaning your toilet to making your own bread, this is excellent advice on how to garden, create healthy food, make natural cleaning and beauty products and raise your baby chemical-free."--Provided by publisher.

Subject: Home economics.
Self-reliant living New Zealand.
Sustainable living New Zealand.

Dewey: 640.286

OCLC Number: 1044534084

Author Speedy, Dale Weston, 1957- author.

ISBN 9780473447113 paperback
       9780473447120 EPub
       9780473447137 hardback
       9780473447144 Kindle
       9780473447151 iBook


Physical Details xiii, 121 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 cm

Subject Alternative medicine.
     Biomechanics Technique.
     Bones Mechanical properties.

Dewey 611.71

The nourished toddler : the essential guide to navigating toddler feeding from 1-5 years / Dr Julie Bhosale.

Author Bhosale, Julie, author.

ISBN 1869539893 paperback
       9781869539894 paperback

Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : David Bateman Ltd, 2018.

Physical Details 239 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm

Summary "Unpacks the science of the major developmental changes across toddlerhood and just what foods will help to fuel this. Those more controversial topics surrounding what to feed our toddlers - including, grains, dietary fat, and what the deal with toddler milk is - are covered in detail plus her top strategies for how to actually get food into fussy eaters, especially the strong-willed toddler. There are detailed meal plans for each stage of toddler life, recipe ideas, guidance on more specialist areas such as constipation and immune support, the importance of sleep and tips to manage use of screens and more"--Back cover.

Subject Child rearing.
     Children Nutrition.
     Toddlers Development.
     Toddlers Nutrition.

Dewey 649.3

OCLC Number 1052469831
Title  The possum busters are coming.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Department of Conservation, [1995?]

Physical Details  1 folded sheet (4 unnumbered pages) : colour illustrations ; 42 cm

Summary  Covers the reasons for possum control and safety around 1080 poison. Includes some games and puzzles to enhance the content. Designed to be used with a video with the same title.

Audience  Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.

Subject  Pests Control New Zealand Safety measures Juvenile literature.
          Sodium fluoroacetate Juvenile literature.
          Trichosurus vulpecula Control New Zealand Juvenile literature.

Dewey  632.6920993

Title  The village table : recipes and stories from Matakana.

ISBN  9780473443078


Physical Details  369 pages : colour illustrations ; 26 cm

Subject  Community cookbooks. lcgft
          Cookbooks. lcgft
          Cooking.

Dewey  641.5

Title  The vineyards of Central Otago : a passion for winemaking on the edge / text by Viv Milsom ; photography by by Mike Wilkinson.

Author  Milsom, Viv, author.

ISBN  9780143772071 print


Physical Details  271 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm

Summary  "From humble beginnings in the 1980s, the Central Otago wine industry has grown into a major calling card for the region and New Zealand. The vineyards of Central Otago tells the tale of the vineyard developers and owners, the viticulturists and winemakers"--Publisher information.

Subject  Vintners New Zealand Central Otago District.
          Viticulture New Zealand Central Otago District.
          Wine and wine making New Zealand Central Otago District.
          Wineries New Zealand Central Otago District.

Dewey  634.8099394
Title  The Australasian / Robert Ferris.
Author  Ferris, Robert, 1956- author.
ISBN  9780473440084 paperback
       9780473440107 hardback
Publishing Details  [Milford] : [Robert Ferris], [2018]
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : illustrations ; 25 cm
Subject  Hannan, James Patrick 1884-1957 career in rowing.
         Rowers New Zealand.
         Rowing Australia History.
         Rowing New Zealand History.
Dewey  797.123

Title  Ave Maria for soprano, baritone and piano / Chris Artley.
Author  Artley, Chris, 1963-
Publishing Source  Centre for New Zealand Music Trust, P.O. Box 10 042, Wellington, N.Z. ; info@sounz.org.nz ;
                   http://www.sounz.org.nz
Physical Details  1 score (12 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Ave Maria (Music)
         Mary, Blessed Virgin, Saint Songs and music.
         Sacred vocal duets with piano.
         Scores. lcgt
Dewey  780.41 (McColvin)
OCLC Number  904287015

Title  Blue Lake walk, around the Forest Park walk.
Physical Details  1 sheet (4 unnumbered pages) : illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm folded to 21 x 10 cm
Series  Whakarewarewa Forest Park walks ; 3.
Subject  Trails New Zealand Whakarewarewa State Forest Park Guidebooks.
         Whakarewarewa State Forest Park (N.Z.) Guidebooks.
Dewey  796.510993423
Title Camping at Opito Bay / by Brenda Sewell.
Author Sewell, Brenda, author.
ISBN 9780473428327 paperback
Publishing Details Whitianga : Brenda Mary Sewell in collaboration with Aries Publishing Ltd, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details iii, 83 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Summary About a group of friends and their families, dubbed The Pohutukawa Mob, who spent summer holidays camped in the same spot at Opito Bay on the Coromandel Peninsula during the 1960s, 70s and 80s.
Subject Camping New Zealand Opito Bay (Thames-Coromandel District) Family vacations New Zealand Opito Bay (Thames-Coromandel District) Opito Bay (Thames-Coromandel District, N.Z.) History Anecdotes.
Dewey 796.540993323

Title Cobb Valley : North-West Nelson State Forest Park.
Edition 2nd edition
Physical Details 1 sheet (8 pages) : illustrations, 30 x 42 cm folded to 21 x 10 cm
Subject Cobb River Valley (N.Z.) Guidebooks. Trails New Zealand Cobb River Valley Guidebooks.
Dewey 796.51099377
OCLC Number 429607334

Title Conservation House = Whare Kaupapa Atawhai.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Department of Conservation, [201-?]
Physical Details 47 pages : colour illustrations ; 15 x 21 cm
Dewey 725.1099363
Title Coromandel Forest Park: hut and track information, 1983.

Publishing Details [Thames] : [NZ Forest Service], [1983]

Physical Details 10 unnumbered pages: map; 21 cm

Subject Coromandel Forest Park (N.Z.) Guidebooks.
Trails New Zealand Coromandel Forest Park Guidebooks.

Dewey 796.510993323

Title DANZ annual report ...

Author Dance Aotearoa New Zealand, author.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : DANZ Dance Aotearoa New Zealand

Physical Details 1 online resource

Frequency Annual

Subject Dance Aotearoa New Zealand Periodicals.
Dance New Zealand Periodicals.

Dewey 792.8099305

Electronic Location https://danz.org.nz/about

Title Dreams of flying: flying adventures with early hang gliding and microlights in New Zealand / Gerard McNicholas, John McNicholas.

ISBN 9780473436568 paperback
9780473436575 online

Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand: John McNicholas and Gerard McNicholas, [2018]

Physical Details 191 pages: illustrations (some colour); 23 cm

Subject Hang gliders New Zealand Taranaki Anecdotes.
Hang gliding New Zealand Taranaki Anecdotes.
McNicholas, Gerard, 1958- Anecdotes.
McNicholas, John, 1961- Anecdotes.

Dewey 797.55092
Title  Future Ffocused Art Prize 2017: finalists: Cabbage, Clarchat Scintal, Salvo Las Vegas, & Printo Moorth / organised by Riff Raff (the collaborative artist duo comprised of Li-Ming Hu and Daphne Simons) with Jamie Hanton and Hope Wilson.

Publishing Details  [Christchurch]: The Physics Room, [2017]

Physical Details  1 folded sheet (8 pages) : illustrations ; 21 cm


Subject  Art, Modern 21st Century.

Dewey  709.22

Title  Fish Wellington: a guide to trout fishing around Wellington City.

Publishing Details  Wellington: Wellington Acclimatisation Society, [1988?]

Physical Details  1 folded sheet (4 pages) : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject  Trout fishing New Zealand Wellington.

Dewey  799.175709935

Title  Five Mile Gate walks, rest area walks.


Physical Details  1 sheet (4 unnumbered pages) : illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm folded to 21 x 10 cm

Series  Whakarewarewa Forest Park walks ; 4.


Dewey  796.510993423

Title  The Fred Dagg all-purpose DVD & music CD [videorecording] / producer, Roderick Willows and Huntaway Films.


Physical Details  1 videodisc (approximately 171 min.) : sound, color ; 4 3/4 in. + 1 audio disc (70 min.)

Contents  DVD: The Dagg sea scrolls -- Country calendar -- Fred Dagg television archive -- The language of real estate -- Farnarkeling -- Interview with John Clarke, filmed for the National Film and Sound Archive, Cinema and Media Studies, La Trobe University, April 3, 2006 -- Selected Clarke & Dawe interviews -- Photographs and music. CD: National Anthem -- Farmers -- Petrol and how to get it -- Economy -- Real estate -- Exams -- Medley -- 21st speech -- Phone call -- We don't know how lucky we are -- Hamlet -- Opera -- Announcement of All Black team -- Flea race -- Larry loves Barry -- Solar energy -- Sleeping trouble -- Driving lessons -- Child's guide to the Universe -- Sportsman of the year -- Traditional air -- Good Samurai -- Cooking with Dagg -- Meaning of life -- Not a bad day for it -- Memoirs -- Ascent of man -- Gumboot song.

Summary  The authorized Dagography featuring highlights lovingly selected by an above-average crowd in "The Plough and Chequebook," and covering the period from Mr. Dagg's emergence in New Zealand in the early 1970's.


Subject  Comedy sketches New Zealand.


New Zealand wit and humor.

Nonfiction television programs. lcgft

Television comedies. lcgft

Dewey  791.456170993

OCLC Number  244390350
Title: Golden Bay walks: North West Nelson State Forest Park.
Physical Details: 1 sheet (3 pages, 3 unnumbered pages): illustrations; 21 x 29 cm folded to 21 cm
Subject: Golden Bay/Mohua (N.Z.) Guidebooks.
Trails New Zealand Golden Bay County Guidebooks.
Dewey: 796.51099375

Title: Gottfried Lindauer: life of the artist and his works: 1839 Pilsen to Woodville 1926 / researchers and historians, Joan & Kevin McIntyre.
Author: McIntyre, Joan, 1950- author.
ISBN: 9780473413668 hardback
©2017
Physical Details: 257 pages: colour illustrations; 31 cm
Subject: Kaipeita. reo
Kōrero taumata. reo
Lindauer, Gottfried, 1839-1926.
Maori (New Zealand people) Biography.
Maori (New Zealand people) Portraits.
New Zealand Biography Portraits.
Painters New Zealand Biography.
Taonga. reo
Tūpuna. reo
Waituhi. reo
Whakaahua. reo
Dewey: 759.993

Title: Green Lake picnic area walks.
Physical Details: 1 sheet (4 unnumbered pages): illustrations; 21 x 30 cm folded to 21 x 10 cm
Series: Whakarewarewa Forest Park walks; 2.
Subject: Trails New Zealand Whakarewarewa State Forest Park Guidebooks.
Whakarewarewa State Forest Park (N.Z.) Guidebooks.
Dewey: 796.510993423
Title Guidelines for tenancy fitout to assist owner and tenant setting up new offices / Building Owners and Managers Association of New Zealand.


Physical Details 10 pages ; 21 cm

Subject Commercial buildings New Zealand Management.
Real estate management New Zealand.

Dewey 725.20993

OCLC Number 154128084

Title Halfmoon Bay walks, Stewart Island.


Physical Details 1 folded sheet (8 unnumbered pages) : illustrations ; 42 x 30 cm folded to 21 x 10 cm

Subject Halfmoon Bay(N.Z.) Guidebooks.
Trails New Zealand Stewart Island/Rakiura Guidebooks.

Dewey 796.51099396

OCLC Number 154115203

Title Hero of the sea : Sir Peter Blake's mighty ocean quests / David Hill ; illustrated by Phoebe Morris.

Author Hill, David, 1942- author.

ISBN 9780143771654 paperback


©2018

Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 26 cm

Summary A brief biography of Sir Peter Blake, a sailor who won yacht races and was killed while campaigning for environmental protection. In picture book format.

Subject Blake, Peter, 1948-2001 Juvenile literature.
Environmentalists New Zealand Biography Juvenile literature.
Sailors New Zealand Biography Juvenile literature.

Dewey 797.124092
Title: Homage / Catherine Cattanach.
Author: Cattanach, Catherine, artist.
ISBN: 9780473452025 paperback
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Catherine Cattanach], [2018] ©2018
Physical Details: 38 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject: Cattanach, Catherine.
Eryngium Pictorial works.
Nature photography New Zealand.
Dewey: 779.34

Title: Horseshoe Bay Outdoor Education Centre, Stewart Island : opportunities for conservation education.
Physical Details: 12 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject: Horseshoe Bay Outdoor Education Centre.
School camps New Zealand Stewart Island/Rakiura.
Stewart Island/Rakiura (N.Z.) Description and travel.
Dewey: 796.5422099396
OCLC Number: 154195227

Title: Hunting in Wellington forest parks.
Physical Details: 1 folded sheet ([4] pages) : maps ; 30 cm
Subject: Forest reserves New Zealand Wellington (Region)
Hunting New Zealand Wellington (Region)
Dewey: 799.29936
OCLC Number: 153928779

Title: I am New Zealand : Aotearoa through many eyes.
ISBN: 9780143772989 paperback
Physical Details: 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 21 x 25 cm
Summary: "This book collects a range of personal views of Aotearoa from photographers, both amateur and professional, along with their thoughts on what makes New Zealand"--Publisher information.
Subject: Landscape photography New Zealand.
New Zealand Pictorial works.
Photography, Artistic.
Dewey: 779.99193

National Library of New Zealand
120
Te Puna Mataranga o Aotearoa
Title  I have loved me a man : the life and times of Mika / Sharon Mazer ; foreword by Witi Ihimaera.
Author  Mazer, Sharon, author.
ISBN  9781869408862 print
©2018
Physical Details  xvi, 268 pages : illustrations (some coloured) ; 24 cm
Summary  "From the Old Mill Disco in Timaru to San Francisco’s ACT UP protests, through Jazzercise and drag, AIDS and homosexual law reform, I Have Loved Me a Man takes readers inside the social revolution that has moved New Zealand from the 1960s to the present day through the story of the one, the only, queer Māori performance artist: Mika. Mika grew up in Timaru, was adopted into a white family, and learnt Māori culture from the back of a cereal box. He discovered disco in the 1970s, worked with Carmen, Dalvanius Prime, Merata Mita and others to develop outrageous stage shows that toured the world, played a policeman on television in Shark in the Park and came out on screen with Harvey Keitel, playing a takatāpui role in Jane Campion’s Academy Award-winning film The Piano. Mika has never been in the closet: his life has been an ongoing production of both the fabulous and the revolutionary. This highly visual book interweaves archival and historical research with images hand-picked from Mika’s extensive archive to reveal the life and times of a queer brown boy from Aotearoa who took on the big white world"--Publisher information.
Subject  Conceptual art 21st century.
          Mika, 1962-
          New Zealand Social life and customs.
          Performance art 21st century.
Dewey  709.040755
OCLC Number  1048311981

Title  If a pig could paint / D. Passmore.
Author  Passmore, D., 1973- author, illustrator.
ISBN  9780473443054 paperback
©2018
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 26 cm
Summary  An imaginary exploration of what pigs, cats, dogs and other pets might create if they could paint.
Subject  Creative ability Juvenile literature.
          Painting Juvenile literature.
          Sharing Juvenile literature.
          Swine Juvenile literature.
Dewey  750.19
Title  Karamea forest walks : North-West Nelson State Forest Park.
Physical Details  1 folded sheet (11 pages) : illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm folded to 21 x 10 cm
Subject  Karamea (N.Z.) Guidebooks.
          Trails New Zealand Karamea Guidebooks.
Dewey  796.51099373

Title  Karamea forest walks : North-west Nelson Forest Park.
Physical Details  1 folded sheet (12 unnumbered pages) : illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm folded to 21 x 10 cm
Subject  Karamea (N.Z.) Guidebooks.
          Trails New Zealand Karamea Guidebooks.
Dewey  796.51099373

Title  Made in Australia and Aotearoa/New Zealand : studies in popular music / edited by Shelley Brunt and Geoff Stahl.
ISBN  1138195685 (hbk.)
       1138195693 (pbk.)
       9781138195684 (hbk.)
       9781138195691 (pbk.)
       9781315638256 (ebk)
©2018
Physical Details  xiii, 238 pages : illustrations ; 25 cm.
Contents  Cover; Half Title; Title Page; Copyright Page; Table of Contents; List of Illustrations; Series Foreword; Preface; Acknowledgments; Introduction: This is My City: Reimagining Popular Music Down Under; Part I: Place-Making and Music-Making; 1 Singing about the City: The Lyrical Construction of Perth; 2 The Phoenix and the Bootleg Sessions: A Canberra Venue for Local Music; 3 Lorde's Auckland: Stepping Out of "the Bubble"; Part II: Rethinking the Musical Event; 4 Popular Music and Heritage-Making in Melbourne; 5 The "Dunedin Sound" Now: Contemporary Perspectives on Dunedin's Musical Legacy 6 The Construction of Latin American Musical Identity in MelbournePart III: Musical Transformations: Decline and Renewal; 7 Outside the Square: Songs for Christchurch in a Time of Earthquakes; 8 The Making and Remaking of Brisbane and Hobart: Music Scenes in Australia's "Second-Tier" Cities; 9 Urban Melancholy: Tales from Wellington's Music Scene; Part IV: Global Sounds, Local Identity; 10 Singing the Lord's Song in a Strange City: An Examination of the Nexus Between the Southern Gospel Choir and the City of Hobart, Tasmania; 11 "I Rep for My Mob": Blackfellas Rappin' from Down-Unda 12 Technomotor Cities: Adelaide, Detroit and the Electronic Music Pioneers13 Giving Back in Wellington: Deep Relations, Whakapapa and Reciprocity in Transnational Hip Hop; 14 The Music City: Australian Contexts; Coda: 15 Site-ing the Sounds: Discovering Australia and New Zealand's Popular Music in the United States; Afterword; 16 Negotiating Trans-Tasman Musical Identities: Conversations with Neil and Tim Finn; A Selected Bibliography of Books on Popular Music in Australia and Aotearoa/New Zealand; Notes on Contributors; Index
Series  Routledge global popular music series.
Summary  "Made in Australia and Aotearoa/New Zealand: Studies in Popular Music serves as a comprehensive and thorough introduction to the history, sociology, and musicology of twentieth-century popular music of Australia and Aotearoa/New Zealand. The volume consists of chapters by leading scholars of Australian and Aotearoan/New Zealand music, and covers
the major figures, styles, and social contexts of pop music in Australia and Aotearoa/New Zealand. Each chapter provides adequate context so readers understand why the figure or genre under discussion is of lasting significance to Australian or Aotearoan/New Zealand popular music. The book first presents a general description of the history and background of popular music in these countries, followed by chapters that are organized into thematic sections: Place-Making and Music-Making; Rethinking the Musical Event; Musical Transformations: Decline and Renewal; and Global Sounds, Local Identity."-- Provided by publisher.

Subject  Popular music Australia History and criticism.
          Popular music New Zealand History and criticism.
Dewey    781.630994
OCLC Number  1046623114

Title  Mixtures: Xin Cheng and Allan Smith.
Author  Cheng, Xin, (Artist), artist.
Physical Details  154 pages : illustrations ; 25 cm.
Series  Distracted-reader ; #1.
Subject  Art, New Zealand 21st century.
          Design New Zealand.
          Photography New Zealand.
Dewey    709.9305
OCLC Number  869838164

Title  Moments in time / Mataura Kilties Pipe Band.
Author  Mataura Kilties Pipe Band.
Physical Details  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm.
Contents  The legend of the Hokonuis -- Duelling bagpipes -- Abide with me -- Billy Connelly's hornpipe -- Miss Colhoun -- 6/8 marches: 100 pipers; Bonnie Dundee; Cock of the North -- Sailing -- Reel set: The last dram; The whisky episode; Westies Cave; Hell's teeth -- Street march: The Mataura Kilties centennial march ; Scotland the brave; Loch Lomond; Hey Andy -- From Scotland with love -- Salute to the Camerons: Nurse Edith Cavel; Jack Casey; Kaka Point jig -- God of nations -- Possum Pickers: Dirty old town; Shearers' jamboree; She'll be comin' round the mountain; Rock around the clock.
Subject  Bagpipe music New Zealand.
          Bagpipe music.
Dewey    784.83
OCLC Number  910605743
Title New Zealand art at Te Papa / edited by Mark Stocker.
ISBN 9780994146038

Physical Details 376 pages : colour illustrations ; 28 cm
Summary "New Zealand's national art collection is held by Te Papa and dates back to 1865. In this book, Te Papa's curators and other expert art writers showcase the strengths of the New Zealand art collection by discussing over 270 works. From very early colonial work through to recent acquisitions, and including photography, their essays offer insights into the art and the artists, and the contexts and issues that drove them" -- Back cover.
Subject Art New Zealand Wellington.
Art, New Zealand.
Artists New Zealand.
Museum of New Zealand.
Dewey 708.993

Title New Zealand tramping & mountaineering.
Physical Details 1 volume (unnumbered) : colour illustrations ; 21 x 10 cm
Subject Hiking New Zealand Guidebooks.
New Zealand Guidebooks.
Trails New Zealand Guidebooks.
Dewey 796.5220993

Title November metric : a settings expansion / Hamish Cameron ; writing Hamish Cameron, Kira Magrann, Morgan Davie, Benjamin Kouppi, Rach Shelkey, Kyrie Culp, Dana Cameron, Khelren, Oh SeungHan.
Author Cameron, Hamish, 1977- author.
ISBN 9780473410346 paperback
Edition v.1.0
Publishing Details [Rangiora] : Ardens Ludere, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details 150 pages : colour illustrations ; 22 cm
Series Sprawl ; 2.
Subject Fantasy games Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Fantasy games Rules.
Dewey 793.93
Title  On first looking into Chapman’s Homer: New Zealand at the 54th Biennale di Venezia 2011 / Michael Parekowhai.
Author  Parekowhai, Michael, 1968- author.
ISBN  9780958264792 hardback
Physical Details  111 pages: illustrations (some colour); 22 cm
Dewey  730.92
OCLC Number  807999762

Title  Outstanding: Wanganui district public art strategy = Ngā whenu aronui: ngā tāonga nui ki uta ki tai / Wanganui District Council.
Publishing Details  [Wanganui]: [Wanganui District Council], [2009?]
Physical Details  16 pages: illustrations; 30 cm
Subject  Art, Municipal New Zealand Wanganui.
          Arts New Zealand Wanganui.
          Community arts projects New Zealand Wanganui.
          Public art New Zealand Wanganui.
Dewey  709
OCLC Number  1049612985

Title  Te Papaioea Te Papaioea.
Publishing Details  [Palmerston North]: [Palmerston North Arts Council], [197-?]
Physical Details  22 unnumbered pages: illustrations; 23 cm
Subject  Composers New Zealand.
          Kōrero nehe reo
          McDonald, Ian, 1937- Papaioea.
          Palmerston North (N.Z.) Songs and music.
          Pūoro reo
          Tāone reo
Dewey  781.59
Title: Property is theft! : Reuben Moss. Kaitani : featuring the University of Canterbury Fijian Students Association and new work by Kulimoe'anga 'Stone' Maka / curated by Ema Tavola

Publishing Details: [Christchurch] : The Physics Room, [2017]

Physical Details: 1 folded sheet (3, 3 pages) ; 21 cm

Contents: A conversation between Reuben Moss and Jamie Hanton, 20 November 2017 -- Kaitani / Ema Tavola.

Subject: Art, Fijian 21st century.
Art, Modern 21st century.
Art, New Zealand 21st century.
Exhibition catalogs lcqft
Moss, Reuben, 1965- Exhibitions.

Dewey: 709.22

Title: Prospects fearful / Caroline McQuarrie and Shaun Matthews ; with Jessica Hubbard.

Author: McQuarrie, Caroline, 1975- artist, author.

ISBN: 9780473450496


Physical Details: 1 portfolio (41cards) : colour illustrations ; 22 x 15 x 2 cm

Summary: "Published on the occasion of the exhibition 'Prospects fearful' at the Suter Art Gallery Te Aratoi o Whakatū, Nelson, 1 September-11 November 2018. About the 1846-8 expedition from Nelson into the West Coast and back of Thomas Brunner, Kehu, Pikiwati and the guides' unnamed wives"--Publisher information.

Subject: Art, New Zealand New Zealand Wellington Exhibitions.
Brunner, Thomas, 1871-1874 Travel New Zealand South Island Exhibitions.
Explorers New Zealand South Island History 19th century Exhibitions.
Haerenga reo
Häereere awa reo
Kaiārahi reo
Kehu Travel New Zealand South Island Exhibitions.
Kōrero nehe reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Travel History 19th century Exhibitions.
Matthews, Shaun, 1961- Exhibitions.
McQuarrie, Caroline, 1975- Exhibitions.
Pikiwati Travel New Zealand South Island Exhibitions.
Tūhura reo
Whakaahua reo
Whakaaturanga toi ataata reo
Whenua reo

Dewey: 709.93
**Title**: Pulp sport. Volume 3.


**Physical Details**: 2 DVDs : sound, color ; 4 3/4 in.

**Contents**: Disc 1. Episodes 1-8 -- Disc 2. Special features.

**Summary**: "Pulp sport Volume 3 features all eight episodes from the 2008 series of Pulp Sport - the dodgiest, stupidest and funniest series yet!"--Container.

**Subject**: New Zealand wit and humor.

Nonfiction television programs. lcgft
Sports New Zealand Humour.
Television broadcasting of sports New Zealand.
Television comedies New Zealand.
Television comedies. lcgft

**Dewey**: 796.0207

**OCLC Number**: 460170260

---

**Title**: Redwood memorial grove walk, Pohaturoa walk, Tokorangi Pa site, and Tarawera wash walk tree identification trail.


**Physical Details**: 1 sheet (5 unnumbered pages) : illustrations ; 30 x 21 cm folded to 21 x 10 cm

**Series**: Whakarewarewa Forest Park walks ; 1.

**Subject**: Trails New Zealand Whakarewarewa State Forest Park Guidebooks.
Whakarewarewa State Forest Park (N.Z.) Guidebooks.

**Dewey**: 796.510993423

---

**Title**: Repurposed : New Zealand homes using upcycled materials and spaces / Catherine Foster.

**Author**: Foster, Cate, author.

**ISBN**: 0143771744 paperback
9780143771746 paperback


**Physical Details**: 207 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm

**Summary**: "The book features 20 homes located throughout the country that feature a variety of clever solutions and design styles. There is everything from repurposed container homes to army barracks, farm utility buildings, churches and urban spaces finished with upcycled and repurposed furnishings"--Publisher information.

**Subject**: Architecture, Domestic New Zealand.
Buildings Remodeling for other use New Zealand.
Recycled products.

**Dewey**: 728.02860993

**OCLC Number**: 1045834057
Title  
Riwaka scenic reserve.

Publishing Details  

Physical Details  
1 sheet (6 unnumbered pages) : illustrations ; 21 x 10 cm

Subject  
National parks and reserves New Zealand Riwaka Scenic Reserve.  
Riwaka Scenic Reserve (N.Z.) Guidebooks.

Dewey  
719.3699377

OCLC Number  
233976250

Title  
Rockfishing New Zealand / Andrew Randall.

Author  
Randall, Andrew, author.

ISBN  
9780473434502 print

Edition  
Special edition.

Publishing Details  
[New Zealand] : Ink IQ Ltd, [2018]

Physical Details  
139 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject  
Fishing New Zealand.

Dewey  
799.10993

Title  
Savaged to suit : Māori and cartooning in New Zealand / Paul Diamond.

Author  
Diamond, Paul, author.

ISBN  
9780992247706

Publishing Details  

Physical Details  
201 pages : illustrations ; 26 cm

Contents  

Series  
New Zealand Cartoon Archive monograph series ; no. 2.

Summary  
"Savaged to Suit: Māori and cartooning in New Zealand is a pioneering study by Paul Diamond. In the earliest cartoons featuring Māori, they appeared as fearsome savages; today they are likely to be drawn in corporate-world suits. The book concentrates on the period from the 1930s to the 1990s, but also looks back to the first cartoons showing Māori and includes 21st century images. Savaged to Suit looks at how Māori and Māori culture and life were seen by cartoonists in a succession of stereotypes over many decades of changing perceptions and attitudes. The book considers how these stereotypes criticised Māori and their culture – sometimes savagely – to 'suit' cartoonists' agendas. Chapters deal with cultural practices, material culture, Māori language, politics, the Treaty of Waitangi, Māori in time of war, and the significance of sport. Paul Diamond also looks at the work and approaches taken by the small number of Māori cartoonists. The book features 250 cartoons – the first ever collection that captures the attitudes and feelings of each period and underlines the importance of editorial cartoons as valuable historical sources"--Inside front flap.

Subject  
Editorial cartoons New Zealand.  
Maori (New Zealand people) Caricatures and cartoons.  
Maori (New Zealand people) Press coverage.  
Māngai reo  
Pakiwaituhi reo  
Rangahau Māori reo  
Stereotypes (Social psychology) New Zealand.
**Whakaahua reo**

**Dewey** 741.6508999442

**Title** Snow bound / The Chills.

**Author** Phillipps, Martin, 1963- composer, performer.

**Publishing Details** [London] : Fire, [2018]

©2018

**Physical Details** 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

**Contents** Bad sugar -- Time to atone -- The greatest guide -- Scarred -- Complex -- Deep belief -- Lord of all I survey -- Snow bound -- Eazy peazy -- In harmony.

**Subject** Alternative rock music New Zealand.

Alternative rock music. lcgft


Rock music. lcgft

**Dewey** 782.42166

**OCLC Number** 1053611817

---

**Title** South East Otago reserves.

**Publishing Details** [Wellington?] : [Department of Lands and Survey], [1983?]

**Physical Details** 1 folded sheet (8 pages) : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 cm

**Subject** National parks and reserves New Zealand Clutha District.

**Dewey** 719.3099393

---

**Title** The Stevenson Collection : private collection of contemporary art, established 1984 / text: Rachel Kleinsman.

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [Suite Gallery], [2017]

**Physical Details** 50 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 18 x 20 cm

**Subject** Painting, New Zealand 20th century Private collections Catalogs.

Painting, New Zealand 21st century Private collections Catalogs.

Stevenson Collection (N.Z.) Catalogs.

Stevenson, Mark (Art collector) Art collections Catalogs.

**Dewey** 759.993074
Title  This is New Zealand : curated by Robert Leonard and Aaron Lister, with Moya Lawson.
ISBN  0994127286
       9780994127280
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : City Gallery Wellington, [2018]
Physical Details  143 pages : illustrations (chiefly colour) ; 23 cm.
Summary  "Teasing out connections between images, ideology, and identity, our exhibition 'This is New Zealand' reflects on who we thought we were, who we think we are. Taking a critical look at stories we've told ourselves and others, it asks: Who and what have been included and excluded? And who is this mythical 'we'?".
Subject  National characteristics, New Zealand Exhibitions.
New Zealand In art.
Dewey  704.949993
OCLC Number  1043550686

Title  Time to think like a mountain  / Louise Menzies with Allan Smith.
Author  Menzies, Louise, artist, editor.
ISBN  9772350316001
                   ©2018
Physical Details  128 pages : colour illustrations ; 28 cm.
Series  Distracted-reader ; #3.
Subject  Art, New Zealand 21st century.
Design New Zealand.
Photography New Zealand.
Dewey  709.93

Title  Topp tunes from the Topp Twins : 4 hootin' tootin' yee-haa yodellin' books & songs in a bag / sung by the Topp Twins ; illustrated by Jenny Cooper.
ISBN  9781775435440 set
       9781775435518 There's a hole in my bucket
       9781775435525 Do your ears hang low?
       9781775435532 She'll be coming round the mountain
       9781775435549 Farmer in the dell
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Scholastic, 2018.
                   ©2011
Physical Details  4 volumes ; colour illustrations ; 20 cm ; in book bag 40 x 23 x 2 cm 1 CD ; 12 cm
Contents  There's a hole in my bucket / sung by the Topp Twins ; pictures by Jenny Cooper -- Do your ears hang low? / sung by the Topp Twins ; pictures by Jenny Cooper -- 'She'll be coming round the mountain / sung by the Topp Twins ; pictures by Jenny Cooper -- Farmer in the dell / sung by the Topp Twins ; pictures by Jenny Cooper.
Summary  "It's a honky-tonk Christmas with the Topp Twins. Includes the Topp Twins/Jenny Cooper hits 'There's a hole in my bucket,' 'Do your ears hang low?, ' 'She'll be coming round the mountain' and 'The farmer in the dell,' with accompanying 4-track CD"--Publisher information.
Subject  Children's songs, English Juvenile sound recordings.
Children's songs, English Texts.
Children's songs, New Zealand. local Nz
Picture books for children.
Dewey  782.42083
Title  The Wakamarina track : Mt Richmond Forest Park.


Physical Details  1 folded sheet (10 pages) : illustrations ; 21 cm.

Subject  Mount Richmond State Forest Park (N.Z.) Recreational use.
          Trails New Zealand Nelson-Marlborough.

Dewey  796.51099375

Title  Wangapeka track : North West Nelson State Forest Park.


Physical Details  1 folded sheet (8 pages) : illustrations ; 21 cm

Subject  Trails New Zealand Wangapeka Track Guidebooks.
          Wangapeka Track (N.Z.) Guidebooks.

Dewey  796.51099377

Title  We've got a boat / Jay Laga’ia ; Donovan Bixley ; sung by Jay Laga’ia.

Author  Laga’ia, Jay, author, performer.

ISBN  9781775435303 hardback

Publishing Details  Auckland : Scholastic, 2018.

©2018

Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 26 cm 1 CD ; 12 cm

Summary  "We've got a boat that flies across the water. We've got a boat that flies across the sea. You know this boat, it sailed from Aotearoa. It stays afloat because it's carried by Kiwis"--Publisher information.

Subject  America’s Cup (35th : 2017 : Bermuda Islands) Songs and music Texts.
          Children's songs, English Juvenile sound recordings.
          Children's songs, English Texts.
          Children’s songs, New Zealand. local Nz
          New Zealand Songs and music Texts.
          Picture books for children.
          Yachts Songs and music Texts.

Dewey  782.42083
Author Lawford, Myles, 1972- author, illustrator.
ISBN 9781775435457 jigsaw puzzle & book
Publishing Details Auckland : Scholastic, 2018.
©2014
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 30 cm 1 jigsaw puzzle (80 pieces) : cardboard, colour ; 24 x 30 x 3 cm
Summary Where's Kiwi? is a puzzle book in which the reader tries to spot a kiwi and other New Zealand characters within well-known New Zealand locations including Bay of Islands, Auckland city, the zoo, Rotorua, Hobbiton, and the Waitomo caves. The jigsaw puzzle features an illustration of a beach scene from Where's Kiwi?
Subject Jigsaw puzzles. lcgft
New Zealand Description and travel Juvenile literature.
Picture puzzles. lcgft
Dewey 793.73

Title Wildlife in New Zealand : be a good sport / contributed by the Central North Island Wildlife Conservancy.
Physical Details 1 folded sheet (4 unnumbered pages) : color illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject Hunting New Zealand.
Hunting Safety measures.
Upland game bird shooting New Zealand.
Dewey 799.20289
OCLC Number 429710563

Title The discographer magazine. Volume 3, number 6 / 78rpm Collectors' Community.
Publishing Details [Place of publication not identified] : 78rpm Collectors' Community, [2016]
©2016
Physical Details 69 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject Big bands England.
Rotorua Maori Choir.
Dewey 784.480942
Title: The good citizen: the story of the remarkable Tom Ryan: All Black, artist, entrepreneur, sailor, adventurer / Denis Dwyer.

Author: Dwyer, Denis, 1943- author.

ISBN: 9781869665043


©2018

Physical Details: 206 pages: colour illustrations; 21 cm

Summary: "The illegitimate baby of an Anglo-Irish aristocrat, Tom Ryan and his family were banished from Ireland to the far ends of the earth: New Zealand. He went on to score the first points for the first All Blacks rugby team and have a huge influence on the development of tourism services in Taupo. He became a distinguished artist, creating rare sketches of the controversial Maori warrior Te Kooti, and he married the daughter of a Maori chief. He won one of the first inter-colonial yachting contests and became director of a mining company"--Provided by publisher.

Subject: Artists New Zealand 19th century Biography.
Artists New Zealand 20th century Biography.
Businesspeople New Zealand 19th century Biography.
Businesspeople New Zealand 20th century Biography.
Rugby Union football players New Zealand 19th century Biography.
Ryan, Thos. (Thomas), 1864-1927.
Sailors New Zealand 19th century Biography.
Sailors New Zealand 20th century Biography.

Dewey: 796.333092

---

Title: A hundred days of text on fabric: a diary of my 100-day challenge using thickened dye on fabric / Bobby Duncan.

Author: Duncan, Bobby, 1946- author.

ISBN: 9780473455583 paperback

Publishing Details: [Waikanae]: Bobby Duncan, [2018]

©2018

Physical Details: 110 pages in various paginations: colour illustrations; 21 cm

Subject: Color in textile crafts Technique.
Dyes and dyeing Testing.
Words in art.

Dewey: 746.6028
**Title**: Colors of rage / Nanisi Barrett D'Arnuk.

**Author**: D'Arnuk, Nanisi Barrett, 1948- author.

**ISBN**: 9781988549699


**Physical Details**: 252 pages ; 22 cm

**Summary**: "In Northwest North America, it is the beginning of the election season for the twenty-third century. There are political rallies and speeches throughout, but also, an alarming rate of violent riots. Even more distressing is that none of the demonstrators remembered why they rioted. Dr. Kailyn DeKendran, head of the Acoustic Research Department, and her sister Jayanta, are drawn into the fray, both trying to understand what is behind the riots. When Kailyn disappears, Jayanta, Kailyn's wife Rhyannon, and her star student Caryl, band together to find the doctor. and unravel the cause of the riots. Time is running out, and the riots are getting more violent. Will they find Kailyn before it is too late to put an end to the madness that has overtaken them?"--Back cover.

**Subject**: Science fiction. lcgft

**Dewey**: 813.54

---

**Title**: The Dead Possum Gang / by Dan Strawn.

**Author**: Strawn, Dan, 1938- author.

**ISBN**: 9780908325313 paperback

9781988563206 hardcover


**Physical Details**: 209 pages ; 21 cm.

**Summary**: "Rick Edwards' young life is turned upside down when his dad returns from the war and the family moves from Aunt Marge's Idaho farm to Southern California. There, surrounded by the river bottom and the orange groves, with the beach, mountains, and desert a short drive away, Rick discovers a cadre of friends. Confronted with their fathers at home instead of at war, new neighborhoods, new threats—nuclear holocaust, polio, a war in Korea—the boys unite as The Dead Possum Gang. Together, they face the mysteries of boys becoming men. When Diane moves in next door to Rick, she brings her flute, friendship, and danger in the form of her step-brother, Larry. After tragedy strikes the Dead Possum Gang, the boys discover what friendship, loyalty, and life's hard lessons are all about"--Publisher's website.

**Subject**: Boys Juvenile fiction.

Friendship Juvenile fiction.

Young adult fiction.

**Dewey**: 813.6
Title I'm the biggest / Stephanie Blake ; translation Linda Burgess.
Author Blake, Stephanie, 1968- author, illustrator.
ISBN 1776572025 paperback
1776572130 hardback
9781776572021 paperback
9781776572137 hardback
©2018
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 28 cm
Summary Simon is annoyed when his little brother Casper has grown more than he has, but when Casper is bullied by a bigger rabbit, he steps in to protect his brother.
Subject Brothers Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Sibling rivalry Juvenile fiction.
Stature Juvenile fiction.
Dewey 843.914
OCLC Number 1030591570

Title Look, a butterfly! / Yasunari Murakami ; translation, Cathy Hirano.
Author Murakami, Yasunari, 1955- author, illustrator.
ISBN 1776571908
9781776571901 board book
©2018
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 17 cm
Summary Flower buds open when a butterfly lands on them; however, landing on a kitten's ear brings an unexpected result.
Subject Animal fiction. lcgft
Board books.
Butterflies Juvenile fiction.
Flowers Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Dewey 895.636
OCLC Number 1030950726
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Naomi's soul / Renee MacKenzie.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781988549736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>237 pages ; 22 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>813.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Paraweta / Stephanie Blake ; nā Karena Kelly i whakamāori.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Blake, Stephanie, 1968- author, illustrator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>1776572181 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9781776572182 paperback</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Te Whanganui-a-Tara, Aotearoa : Gecko Press, 2018. ©2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 28 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Tērā tētahi punua rāpeti, kotahi anake tana kōrero&quot;--Back cover. Once there was a little rabbit who could only say one thing… In the morning his mother would say, 'Time to get up, my little rabbit!' He’d reply: ‘Poo bum!’ At lunchtime his father would say, 'Eat your spinach, my little rabbit!' He’d reply: ‘Poo bum!’ One day, he meets a hungry wolf. Will the little rabbit learn his lesson once and for all?--Provided by publisher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Etiquette Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Haututū reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kararehe reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pakiwaitara reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Picture books for children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pukapuka whakaahua reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whanonga reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>843.914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>1050438978</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Poor little rabbit! / Jörg Mühle ; translation: Catherine Chidgey.
Author  Mühle, Jörg, author, illustrator.
ISBN  1776571770 board book
       9781776571772 board book
       ©2018
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 17 cm
Summary  When Little Rabbit hurts his arm, he is very distressed, but a band-aid and some loving care
       puts it right.
Subject  Board books.
       Comforting of infants Juvenile fiction.
       Picture books for children.
       Wounds and injuries Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  833.92
OCLC Number  1027484655

Title  Selma / Jutta Bauer.
Author  Bauer, Jutta, author, illustrator.
ISBN  1776572122 hardback
       9781776572120 hardback
       ©2018
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 14 x 18 cm
Summary  A sheep evaluates what is truly important in life - a little grass, exercise, children, friendship,
       and sleep.
Subject  Animal fiction. lcgft
       Contentment Juvenile fiction.
       Happiness Juvenile fiction.
       Picture books for children.
       Sheep Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  833.914
OCLC Number  1042816645
Soap house yard / by Barbara Phipps.

Author Phipps, Barbara, 1950- author.

ISBN 9780908325696 paperback

Publishing Details Christchurch, New Zealand : Bluewood Publishing Ltd., [2018]

Physical Details 387 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm.

Summary "Based on real life Victorian events, this story follows Hannah Marshall, who was sent from home at the age of fifteen to work for a farmer in the West Riding of Yorkshire. After an eventful journey, she settles into her new life, where people show her kindness, and opportunities are at every turn. Marrying Tom presents her with many choices, including the possibility of travelling to America, but it seems fate has other ideas for Hannah after they move into Soap House Yard"--Publisher’s website.

Subject Historical fiction. lcgft

Dewey 823.92


Author Nilsson, Ulf, 1948- author.

ISBN 1776571789 hardback
1776571797 paperback
9781776571789 hardback
9781776571796 paperback


Physical Details 104 pages : color illustrations ; 22 cm

Language Translated from the Swedish.

Summary Chief Detective Gordon and Chief Detective Buffy face a wicked fox as they investigate the disappearance of Buffy's mother.

Audience Primary National Library of New Zealand.

Subject Animal fiction. lcgft
Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
Missing persons Juvenile fiction.
Police Juvenile fiction.

Dewey 839.738

OCLC Number 1022773499
Title The lady and her servant / Georg Engel.
Author Engel, Georg, 1866-1931 author.
ISBN 9780473447977
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : KA Nitz, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details 394 pages ; 21 cm
Language Translation from German.
Summary "Three German sisters are caught up behind the advancing Russian forces at the start of World War One. Will they survive? And are the Russian officers honourable men?" -- Back cover.
Dewey 833.912

Title The power of story : a New Zealand Book Council lecture / Joy Cowley.
Author Cowley, Joy, author.
ISBN 9780473442231 print
Physical Details 37 pages ; 15 cm
Subject Authorship.
English language Rhetoric.
Storytelling.
Dewey 808.042

Title The treasure of Mad Doc Magee / Elinor Teele.
Author Teele, Elinor, author.
ISBN 0062345133
9780062345134
©2018
Physical Details 343 pages ; illustrations ; 22 cm
Summary "The small, run-down town of Eden is the only place Jenny Burns has ever called home. The roots of the trees are in her bones, the air of the mountains is in her breath, the lakes and rivers are in her blood. And that's why, when her father loses his job and tells Jenny that they may have to move on from Eden, she knows she can't let that happen. The fever of New Zealand's gold rush still runs in the veins of Eden, and everyone knows the legend of Doc Magee: how he found the largest gold nugget anyone had ever seen and hid it somewhere in the hills before he disappeared. Jenny and her best friend, Pandora, know that if they can find the gold, it'll solve all their problems. But the way is fraught with mysteries, riddles, and danger—and those are just the threats they know about. Before her quest is over, Jenny will have to face challenges from within as well as from without"-- Publisher's website.
Audience Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Action and adventure fiction. lcgft
Friendship Juvenile fiction.
Girls Juvenile fiction.
Gold mines and mining Juvenile fiction.
Historical fiction. lcgft
Otago (N.Z.) Juvenile fiction.
Dewey 813.6
OCLC Number 1000365449
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>880-02 Niu xi lan yi da gong zhi lu / Zhan jing qi zhu.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>880-01 Zhan, Jing-qi, (ying yu) author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9789868287617 (ping zhuang) 9868287618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>880-03 Chu ban.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>880-05 140 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>880-09 Si fang lu cheng xi lie ; 20.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>993.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ANZLIC metadata for statistical area 2, 2018-2019.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISSN</td>
<td>2538-0044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Wellington, New Zealand : Stats NZ, Tatauranga Aotearoa, 2017-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began with 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Geodatabases New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>910.285</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Antarctica cruising guide / Peter Carey &amp; Craig Franklin.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Franklin, Craig E. (Craig Edwin), author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>1927249619 9781927249611 paperback 9781927249628 iBook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>312 pages : colour illustrations ; 19 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Animals Antarctica. Antarctica Description and travel. Antarctica Guidebooks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>919.8904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>1057576822</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Awatere : portrait of a Marlborough valley / Harry Broad ; photography by Jim Tannock, Rob Suisted, Dave Hansford.
Author  Broad, Harry, author.
ISBN  0947503862
9780947503864 hardback
Physical Details  176 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 26 x 32 cm
Subject  Marlborough District (N.Z.)
Marlborough District (N.Z.) History.
Marlborough District (N.Z.) Rural conditions.
Marlborough District (N.Z.) Social life and customs.
Dewey  919.9375
OCLC Number  1041879976

Title  Bravo Kiwi : New Zealand soldiers, Afghanistan and the Battle of Baghak / Major Craig Wilson, Ret., NZGD.
Author  Wilson, Craig (Major), author.
ISBN  9781869538569 pbk.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Bateman Books, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details  239 pages, 16 pages of unnumbered plates : illustrations ; 24 cm
Subject  Afghan War, 2001- Participation, New Zealand.
Afghan War, 2001- Personal narratives, New Zealand.
Bāmyān (Afghanistan)
Military life.
Wilson, Craig, Major
Dewey  958.047

Title  Buller visitors' guide.
Publishing Details  [Westport, New Zealand] : Buller Chamber of Commerce, [197-?]
Physical Details  15 pages ; 27 cm
Subject  Buller District (N.Z.) Guidebooks.
Dewey  919.3730437
Title  Captain Cook for young people / John McLean.
Author  McLean, John (John Neil) author.
ISBN  9781872970615
Physical Details  59 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm.
Summary  Details the life and sea voyages of Captain James Cook, a British explorer who mapped many countries in the South Pacific ocean.
Subject  Cook, James, 1728-1779 Juvenile literature.
        Explorers Biography Juvenile literature.
        New Zealand Discovery and exploration Juvenile literature.
Dewey  910.92

Title  Dog in the snow : the story of the wartime Middle East Ski School / James Riddell.
Author  Riddell, James, author.
ISBN  099413231X hardback
        9780994132314 hardback
Edition  [New edition]
Physical Details  xii, 155 pages : illustrations, facsimiles, maps, portraits ; 26 cm
Summary  The story of the World War II mountain troop training school in Lebanon, informally known as "the Cedars", as told by the chief instructor, Englishman James Riddell, who enlivens the narrative with tales of the considerable role played by his canine companion, Rex. Originally established in 1941 under the auspices of the 1st Australian Corps of the Australian Imperial Force, the school was soon responsible for training soldiers from many other countries within the Allied Forces in the arts of skiing and rock climbing.
Subject  1st Australian Corps Ski School.
        Middle East Ski School.
        Mountain troops Training of Lebanon.
        Rex (Dog)
        Riddell, James.
        World War, 1939-1945 Personal narratives, British.
Dewey  940.548141
OCLC Number  1028540692
Title  Family - the Shearers of Ōkaiawa : the history of a pioneer family / Dr the Hon Ian Shearer.
Author   Shearer, Ian, 1941- author.
ISBN  9780473452926
Publishing Details  Taneatua, N.Z. : Ian Shearer, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details  vi, 248 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm
Subject  New Zealand Genealogy.
Shearer family.
Dewey  929.2099348

Title  Franz Josef Glacier valley guide : Westland National Park / text, Gerry McSweeney ; illustrations, Pat Prendergast.
Author  McSweeney, Gerry, 1953-, author.
ISBN  0959758909 paperback  9780959758900 paperback
Physical Details  12 pages : illustrations, maps ; 21 cm
Subject  Franz Josef Glacier/Kā Roimata o Hine Hukatere (N.Z.) Guidebooks.
Dewey  919.371
OCLC Number  1020776567

Title  Gate Pā and Te Ranga : the full story / John McLean and John Robinson
Author  McLean, John (John Neil), author.
ISBN  9781872970605 paperback
Physical Details  160 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  "Describes the historical background for the decision of Ngaiterangi warriors to join the fighting against the British, including their attacks on south Auckland settlers and troops. Ngaiterangi fought as part of a pre-Treaty alliance, formed during the bloody inter-tribal wars of the 1820s and 1830s. The reasons why almost 2,000 British troops were sent to Tauranga in 1864 are more straightforward. Tauranga was not only an important staging post for tribesmen from the East Coast and Bay of Plenty on their way to fight alongside the Kingite rebels in the Waikato, but was also supplying the Kingites with food and gunpowder. It was to stop all this and to impose law and order in what was a rather lawless place that the British carried out a military campaign, in co-operation with the loyal Arawa tribe, in and around Tauranga in the first half of 1864."--Back cover.
Subject  Gate Pa (Tauranga, N.Z.) History 19th century.
Kōrero nehe reo
Kūpapa reo
New Zealand History New Zealand Wars, 1860-1872.
Ngā Pakanga Whenua o Mua reo
Noho-ā-īwi reo
Rangimārie reo
Te Roroa (New Zealand people) New Zealand Tauranga History 19th century.
Āhuatanga paporī. reo
Dewey  993.421022
Title  Stewart Island : visitor information.


Physical Details  1 folded sheet (4 unnumbered pages) : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject  Stewart Island/Rakiura (N.Z.) Guidebooks.
  Trails New Zealand Stewart Island/Rakiura.

Dewey  919.396

Title  Travelling with Joy.

Author  Monteath, Joy, author.

ISBN  9780473424862 paperback

Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : [Joy Monteath and Michael Beard], [2017]

Physical Details  300 pages : colour illustrations; 28 cm

  2010-2014 -- Joy's last word.

Subject  Great Britain Description and travel.
  Monteath, Joy Correspondence.
  Monteath, Joy Travel Great Britain.

Dewey  914.104

Title  Triumph on the western front : diary of a despatch rider with the ANZACs 1915-1919 /
  Oswald Harcourt Davis MM R.E. ; compiled by Philip Holdway-Davis.

Author  Davis, Oswald Harcourt, 1882-1962 author.

ISBN  9780473314637


  ©2016

Physical Details  438, 94 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm

Summary  "Oswald Harcourt Davis was a despatch motorcycle rider during World War 1. This item
  contains his own words written as a diary during his years on the Western Front. Oswald
  joined the Royal Engineers in 1916 and arrived in Abbeville, Somme, France, in July that year.
  He was attached to the ANZACs and rode a Triumph motorcycle to carry pigeons at a time
  when communications were limited and risky" -- Publisher's information.

Subject  Davis, Oswald Harcourt, 1882-1962 Diaries.
  Great Britain. Army Motorcycle troops Diaries.
  World War, 1914-1918 Campaigns Western Front Personal narratives, British.

Dewey  940.48141
Title  Two slices of bread : a memoir / by Ingrid Coles.
Author  Coles, Ingrid, 1942- author.
ISBN  9780473428907 paperback
       9780473428914 ePub
       ©2018
Physical Details  xxii, 270 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Brandt family.
       Coles, Ingrid, 1942- Childhood and youth.
       Coles, Ingrid, 1942- Family.
       Post-traumatic stress disorder.
       Prisoner-of-war camps Indonesia.
Dewey  920.72

Title  Typical Coaster / Phil Walsh.
Author  Walsh, Phil, 1962- author.
ISBN  9780473446550 paperback
       ©2018
Physical Details  180 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  "Set in the rural heart of the South Island's West Coast, Typical Coaster is a story about one boy's aspirations, accomplishments, disasters, and emerging maturity. Interrelationships with—and the rise and fall of—the Westport Abattoir are explored"—Publisher information.
Subject  Autobiographies. lcgft
       Rural men New Zealand West Coast Biography.
       Walsh, Phil, 1962- Childhood and youth.
       West Coast (N.Z.) Biography.
       Westport Abattoir.
Dewey  993.7103092

Title  Wanganui pictorial / photography Paul Gibson, Stephen Gibson ; text, design and setup, Paul Gibson.
Author  Gibson, Paul, 1954- photographer.
ISBN  9780473452087 paperback
Physical Details  32 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 15 x 22 cm
Subject  Wanganui (N.Z.) Description and travel.
       Wanganui (N.Z.) Pictorial works.
Dewey  919.35400222
Title Yellow. Frankin.

**Publishing Details** [Auckland] : Yellow NZ Limited, [2018]-

**Physical Details** volumes : colour illustrations ; 24 cm

**Frequency** Annual


**Subject** Auckland (N.Z.) Telephone directories Yellow pages.
Auckland (N.Z.) Telephone directories.
Waikato (N.Z.) Telephone directories Yellow pages.
Waikato (N.Z.) Telephone directories.

**Dewey** 919.3310025

Title Yellow. Whanganui.

**Publishing Details** [Auckland] : Yellow NZ Limited, [2018]-

**Physical Details** volumes : colour illustrations ; 24 cm

**Frequency** Annual


**Subject** Wanganui (N.Z.) Telephone directories Yellow pages.
Wanganui (N.Z.) Telephone directories.

**Dewey** 919.3540025

Title The big tree and other stories : a rural Southland childhood in the 1950s / versifications by Bob Nimmo and illustrations by Kai Tee.

**Author** Nimmo, Bob, author.

**ISBN** 9780473437640 paperback

**Publishing Details** [Christchurch] : [Bob Nimmo & Kai Tee], 2018.
©2018

**Physical Details** 62 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

**Summary** Rhyming text describes rural family life in Southland, New Zealand in the 1950s.

**Subject** Children New Zealand Southland History 20th century Juvenile literature.
Country life New Zealand Southland History 20th century Juvenile literature.
Nimmo, Bob Childhood and youth Juvenile literature.

**Dewey** 993.96035
Title The boys of the Houhora Harbour / by Caleb Culley & Amy Culley ; photography, Claire Blankenby, Gracy Keely, Amy Culley.
Author Culley, Caleb, author, photographer (expression)
ISBN 9780473447748 paperback
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 22 cm
Summary A young boy describe growing up with his brothers near the Houhora Harbour in the Far North of New Zealand, including fishing, homeschooling, and community life.
Subject Boys New Zealand Far North District Anecdotes Juvenile literature.
Country life New Zealand Far North District Anecdotes Juvenile literature.
Culley, Caleb Anecdotes Juvenile literature.
Houhora Harbour (N.Z.) Anecdotes Juvenile literature.
Dewey 993.130412092

Title The family on the cereal packet / Vanessa Easthope Bryson.
Author Bryson, Vanessa, 1949- author.
ISBN 9781527227712 paperback
Physical Details 329 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject Bryson family.
Bryson, Vanessa, 1949-
Bryson, Vanessa, 1949- Family.
New Zealand History 20th century.
Women New Zealand Biography.
Dewey 920.720993

Title A friend in need : Old St Paul's and the US Marines 1942-1944.
Physical Details 1 DVD : sound, colour, with black and white sequences ; 12 cm + 1 booklet (8 unnumbered pages)
Contents War in our own backyard -- A friendly invasion -- Marines training camps -- A home away from home -- Hell in the Pacific -- Old St Paul's remembers.
Summary The exhibition is a remembrance and celebration of the military forces of the United States of America who were stationed in New Zealand in World War 2. This tells the story of friendship and kindness and support between New Zealanders and the U.S. troops. Includes interviews with historians and wartime contemporaries.
Subject Americans New Zealand Wellington (Region)
Documentary films. lcgft
Nonfiction films. lcgft
United States. Marine Corps.
War films. lcgft
World War, 1939-1945 Pacific Area.
Dewey 940.5373
Title  The obscure heroes of liberty : the Belgian people who helped escaped allied soliders during the Great War, 1914-1918 / Kenneth M. Baker.
Author  Baker, Kenneth M., author.
ISBN  9780473451875 paperback
       9780473451882 hardback
Publishing Details  [Havelock North, New Zealand] : [KMB Publisher], [2018]
Physical Details  467 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Subject  Belgium History German occupation, 1914-1918.
       Hansen, Bert, 1896-1951.
       Prisoners-of-war Escapes Belgium.
       World War, 1914-1918 Underground movements Belgium.
Dewey  940.3493

Title  The ordinary life of a ten pound pom / Clifford Forrest Owler.
Author  Owler, Clifford Forrest, 1931- author.
ISBN  9780473449575 print
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Clifford Forrest Owler, 2018.
Physical Details  504 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 24 cm
Subject  New Zealand Social life and customs 20th century.
       Owler, Clifford Forrest, 1931-
       Owler, Clifford Forrest, 1931- Childhood and youth.
Dewey  920.720993

Title  The streets of Paekakariki / Michael O'Leary.
Author  O'Leary, Michael, 1950- author.
ISBN  978869421748 paperback
Publishing Details  [Paekakariki] : Paekakariki Station Precinct Trust with ESAW, [2018]
Physical Details  64 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm
Subject  Paekakariki (N.Z.) History.
       Street names New Zealand Paekakariki History.
       Streets New Zealand Paekakariki History.
Dewey  993.61
Title .M.oments. Volume two / by D. Mars Yuvarajan.
Author Yuvarajan, D. Mars (Dushyandhan Mars), 1987- author
ISBN 9780995100848 hardback
©2018
Physical Details 56 pages ; 24 cm
Contents False hummingbirds -- Red wine in West Africa -- Midnight waters -- A dream in Bobo Dioulasso -- Solitude of infinity -- Dawn over Mt Wellington, Auckland -- Opening monologue at anger management: meeting one -- Music has returned to our home -- Between earth and sky -- Declension -- To my sister in Bobo Dioulasso -- I have slipped into the long grass -- Self immolation -- August days -- Quiet mornings -- Orchids/Lavender/&Attar -- What other's fingers? -- Days in West Africa -- Imperial things -- Toymaker wife -- Courtyard dreams -- Conversation on love -- Tuesday night, alone -- Beach house on the West Coast -- The thing about violence & love -- I have taken to dahlias -- Monsoon rain in June -- We are nowhere & here -- The fields have left us -- I regret only everything -- Returning to the beach close to my childhood home -- The perfection of abdication -- Monsoon rain in June II -- We speak of mutilation -- Have to love that -- I regret only everything II --- What are the use of days -- There is a sickness in marriage -- Nothing places -- This is not a poem about sex -- Clockmaker's heart -- Making home between heaven & earth -- Birch forest in New Hampshire -- I will wear the old skin one more time -- The melancholy of the dawn rise -- The heavy December -- Remember, we will perish -- Celestial//Transit//&Lisbon -- Road trips become eternal -- Half centuries come so quickly -- I am not a violent man.
Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ821.3

Title 22 : short stories / Rina Patel.
Author Patel, Rina, 1979- author.
ISBN 9780473428426 paperback
©2018
Physical Details 34 pages ; 21 cm
Contents A better way of life -- I knew what I wanted -- An annoying conversation in twenty-two rows -- Incomprehensible -- In hindsight -- Reject's revenge -- Mmm Rangitoto, baby -- A rat -- Meeting Durga -- Right vs left -- A matter of taste -- A piece of carrot -- Waiting in line -- Waiting for dad -- The washing -- The disturbance -- Teeth -- A cow and a tree -- Thinking outside myself -- Where the dosa snaps -- The pinky -- The periphery.
Subject Short stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Dewey NZ823.3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>3 wise men / by James Hayden.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Hayden, James, (Chris James), author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473436520 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781982936983 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>©2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>280 pages ; 23 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Jak Collins flies to Milan to share his priceless discovery - a formula with the potential to disrupt a multi-billion dollar industry. However, he soon becomes the object of unscrupulous rivals and powerful groups who take drastic measures to unlock his secret - a secret based on a genuine 4,000 year old religious manuscript. 3 Wise Men weaves a psychological thread into the cloak of danger that envelops Jak when he finds himself trapped in a complex web of organized crime. He is somewhat relieved when a captivating woman joins him on the train and takes an interest in his scientific research. But, &quot;Could she be a spy?&quot; he wonders&quot;--Back cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ823.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title                  | 60 auld acquaintances : celebrating the Robert Burns Fellowship : exhibition. |
| Author                | University of Otago, author. |
| Publishing Details    | [Dunedin] : University of Otago = Te Whare Wānanga o Otāgo, [2018] |
| Physical Details      | 1 folded sheet (4 unnumbered pages) ; 30 cm |
| Subject               | Authors, New Zealand Exhibitions. |
|                      | Exhibition catalogs. lcgft |
|                      | University of Otago Funds and scholarships. |
| Dewey                 | NZ820.800079                 |

| Title                  | Against the dark : poems of resistance, reconciliation and hope / Joy MacCormick with Hayley MacCormick. |
| Author                | MacCormick, Joy, author. |
| ISBN                  | 9780473453688 print |
| Physical Details      | 120 pages ; 21 cm |
| Subject               | New Zealand poetry 21st century. local |
| Dewey                 | NZ823.3                     |
Title  Albert loves the jazz butterflies / by Robert J. Glover.
Author  Glover, Robert J. (Robert James) 1950- author, artist.
ISBN  9780473444570 paperback
©2018
Physical Details  29 pages : illustrations ; 25 cm
Summary  When Albert and his cat Jack are out walking, they are intrigued by some smooth, syncopated, improvised music that they haven't heard before ... what could it be?
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Jazz Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Anička a Honzík vyprávějí : aneb rok na Novém Zélandu = Annie and Johnny's diary : a year in New Zealand / illustrace: Tinka Záňová; written and published by Czech School Auckland, Czech and Slovak Club Tauranga Inc, Czech School Wellington.
ISBN  9780473435677 hardback
©2018
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 22 x 29 cm
Language  Parallel text in English and Czech.
Summary  Anička and Honzík describe their first year as new migrants in New Zealand.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Czechs New Zealand Juvenile fiction.
Czechs New Zealand Social life and customs Juvenile fiction.
Immigrant children New Zealand Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Aristotle's dream / Robert J. Glover.
Author  Glover, Robert J. (Robert James) 1950- author, artist.
ISBN  9780473441616 paperback
©2018
Publishing Source  kath.rob.glover@gmail.com
Physical Details  29 pages : illustrations; 25 cm
Summary  Aristotle, an axolotl, likes to dream he is exploring outside his tank.
Subject  Axolotls Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title Bad boy Bobby / Kerry Hugh Dillon.
Author Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.
ISBN 9781537358567 paperback
©2016
Physical Details 309 pages ; 23 cm.
Summary "Bobby Baxter is a gifted student with a roguish mischievous personality who is launched into a medical internship just before his twenty-third birthday, and after those years of intense studying he had a lot of living to catch up with. He reunites with his hometown best buddy who is of the same impish and happy-go-lucky disposition as himself, and who like him can often see humor in a situation where others can see only a dilemma. After he accepts an internship in a small quiet town, they both move there, and soon discover that it isn’t at all like it seems, and as they scratch the surface of its secretive side they are swept up into the periphery of an alternative lifestyle of sex, greed, and violence"--Back cover.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Behind shadows / Netta Newbound.
Author Newbound, Netta, author.
ISBN 9780473308155 paperback
Edition 1st ed.
Publishing Details United Kingdom - New Zealand : Junction Publishing, [2014]
©2014
Physical Details 365 pages ; 22 cm
Summary "Amanda Flynn’s life is falling apart. Her spineless cheating husband has taken her beloved children. Her paedophile father, who went to prison vowing revenge, has been abruptly released. And now someone in the shadows is watching her every move. When one by one her father and his cohorts turn up dead, Amanda finds herself at the centre of several murder investigations—with no alibi and a diagnosis of Multiple Personality Disorder. Abandoned, scared and fighting to clear her name as more and more damning evidence comes to light, Amanda begins to doubt her own sanity. Could she really be a brutal killer?"--Back cover.
Subject Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft
Dewey NZ823.3
Title  Black dog = Kurī pango / nā Pamela Allen i tuhi ; retold in te reo Maori by Ngaere Roberts = nā Ngaere Roberts ngā kōrero i whakamāori.
Author  Allen, Pamela, 1934- author, artist.
ISBN  0995106657
        9780995106659 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : OneTree House, 2018.
        ©2018.
Physical Details  32 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm
Language  Parallel text in English and Māori.
Summary  Black dog and Christina, who live together in a little house near a forest, have their friendship tested when, one winter, Christina becomes obsessed with a bird.
Subject  Birds Juvenile fiction.
        Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
        Dogs Juvenile fiction.
        Human-animal relationships Juvenile fiction.
        Kurī. reo
        Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki. reo
        Manu. reo
        Pakiwaitara. reo
        Picture books for children.
        Pukapuka whakaahua. reo
        Reorua. reo
Dewey  NZ823.2
OCLC Number  1050461370

Title  Broken play / Nicholas Sheppard.
Author  Sheppard, Nicholas, 1982- author.
ISBN  9780994140814 print
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : RSVP Publishing, [2018]
        ©2018
Physical Details  340 pages ; 21 cm
Summary  "Alec Haudepin has spent the winters of his youth on the rugby field, and now, at twenty-three, his dream of playing for the All Blacks is almost within reach. But his rise to prominence uncovers quiet sadness about the part of his identity he has always struggled to acknowledge"—Back cover.
Subject  Gay men New Zealand Fiction.
        New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
        Rugby Union football players New Zealand Fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3
OCLC Number  1052469657
Title  Buggering about / Peter Durney.
Author  Durney, Peter, author.
ISBN  9780473453343 paperback
Physical Details  157 pages ; 21 cm
Summary  "Come on, you old codgers. Confess. We all got up to it. Even if all we have left is a few
distorted memories of antics that were slightly disreputable, there is fun in the telling. There is
no need to adhere too strictly to the truth. Many escapades improve as absolute accuracy is
dispensed with. What is true, however, is that there was a 'dreamtime'. Life was not always a
hectic rat-race. Let's sit down by the fire with a drink in our hands and remember life as it ought
to have been"--Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.2

Title  Chessy, the Welsh pony / Kelly Wilson.
Author  Wilson, Kelly, 1989- author.
ISBN  9780143772620 paperback
©2018
Physical Details  170 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm
Summary  "Seven-year-old Amanda Wilson dreams of training her own wild pony, just as her sisters have
done. Then comes the chance she has been waiting for — a muster of beautiful Welsh ponies
that have run wild in the hills. Among them is Chessy, a striking stallion, and just the right size
for Amanda"--Publisher information.
Subject  Animal fiction. lcgft
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Welsh pony Juvenile fiction.
Wild ponies Training Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Conflicted innocence / Netta Newbound.
Author  Newbound, Netta, author.
ISBN  9781534912588 paperback
Publishing Details  Waihi, New Zealand : Junction Publishing, [2016]
©2016
Physical Details  354 pages ; 22 cm
Summary  "Geraldine and baby Grace arrive in Nottingham to begin their new life with author James
Dunn. Lee Barnes, James' best friend and neighbour, is awaiting the imminent release of his
wife, Lydia, who has served six years for infanticide. But he's not as prepared as he thought. In
a last ditch effort to make things as perfect as possible his already troubled life takes a nose
dive. Geraldine and James combine their wits to investigate several historical, unsolved
murders for James' latest book. James is impressed by her keen eye and instincts. However,
because of her inability to keep her mouth shut, Geri, once again, finds herself the target of a
crazed and vengeful killer"--Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title Cork and the bottle / words by Mark Sommerset ; illustrations by Rowan Sommerset.
Author Sommerset, Mark, 1968- author.
ISBN 9780992264000 hardback
9780992264017 paperback
©2008
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 26 cm
Summary The cork and the bottle head back out to sea together into a world of dancing jellyfish, surly
sea lions, beautiful swallows and a mystical two-headed sea serpent.
Audience Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Action and adventure fiction. lcgft
Bottle corks Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Friendship Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Stories in rhyme. lcgft
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Cork on the ocean / words by Mark Sommerset ; illustrations by Rowan Sommerset.
Author Sommerset, Mark, 1968- author.
ISBN 0986466808
0986466891
9780986466809 hardcover
9780986466892 paperback
Edition Anniversary edition, 12 years.
©2005
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : color illustrations ; 26 cm
Summary Set sail on an ocean of adventure as Cork surfs the high seas. After riding a sea horse,
evading a shark and befriendng an exhausted butterfly, Cork meets a wise old whale who
shares the secret of staying afloat.
Audience Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Action and adventure fiction. lcgft
Bottle corks Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Marine animals Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Stories in rhyme. lcgft
Dewey NZ823.3
Title  Crossing lines / by DC Swain.
Author  Swain, D. C., 1938- author.
ISBN  9780473394684
©2014
Physical Details  114 pages ; 21 cm
Summary  "Drawn into fighting the environmental battle over African oil, Michael must decide who the real villains are and what he is prepared to fight for... At the end of his gap year helping children in a Nigerian school, Michael is swept up in the idealistic adventures of the BioGuardians - a high profile group of protesters heavily against the construction of the Chad-Cameroon oil pipeline. With high hopes of making a difference somewhere in his life, Michael quickly finds out that there are factions desperate to ensure the pipeline's construction and that the battle the BioGuardians are fighting may be verging on obsession. This urgent, intense adventure pushes Michael to the edge and makes him question who the bad guy really is, and the lines between right and wrong become increasingly crossed..." -- Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Crown Park / Des Hunt.
Author  Hunt, Des, 1941- author.
ISBN  9780994122650
© 2018
Physical Details  155 pages ; 20 cm.
Summary  Jack Stewart hates his new life in Taupo until he meets Fluoro, Taupo's most visible street person. Fluoro lives in a old explosion crater in Crown Park, which provides a link to the last eruption of Lake Taupo, two thousand years before. With Fluoro's help, Jack learns to take his mind back to that time and, with a group of creatures called the Luce Crew, embarks on a mission to rescue the animals of the past from the eruption.
Audience  Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Space and time Juvenile fiction.
Taupo (N.Z.) Juvenile fiction.
Taupo, Lake (N.Z.) Juvenile fiction.
Volcanic eruptions Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3
OCLC Number  1017484504
Dreams apart: when dreams may not be of your imagination / Robert MacKinlay.

Author MacKinlay, Robert, 1939- author.
ISBN 1726171892 paperback
9781726171892 paperback
Publishing Details [Canterbury] : [Robert MacKinlay], [2018] ©2018
Physical Details x, 382 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm
Summary "It is unusual to experience a dream in the form of another person: seeing through their eyes, thinking their thoughts, feeling their emotions. It is more unusual to hear conversations in an unknown language, yet understand them. It is most unusual to view events on the other side of the world in real time as you sleep. Yet all these happened to Blake, starting the night of his tenth birthday. In his innocence he thought others would believe his story. He soon learned such things were best kept to himself. Who was this person through whose senses he was experiencing another life? He had to find out. But he already had a challenge, even greater than that; to find out where his father was and why he had suddenly left them six years before"--Back cover.
Audience Primary, intermediate, junior secondary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Absentee fathers Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz Dreams Juvenile fiction.
World War, 1939-1945 Children New Zealand Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3

Elephantic / author, Neil Ieremia ; illustrator, Pati Fuiava.

Author Ieremia, Neil, author.
ISBN 9780473457211 paperback
Projected Publication Date 1810
Physical Details pages cm
Summary "Isaac is born with Elephantic ears so rare they happen only every one hundred years. He struggles with being different and must learn to believe in the power of his ears"--Publisher information.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz Individual differences in children Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Dewey NZ823.3
Embellished deception / Netta Newbound.

Author
Newbound, Netta, author.

ISBN
9780473332778 paperback
9780473332785 MOBI/Kindle
9781508800132 paperback

Edition
1st ed.

Publishing Details
New Zealand : Junction Publishing, [2015]
©2015

Publishing Source
www.amazon.com

Physical Details
313 pages ; 23 cm.

Summary
"When Geraldine MacIntyre's marriage falls apart, she returns to her childhood home expecting her mother to welcome her with open arms. Instead, she finds all is not as it should be with her parents. James Dunn, a successful private investigator and crime writer, is also back in his hometown, to help solve a recent spate of vicious rapes. He is thrilled to discover his ex-classmate, and love of his life, Geraldine, is back, minus the hubby, and sets out to get the girl. However, he isn't the only interested bachelor in the quaint, country village. Has he left it too late?"--Back cover.

Subject
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Thrillers (Fiction) lcgft

Dewey
NZ823.3

Experiments with lust / Brent Harpur.

Author
Harpur, Brent, author.

Publishing Details
Wellington, New Zealand : The Missing Piece' Productions, [1996]

Physical Details
76 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm

Contents
Love -- Brand new hat -- Reflections -- Love song -- Brittle -- Tides of change -- Lost for words -- Words we can do without -- Your contagious smile -- A collection of clichés -- Letters never sent -- True love -- Love song -- Things that I say -- I try too hard to juggle (maybe) -- In between -- Learning from spiders ... -- Different man -- This too will pass -- True colours -- I'm-between -- The woman who couldn't spell tomorrow -- Survival tips -- Brief showers -- writer's block, Oriental Bay -- Lust -- Icarus had it easy -- Untitled -- Yet another poem about the sea -- Experiments with lust (Pt ii) -- (Close) but no cigar -- Icarus -- Suicide note -- Song of the Taniwha -- Experiments with lust (Pt iii) -- Icarus had it easy (Pt ii) -- Early and late art.

Subject
New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz

Dewey
NZ821.3
Figure & ground : poems 2012-2018 / Robert McLean.

McLean, Robert, 1974- author.

Lyttelton, New Zealand : Cold Hub Press, [2018]
©2018

Physical Details 51 pages ; 21 cm


Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz

Flame and the rebel riders / Stacy Gregg.

Gregg, Stacy, author.

©2010

Summary When Issie Brown takes a summer job at Ginty McLintoch's showjumping stables, she has a chance to ride talented chestnut pony Flame to the top. But the world of competitive horse-riding is a dangerous business and when Issie's loyalties are tested, she makes choices that will change her life forever.

Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz

Participants Contests Juvenile fiction.

Show jumping Juvenile fiction.

Dewey NZ823.3

OCLC Number 964449370
Title  Flowers from the moon / written by Barbara Beattie.
Author  Beattie, Barbara, author.
ISBN  9780473457006 print
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Barbara Beattie, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details  35 pages ; 21 cm
Contents  Queen Victoria is called to reign -- Mist of dreams -- Rosemarie sees her daughter -- Memories of England -- Easter -- Tinkling glass -- Greenwood trees -- The singing garden -- The book of gold -- Blue moon roses -- A glimpse of goldy green -- Quiet dell-spring -- Gazing into a beautiful sky -- Silver bells -- A friend -- Christmas 2016 -- From pastoral symphony -- Midnight sky -- Singing in the morning -- Summer evening -- A prayer at night -- Valleys and hills to Roshta -- My castle of sand -- To Shanta--A shower of gold -- Cuckoo calls -- Outstretched arms -- Blue dawn -- Poems -- Evening Prayer -- Christmas 2016 -- 2018 Easter -- Night and day -- Silence reigns -- I woke to a dream -- Good Friday -- A thank you -- Rainbows shining over the hill -- Lorna Doone -- Easter blue 2018 -- Flowers from heaven -- My home in New Zealand -- Words -- Mountains of mom -- Blue flushed the morning sky -- Sun bursts through -- Shadowed door -- Light shimmers -- I loved you -- You came and went -- White gold walls -- A land of dreams -- Mists of the morning -- To a friend -- Evening on a form in England -- Clouded dreams -- Rosemarie -- Shadow of a memory -- Life is a many sided jewel -- Moon glow and star glow -- Scarred morning -- White dawn -- Faith -- Spring -- A prayer -- Alps of night -- Shadows -- Spring 2016 -- Prayers received -- Spring song (Rachmaninoff)
Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ821.3

Title  Friends to the end / Susan Tarr.
Author  Tarr, Susan, 1949- author.
ISBN  9780473423216 paperback
9780473423223 hardback
Edition  1st ed.
Publishing Details  United Kingdom ; [Waihi, New Zealand : Junction Publishing, [2017]
© 2017
Physical Details  329 pages ; 22 cm
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  Ghost writer / Netta Newbound.
Author  Newbound, Netta, author.
ISBN  9780473423667 paperback
Edition  1st ed.
Publishing Details  Waihi, New Zealand : Junction Publishing, [2017]
                  ©2017
Physical Details  90 pages ; 23 cm
Summary  "Bestselling thriller author Natalie Cooper has a crippling case of writer’s block. With her deadline looming, she finds the only way she can write is by ditching her laptop and reverting back to pen and paper. But the story which flows from the pen is not just another work of fiction. Unbeknown to her, a gang of powerful and deadly criminals will stop at nothing to prevent the book being written. Will Natalie manage to finish the story and expose the truth before it’s too late? Or could the only final chapter she faces be her own?"--Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
         Paranormal fiction. lcgft
         Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Girl in the shadows / Nancy George.
Author  George, Nancy, 1953- author.
ISBN  1721198164
       9781721198160
Publishing Details  [Whanganui] : [Nancy George], [2018]
Physical Details  234 pages ; 23 cm
Summary  "Daisy was a young, naïve sheltered woman who, through a tragedy, was pushed into a world of abuse and torment at the hands of a man she thought she was in love with. Alone, scared, and helpless, she prayed for help. That was until she received a telephone call which changed her world, and led her to the bright lights of Auckland. Daisy thought, finally she was safe. Nothing would prepare her for what was to follow. From out of nowhere, she met a man who would give her a reason to live, laugh, and learn to love. Was she strong enough to believe that beautiful things came to those who dared to dream? Or would the memory of her abuse etched into the depths of her mind take control, and send her back to her secret dark place, alone and frightened once more. Could the light of a rainbow shine brightly from the depths of a cold gray nothing? Or would she remain forever in the shadows"--Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  Grandma always wears red / written by June Allen & illustrated by Polly Whimp.
Author  Allen, June, 1937- author.
ISBN  9780473441128 paperback, stapled
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Kwizzel Publishing, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details  28 pages : colour illustrations ; 17 x 21 cm
Summary  People think there is a fire, and fire engines arrive when an adventurous Grandma speeds past in her red clothing.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Domestic fiction. lcgft
Grandmothers Juvenile fiction.
Red Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Grandma always wears red / written by June Allen ; illustrated by Polly Whimp.
Author  Allen, June, 1937- author.
ISBN  9781725615908 paperback, perfect bound
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Kwizzel Publishing, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details  28 pages : colour illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary  People think there is a fire, and fire engines arrive when an adventurous Grandma speeds past in her red clothing.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Domestic fiction. lcgft
Grandmothers Juvenile fiction.
Red Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Grave injustice / Netta Newbound.
Author  Newbound, Netta, author.
ISBN  9780473423643 paperback
9781521933510 paperback
Edition  1st ed.
©2017
Physical Details  273 pages ; 23 cm
Summary  "Geri and James return in their most explosive adventure to date. When next door neighbour, Lydia, gives birth to her second healthy baby boy, James and Geri pray their friend can finally be happy and at peace. But, little do they know Lydia's troubles are far from over. Meanwhile, Geri is researching several historic, unsolved murders for James' new book. She discovers one of the prime suspects now resides in Spring Pines Retirement Village, the scene of not one, but two recent killings. Although the police reject the theory, Geri is convinced the cold case they're researching is linked to the recent murders. But how? Will she regret delving so deeply into the past?"--Back cover.
Subject  Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  Gregor's magic stick adventures = Geleige de mofa maoxian / written and illustrated by Vanessa Lim (PhD) ; translation by Han Hui Jun he Zhang Dai Jie.
Author  Lim, Vanessa, author, illustrator.
ISBN  9780473443566 softcover
9780473443573 EPub
9780473443580 Kindle
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Infinity By Luna Ltd, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details  10 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Language  "Bilingual English and Simplified Chinese Characters with Pinyin"--Cover.
Summary  A young boy finds a magic stick that takes him to places where he meets strange creatures and makes new friends.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Fantasy fiction. lcgft
Friendship Juvenile fiction.
Imaginary places Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Happy birthday to me! / Stacy Gregg & Ruth Paul.
Author  Gregg, Stacy, author.
ISBN  9781775435372 hardback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Scholastic, 2018.
©2018
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) ; colour illustrations ; 26 cm.
Summary  "Meet Mini Whinny, the littlest horse in the stable! She's ever so cute... and ever so naughty!
  It's August 1st, the official birthday for all horses. But Mini Whinny wants a celebration of her very own. Why should she share with all the other horses? In the middle of the night, she slinks out of her stable and steals away with all the party preparations"--Publisher information.
Subject  Birthdays Juvenile fiction.
   Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
   Horses Juvenile fiction.
   Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  Hues of Summer / James S. Holmes.
Author  Holmes, James S. (Novelist), author.
ISBN  9780473445799
                  ©2018
Physical Details  271 pages ; 21 cm
Subject  Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
          New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  I am not a guru and other poems / Kit McMenamin.
Author  McMenamin, Chris, 1995- author.
ISBN  9780473443290 print
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Chris McMenamin], [2018]
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) ; 18 cm
Contents  I am not a guru, part two -- [Note one] -- The orchard -- Babylon -- Shadow -- Night air, part one-Take me -- Ring round -- Colours of a past -- I am not a guru, part one -- Mr. H, in the palace of pain -- A tongue -- [note two] -- A druid-thing -- A poem to that wall -- The pirate and little red -- This cup -- Night air, part two -- Eden dance -- Bright, bright night -- Trumpet -- My soul's home -- Night air, part three -- An interaction on a bus -- [Note three] -- These hands are not my own -- Breathe -- The light from the fridge -- [Superpipe] -- Naked skin -- I am not a guru, part three.
Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ821.3

Title  In pursuit of darkness / Kerry Hugh Dillon.
Author  Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.
ISBN  9781499656022
Edition  2017 revised edition
Publishing Details  [Hastings] : Dolphin Books, [2017]
                  ©2012
Physical Details  395 pages ; 23 cm
Summary  "This is a second dangerous red tide paranormal adventure, where Roland and Eric Borg accept an assignment from their mysterious secret service benefactor. Along with scores of other women, the daughter of an influential tycoon has been abducted under strange circumstances, and there is a call for an unorthodox approach in the investigation. A road accident, a serial rapist, and a gay accountant are all in the mix of a conspiracy to stretch the imagination"--Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
          Science fiction. lcgft
          Thrillers (Fiction) lcgft
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title Incursion / J.J. Mathews.
Author Mathews, J. J. (James Jacob), author.
ISBN 9780995103429 print
Publishing Details Hamilton, New Zealand : Mouse Moon Press, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details 524 pages ; 21 cm
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Science fiction. lcgft
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Intergalactic highway / Paul A. Knights.
Author Knights, Paul A., author.
ISBN 9780473423704 paperback
Edition 1st ed.
Publishing Details United Kingdom ; [Waihi], New Zealand : Junction Publishing, [2018] ©2018
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : illustrations ; 22 cm
Subject Science fiction. lcgft
Short stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Kapa haka / by Lisa Rangiaho and Kahurangi Rangiaho-Katipa ; illustrated by Adele Jackson.
Author Rangiaho, Lisa, author.
ISBN 0478162375
9780478162370
Publishing Source 16237 Ministry of Education
Physical Details 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm
Series Ready to read (Wellington, N.Z.)
Summary Marama has joined the school’s kapa haka group and is nervous about what will be expected of her and how she will remember what to do.
Subject Anxiety Juvenile fiction.
Kapa haka. reo
Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki. reo
Pakiwaitara. reo
Performing arts Juvenile fiction.
Readers (Primary)
Dewey NZ823.3
OCLC Number 957595529
Title Kapka Kassabova reading excerpts from her second novel Love in the land of Midas: filmed at the City Gallery, Wellington, 12 October, 2000.

Author Kassabova, Kapka, author, performer.


Physical Details 1 CD-ROM (video files) ; 12 cm

Subject Filmed literary readings. lcgt
Filmed performances. lcgt
Nonfiction films. lcgt

Dewey NZ823.2

Title Keep an eye on this kiwi / Scott Tulloch.

Author Tulloch, Scott, 1966- author, illustrator.

ISBN 9781775435310 paperback

Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Scholastic, 2018. ©2018

Physical Details 63 pages : illustrations ; 19 cm

Summary "Kiwi is on the hunt for some tasty huhu grubs. But clever poo-hoo grubs can outsmart an unassuming kiwi any day. Poor Kiwi is determined to prove he is a crafty creeper, a kiwi of considerable cunning … and to catch his next feed. Next, he’s off to hunt for worms. You have to be brainy to hunt those"--Publisher information.

Audience Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.

Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Forest animals Juvenile fiction.
Humorous stories.
Kiwis Juvenile fiction.

Dewey NZ823.3

Title The Kink poetroversy : winter readings 2018 / edited/compiled by Mark Pirie.

Author Pirie, Mark, 1974- editor.

ISBN 9781869421755 paperback

Publishing Details Paekakariki, Aotearoa New Zealand : Earl of Seacliff Art Workshop, 2018. ©2018

Physical Details 23 pages ; 21 cm


Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century.

Dewey NZ821.308
Title: A Kiwi day before Christmas / Yvonne Morrison, Deborah Hinde.
Author: Morrison, Yvonne, 1972- author.
ISBN: 9781775434108 paperback
©2018
Physical Details: 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 27 cm
Summary: A New Zealand Christmas story, in which Santa rounds up his team of sheep to pull the tractor to deliver all the Christmas presents.
Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Christmas fiction. lcgft
New Zealand Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Santa Claus Juvenile fiction.
Stories in rhyme. lcgft
Dewey: NZ823.3

Title: Lair of the vampire king / Kerry Hugh Dillon.
Author: Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.
ISBN: 9781978021020 paperback
Publishing Details: [Hastings] : Dolphin Books, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details: 389 pages ; 23 cm
Summary: "Be very afraid because Vampires do walk the Earth and they are a lot more evil and wicked than attested to in legends. These ‘night walkers’ or demons of the night don’t burn in the sunlight, and they walk amongst us during the day with all the charm and beauty of youthful longevity, but this charismatic façade cloaks a malevolent alienity which thirsts and sups on our blood and which if given the opportunity will also rape or tear at our flesh in a horrific bloody primeval ritual that is deeply rooted in their dark and sinister past. From amidst this evil there emerge a few lesser vampires with an affinity for mankind who are ruthlessly hunted down to be stilled into a living purgatory, but from one of the survivors two unique children are bred who develop near-magical talents which install fear into the ‘night walkers’ and which aids them in their attempt to rid the world from such malevolence"--Back cover.
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Vampire fiction lcgft
Dewey: NZ823.3
Title: Liberty and the dream ride
Author: Stacy Gregg
ISBN: 0007299311 (pbk.)
9780007299317 pbk.
©2011
Physical Details: 229 pages: map; 20 cm.
Summary: "Issie Brown and Comet are competing at the world famous four-star horse trials in Lexington, USA! Issie is worried that she is out of her depth, but the offer of a chance to ride her dream horse, Liberty, could change everything. Does Issie have what it takes to win?
Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Contests Juvenile fiction.
Eventing (Horsemanship) Juvenile fiction.
Horses Juvenile fiction.
Dewey: NZ823.3
OCLC Number: 964448944

Title: Lines of sight: poetry and images of New Zealand by Phillip Scott.
Author: Phillip Scott, 1970- author.
ISBN: 9780473449582
Publishing Details: [Wellington]: [Phillip Scott], [2018]
©2018
Physical Details: 128 pages: colour illustrations; 21 x 21 cm
Subject: New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Photography, Artistic.
Dewey: NZ821.3

Title: Manix the squirm worm
Author: Maureen E. Green; illustrated by Brad Johnson.
ISBN: 9781720724933 paperback
©2018
Physical Details: 1 volume (unpaged): colour illustrations; 22 cm
Summary: Manix the worm has learnt his lessons at Squirm Worm School, and wants to explore further and find new challenges.
Subject: Animal fiction. lcgft
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Humorous fiction. lcgft
Worms Juvenile fiction.
Dewey: NZ823.3
Maximus Thatcher : the beginning of electric man / R.J. Miller.

Title: Maximus Thatcher : the beginning of electric man / R.J. Miller.
Author: Miller, R. J., 1990- author.
ISBN: 9780473434458 paperback
Physical Details: xi, 386 pages ; 22 cm
Summary: "A vicious world split between Power Users and Nons, Gods and mortals, students and Elites, all fighting for one thing: that their names be remembered by history, carved in the very stone for which their ancestors fought so hard. For hope to remain in their souls and not to be stripped from them by the Dark Lord, a God who has survived for millennia, untouched and unthreatened - until now. Maximus Thatcher, a boy with immense strength, fights his way through life as he struggles to overcome the darkness he finds in many places. His power is the sole light in the darkness, spreading hope through all the Users who have not yet crumbled under the terror of the Dark Lord. Max has one task: to defy all odds and to face an enemy who is believed to be unbeatable. Can the attributes of a young God be enough to stop the Dark Lord, or will Max fall victim to the Dark Lord's power, destroying hope for the Power Users?"--Back cover.
Subject: Fantasy fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey: NZ823.3

Mind bender / Netta Newbound.

Title: Mind bender / Netta Newbound.
Author: Newbound, Netta, author.
ISBN: 9781518674327 paperback
Physical Details: 363 pages ; 22 cm
Summary: "Detective Inspector Adam Stanley returns to face his most challenging case yet. Someone is randomly killing ordinary Pinevale citizens. Each time DI Stanley gets close to the killer, the killer turns up dead—the next victim in someone's crazy game. Meanwhile, his girlfriend's brother, Andrew, currently on remand for murder, escapes and kidnaps his own 11-year-old daughter. However, tragedy strikes, leaving the girl in grave danger. Suffering a potentially fatal blow himself, how can DI Stanley possibly save anyone?"--Back cover.
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft
Dewey: NZ823.3
Title  Miscellany / by Karen Brookes.
Author  Brookes, Karen, 1947- author.
ISBN  099411558X 9780994115584
Publishing Details  Golden Bay : Waitapu Press, [2018] ©2018
Physical Details  105 pages ; 21 cm
Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ821.3

Title  Mother knows best / Netta Newbound.
Author  Newbound, Netta, author.
ISBN  9781503202696 paperback
Publishing Details  [Waihi, New Zealand] : [Junction Publishing] [2016]
Physical Details  119 pages ; 22 cm
Summary  "All her life twenty-two-year-old Ruby Fitzroy's annoyingly over protective mother has believed the worst will befall one of her two daughters. Sick and tired of living in fear, Ruby arranges a date without her mother's knowledge. On first impressions, charming and sensitive Cody Strong seems perfect. When they visit his home overlooking the Welsh coast, she meets his delightful father Steve and brother Kyle. But it isn't long before she discovers all is not as it seems. After a shocking turn of events, Ruby's world is blown apart. Terrified and desperate, she prepares to face her darkest hour yet. Will she ever escape this nightmare?"--Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  Mutzig the clown cat / Peter Wells.
Author  Wells, Peter, 1950- author, illustrator.
ISBN  9780995110762
Projected Publication Date  1812
Physical Details  pages cm
Summary  "A story about the author's relationship with a stray cat that comes into his life. This book was originally a handmade edition of 30 in 1984 and not distributed through shops"--Publisher information.
Subject  Feral cats Fiction.
          Human-animal relationships Fiction.
          New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
          Wells, Peter, 1950-
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  My grandfather's war / Glyn Harper & Jenny Cooper.
Author  Harper, Glyn, 1958- author
ISBN  9781775592990 hardback
©2018
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 26 cm
Summary  Eight year old Jade likes spending time with her grandfather. But she senses a sadness in him which has something to do with a war in Vietnam. When she has the courage to ask him about his experiences, he tells her about his time and actions in combat. Includes brief historical note.
Audience  Primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
          Grandparent and child Juvenile fiction
          Older veterans Juvenile fiction
          Picture books for children.
          War fiction. lcgft
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  Nessy's locket / AW Exley.
Author  Exley, A. W. (Anita W.), 1969- author.
ISBN  9780473456894 paperback
©2018
Physical Details  295 pages ; 22 cm
Summary  "Dragons have taken up residence at Lowestoft and Queen Victoria is not amused. The queen is on the warpath and to protect the mythical beasts from treasure hunters, Cara needs to find the foundation stone from the Great Wall of China. To add to her problems, there's a strange box hidden deep under the Lowestoft estate that makes her skin crawl and steals the air from her lungs. Nate is trying to find a way to make it reveal its secrets, but Cara would rather drop it in the deepest, darkest part of the ocean. Quite apart from arguing with the monarch and catching those who hunt her dragons Cara faces a far more terrifying trial--impending motherhood. Childbirth always ends in tragedy for her maternal line and even her bond with Nate might not be strong enough to battle Mother Nature..."--Back cover
Subject  Fantasy fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Steampunk fiction. lcgft
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Network of fear / Kerry Hugh Dillon.
Author  Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.
ISBN  9781499503555
Publishing Details  [Hastings] : Dolphin Books, [2017]
©2012
Physical Details  368 pages ; 23 cm
Summary  "A sixty-thousand-year old artifact and a brilliant but indifferent researcher set the scene for a series of paranormal acts which seriously challenge the concept of what mankind views as normal. When Roland Kendrick accompanied his fellow journalist to Portland for a long weekend break, he is unprepared for the events which subsequently unfold, and he finds himself on the periphery of a series of brutal murders. This misfortune propels him right into the midst of it, and the rapidly mounting danger causes him to flee into the unknown where he skirts around a dark underworld of greed, sex, and violence"--Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Science fiction. lcgft
Thrillers (Fiction) lcgft
Dewey  NZ823.3
**Title**  Novel / Vaughan Rapatahana.
**Author**  Rapatahana, Vaughan, author.
**ISBN**  9780995104662


**Physical Details**  320 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm

**Summary**  "A violent murder in a rural New Zealand slaughterhouse is the catalyst for a series of fast-moving events that ultimately have geopolitical consequences involving the struggles of dispossessed peoples and the shady efforts of the powers that be them" -- Back cover.

**Subject**  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
**Dewey**  NZ823.3

---

**Title**  Off with their heads / Kerry Hugh Dillon.
**Author**  Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.
**ISBN**  9781539772965 paperback

**Publishing Details**  [Hastings] : Dolphin Books, [2016]
©2016

**Physical Details**  347 pages ; 23 cm

**Summary**  "Another stand-alone SF thriller in the Red Tide series. Roland and Erik Borg and their rambunctious telepathic cat Telesphorus, appear to have taken on more than they had expected when they reluctantly accept an assignment to investigate a series of headless male victims. Dubbed the 'Red Queen' killings, they appear to be without motive or commonality, and the means of egress to the crime scenes challenges any reasonable explanation. Unfortunately a freak incident dampens Roland's considerable paranormal skills and their efforts and safety are seriously put at risk. With the horrific killings accelerating and the mystery deepening, they have to call on a couple of clairvoyant friends to assist them while Roland struggles to regain his skills.

**Subject**  Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Paranormal fiction. lcgft
Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft

**Dewey**  NZ823.3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>On thin ice / Rochelle Dowman.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Dowman, Rochelle, 1967- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473438975 softcover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473438982 EPUB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473438999 Kindle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>290 pages ; 21 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td><em>Sophie Harding sets off on a world championship tour to Mexico with her son and the New Zealand junior ice hockey team – her loveless marriage in tatters. Packed with danger, deception and sabotage, it proves to be an unforgettable journey with a series of life changing events – but destiny awaits</em>“–Back cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ823.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>One Paddy two baddies / written by Clive Lind ; illustrated by Polly Rabbits.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Lind, Clive A. author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473444266 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>51 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Paddy is a retired police van who finds a new lease of life when two burglars break into his new home at Transport World in Invercargill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Action and adventure fiction. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Picture books for children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Police vehicles Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stories in rhyme. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ823.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>One last hit / Linda Coles.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Coles, Linda, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473444556 print</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Mercer] : [Linda Coles], [2018] ©2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>307 pages ; 23 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ823.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Paradise of weeping hearts / poems by D. Mars Yuvarajan.
Author Yuvarajan, D Mars, (Dushyandhan Mars), 1987- author.
ISBN 9780995100855 hardback
Physical Details 62 pages ; 24 cm
Contents I have murdered a swan -- I was once a man -- The ocean weeps when we come home -- A daughter of bellows -- Houses of poverty -- A voice above the black sea -- Giacometti's paradise -- The blood moths come at night -- Village girls dancing -- I long for opioid dreams -- Lost in a moonlight -- Evening departure from Ouagadougou -- Cathedrals as embassies -- Some days, poverty is all I have -- The morning after Saturday -- Being a coloured dwarf in Snow White -- My gin addiction -- Untitled (drunk rant) -- Dreams of concrete -- Celestial wounds -- Stumbling upon an absolute poverty -- Six o'clock news -- Woman with the red lips -- Cemetery city -- World war before dinner -- Waking up in Halifax -- As I walked the lines of states -- Old man eating dates -- Winter stars in her eyes -- Vienna -- European/Punk/Love -- Mr. -- I find God in the bottle -- Six windows -- Neighbour's wife in fishnets -- The sun has bled itself -- Junkie paradiso -- Chestnut hair in Birmingham -- August morning, London -- Watching fall overwhelm the Tate -- I have hidden my true self -- On finding a black panther framed in a white room (sorrows, and I) -- The last supper in Eastern Europe -- I have come to lust for the night -- Tail of a migrant caravan -- Why I appear so sad today -- Behind the faces of other people -- I dream of my other lives -- Paradise of weeping hearts.
Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ821.3

Title Pathway of the gods / Kerry Hugh Dillon.
Author Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.
ISBN 9781499539578 paperback
Physical Details 396 pages ; 23 cm.
Summary "As the young disoriented Simon Hadley finally gets a grip onto his repressed sorcery skills, he puts all of his efforts into finding his missing friends. Eventually, reunited, they strive to avoid recapture as they also try to come to terms with the different society that is emerging under the umbrella of the Directorate Treaty. Their previous adversary, Ithamar, the black modern-day sorcerer, has been killed by the Ark, but the wealthy and ruthless cartel that he allied with is achieving repressive power throughout the western world, with their contrived imposition of the widespread anti-terrorist Treaty. In the past two years the world has split into two diverse groups, and as events escalate out of control to a likely nuclear confrontation, a remnant of the ancients' magic intervenes to assist them in escaping this turmoil into the far reaches of outer space. As they struggle to make a place for themselves in a warring feudal society, Simon realizes that have followed the ancient footprints left by the alien Carzars, and begins to accept the concepts of the prophecy devised by these aliens in antiquity, which explains his checkered background and foretells of an enigmatic future"--Back cover.
Subject Fantasy fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ823.3
Title: Poems by Anthony / Anthony Skegg.
Author: Skegg, Anthony, 1970- author.
Publishing Details: [Dunedin, New Zealand] : [Anthony Skegg], [2016]
Physical Details: 75 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm
Subject: New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey: NZ821.3

Title: Poisoned legacy / Jenny Wheeler.
Author: Wheeler, Jenny (Novelist), author.
ISBN: 9780473430023 paperback 9780473430030
       9780473430030 epub
       9780473430047 kindle
       9780473430061 ibook
©2018
Physical Details: 351 pages ; 22 cm
Subject: Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
       Historical fiction. lcgft
       New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey: NZ823.3

Title: Positively murder / Netta Newbound.
Author: Newbound, Netta, author.
ISBN: 9780473308193 paperback
Publishing Details: [United Kingdom - New Zealand] : [Junction Publishing] [2014]
Physical Details: 304 pages ; 22 cm
Summary: "For Melissa May, happily married to Gavin for the best part of thirty years, life couldn't get much better. Her world is ripped apart when she discovers Gavin is HIV positive. The shock of his duplicity and irresponsible behaviour re-awakens a psychiatric condition Melissa has battled since childhood. Fuelled by rage and a heightened sense of right and wrong, Melissa takes matters into her own hands. Homicide detective Adam Stanley is investigating what appear to be several random murders. When evidence comes to light, linking the victims, the case seems cut and dried and an arrest is made. However, despite all the damning evidence, including a detailed confession, Adam is certain the killer is still out there. Now all he has to do is prove it"--Back cover.
Subject: Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
       New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
       Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft
Dewey: NZ823.3
Title  Raising RuZo / by M.C. Shaw.
Author  Shaw, M. C., 1972- author.
ISBN  9781980756446 paperback
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Melissa Trenwith] [2018]
©2018
Physical Details  164 pages ; 23 cm
Summary  "They were destined to meet, but can they harness their magical connection to reunify their family and save the kingdom? When Zoe’s grandmother, Eve, reveals that she has a twin sister with whom she communicates using a secret radio, Zoe is intrigued. Eve’s twin is Vee and in a moment of reflective melancholy, Eve reveals how she once travelled to the territory where Vee lives. Zoe retraces the path Eve describes and finds a secret travel network which she uses to journey to the distant territory. There, she meets Ruby who persuades her to take her home with her, but when the travel network is shut down, Ruby is trapped. With no way to get Ruby home, Zoe turns to Eve for help. Zoe knows Eve as her loveable, kindly grandmother, but her background in communications and experience running humanitarian missions make her and Zoe’s grandfather, Norman, formidable allies. They lead Ruby and Zoe on a fun-filled adventure where family secrets are revealed, fantastical friends are made, and a magical portal is discovered"--Back cover.
Subject  Grandparent and child Juvenile fiction.
  Science fiction. lcgft
  Time-travel fiction. lcgft
  Twins Juvenile fiction.
  Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Remember the brave / Forrest and Lena Chambers.
Author  Chambers, Forrest, 1963- author.
ISBN  9780995106260 paperback
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 15 cm.
Summary  The author, brought up on a New Zealand farm, becomes a soldier in World War One. He describes his experience, including witnessing the appalling treatment of the men who refused to fight and kill. Loosely based on the story of two New Zealand objectors: Archibald Baxter and Mark Briggs.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
  Conscientious objectors New Zealand Juvenile fiction.
  Nonviolence Juvenile fiction.
  Picture books for children.
  Soldiers New Zealand Juvenile fiction.
  World War, 1914-1918 Conscientious objectors Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title
Remembering a place I've never been: the past in three voices / Heather Bauchop.

Author
Bauchop, Heather, 1966- author.

ISBN
9780473453671 paperback

Edition
First edition.

Publishing Details
Lyttelton, New Zealand : Cold Hub Press, [2018]
©2018

Physical Details
100 pages : 21 cm

Contents
Part One: Home -- A map -- With my finger -- Narrative -- And his words with him -- Other deaths are far away -- His name -- I was brought here -- What does it matter when I go? -- Word of mouth -- Heritage -- Bequest -- Evidence -- Fertility -- Seconds -- Another photograph -- Provenance -- Tight -- Progeny -- Past perfect -- In dreams -- But what of the wind? -- Proof -- Mourning -- Grave -- Travails -- This land -- Part two: History -- In residence -- Inheritance -- Technological assistance -- Details -- Rooms -- Plans -- Key -- Evidence -- Camping -- He is waiting -- Home -- Fact checking -- Legend has it -- Unplanned -- Intrusive investigations -- Off limits -- View shaft -- Past the trees -- Holes -- Buried discontinuities -- Recommendations -- Part Three: Noone -- Cast -- Debt -- In plain sight -- Seeing -- She tells me -- So why do they keep me? -- Concealment -- He replaced her -- Words -- Seeing double -- She never comes here -- My window -- Time -- In my hands -- Her hands -- I meet her eye -- My days -- Spare -- A mound -- Age -- Confined -- Avert -- Unlaced -- She comes back and back -- How tight, those stays -- Shifting moments -- Her voice is mine -- Later she is heavy -- What I hear -- It is the silence -- In my arms -- A cradle -- Forgetting -- Recall.

Subject
New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz

Dewey
NZ821.3

Title
Scarface Claw, hold tight! / Lynley Dodd.

Author
Dodd, Lynley, author, artist.

ISBN
9780143772613 paperback

Publishing Details
©2017

Physical Details
1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 19 cm.

Summary
"It is a peaceful morning and Scarface Claw is happily snoozing in a spot in the sun, tail curled around and feet tucked in. Suddenly, there was a shudder and sway, the whirr of an engine, then off and away"--Publisher information.

Subject
Animal fiction. lcgft
Cats Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Humorous fiction. lcgft
Picture books for children.
Stories in rhyme. lcgft
Vehicles Juvenile fiction.

Dewey
NZ823.2
Title  Scattered stones / Michelle Kelly.
Author  Kelly, Michelle, 1965- author.
ISBN  9780473449124 print
       9780473449131 Kindle
       9780473449148 iBook
                    ©2018
Physical Details  383 pages ; 23 cm
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Scavenger hunt / Meg Buchanan.
Author  Buchanan, Meg, author.
ISBN  9780473423278 paperback
       9780473423285 hardback
Edition  1st ed.
Publishing Details  United Kingdom - New Zealand : Junction Publishing, [2017]
                   ©2017
Physical Details  427 pages ; 22 cm
Summary  "Train hard. Ride fast. And win! That's what moto trials rider Josh Reeves usually lives for. But
          lately, even with coaching and a new bike on offer, life keeps getting in the way. When a silly
          game of dare gets out of control, Josh can't see a way out without looking weak in front of his
          mates. But now the cops are getting too close for comfort. Can he find a way to make
          everything right?"--Back cover.
Subject  Cyclists Juvenile fiction.
          Theft Juvenile fiction.
          Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
          Young adult fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  Search for a Kiwi killer / Des Hunt.
Author  Hunt, Des, 1941- author.
ISBN  9780994122667 paperback
Publishing Details  Whitianga, New Zealand : Torea Press, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details  164 pages ; 20 cm.
Summary  "Set in Kerikeri and Waitangi Forest. Kiwi are being killed by dogs. Local pets and pig-hunting
dogs are suspects. A boy saves and befriends an injured dog in the forest. Immediately the
dog becomes a major suspect. The boy must find the real killer before his new friend is
euthenised."--Publisher information.
Audience  Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Birds Mortality Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Dogs Juvenile fiction.
Kiwis Juvenile fiction.
Pets Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  See ya, Simon [sound recording] / David Hill.
Author  Hill, David, 1942-
Physical Details  2 sound cassettes.
Summary  Teenagers Simon and Nathan share many of the same interests which include girls,
computers and collecting sensationalist tabloid headlines, but the sharp tongued, quick witted
Simon also has muscular dystrophy and is likely to die in the next few years.
Subject  Children's audiobooks lcgft
Friendship Fiction.
Muscular dystrophy Fiction.
People with disabilities Fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.2
Title: Serendipity / by A. C. Lundon.
Author: Lundon, A. C. (Arlene Caroline), 1957- author.
ISBN: 0958238670 paperback
Publishing Source: A. C. Lundon, Housetruck Purplelicious, PO Box 338, Dannevirke, New Zealand.
Physical Details: 28 pages ; 21 cm
Contents: Poems: -- A winter morning -- Almost Autumn -- At Foxton Beach -- At Lake Wiritoa -- At twilight -- Death in the candlelight -- Forever -- Here before -- In sunset moments -- In the quiet of peace -- In twilight -- Just me -- Kerouac -- Life is everywhere -- Like yesterday -- No right -- On my way home -- Peace settles -- Poetic words -- Sam -- Serendipity -- Storm Haven -- The freedom to live -- The incense burns -- The mist -- Til midnight -- Troubled Earth -- Unfinished -- Winter night swim -- Winter silence -- Your text -- Haiku: -- As time ebbs away -- Early morning birdsong -- Fishing trip -- Golden light -- Old timer -- Today the smell -- Tanka: -- The empty arms.
Subject: New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey: NZ821.2

Title: Shadow of the Boyd / Diana Menefy.
Author: Menefy, Diana, 1947- author.
ISBN: 9780473440473 paperback
Publishing Details: Hikurangi, Northland : Jadepress, 2018. ©2010
Physical Details: 177 pages ; 20 cm.
Summary: Historical novel based around the events of the Boyd massacre in which two young boys, a Māori and Pakeha, find their friendship stretched to breaking point. First person recount.
Subject: Boyd (Ship) Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Maori (New Zealand people) First contact with Europeans Juvenile fiction.
Massacres Juvenile fiction.
New Zealand History To 1840 Juvenile fiction.
Noho-ā-iwi. reo
Dewey: NZ823.3
Title Shadows of the mind / by Owen Clough.
Author Clough, Owen, 1947- author.
ISBN 9780473434083 paperback
9780473434090 ePub
9780473434106 eBook
9780473434110 PDF
Publishing Details [Takapau] : Weka Fiction, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details 319 pages ; 21 cm
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Time-travel fiction lcgft
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Some traveller / Ben Fagan.
Author Fagan, Ben, 1991- author.
ISBN 9781911570219 paperback
9781911570400 paperback
©2017
Physical Details 71 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject London (England) Poetry.
New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ821.3

Title Spinning magic / Nicky Humphris, writer and illustrator.
Author Humphris, Nicky, author, illustrator.
ISBN 9780473429157 paperback
Publishing Details Rotorua, New Zealand : BMS Books Ltd, an imprint of Business Media Services Ltd, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 15 x 21 cm
Summary Tinky, a little spider spins a magnificent web that outshines the tattered web created by his more famous brother, Winky.
Subject Animal fiction. lcgft
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Self-confidence Juvenile fiction.
Spiders Juvenile fiction.
Stories in rhyme. lcgft
Dewey NZ823.3
Spy for love / Jemma Daintree.

Author: Daintree, Jemma, author.
ISBN: 9780995104686 paperback
Physical Details: 141 pages ; 22 cm

Summary: "Security expert and spy catcher Chase Ryder arrives in Wellington, New Zealand in 1894 in pursuit of dangerous Russian Irina Karpinsky. Forced to ask for help from Dilys Frampton, the beautiful owner of the notorious Aphrodite Club, his plans do not include falling in love. But Dilys proves to be a worthy match for both Chase and his clever criminal adversary"--Back cover.

Subject: Historical fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Dewey: NZ823.3

Stone face manor / Mandy L. Kavanagh.

Author: Kavanagh, Mandy L. (Mandy Louise), 1993- author.
ISBN: 9780473441890 paperback
Projected Publication Date: 1810
Physical Details: pages cm

Summary: "This is a children's thriller that follows two young boys as they search an old manor house for clues about strange disappearances. The house they are searching has stone carved faces protruding from its masonry and the house itself seems to hold a lot of secrets from years past. They also find a mysterious book that holds a lot of historical importance relating to the house"--Publisher information.

Subject: Boys Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
Manors Juvenile fiction.
Missing persons Juvenile fiction.
Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft

Dewey: NZ823.3
Title: Take flight / JL Pawley.
Author: Pawley, J. L. (Jess L.), 1989- author.
ISBN: 9780994138736
Physical Details: 388 pages ; 21 cm
Summary: "The Flight is recovering in a remote mountain hideaway. They think they're safe, but they couldn't be more wrong. When Evolutionary Corp mercenaries in helicopters hunt them down, only Condor and Kestrel manage to escape. With nowhere else to turn and desperate for help to save their friends, the two flee across the country to the jubilant Angelists. Meanwhile, a nightmare unfolds for the imprisoned teenage Icari. A shocking bond is revealed which changes everything. Pushed to the limits of endurance, somehow they must survive the most dangerous place they can imagine. Somehow, they must fly free"--Back cover.
Subject: Ability Juvenile fiction.
Fantasy fiction. lcgft
Flight Juvenile fiction.
Paranormal fiction. lcgft
Shapeshifting Juvenile fiction.
Survival Juvenile fiction.
Teenage boys Juvenile fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
Young adult fiction.

Title: Tane's War / Brendaniel Weir.
Author: Weir, Brendaniel, author.
ISBN: 9780473415648 paperback
Physical Details: 356 pages ; 20 cm
Summary: "It's 1953 and Briar is a dreamer living with his father in Pukekohe, who sends him to a training farm to be "turned into a man". The plan backfires when his arrival awakens feelings in fellow shearer, Aussie. Tane is the farm foreman and his Māori heritage sets him apart. Briar and Aussie threaten the walls Tane has built around his own past; walls created in the trenches of WW1. Tane is confronted with a choice. He cannot change history but maybe he can help change Briar's future"--Back cover.
Subject: Gay fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
World War, 1914-1918 Fiction.

Dewey: NZ823.3
Title  Tau mōhio = Number knowledge.
ISBN 9780473450182 paperback
©2017
Physical Details  1 portfolio (28 unnumbered pages, 20 flash cards) : colour illustrations ; 14 x 14 x 2 cm
Contents  Kei te māra = In the garden / paintings by Grace Finnigan ; poems by Moira Wairama ; readings by Maia Turner -- 10 number cards -- 10 illustrated cards.
Language  Parallel text in English and Māori.
Summary  "A multi-purpose set containing 20 flashcards, ten cards with Te Reo Māori numbers (1-10) and ten cards with a painting of an image of an animal or insect a young child might identify in the garden. These are accompanied by a book of poems in Te Reo Māori and English ... With the use of Layar, an image can be scanned and the poem for that image will be read in English and Te Reo Māori"--Back cover.
Subject  Ako reo
Children's poetry, Maori.
Children's poetry, New Zealand.
Counting Juvenile poetry.
Garden ecology Juvenile poetry.
Kararehe whāngote reo
Kaute reo
Māra reo
Mātauranga reo
Ngohe reo
Ngāngara reo
Rauemi reo
Tamariki reo
Tuhi ngaa auaha reo
Dewey  NZ821.2

Title  There's a tui in our teapot = he tūi kei rō tipata / Dawn McMillan ; illustrated by Nikki Slade Robinson ; te reo Māori by Ngarere Roberts.
Author  McMillan, Dawn. author.
ISBN 9780947506476 hardcover
©2018
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 28 cm
Language  In English and Māori.
Summary  A tui, takahe, kea, kaka, kererū, kakapō, korimāko, tauhou, pukeko, hoiho, matuku, kahu putangitangi, akiaki, weka, and tītī wainui cause disaster in Nan's kitchen. Includes brief notes on each New Zealand bird species.
Audience  Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Birds New Zealand Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki. reo
Manu. reo
Pakiwai tara. reo
Picture books for children.
Pukapuka whakaahu. reo
Reorua. reo
Stories in rhyme. lcgt
Dewey  NZ823.2
**Title**  These untethered affections / poems by D. Mars Yuvarajan.

**Author**  Yuvarajan, D Mars, (Dushyandhan Mars), 1987-, author

**ISBN**  9780995100831 hardback

**Edition**  First edition.

**Publishing Details**  Auckland, New Zealand : Works of Mars Press Limited, 2018. ©2018

**Physical Details**  75 pages ; 24 cm

**Contents**  There is no name, for the romance in my life -- Two ninety three -- The streets had borne stripes -- I have ever -- We had taken three days to crawl -- What do you dream? -- I have loved women -- Field songs, in Northern Carolina -- Dichotomous heartbeat -- I tasted her -- Good morning sweetheart -- Exchanger -- The songs of the land -- Oh goddess of mine -- Four narratives -- Totems -- The unaccustomed breath -- While waiting in a community health clinic in a poor neighbourhood of Auckland New Zealand -- A man with five children -- Listener in the sleep -- Health risk warning -- South of sunrise -- Forest flower -- Orange tree with a dead child beneath -- Junkie poetics -- Holy children -- Love her! And so I loved her -- I was born in 1987 -- The professioriat have gathered -- Syrian at the Zurich Hostel -- Zeus! My drunken father -- As an ex-smoker -- On these Venussian plains I have settled.

**Subject**  New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz

**Dewey**  NZ821.3

---

**Title**  Those sugar-barge kids / Jon Tucker ; illustrated by the author (with help from some of those kids).

**Author**  Tucker, Jon, author, illustrator.

**ISBN**  9780980835366 paperback

9780980835373 ebook

**Publishing Details**  [Auckland] : Storm Bay Books, 2018. ©2018

**Physical Details**  viii, 197 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm

**Summary**  "When three Tasmanian children meet a couple of home-alone kids who live on an old barge in New Zealand's Bay of Islands, they soon find themselves heavily involved in a conflict with one of the local oyster-farmers"--Back cover.

**Subject**  Action and adventure fiction. lcgft

Boats and boating Juvenile fiction.

Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz

Ecofiction. lcgft

Oyster culture Environmental aspects New Zealand Islands, Bay of Juvenile fiction.

Sea fiction. lcgft

**Dewey**  NZ823.3
**Title**  
*Time of spellcasters* / Kerry Hugh Dillon.

**Author**  
Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.

**ISBN**  
9781500160012

**Edition**  

**Publishing Details**  
[Hastings] : Dolphin Books, [2017]
©2012

**Physical Details**  
437 pages ; 23 cm

**Summary**  
"When a catastrophic event rips an entire continent apart and obliterates it from existence, events occur which ripple through two disparate worlds. As a dynasty of peaceful wizards is terminated abruptly on one world, an adverse dynasty of evil sorcerers rises in another. With the Gateway between the two worlds destroyed, any survivors would now be cut off from the font of magic, but would a scion of this vanquished family be acceptable to the Source as the successor? If so, would he have the wisdom and skill to successfully confront another font of magic permeated with malevolence and wickedness, and evil that threatens not only the Tamaran continent but even the lands beyond the All Waters? As these events swirl unknowingly around Djorn the Outlander, he recovers consciousness from a blow to the head, and finds himself lying on a parched rugged mountainside in the heat of a blazing sun, and realizes that he hasn't any idea of whom or where he is. He certainly isn't prepared for his encounter with the telepathic alien native species, but fortunately, finds them intelligent and friendly. They lead him to mankind who are the dominant inhabitants of this continent, but he quickly learns that both species are in mortal danger by the rapid rise of a cult of dark and powerful Sorcerers. Inevitably he gets caught up in the events sweeping across the continent, as the Imperial forces allied to the dark Sorcerers continue on their quest to invade and conquer the ancient independent kingdoms and to vanquish the druids"--Back cover.

**Subject**  
Fantasy fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

**Dewey**  
NZ823.3

---

**Title**  
*Trojan gene* / Meg Buchanan.

**Author**  
Buchanan, Meg, author.

**ISBN**  
9780473423742 paperback

**Edition**  
1st ed.

**Publishing Details**  
United Kingdom - New Zealand : Junction Publishing, [2018]
©2018

**Physical Details**  
415 pages ; 22 cm.

**Summary**  
"Most of the world's population is infertile. Twenty years ago, a quarantine was put in place to protect those who could still conceive naturally. Jack Fraser wants to be accepted by the Resistance. But after a bad call ending in the death of an elderly couple, he doubts the resistance will still trust him. Is he going to have to prove himself all over again? Ela Hennessey is Sweet and Elite, and Jack has been assigned to keep her safe. But the girl isn't the innocent child he remembers—she's now a feisty, and beautiful young woman. And according to Jack's boss Jacob, she's the answer to the world's problems. Vector will kill her if they discover her secret. With Vtroopers threatening to blow their lives apart, and Jacob in hospital, Jack finds himself caught in a situation linked to his beloved father. How will he save his father's legacy? Can he protect Ela? Or will everything spiral out of control?"--Back cover.

**Subject**  
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

**Dewey**  
NZ823.3
Title  What made Albert great / by Michele Ness ; illustrated by Hayley Ness.
Author  Ness, Michele 1950- author.
ISBN  9780473448295 paperback
Physical Details  27 pages : colour illustrations; 23 cm.
Summary  When Zac needs to do schoolwork about someone who changed the world, his nana tells him about the scholar Saint Albertus Magnus.
Subject  Albertus Magnus Saint, 1193?-1280 Juvenile fiction.
          Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
          Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Wolfhaven / Jay Shaw.
Author  Shaw, Jay, author.
ISBN  9780473423247 paperback
Edition  1st ed.
Physical Details  265 pages ; cm
Summary  "For three generations, an uneasy truce has existed between the shapeshifter packs of Wolfhaven and Silver Ridge. But Equinox is fast approaching; and all is about to change. Connell, grandson of Wolfhaven's chief, is hungry for adventure; and eager to explore the world beyond the boundaries of where he grew up. Is this a plan set for failure? Only Lupa, Goddess of Wolves, can know; for it is she who bends destiny to her will. Thayer, heir apparent and Connell's older brother, has found love with Lena - Mistress of the Moon - and daughter of Silver Ridge's alpha. Yet, the course of true love never runs smooth. Lena is matched to another. A wolf of her father's choosing. Fierce and strong, Kellan is Arden's second and will make the perfect mate. If only Lena wished it. Silver Ridge, a world of zealotry and submission, is no place for a freethinking female. Especially not one, whose lover whispers of a world beyond her father's reach. Will Connell's dreams of freedom and adventure be thwarted, as Thayer and Kellan challenge for the right to claim Lena as their own? Or will Lena resolve to put the traditions of her pack and the demands of her father over those of her own heart?"--Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
          Romance fiction. lcgft
          Werewolf fiction. lcgft
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  Words on Wheels : class of '05 / produced by Sam Wicks ; engineered by Sam Wicks and Graham Kennedy.


Physical Details  1 CD (approximately 31 min.) : digital ; 12 cm

Summary  Sam Wicks has recorded the writers taking part in the Words and Wheels for 2005 where writers travel together to visit small places in New Zealand, in this case West Coast of the South Island, to read their works and discuss their writing.

Subject  Authors, New Zealand 21st century Interviews.

Dewey  NZ820.9003

Title  The adventures of Hamilton Parka / illustrated by Toni Hasler ; written by Ruth Ryan.

Author  Hasler, Toni, 1968- artist

ISBN  9780473442408 paperback


Publishing Details  Benhar, South Otago, New Zealand : Purple Gypsy, [2018] ©2018

Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject  Cats Juvenile fiction.

Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz

Picture books for children.

Stories in rhyme. lcgft

Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  The bat who was afraid of the light / by Kelvin Prendergast.

Author  Prendergast, Kelvin, 1968- author, illustrator.

ISBN  9780473380793 9781540446220 paperback


Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 25 cm

Summary  It is daytime and Bernard the bat is in bed, trying to sleep. He gets scared when he hears a bump and sees a strange shadow.

Subject  Bats Juvenile fiction.

Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz

Fear of the dark Juvenile fiction.

Picture books for children.

Stories in rhyme. lcgft

Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  A blue still dream® / original poems by Barbara Beattie.
Author  Beattie, Barbara, author.
ISBN  9780473457013 print
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Barbara Beattie, [2018]
  ©2018
Physical Details  31 pages ; 21 cm
Contents  Loveday Minette -- Easter -- Moonlit skies -- Heaven's garden -- Shadows -- Evening light --
  Cicadas -- Day and night -- A blue still dream -- Memory -- Music -- A dream of yesterday --
  Silence -- Swallows fly -- Night and day -- climb the nearest green -- Flowers of silver and gold
  -- Gold the evening -- In love with life -- A bird sang -- Night -- The quiet skies -- Night and day
  -- Sunsets -- First light -- I wake to bird's song -- A love -- Day's miracle -- The world erupts --
  Rangitoto -- Beethoven -- Poppies grew scarlet and bright -- Alive in the field -- A poem a day
  -- Falling shadows -- There's a song in the sun -- A goodbye -- Rushing waters as paths of
  silver -- His creation -- Nightly wonder -- Soft the wind -- Birds soar -- To Carolyn on her death
  -- Three little birds -- Window blazes -- Bathed in light -- Autumn -- As a rose red jewel --
  Autumn in a photo -- There's a glory in the heavens -- Mary's baby -- Morning spirit -- Silence
  and sorrow -- Night's music -- Shadowed in the forest leaves -- A grove of silver birch -- The
  stars have vanished -- Mother's day 2018 -- Handel's water music -- The mist -- Invitation to
  the dance -- Ophelia -- Easter 2018 -- Sunday -- Ashes of winter -- In a great canyon -- There's
  a sanctity -- In church -- Who will run in the fields.
Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ821.3

Title  The bomb / by Sacha Cotter ; illustrated by Josh Morgan.
Author  Cotter, Sacha, author.
ISBN  9781775503507 paperback
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 27 cm
Summary  A young boy wants to create his own perfect dive-bomb into the water, and with the help of his
  grandmother, he finally discovers the secret.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
  Diving Juvenile fiction.
  Individuality Juvenile fiction.
  Picture books for children.
  Self-actualization (Psychology) Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  The burning boy [sound recording] / Maurice Gee.
Author  Gee, Maurice.
Publishing Details  Auckland, N.Z. : Word Pictures Ltd., p[199-?]
Physical Details  4 sound cassettes
Summary  School Principal, Norma Sangster, observes the lives of two families in a provincial town during a time of personal disturbance, growth and change. The Birtles and the Rounds live in different social worlds, but are united by an accident which has left the son of one family dead, and the son of the other family horribly disfigured. Norma Sangster communicates with the boy and as she helps him heal from his wounds, she discovers a greater understanding of herself.
Subject  Audiobooks. lcgft
Disfigured persons Fiction.
New Zealand fiction 20th century. local Nz
School principals Fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.2

Title  A change of key / Adrienne Jansen.
Author  Jansen, Adrienne, author.
ISBN  9780473440916 paperback
©2018
Physical Details  246 pages ; 20 cm
Summary  "Marko has come to the ends of the earth to escape a once illustrious past in Bulgaria. So why does a Polish bookstore owner call him a traitor? And who covertly photographed him for the newspaper? Someone knows who he is. They are trying to expose him in his new country, and there is nothing he can do to prevent it"--Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.2

Title  A daughter of the king / by Alien.
Author  Alien, 1856-1926, author.
Publishing Details  Chicago ; New York : F. Tennyson Neely, 1894.
©1894
Physical Details  277 pages ; 20 cm
Series  Neely's international library.
Subject  Marriage Fiction.
New Zealand fiction 19th century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.1
OCLC Number  30404871
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>The day of the virus / Kerry Hugh Dillon.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>9781500159061 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Hastings] : Dolphin Books, [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>©2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>337 pages ; 23 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;Jack Dean was only a teenager when he narrowly escaped death after the horrific killings of his mother and sister. Four years later his new identity and location are compromised, but this time weird changes in his body kick in with bewildering talents which assist him to escape again. Unfortunately, he is later surprised and captured, but after a near-death experience he manages to free a young woman captive, enabling the two of them to make a dash for freedom. Now he must rely on her assistance, as he experiences incomprehensible sensory changes and random physical mutations which he cannot fully understand&quot;--Back cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dewey</strong></td>
<td>NZ823.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>The elven legacy / Kerry Hugh Dillon.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>9781512083736 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Hastings] : Dolphin Books, [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>©2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>293 pages ; 23 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;Over a thousand years have passed since the forging of the Luccellan Empire and the migration of the fleeing Iceni under the protection of the hybrid Mage Ezra. Now calling themselves Iberians, three kingdoms are now spread over the New Lands, but the elven descendants of Ezra now face hatred and persecution. It is the time of prophecy, and as the skies turn red, an Elven child is born, and the Triane arises to confront the rabid alien Tzatin sorcerers just as their thousands of years of assault on the Dome is finally succeeding. Young Talon t'Alors is reluctant to submit to his destiny, but with the assistance of his feisty girlfriend Gwen, and the ancient sorcerer Simon Hadley, he works hard to increase his talents and skills. Now it is a race between Talon and the Tzatins to gain the ultimate power of the Kadosh magic and to prevent the most significant threat to the two universes since their creation&quot;--Back cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Fantasy fiction. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dewey</strong></td>
<td>NZ823.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: The fourth crystal / Kerry Hugh Dillon.
Author: Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.
ISBN: 9781496036766 paperback
Physical Details: 363 pages ; 23 cm
Summary: "The Shahar Chronicles is a series following the life and destiny of the sorcerer, Simon Hadley. Fairy tales and magic are usually found in the realm of fantasy, but that all changes when an archaeological dig unearths things that would have been better left buried. Ancient artifacts created millennia ago by aliens, restores some magic to the world, as two disparate sorcerers begin to wield power that could twist all the preconceived laws of nature. Adopting the name of a Hebrew High Priest of ancient biblical times, one of these sorcerers seeks ascendancy and power, and allies himself with a cartel of corrupt wealthy moguls. His antagonist is an unsuspecting young man who is struggling with his bizarre magical inheritance, and this reluctant twenty-first-century magician moves to confront and resist this growing font of evil. Such power comes with a price and a purpose, but neither adept is cognizant of the magnitude of the ancient prophecy which is unfolding around them. Plans set in place millennia ago are slowly and intricately falling into place and unleashing events that should eventually intervene to prevent the impending chaos that threatens two universes"--Back cover.
Subject: Fantasy fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey: NZ823.3

Title: A friend in paradise / Des Hunt.
Author: Hunt, Des, 1941- author
ISBN: 9780994122643 paperback
Publishing Details: Whitianga, New Zealand : Torea Press, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details: 186 pages ; 20 cm
Summary: "Set near Opotiki in the Bay of Plenty NZ. A boy grieving after the death of his father discovers a living giant gecko Hoplodactylus delcourti thought to be extinct for more than 100 years. The gecko gives birth to three babies. The family is first threatened by a 1080 drop then by a flood. Wildlife smugglers looking for kiwi find the family and steal them. GPS tracking allows the boy to follow the smugglers to White Island. While there, an earthquake triggers a lahar which traps the smugglers and allows the boy to escape. The geckos are recovered. Through his relationship with the geckos the boy comes to accept his father's death"--Publisher information.
Subject: Action and adventure fiction lcgft
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Farm life Juvenile fiction.
Geckos Juvenile fiction.
Wildlife smuggling Juvenile fiction.
Dewey: NZ823.3
OCLC Number: 990219899
Title  The girl who rode the wind / Stacy Gregg.
Author  Gregg, Stacy, author.
ISBN  9780008124311 pbk.
9780008189235
©2015
Physical Details  331 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm.
Summary  When Lola's grandmother Loretta takes her to Siena, Italy, for the summer, Lola learns of her family's history of heartbreak and adventure, stretching back to the Second World War. In 1945, Loretta's nickname was 'The Daredevil' due to her fearless competing in the town's famous Palio horse races - until war broke out and led to sadness and loss for Loretta. Lola jumps at the chance to enter the modern-day Palio on a beautiful horse called Nico - can she win, in honour of her beloved grandmother? And solve a mystery that will bring happiness and hope to Loretta?
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Girls Juvenile fiction.
Grandmothers Juvenile fiction.
Horse racing Juvenile fiction.
Horses Juvenile fiction.
Human-animal relationships Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  The godchild / Kerry Hugh Dillon.
Author  Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.
ISBN  9781500117870 paperback
Publishing Details  [Hastings] : Dolphin Books, [2017]
©2012
Physical Details  383 pages ; 23 cm
Summary  "The High Kingdom is now Luccelli Empire, and Simon the Sorcerer is content in his home at Torstein Tower with little interest in the affairs of the outside world. The powerful magic of Haadis and the ancient installations of the Carzar aliens, provide him with countless rewarding days of study. Now as a sorcerer of considerable power, he faces pleas from King Brad to assist the Empire in repelling a barbaric invasion from the Divine Union in the south, which is being led by the evil and ruthless Godchild Sorcerer. Previous unpleasant events leave him hesitant to intervene until three incidents reshape his thinking. Firstly, through an engineered twist of time, his understanding of reality is shattered when he finds himself in the presence of the most omnipotent creature to ever exist in the universe. Now he learns the reasons for these transposes Haadis civilizations ad the importance that he holds in prophecy. Secondly, he encounters an evil species so horrendous and powerful that the fabric of the Dome is threatened. Finally, he discovers the true identity of the Godchild and is no longer reluctant to come to the aid of the Empire"--Back cover.
Subject  Fantasy fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  The last beautiful woman / by Cliff Pratt.
Author  Pratt, Cliff, 1946- author.
ISBN  9780473448851
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Cliff Pratt], [2018]
                  ©2018
Physical Details  1 volume (unnumbered pages) ; 21 cm
Summary  "What is it like to live at least three times as long as the average human? Jenna has just
           passed her one hundred and fiftieth birthday and looks to be just over thirty, and she is, so far
           as she knows, unique. She lives in isolation from most of the rest of the human race in an
           inaccessible and protected location known simply as "her home". As time passes, she
           considers her effect on the world, which is enormous. Her attention is drawn to the work of a
           reporter, George, who has written a series of articles about her impact on humankind. She
           makes a decision which affects George and several of his friends. Their lives are changed
           forever." -- Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  A lion in the meadow / Margaret Mahy ; illustrated by Jenny Williams.
Author  Mahy, Margaret, author.
ISBN  9781869713980 hardback
                  ©1986
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 26 cm
Summary  Mother didn't believe the little boy's tales about a dragon and lion in the meadow, but to the
           boy the creatures were very real.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
         Dragons Juvenile fiction.
         Fantasy fiction. lcgft
         Imagination Juvenile fiction.
         Lion Juvenile fiction.
         Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.2
Title The lonely little tree : a New Zealand Christmas story / written by Moya Kirby ; illustrated by Terri Rose Baynton.

Author Kirby, Moya, author.

ISBN 9781775435297 hardback

Publishing Details Auckland : Scholastic, 2018.
©2018

Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) ; colour illustrations ; 25 x 26 cm

Summary Native New Zealand birds decorate a small and lonely Christmas tree, and protect her from a stranger with an axe.

Subject Birds New Zealand Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Christmas fiction. lcgft
Christmas trees Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Stories in rhyme. lcgft

Dewey NZ823.2

Title A maid of mettle / by "Alien" (Mrs. L. "Alien" Baker).

Author Alien, 1856-1926, author.

©1902

Physical Details 398 pages, 4 unnumbered leaves of plates : illustrations ; 20 cm

Subject New Zealand fiction 20th century. local Nz

Dewey NZ823.1

Title Te pohū / nā Sacha Cotter ; nā Josh Morgan ngā pikitia ; nā Kawata Teepa i whakamāori.

Author Cotter, Sacha, author.

ISBN 9781775503514 paperback

©2018

Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 27 cm

Summary A young boy wants to create his own perfect dive-bomb into the water, and with the help of his grandmother, he finally discovers the secret. "Ko te wā o te raumati, kāore he kaupapa i tua atu i te mahi pohū! Kei tēnā, kei tēnā tōtou ake tino pohū. Engari, tērā tētahi tama, e kore e tika i a ia tana pohū. Tūpono rawa atu ki te muna o ngā muna, koia kei a ia.

Audience Junior National Library of New Zealand.

Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Diving Juvenile fiction.
Individuality Juvenile fiction.
Kuia reo
Kōrero pakī mā ngā tamariki reo
Pakīwaitara reo
Picture books for children.
Pukapuka whakaahua reo
Pūkengatanga reo
Ruku reo
Self-actualization (Psychology) Juvenile fiction.

Dewey NZ823.3

National Library of New Zealand 205 Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title  The reluctant assassin / Alexander Logan.
Author  Logan, Alexander, 1938- author.
ISBN  9780473448127 pbk
Edition  Second edition
Reviewed  ©2015
Physical Details  vii, 269 pages ; 23 cm
Summary  "Tom Grace, a Brisbane surgeon, attempts to find his kidnapped lover, Kaye Reynolds, a journalist, in Afghanistan. Instead, he is abducted by an arms dealer, Ahmed Bakir, and flown to Marseille as Bakir's prisoner. Tom had no idea Kaye was working for the Afghanistan Women's Revolutionary Association with its leader, Minnah Muetton, a French educated Afghan. Bakir hates Minnah's husband and has him murdered. Amadullah, devout Muslim and Minnah's brother seeks revenge; it's a matter of honour"--Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  The shed / M.C Ronen.
Author  Ronen, M. C. (Maya Cohen) 1972- author.
ISBN  9781720084389 paperback
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : M.C Ronen, [2018]
Reviewed  ©2018
Physical Details  294 pages ; 23 cm
Summary  Sunny is part of a community living on a farm, where the residents are effectively imprisoned and everything is governed by strict regulations. As girls approach maturity they're rounded up and herded into a mysterious shed, out of bounds to younger children. Sunny's mother urges her adolescent daughter to escape with her best friend, but in trying to save her friend, Sunny too is caught, and the chilling secrets of The Shed are revealed. An act of courage and defiance, along with help from a mysterious outside agency, result in an escape which is only the first step in a journey of revelation and self-discovery.
Subject  Action and adventure fiction. lcgft
Dystopian fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title: The shivering / Kerry Hugh Dillon.
Author: Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.
ISBN: 9781500117764
Physical Details: 356 pages ; 23 cm
Summary: "This is the third book in the red tide series, and once again Roland and Erik Borg and their talented cat Telesphorus are drawn into another weird investigation. This time they respond to a call from a former protégé, to solve some mysterious disappearances in the American Northwest. Rabid horror and strange malevolent women appears to stalk the streets of Seattle and the nearby towns, but this dark menace is not what it seems, because it has an inexplicable link with the forest where the usual tranquility is slowly being threatened. The trio is baffled and confused as their investigation uncovers further chilling incidents and implausible discoveries, and they are faced with a mystery of growing proportions that now threatens their own safety"--Back cover.
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Science fiction. lcgft
Thrillers (Fiction) lcgft
Dewey: NZ823.3

Title: A song from the Antipodes : prologue / by David Kārena-Holmes.
Author: Kārena-Holmes, David, 1938- author.
ISBN: 9780473389086 hardback
Physical Details: 106 pages ; 22 cm
Subject: New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey: NZ821.2

Title: The taniwha in our backyard / Malcolm Paterson ; illustrated by Martin Bailey.
Author: Paterson, Malcolm, 1975- author.
ISBN: 9780947506469 paperback
Physical Details: 1 volume (unpaged) ; colour illustrations ; 29 cm.
Series: Sharing our stories (Auckland, N.Z.)
Language: In English, contains words and phrases in Māori and some words in Malay.
Summary: When Tui and Jennifer visit their aunt and uncle in the South Kaipara, they explore the area, learning about ancient taniwha, kaitiakitanga, and tūpuna.
Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Kaipara District (N.Z.) Juvenile fiction.
Kaitiakitanga. reo
Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Juvenile fiction.
Pakiwaitara. reo
Picture books for children.
Pukapuka whakaahua. reo
Reorua. reo
Taniwha. reo
Title  The top secret undercover notes of Buttons McGinty / Rhys Darby did the words and the pictures.
Author  Darby, Rhys, 1974- author, illustrator.
ISBN  9781775434979 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland : Scholastic, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details  191 pages : illustrations ; 19 cm
Summary  Buttons embarks on a mission to find his missing parents, cracking Morse code while braving a burly bigfooted monster and bogus evil characters.
Subject  Boys Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
Humorous fiction. lcgft
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  The tribes of Tāne / Kerry Hugh Dillon.
Author  Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.
ISBN  9781500107437 paperback
Physical Details  271 pages ; 23 cm
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  An unfamiliar place / a Dragon Brothers book by James Russell ; animations by Courtney White.
Author  Russell, James, 1972- author.
ISBN  9780473435301
Physical Details  222 pages : illustrations, colour maps ; 21 cm
Summary  "The Pitbull's plans to capture the dragons from Flynn and Paddy's paradise island have been spoiled twice already, so he's hell-bent on revenge. But first he must find a way to lure the brothers to the city.meanwhile to punish his niece Briar for her betrayal, the Pitbull locks her up in a prison cell, high in his tower.Surely escape is impossible this time?"--Back cover.
Audience  Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Action and adventure fiction. lcgft
Brothers Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Dragons Juvenile fiction.
Nieces Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  The very annoying ghost / Kyle Mewburn ; illustrations by Errol McLeary.
Author  Mewburn, Kyle, author.
ISBN  9780473421847
Publishing Details  [Auckland] New Zealand : One Tree House, [2018]
                   ©2018
Physical Details  160 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm
Summary  "Ricky's family buy a mansion in a trendy suburb, with panoramic views of the city. Too good to be true… Yep, a real bargain. But this house also has a resident ghost, who wants them out. Cockroaches in the moving boxes, a red sock in the washing with his cricket whites! It’s up to Ricky, and his neighbour Fi, to solve this annoying mystery"--www.onetree-house.com.
Audience  Primary, National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Boys Juvenile fiction.
    Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
    Cricket stories.
    Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
    Ghost stories.
Dewey  NZ823.2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>That f word : growing up feminist in Aotearoa / Lizzie Marvelly.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Marvelly, Elizabeth, 1989- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>97817775491439 ebook 97817775541127 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Journalists New Zealand Biography.  
Marvelly, Elizabeth, 1989-  
Musicians New Zealand Biography.  
Sex discrimination against women New Zealand.  
Sex role.  
Sexism.  
Women Social conditions. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>#Lessons / Bulletproof .</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Bulletproof (Musician)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (02:58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>1. #Lessons (02:58)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>... Youth insights survey information and methods report.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Wellington, New Zealand : Health Promotion Agency, [2016]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Biennial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began with 2016.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Health surveys New Zealand Methodology Periodicals.  
Youth Tobacco use New Zealand Periodicals. |
| Electronic Location | https://www.hpa.org.nz/research-library/research-publications  
Title: ... newsletter.

**Publishing Details**
Rotorua: Dementia Lakes

**Physical Details**
1 online resource

**Frequency**
Irregular

**Publication Numbering**
Began with summer 2017.

**Subject**
Alzheimer's disease
Patients Services for New Zealand Rotorua Periodicals.

Electronic Location
http://www.dementialakes.org.nz/

Title: ... stakeholder survey report / prepared for NZ On Air.

**Publishing Details**
Wellington: Senate SHJ

**Physical Details**
1 online resource

**Frequency**
Biennial

**Publication Numbering**
Began with 2002?

**Subject**
NZ On Air Periodicals.

Electronic Location
https://www.nzonair.govt.nz/research/

Title: 1000 miles out yonder / Rex Franklin and Noeline Anderson.

**Publishing Details**
[New Zealand]: Viking, [2018]

**Physical Details**
1 online resource

**Contents**
Let's be sweethearts again -- When the moon across the bushland beams / Cormack, Dusty -- Rocky Mountain lullaby / Rex Franklin -- Little boy lost / Withers, Ashcroft -- Way up on the mountains / Rex Franklin -- Chasin' a rainbow / Ted Harris -- 1000 miles ago / Pierce, Tallis -- Singing in the darkness / Rex Franklin -- I'll never be fooled again / R. & T. Carey -- I'll sing you a lullaby tune / Rex Franklin -- Blues in the springtime -- A real New Zealand cowboy song / Rex Franklin.

**Subject**

Electronic Location
https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/
1953 / The National Band Of New Zealand.

**Author**  National Band of New Zealand


**Physical Details**  1 online resource


**Author**  National Band of New Zealand


**Physical Details**  1 online resource


2014 air domain report : data to 2012.


**Physical Details**  1 online resource : colour illustrations

**Series**  New Zealand's environmental reporting series ; May 2014.

**Subject**  Air quality New Zealand.


2018 International Conference on Information Resources Management.

**Publishing Details**  [Auckland] : [School of Business, University of Auckland], [2018]

**Physical Details**  1 online resource : colour illustrations

**Contents**  Preliminaries -- Conference papers list -- Papers -- Papers authors index -- Call for papers 2019.

**Subject**  Digital communications Congresses. Information technology Congresses. Information technology Management Congresses.

**Electronic Location**  http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11315138990002836
Title 3 wise men / by James Hayden.
Author Hayden, James, 1949- author.
ISBN 9780473436537 Kindle
9781982936983 print
Publishing Details [Taupo] : [James Hayden], [2018]
©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title 5 senses to prayer : a collection of experiential prayers / Caroline Bindon.
Author Bindon, Caroline, 1970- author.
ISBN 9780473437657 EPUB
9780473437664 Kindle
9780473437671 PDF
©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Christianity Prayers and devotions.
Senses and sensation.

Title 5 year plan / Te Korowai o Ngāruahine Trust.
Author Te Korowai O Ngāruahine Trust, author.
Publishing Details [Hawera] : [Te Korowai O Ngāruahine Trust], 2014.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Iwi reo
Kaupapa reo
Mana whakahaere reo
Ngā Ruahine (New Zealand people)
Ngāruahini Iwi Authority.
Te Korowai O Ngāruahine Trust.
Tāngata whenua reo
Umanga reo
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>81 lessons from the sky / Fletcher McKenzie.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>McKenzie, Fletcher, 1972- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473419950 EPUB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473419967 MOBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand : SSP, [2018] ©2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Aeronautics New Zealand Anecdotes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air pilots New Zealand Anecdotes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Airplanes Piloting New Zealand Anecdotes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Adele Broadbent]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began in 2016?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Website for New Zealand author Adele Broadbent with a biography of the author, details about each of her books and access to purchase them. Site also includes contact information and information for teachers about her writing workshops.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Authors New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Broadbent, Adele, 1968-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="http://www.adel">http://www.adel</a> ebroadbentbooks.com/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Abano Healthcare Group six month review ... : for the six months to 30 November ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Abano Healthcare Group, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began with 2014; ceased with 2015.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Abano Healthcare Group Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://www.abano.co.nz/investor-information/shareholder-reports/">https://www.abano.co.nz/investor-information/shareholder-reports/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Abstractions and other visions / Tony Poninghaus.
Author: Poninghaus, Tony, author.
ISBN: 9780473415549 Kindle
9780473415556 PDF
Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject: New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Electronic Location: http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0765N3321

Title: Accidentally entangled: a novel / VR Baucke.
Author: Baucke, V. R., 1986- author.
ISBN: 9780473446291 kindle
Publishing Details: [Renwick]: VR Baucke, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Romance fiction. lcgft

Title: Accipitri and the battle for Heliosa / Lennard Gillman.
Author: Gillman, Lennard, 1955- author.
ISBN: 9780995107670 ebook
Publishing Details: [Glendowie]: [AM Publishing New Zealand], [2018]
©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource: illustrations
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Title  Accounting services / compiled by Paul Clark.
Author  Clark, Paul (Economist), author.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Industry insights.
Subject  Accounting Customer services New Zealand.
Accounting firms New Zealand.

Title  Acids and bases.
ISBN  9780473438241 PDF
©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Acid-base chemistry Examinations Study guides.
Electronic Location  https://studytime.co.nz/resources/acids-and-bases-walkthrough-guide-ncea-level-1-science/?w pdmdl=4419&refresh=5b6ba0cc031b1533780172

Title  The Acting Collective.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Acting Collective], [2015]-
Physical Details  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began in 2015.
Subject  Acting Collective (Organisation)
Amateur theater New Zealand Auckland.
Electronic Location  https://www.theactingcollective.nz/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Action plan : a plan to prosper Taranaki.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Make Way for Taranaki (Project), author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Economic development New Zealand Taranaki.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Make Way for Taranaki (Project)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taranaki (N.Z.) Economic conditions 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taranaki (N.Z.) Economic policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Addicted / Katchafire.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Katchafire (Musical group)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (03:33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>1. Addicted (03:23)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>After Buddhism : a workbook / Winton Higgins, with Jim Champion and Ramsey Margolis; foreword by Stephen Batchelor.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Higgins, Winton, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473445188 EPUB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473445195 Kindle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473445201 PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Batchelor, Stephen. After Buddhism Criticism and interpretation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Batchelor, Stephen. After Buddhism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buddhism Doctrines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>After the burial of Dog Stanley / Max Coombes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Coombes, Max, 1990- author, artist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : [Scratch &amp; Jesus], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Domestic fiction. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graphic novels. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Air traffic control incidents, Hamilton aerodrome, 17 December 2015.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Coombes, Max, 1990- author, artist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Aviation occurrence report ; AO-2015-009.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Air traffic control Accidents New Zealand Hamilton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air traffic control Investigation New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16541360002836&amp;context=L&amp;vid=NLNZ&amp;search_scope=NLNZ&amp;tab=catalogue&amp;lang=en_US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Ako : the journal for educational professionals.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Coombes, Max, 1990- author, artist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Education New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teachers New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teaching New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="http://www.akojournal.org.nz/">http://www.akojournal.org.nz/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16148880002836&amp;context=L&amp;vid=NLNZ&amp;search_scope=NLNZ&amp;tab=catalogue&amp;lang=en_US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Alternative treatments for wood exports.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Coombes, Max, 1990- author, artist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Rotorua : [SCION]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Export controls New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forest products New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wood Fumigation New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wood preservatives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://quarantinetreatment.wordpress.com/">https://quarantinetreatment.wordpress.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16618680002836&amp;context=L&amp;vid=NLNZ&amp;search_scope=NLNZ&amp;tab=catalogue&amp;lang=en_US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Amazing grace/The last post : for SATB choir and B♭ trumpet / Nigel Williams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Williams, Nigel, 1953- composer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Choruses, Sacred (Mixed voices, 4 parts) with trumpet.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Analysis of Te Kākano : seeding innovation 2013-17 / report prepared for the Ministry of Health by Brown Research Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>97819988539881 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Hauora. reo Maori (New Zealand people) Health and hygiene New Zealand. Medical policy New Zealand. Public health New Zealand. Ratonga ki te iwi. reo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Analysis of hydrological observations in the New Zealand region, 1874-1955 / by D.M. Garner.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Garner, D. M. (David McNiven), 1928- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Bulletin (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research); 144. New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 9.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Oceanography South Pacific Ocean. Oceanography Tasman Sea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Author  Graham, Elizabeth, (Ecologist), author.


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Riparian areas New Zealand Taranaki Management.
Riparian ecology New Zealand Taranaki.
Stream health Measurement New Zealand Taranaki.
Streamflow New Zealand Taranaki.


Author  Alexander, D. (Engineer), author.

ISBN  9781988524054 PDF


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Floods New Zealand Hurunui District.


Title  Anna Jackson.

Author  Jackson, Anna, 1967- author.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Anna Jackson]

Physical Details  Web site.

Frequency  Irregular

Subject  Jackson, Anna, 1967-

Electronic Location  http://www.annajackson.nz/
Title: Annual report ...
Author: Ceramics NZ (Organisation), author.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : Ceramics NZ, [2018]-
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Frequency: Annual
Subject: Ceramics NZ (Organisation) Periodicals.
https://www.ceramicsnz.org/Index.cfm

Title: Annual report / Dental Council, Te Kaunihera Tiaki Niho.
Author: Dental Council (N.Z.), author.
Publishing Details: Wellington, New Zealand : Dental Council, Te Kaunihera Tiaki Niho, [2011]-
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency: Annual
Subject: Dental Council (N.Z.) Periodicals.
Dentistry New Zealand Periodicals.

Title: Annual report : for the year ended 31 March ...
Author: Counties Power (Firm), author.
Publishing Details: Pukekohe, New Zealand : Counties Power, [2018]-
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency: Annual
Subject: Counties Power (Firm) Periodicals.
Electronic Location: http://www.countiespower.com/publications
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Annual report card ... : regional land transport plan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Bay of Plenty (N.Z. : Region). Regional Council (2010- ), author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Whakatane : Bay of Plenty Regional Council, Toi Moana, [2014]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began with 2014/15.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Bay of Plenty (N.Z. : Region). Regional Council (2010- ) Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transportation New Zealand Plenty, Bay of (Bay) Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transportation and state New Zealand Plenty, Bay of (Bay) Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Annual report card : regional land transport strategy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Bay of Plenty (N.Z. : Region). Regional Council (2010- ), author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Whakatane : Bay of Plenty Regional Council, [-2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Ceased with 2013/14.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Bay of Plenty (N.Z. : Region). Regional Council (2010- )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transportation New Zealand Plenty, Bay of (Bay).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transportation and state New Zealand Plenty, Bay of (Bay).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Annual report.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Methven (Organisation), author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Auckland : Methven Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Methven (Organisation) Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Annual review ...
Author Graeme Dingle Foundation, author.
Publishing Details Auckland : Graeme Dingle Foundation, [2016]-
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Annual
Publication Numbering Began with 2016.
Subject Graeme Dingle Foundation Periodicals.
Electronic Location https://dinglefoundation.org.nz/about/what-we-do/

Title Annual review ... / Charities Services, Ngā Ratonga Kaupapa Atawhai.
Author New Zealand. Charities, author.
Publishing Details Wellington : Charities Services, Te Tari Taiwhenua, Internal Affairs
Physical Details 1 online resource
Frequency Annual
Subject Charities New Zealand Periodicals.

Title Annual review : for the year ending 31 March ...
Author Counties Power (Firm), author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Annual
Subject Counties Power (Firm) Periodicals.
Electronic Location http://www.countiespower.com/publications
Title: Antimicrobial resistance direction statement for animals and plants, and work programme.
ISBN: 9781776651850 online

Physical Details: 1 online resource
Series: MPI discussion paper ; 2016/10.
Subject: Anti-infective agents New Zealand.
Antibiotics in agriculture New Zealand.
Drug resistance in microorganisms.


Title: Análisis avanzado de la piel / Florence Barrett-Hill ; traducción al español por Ester Cabral.
Author: Barrett-Hill, Florence, 1948- author.
ISBN: 9780473251659 EPUB
9780473251666 Kindle
9780473251673 PDF

Publishing Details: Orewa, Nueva Zelanda : Virtual Beauty Corporation Ltd, [2013]
©2013
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Skin Care and hygiene.
Skin Physiology.


Title: Aoraki/Mount Cook national park management plan.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Conservation, author.
Edition: Draft.

©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Aoraki/Mount Cook National Park (N.Z.)
Conservation of natural resources New Zealand Aoraki/Mount Cook National Park Management.
Environmental policy New Zealand Aoraki/Mount Cook National Park.
Environmental protection New Zealand Aoraki/Mount Cook National Park.
National parks and reserves New Zealand Aoraki/Mount Cook National Park Management.

Title: Aotearoa Water Action: water sovereignty for Aotearoa.

Publishing Details: [Christchurch]: [Aotearoa Water Action]
Physical Details: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Subject: Aotearoa Water Action (Organisation) Blogs.
Right to water New Zealand Blogs.
Water Law and legislation New Zealand Blogs.

Electronic Location:
http://www.aotearoawateraction.org/

Title: Aotearoa welcomes you / Motuiti Māori Youth Club.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand]: Viking, [2018]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Hopu reo reo
Live sound recordings.
Maori (New Zealand people) Music.
Songs, Maori.
Waiata aroha reo
Waiata tira reo
Waiata ā ringa reo

Electronic Location:
https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/

Title: Aquaculture strategy 2018.
Author: Bay of Connections (Organization), author.
Publishing Details: [Tauranga]: Bay of Connections, [2018]
Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject: Aquaculture New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region)

Electronic Location:
Title  Arc flash guide.
Author  Electricity Engineers' Association (N.Z.), author.
ISBN  9780995100398 PDF
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Electric industry workers New Zealand Safety measures.  
         Electric power transmission Safety measures.  
         Industrial safety New Zealand.

Title  Armadillo and onion inspired sleep-out design brief : sustainable architecture / by William Van Zyl.
Author  Van Zyl, William, author.
ISBN  9780473454388 EPUB  
       9780473454395 PDF
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Dwellings Design and construction.  
         Sustainable architecture.

Title  Aro : EP / by Aro.
Author  Aro (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Aro], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  https://aromusicaio.bandcamp.com/album/aroeq  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Assay/essay : artist-run in Aotearoa New Zealand / Gabrielle Amodeo (ed.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>9780473378400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington]: Gabrielle Amodeo, [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>©2016 1 online resource : illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Art, New Zealand 21st century Exhibitions. Artist-run galleries New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Assessing significant geothermal features in the Bay of Plenty region : the application and testing of method 4 / BJ Scott, CJ Bromley.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Scott, B. J., author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Lower Hutt, New Zealand : Bay of Plenty Regional Council, 2018.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Geothermal resources New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Asset health indicator guideline for generators. Version 1. V1.0 draft.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Wellington : Electricity Engineers Association of New Zealand, 2013.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Electric generators New Zealand Handbooks, manuals, etc. Electric generators Safety measures New Zealand. Industrial safety New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Asset management plan. Wastewater.
Author  Porirua (N.Z.). City Council, author.
Publishing Details  Porirua City, New Zealand : Porirua City Council
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Publication Numbering  Print began with July 2011.
Subject  Sewage disposal Economic aspects New Zealand Porirua Periodicals.

Title  Assurance guidance for senior responsible owners of digital investments.
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Subject  Quality assurance Management New Zealand.

Title  Autism : a diamond in the rough : from diagnosis to function and beyond / Judit Rick.
Author  Rick, Judit, author.
ISBN  9780473442453 PDF
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Judit Rick], [2018]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Autism in children Treatment Popular works.
Title Ave Maria for soprano, tenor, and piano / Chris Artley.
Author Artley, Chris, 1963- composer.
©2014
Physical Details 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Ave Maria (Music)
  Mary, Blessed Virgin, Saint Songs and music.
  Sacred vocal duets with piano.
  Scores. lcgft

Title Ave Maria.
Author Te Kanawa, Kiri.
Physical Details 1 audiocassette ; stereo.
Series Digital classics.
Subject Cantatas, Sacred Excerpts.
  Masses Excerpts.
  Oratorios Excerpts.
  Sacred songs (High voice) with orchestra.
OCLC Number 42558100
Title: BOPLASS Ltd.

**Publishing Details**
[Tauranga] : [BOPLASS Ltd.]

**Physical Details**
Web site.

**Frequency**
Irregular

**Summary**
BOPLASS Ltd is a company owned by nine councils - Bay of Plenty Regional Council, Rotorua District Council, Western Bay of Plenty District Council, Kawerau District Council, Tauranga City Council, Opotiki District Council, Whakatane District Council, Taupo District Council and Gisborne District Council.

**Subject**
Bay of Plenty (N.Z. : Region) Politics and government.
Gisborne District (N.Z.) Politics and government.

**Electronic Location**
http://boplass.govt.nz/

Title: Backseat freestyle : Truth remix / Kendrick Lamar.

**Author**
Truth (Musical group : N.Z.), remix artist.

**Publishing Details**
[Los Angeles, California] : [Truth], [2014]

**Physical Details**
1 online resource

**Electronic Location**

Title: Bad boy Bobby / Kerry Hugh Dillon.

**Author**
Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.

**Edition**
2018 revised edition.

**Publishing Details**
[Hastings] : [Dolphin Books], [2018]

©2016

**Physical Details**
1 online resource

**Summary**
"Bobby Baxter is a gifted student with a roguish and mischievous personality who starts a medical internship just before his twenty-third birthday, and after the years of being intensely immersed in serious study, he had a lot of living and sex with which to catch up. He reunites with his hometown best buddy who is of the same impish and happy-go-lucky disposition as himself, and who like him can often see the humor in a situation where others can see only a dilemma, and with whom he soon develops an intense relationship. After he accepts the position in the small quiet town, they both move there, and soon discover that it isn’t at all like it seems, and as they scratch the surface of its secretive side they are swept up into the periphery of an alternative lifestyle of sex, greed, and violence"--Synopsis.

**Subject**
Erotic fiction. lcgft

New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

**Electronic Location**
Title Bagpipe: / in tune with New Zealand : E-solo recital 3 / Earl Monteith Whyman.

Author Whyman, Earl Monteith, composer, performer.

Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Earl Monteith Whyman, [2009]
©2009

Physical Details 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm


Subject Bagpipe music New Zealand.
Jigs.
Marches (Bagpipe)
New Zealand Songs and music.
Reels (Music)
Strathspeys.

Title Balclutha reserves management plan, 2017-27 / Clutha District Council.

Author Clutha District (N.Z.). District Council, author.

Edition Updated with decisions from Council meeting of 10 August 2017.

Publishing Details [Balclutha] : Clutha District Council, [2018]

Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject Natural areas New Zealand Balclutha Management.
Parks New Zealand Balclutha Management.
Playgrounds New Zealand Balclutha Management.

Title Beneath the Māori moon / words & music by Walter Smith.
Author Smith, Walter, 1883?-1960, composer.
Publishing Details [Auckland?] : Aloha Publishing Company, [1922]
©1922
Physical Details 1 score (3 unnumbered pages) ; 33 cm
Language Staff notation; Chord symbols.
Subject Love songs.
Popular music New Zealand 1921-1930.
Songs with piano.
Songs with ukulele.
Songs, Maori.
Waiata aroha reo

OCLC Number 904293160

Title Beneath the Māori moon / words and music by Walter Smith.
Author Smith, Walter, 1883?-1960, composer.
Publishing Details [Auckland?] : [Walter Smith], [1922]
©1922
Physical Details 1 score (3 unnumbered pages) ; 32 cm
Contents "This song includes special ukulele accompaniment."
Language Staff notation; Chord symbols.
Subject Love songs.
Popular music New Zealand 1921-1930.
Songs with piano.
Songs with ukulele.
Songs, Maori.
Waiata aroha reo

Title Benediction moon.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Benediction Moon], [1971]
Physical Details 1 audio disc : analog, stereo ; 30 cm
Contents Side 1. Gopinatha -- Beauty of Krishna -- Sri Rupa Manjari -- Although I've come to this human form -- Side 2. Benediction moon.
Subject Hinduism Songs and music.
Krishna (Hindu deity) Songs and music.
Title: Bible proverbs for kids : activity book / author: Pip Reid ; illustrator: Thomas Barnett ; creative director: Curtis Reid.

Author: Reid, Pip, 1971- author.

ISBN: 9780473436964 PDF


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Summary: "Enjoy teaching your children about the Bible ... Inside you'll find thirty-three printable coloring worksheets covering the Bible's most famous proverbs, with an emphasis on character traits like wisdom, respect, self-discipline and honesty to help your children build godly character..."-- Introduction.

Subject: Activity books. lcgt
Bible games and puzzles.
Bible. Proverbs Miscellaneous.
Bible. Proverbs Study and teaching (Primary)


Title: Bibliography of New Zealand marine zoology, 1769-1899 / by Dorothy Freed.

Author: Freed, Dorothy, 1919-2000, author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations

Series: Bulletin (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research); 148. New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 16.

Subject: Marine animals New Zealand Bibliography.


Title: Bibliography of New Zealand oceanography, 1949-1953 / compiled by members of the N.Z. Oceanographic Committee.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations

Series: Geophysical memoir ; 4. New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 1.

Subject: Oceanography New Zealand Bibliography.

Title Bibilography of New Zealand submarine geology, 1866-1969 / by Valerie J. Lewis.

Author Lewis, Valerie J., 1942- author.


Physical Details 1 online resource

Series New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 64.

Subject Geology New Zealand Bibliography.
Geology South Pacific Ocean Bibliography.


Title Big Bad CPT / SmokeyGotBeatz, MC Eiht.

Author SmokeyGotBeatz (Music producer)


Physical Details 1 online resource

Contents 1. Big Bad CPT (02:55)


Title Biological monitoring of marine protected areas at Banks Peninsula using baited underwater video (BUV) / Tom Brough, Tom MacTavish and Vincent Zintzen.

Author Brough, Tom, (Marine scientist), author.

ISBN 9781988514710 web PDF

Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Creative Services Team, Department of Conservation, 2018. ©2018

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series DOC research & development series ; 354

Subject Biological monitoring New Zealand Banks Peninsula.
Marine parks and reserves Environmental aspects New Zealand Banks Peninsula.
Marine species diversity New Zealand Banks Peninsula.

Title: Biological results of the Chatham Islands 1954 expedition.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations

Contents:
- Crustacea / by N.S. Jones.
- Decapoda Natantia by J.C. Yaldwyn
- Crustacea Isopoda: Bopyridae / by Richard B. Pike.
- Crustacea Isopoda: Serolidae / by D.E. Hurley.
- Bryozoa Cheilostomata / by the late G.H. Uttley, and J.S. Bullivant.

Series: Bulletin (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research); no. 139 (1-7). New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; 4-7, 13, 29, 57.

Subject: Marine biology New Zealand Chatham Islands.

Electronic Location:
Title Bleeding corpse / Space Wolf 2.
Author Space Wolf 2 (Musical group), composer, performer.
Physical Details 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Subject Drone metal (Music)
   Drone metal (Music) New Zealand.

Title Bobby Closs : a 'Red' in the West Coast mines / by Pete Lusk.
Author Lusk, Pete, author.
Publishing Details [Westport] : [Pete Lusk], [2018]
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject Closs, Bobby.
   Coal mines and mining New Zealand West Coast.
   West Coast (N.Z.) History.
   West Coast (N.Z.) Social conditions.

Title Bog paper : Awarua wetland.
Publishing Details Invercargill : Department of Conservation, Murihiku/Invercargill Office,
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Irregular
Publication Numbering Print began with Feb. 2009
Subject Awarua/Waituna Wetland (N.Z.) Periodicals.
   Conservation of natural resources Invercargill Periodicals.
   Peat bog ecology New Zealand Invercargill Periodicals.
   Wetland conservation New Zealand Invercargill Periodicals.
   Wetland ecology Invercargill Periodicals.
Title: Book reading in New Zealand / Horizon Research Limited.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Books and reading New Zealand.
Readership surveys New Zealand.
Reading interests New Zealand.


Title: Boom! Boom! Deluxe Mini-LP / by Boom! Boom! Deluxe.

Author: Deluxe, D. D., composer

Publication Details: Auckland, New Zealand] : [Boom! Boom! Deluxe], [2018]

Physical Details: 1 online resource


Electronic Location: https://boomboomdeluxe.bandcamp.com/album/boom-boom-deluxe-mini-lp

Title: Born 2 Be A Menace / SmokeyGotBeatz, King Lil G.

Author: SmokeyGotBeatz (Music producer)


Physical Details: 1 online resource (02:48)

Contents: 1. Born 2 Be A Menace (02:48)


Title: Braided rivers : natural characteristics, threats and approaches to more effective management / Duncan Gray, Philip Grove, Matt Surman, Chris Keeling.

Author: Gray, Duncan, author.

ISBN: 9781988520346 print
9781988520353 web


Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations


Subject: Braided rivers New Zealand Canterbury.

Title Brendan & Gray / Brendan Dugan & Gray Bartlett.


Physical Details 1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm ; 30 cm

Contents Side One: Country boy / D. Lambert, B. Potter -- I want to sing you a love song / George -- Cotton Jenny / Gordon Lightfoot -- Mama / Peter Lee Sterling -- Before the next teardrop falls / V. Keith, B. Peters -- Anniess song / John Denver -- Please Mr. Please / Bruce Welch -- Lotus eaters theme / Stavtos Xarhakos -- Side Two: Rhinestone cowboy / Larry Weiss -- The last farewell / Whitaker, Webster -- I write the songs / Bruce Johnston -- Another somebody done somebody wrong song / C. Moman, L. Butler -- Solitaire / Sedaka, Cody -- What a friend / Converse ; Scriven -- Mama tried / Merle Haggard -- Amazing grace / Traditional.


OCLC Number 980599182

Title Bridging time / String of Pearls.

Publishing Details [Palmeston North?] : [String of Pearls], [200-?]

Physical Details 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Contents Haere-mai -- Bridging time -- Old Cape Cod -- Over the rainbow -- Here it comes again -- Bringing on back the good times -- Sentimental journey -- Life is a roller-coaster -- Don't dream it's over -- Slipping away -- Mr Sandman -- I only have eyes for you -- Boogie-woogie bugle boy -- Born free -- It must be him -- Together again -- If you could read my mind -- Crazy I believe -- Ukulele lady -- Memories are made of this -- Back home again -- From this moment -- You're still the one -- Sha la la la -- True love.

Subject Popular music.

Title Broadcast programming for Pacific audiences in New Zealand : a research report for NZ On Air / Tim Thorpe Consulting Ltd, Catalyst Pacific Ltd And SDL Consultancy Ltd in association with Emma Powell and Dr April K. Henderson.


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Title  Buddha / Truth.
Author  Truth (Musical group : N.Z.), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Los Angeles, California] : [Truth], [2015]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  https://truthnz.bandcamp.com/track/buddha

Title  Bunny polka ; Bluebird waltz / Frankie Yankovic and His Yanks.
Author  Yankovic, Frank, composer, performer.
Publishing Details  New Zealand : Philips Electrical Industries of New Zealand Limited, [1957?]
Physical Details  1 audio disc : analog, 45 rpm, mono ; 18 cm
Subject  Polkas.

Title  Burnout : findings from the New Zealand school leaders' occupational health and wellbeing 2017 survey.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Burn out (Psychology)
School principals Job stress New Zealand.
School principals Mental health New Zealand.
School principals Workload New Zealand.

Title  Business investment decision making : large process heat users and energy efficiency in New Zealand / prepared for the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority by PwC.
ISBN  97809994126115 PDF
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustration
Subject  Energy conservation New Zealand.
Greenhouse gas mitigation New Zealand.
Industries Energy conservation New Zealand.
Title  But buried dust and rusted skeleton : for bass flute and bass clarinet / Neville Hall.
Author  Hall, Neville, 1962- composer.
Edition  Rev. 2015
©2014
Physical Details  1 score (13 pages) ; 21 x 30 cm
Language  Staff notation; Graphic notation.
Subject  Bass clarinet and bass flute music Scores.

Title  Buyer's guide to electric vehicles : what you need to know when buying an electric vehicle.
Publishing Source  EEC 4306 EECA
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Electric vehicles New Zealand.

Title  But buried dust and rusted skeleton : for bass flute and bass clarinet / Neville Hall.
Author  Hall, Neville, 1962- composer.
Edition  Rev. 2015
©2014
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation; Graphic notation.
Subject  Bass clarinet and bass flute music Scores.
Title  Bù chéng yán, bù yù rén shuō yì nù rén ting / Jingxuan Li = unwritten, not desired to tell, yet no one will listen / by Jingxuan Li.
Author  Li, Jingxuan, 2003- author.
ISBN  9780473443962 PDF
        9780473443979 ibook
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  In Chinese, with some preliminary text in English.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
         New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz

Title  CNS...a NZ fail / Marty Red.
Author  Red, Marty, 1969- author.
ISBN  9780473448110 EPUB
Publishing Details  [Nelson] : [Marty Red], [2018]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Red, Marty, 1969-

Title  Cantankostrepulence : for solo violin / Chris Cree Brown.
Author  Cree Brown, Chris, 1953- composer.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Scores. lcgft
         Violin music.
Electronic Location  https://www.sounz.org.nz/
Title: Carer meet ups: a toolkit to help you organise fun, informative get togethers for family, whānau, and aiga carers.

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : Carers New Zealand, [2014?]

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Caregivers New Zealand.


Title: Carte d'une partie de la Mer du Sud avec des détails sur les principes isles de cette mer / par M. de Laborde.

Author: Laborde, M. de (Jean-Benjamin), 1734-1794.


Physical Details: 1 map : hand col

Subject: Digital maps. lcgft

Early maps. lcgft

Islands of the Pacific Maps Early works to 1800.

New Zealand Maps Early works to 1800.

Pacific Ocean Maps Early works to 1800.


Title: Catalogue of type and figured specimens in the New Zealand Oceanographic Institute / by Elliot W. Dawson.

Author: Dawson, Elliot W., author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Series: New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; 76.

Subject: Marine biology New Zealand.

New Zealand Oceanographic Institute Catalogs.

Type specimens (Natural history) Catalogs and collections New Zealand.


Title: A Cavalcade Of Tunes / John Parkin.

Author: Parkin, John, 1915-2011.


Physical Details: 1 online resource (36:46)

Contents: 1. A Pretty Girl Is Like A Melody ; Look For The Silver Lining ; Ain't We Got Fun - Medley (02:35) -- 2. Carolina In The Morning ; It Had To Be You ; I'll See You In My Dreams -Medley (03:00) -- 3. Blue Room ; Sometimes I'm Happy ; Only Make Believe - Medley (02:35) -- 4. If I Had A Talking Picture Of You ; Painting The Clouds With Sunshine ; I'm Dancing With Tears In My Eyes - Medley (03:07) -- 5. I've Got Rhythm ; I've Told Every Little Star ; Stormy Weather - Medley (03:12) -- 6. Easter Parade ; Deep Purple ; Is It True What They Say About Dixie - Medley (03:07) -- 7. Thanks For The Memory ; Falling In Love With Love ; Rosalie - Medley (03:10) -- 8. When You Wish Upon A Star ; It's A Lovely Day Tomorrow ; White Cliffs Of Dover - Medley (03:07) -- 9. White Christmas ; Moonlight Becomes You ; We'll Gather Lilacs - Medley (03:10) -- 10. It Might As Well Be Spring ; You Keep Coming Back Like A Song ; Who Do You Love I Hope - Medley (03:00) -- 11. You're Breaking My Heart ; Tennessee Waltz ; Loveliest Night Of The Year -Medley (03:33) -- 12. I'll Walk Alone ; Half As Much ; Three Coins In A Fountain - Medley (03:10)


Title: Change your mindset : millionaire mindset makeover : the power of purpose, passion, & perseverance / Cassandra Gaisford.

Author: Gaisford, Cassandra, author.

ISBN: 9780995108196 ebook


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Authorship.

Creative ability in business.

Success in business.

Electronic Location: http://www.cassandragaisford.com/product/website-direct-sale-change-your-mindset/

Title  Characterising New Zealand butter using bulk and molecular multi-isotope analyses / KM Rogers, AM Philips, AG Immers, J Cooper, M Sim, J Fitzgerald.

Author  Rogers, Karyne, author.

ISBN  9781988530932 online


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject  Butter New Zealand Isotopes.

Electronic Location  http://dx.doi.org/10.21420/G2TH2G


Title  Checklist of New Zealand lakes / by J. Irwin.

Author  Irwin, J., author.

Published Details  [Wellington] : New Zealand Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 1975.

Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations

Series  New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; 74.

Subject  Lakes New Zealand.


Title  Chessy, the Welsh pony / Kelly Wilson.

Author  Wilson, Kelly, 1989- author.

ISBN  9780143772644 EPUB


Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations

Summary  "Seven-year-old Amanda Wilson dreams of training her own wild pony, just as her sisters have done. Then comes the chance she has been waiting for — a muster of beautiful Welsh ponies that have run wild in the hills. Among them is Chessy, a striking stallion, and just the right size for Amanda"—Publisher information.

Subject  Animal fiction. lcgft

Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz

Welsh pony Juvenile fiction.

Wild ponies Training Juvenile fiction.

Title  Chew Chew Calypso (Les Weinrott, Mike Chon) / [performed by] Lord Carlton with Mike Simpson's Orchestra. Swingin' shepherd blues (Moe Koffman) / [performed by] The Garth Young Trio (featuring John Williams, flute).

Publishing Details  Wellington ; Auckland : Distributed by Radio Corporation Of New Zealand Ltd. [New Zealand] : Tanza, [1958?]

Physical Details  1 audio disc : analog, 45 rpm ; 18 cm

Subject  Calypso (Music)
Swing (Music) New Zealand.

Title  Child and youth voices on bullying in Aotearoa : engaging children and young people in matters that affect them.


Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Bullying New Zealand.
Children New Zealand Attitudes.
Youth New Zealand Attitudes.


Title  Child and youth voices on their positive connections to culture in Aotearoa : engaging children and young people in matters that affect them.


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Children New Zealand Attitudes.
New Zealand Social life and customs.
Youth New Zealand Attitudes.


Title  Children's views on the Ōtākaro Avon River : a child and youth voices case study from Regenerate Christchurch.


Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Avon River/Ōtakaro (N.Z.)
Children New Zealand Christchurch Attitudes.
Stream conservation New Zealand Avon River/Ōtakaro.
Stream ecology New Zealand Avon River/Ōtakaro.
Youth New Zealand Christchurch Attitudes.

Title: Chilean Needle Grass: what you need to know.

Publishing Details: [Christchurch]: Environment Canterbury Regional Council = Kaunihera Taiao ki Waitaha, [2018]

Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Subject: Tussockgrass (Genus) Control New Zealand Canterbury.

Electronic Location: https://api.ecan.govt.nz/TrimPublicAPI/documents/download/3438600

Title: Chris Tse.

Author: Tse, Chris, 1982- author.

Publishing Details: [Wellington]: [Chris Tse]

Physical Details: Web site.

Frequency: Irregular

Subject: Tse, Chris, 1982-

Electronic Location: https://christse.co.nz/

Title: Circus: for piano / Mike Crowl.

Author: Crowl, Mike, 1945- composer.


Publishing Details: [Wellington]: SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2015?]
©2012

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Circus Songs and music.
Piano music.
Scores. lcgt
Variations (Piano)

Electronic Location: https://www.sounz.org.nz/
Title: Civil Defence Emergency Management Group plan for Taranaki 2018-2023
Author: Taranaki CDEM Group, author.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Title: Climate change projections for New Zealand : atmospheric projections based on simulations undertaken from the IPCC 5th assessment / prepared for the Ministry for the Environment by Mullan B, Sood A, Stuart S, Carey-Smith T (National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA)).
Author: Mullan, Brett, author.
ISBN: 9781988525877 PDF
©2018
Publishing Source: ME 1385 Ministry for the Environment
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Climate change mitigation New Zealand. Climate change mitigation. Greenhouse effect, Atmospheric New Zealand. Greenhouse effect, Atmospheric.
### Coast Roads / Summer Thieves.

**Title:** Coast Roads / Summer Thieves.  
**Author:** Summer Thieves (Musical group)  
**Physical Details:** 1 online resource  
**Contents:** 1. Coast Roads (03:16)  

### Collaborative research 2013-2016.

**Title:** Collaborative research 2013-2016.  
**ISBN:** 9780473412692  
**Publishing Details:** [Auckland] : NZ Product Accelerator, [2017]  
**Physical Details:** 1 online resource : colour illustrations  
**Subject:** Industrial design New Zealand.  
New products New Zealand.  
**Electronic Location:** www.nzproductaccelerator.co.nz  

### College Road breach investigation - geotechnical factual report / prepared for Bay of Plenty Regional Council ; prepared by Beca Ltd (Beca).

**Title:** College Road breach investigation - geotechnical factual report / prepared for Bay of Plenty Regional Council ; prepared by Beca Ltd (Beca).  
**Physical Details:** 1 online resource : colour illustrations  
**Subject:** Dam failures New Zealand Edgecumbe.  
Earth dams New Zealand Edgecumbe.  
Embankments New Zealand Edgecumbe.  
Slopes (Soil mechanics) Stability.  

### Colors of rage / Nanisi Barrett D'Arnuk.

**Title:** Colors of rage / Nanisi Barrett D'Arnuk.  
**Author:** D'Arnuk, Nanisi Barrett, 1948- author.  
**ISBN:** 9781988549668 epub  
9781988549675 PDF  
9781988549682 PRC  
**Edition:** 1st edition.  
©2018  
**Physical Details:** 1 online resource  
**Summary:** "In Northwest North America, it is the beginning of the election season for the twenty-third century. There are political rallies and speeches throughout, but also, an alarming rate of violent riots. Even more distressing is that none of the demonstrators remembered why they rioted. Dr. Kailyn DeKendran, head of the Acoustic Research Department, and her sister Jayanta, are drawn into the fray, both trying to understand what is behind the riots. When Kailyn disappears, Jayanta, Kailyn's wife Rhyannon, and her star student Caryl, band together to find the doctor. and unravel the cause of the riots. Time is running out, and the riots are getting more violent. Will they find Kailyn before it is too late to put an end to the madness that has overtaken them?"--Back cover of print version.  
**Subject:** Science fiction. lcgft  
Title  Come see me / Exploding Poppies.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand?] : Pagan Records, [1993?]

Physical Details  1 audio cassette : analog, stereo ; 10 x 7 cm, 4 mm tape

Contents  Side 1: Come see me -- Ploppy pants man -- Side 2: Come see me -- Ploppy pants man.

Subject  Alternative rock music New Zealand.

Title  Come to the fair [sound recording] : folk songs & ballads / Kiri Te Kanawa ; arrangements by Douglas Gamley.

Author  Te Kanawa, Kiri.


Physical Details  1 sound disc : digital, stereo. ; 4 3/4 in.

Contents  Come to the fair -- Early one morning -- The last rose of summer -- An island spinning song -- The ash grove -- She is far from the land -- The keel row -- Comin' thro' the rye -- Annie Laurie -- O can ye sew cushions? -- Greensleeves -- The sally gardens -- The gentle maiden -- I have a bonnet trimmed with blue -- Danny boy.

Subject  Folk music Great Britain.

Folk songs, English Great Britain.

Songs (High voice) with instrumental ensemble.

Songs (High voice) with orchestra.

Title  Comeback Queen EP / Ruby Frost.

Author  Frost, Ruby.


Physical Details  1 online resource (16:13)


Title Community access radio / Colmar Brunton.
Author Yockney, Céline, author.
Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Colmar Brunton, 2016.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Community radio New Zealand.
Radio broadcasting New Zealand.

Title Comprehensive bibliography of marine manganese nodules / by G.P. Glasby and G.L. Hubred.
Author Glasby, G. P., author.
Publishing Details Wellington : New Zealand Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 1976
Physical Details 1 online resource
Series New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; 71.
Subject Manganese nodules Bibliography.

Title Concepts of neighbourhood : a review of the literature / Dr Natalie Allen (The Urban Advisory).
Author Allen, Natalie, author.
©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Community development, Urban New Zealand.
Neighborhoods New Zealand Evaluation.
Title Consent holder annual report on Okere Gates (consent 65979) and Ohau Weir (consent 65980) - 1 June 2014 / prepared by: Graeme O'Rourke (Principal Engineering Officer/Surveyor).

Author O'Rourke, Graeme, author.


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series Operations publication ; 2014/02.

Subject Rotoiti, Lake (Bay of Plenty, N.Z.) Regulation.
Rotorua, Lake (N.Z.) Regulation.
Water levels New Zealand Rotorua District.


Title Consultation document : for the draft long term plan ...

Author Matamata-Piako District (N.Z.). District Council, author.

Publishing Details Te Aroha : Matamata Piako District Council, [2015]-

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Frequency Annual

Publication Numbering Began with 2015/25.

Subject Matamata-Piako District (N.Z.) Politics and government Periodicals.
Matamata-Piako District (N.Z.). District Council Periodicals.


Title Contributions to marine microbiology / compiled by T. M. Skerman.

Publishing Details [Wellington], New Zealand Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 1959.

Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations

Series New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 3. Information series (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research) ; no. 22.

Subject Marine microbiology Congresses.

Contributions to the natural history of Manihiki Atoll, Cook Islands / J. S. Bullivant and Charles McCann.

Bullivant, John Sidney, 1934- author.


1 online resource : illustrations

New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 31.

Marine animals Cook Islands Manihiki Atoll.

Physical geography Cook Islands Manihiki Atoll.


Corporate truth / Karl William Fleet.

Fleet, Karl William, author.

Auckland, New Zealand : Chaos 360, [2014]

1 online resource

New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Cost-utility analysis (CUA) explained / Pharmaceutical Management Agency.


1 online resource : colour illustrations

Medical care New Zealand Cost effectiveness.

Medical economics New Zealand.
Title  

 Publishing Details  
[New Zealand] : Viking, [2018]

 Physical Details  
1 online resource

 Contents  
Little pal -- Will there be any yodellers in heaven / Trad., arr. Wilson -- Tumbleweed boogie ; He'll never go home / Cole Wilson -- My Cajun baby / J.D. Miller -- Blackland farmer / F. Miller -- Little sweetheart come and kiss me -- Mother pal and sweetheart -- Rosehip boogie / Cole Wilson -- The empty cot -- My star in the sky / Shirley Thoms -- The trail to home sweet home / Wilf Carter.

 Subject  

 Electronic Location  
https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11311257650002836

Title  
Country style / Garner Wayne with The Deconaires.

 Publishing Details  
[New Zealand] : Viking, [2018]

 Physical Details  
1 online resource

 Contents  
The lazy Murray River / B. Williams -- The mainlander ; Whispering pines and golden grain / G. Wayne -- When the cactus is in bloom -- Tattle tale blues -- Open up your heart / Carling, Washburne -- I love the land ; Hot rod baby / G. Wayne -- Wedding bells / H. Williams -- The Canterbury Plains ; No telephone in Heaven / G. Wayne -- Rockonover River / Les Wilson.

 Subject  

 Electronic Location  
https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11311505810002836

Title  
Covered with close-webbed mist : for flute, bass clarinet, violin and cello / Neville Hall.

 Author  
Hall, Neville, 1962- composer.

 Publishing Details  
[Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]
©2017

 Physical Details  
1 study score (24 pages) ; 21 x 30 cm

 Contents  
First fragment -- First preparation -- Second fragment -- Second preparation -- Third fragment -- Third preparation -- Fourth fragment -- Main movement.

 Language  
Staff notation; Graphic notation.

 Subject  
Quartets (Clarinet, flute, violin, cello) Scores.
Title: A Crack In Everything EP / Jesse Sheehan.
Author: Sheehan, Jesse.
Physical Details: 1 online resource (20:08)

Title: Craft risk management standard for vessels.
Author: New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries, author.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustration
Subject: Boats and boating Environmental aspects New Zealand.
Marine fouling organisms Control New Zealand.
Ships Fouling Risk assessment New Zealand.
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NNNZ:NNNZ:NNNZ_ALMA11315442840002836

Title: Crappy to happy : shake off stress and rediscover your mama mojo / Julie Schooler.
Author: Schooler, Julie, 1976- author.
ISBN: 9780473407414 EPUB
9780473407421 Kindle
9780473407438 iBook
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [BoomerMax Ltd], [2017] ©2017
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Child rearing.
Mood (Psychology) Popular works.
Motherhood.
Mothers Life skills guides.
Self-help publications. lcgft
Title  Current state of the groundwater resource in the Orari-Temuka-Opihi-Pareora area / Hisham Zarour, Philippa Aitchison-Earl, Marta Scott, Louisa Peaver, Jayath De Silva.
Author  Zarour, Hisham, author.
ISBN  9780947511623 print
       9780947511630 web
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Groundwater New Zealand Timaru.
          Nutrient pollution of water New Zealand Timaru.

Title  Customary regulations for the Tītī/Muttonbird Islands : decision document / prepared for the Minister for Primary Industries by the Ministry for Primary Industries.
Author  New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries, author.
ISBN  9780908334889 online
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  MPI discussion paper ; 2014/29.
Subject  Fishery law and legislation New Zealand Mutton Bird Islands.
          Kāi Tahu (New Zealand people) Fishing New Zealand Mutton Bird Islands.
          Mātaitai reo Taiapure reo

Title  Cuzzylogic / Cuzzylogic.
Author  Cuzzylogic (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Christchurch, New Zealand] : Ben Sainsbury, [2014?]
Physical Details  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Subject  Alternative country music New Zealand.
Title  Dairy herd improvement industry : review of regulation / prepared by the Ministry for Primary Industries.
ISBN  9781776659371 online
Publishing Details  Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries, 2018.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Series  MPI discussion paper ; 2018/10.
Subject  Dairy cattle Breeding New Zealand.
Dairy farming Law and legislation New Zealand.

Title  Dairy recognised agencies and persons specifications.
Author  New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries, author.
Publishing Details  Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries Manatū Ahu Matua, 2018.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Series  Animal products notice.
Subject  Dairy products industry Standards New Zealand.
Dairying Standards New Zealand.
Electronic Location  https://www.mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/16507/loggedIn

Title  Dance of the Wintersmith : for violin and piano / Leonie Holmes.
Author  Holmes, Leonie, composer.
©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Violín and piano music Scores.
Electronic Location  https://www.sounz.org.nz/
Title: Dancing keys / Gill Civil.
Author: Civil, Gill, composer, instrumentalist.
Publishing Details: [Vancouver] : [Gill Civil], [2005-2012]
Physical Details: 3 CDs : digital ; 12 cm
Subject: Dance accompaniment music.
         Piano music.

Title: Data driven customer segmentation : an innovative approach to segmentation and
engagement.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : Qrious, [2018]
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Market segmentation.
         Relationship marketing.
Electronic Location: https://www.qrious.co.nz/customersegmentation

Title: David Teata.
Author: Teata, David, artist.
Publishing Details: [Tauranga] : [David Teata]
Physical Details: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Subject: Art, Modern 21st century.
         Teata, David.
         Waka toi. reo.
Electronic Location: http://www.teata.co.nz/

Title: The Dead Possum gang / Dan Strawn.
Author: Strawn, Dan, 1938- author.
ISBN: 9780908325320 Kindle
©2016
Physical Details: online resource
Summary: "Rick Edwards' young life is turned upside down when his dad returns from the war and the
family moves from Aunt Marge's Idaho farm to Southern California. There, surrounded by the
river bottom and the orange groves, with the beach, mountains, and desert a short drive away,
Rick discovers a cadre of friends. Confronted with their fathers at home instead of at war, new
neighborhoods, new threats—nuclear holocaust, polio, a war in Korea—the boys unite as The
Dead Possum Gang. Together, they face the mysteries of boys becoming men. When Diane
moves in next door to Rick, she brings her flute, friendship, and danger in the form of her
step-brother, Larry. After tragedy strikes the Dead Possum Gang, the boys discover what
friendship, loyalty, and life's hard lessons are all about"—Publisher's website.
Subject: Boys Juvenile fiction.
         Friendship Juvenile fiction.
         Young adult fiction.
Title: Delivering better public services. Better public services result 10, People have easy access to public services. Result action plan.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Department of Internal Affairs], 2017.

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Electronic government information New Zealand.


Title: Dementia economic impact report, 2008 / Alzheimers New Zealand.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Alzheimer's disease Patients Care Economic aspects New Zealand.


Title: Democracy is the loser in the Kingdom of Tonga / by Semisi Pone BSc, MSc (Hons).

Author: Pone, Semisi, 1961- author.

ISBN: 9781988511252 online

©2017

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Constitutional law Tonga.

Title: Descent into darkness / Detroit's Filthiest. Machine learning / Go Nuclear.

Physical Details: 1 audio disc : analog ; 30 cm

Contents: Erratic behavior ; Humans have failed ; My darkest hour ; Ultra violent / Detroit's Filthiest -- Machine learning ; Machine learning (Detroit's Filthiest remix) ; Exotic dancer ; Time 2 party / Go Nuclear.

Subject: Electronic dance music New Zealand.
Electronic dance music.

Title: Design decisions / writer Trevor Pringle ANZIA.

Author: Pringle, Trevor, author.

ISBN: 9781988522043 pbk
9781988522050 EPUB

Publishing Details: Porirua, New Zealand : BRANZ, [2018]
©2018

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Building Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Building New Zealand Planning.
Building Standards New Zealand.


Title: Development of methodology to access significant geothermal features / BJ Scott, CJ Bromley.

Author: Scott, B. J., author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Geothermal resources New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region)

Title  Diagnosis and treatment of hypertension and pre-eclampsia in pregnancy in New Zealand: a clinical practice guideline.
ISBN 97819988539683 online
Publishing Source  HP 6873 Ministry of Health
Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject  Hypertension.
          Pregnancy Complications New Zealand.
          Pregnant women Health and hygiene New Zealand.
          Toxemia of pregnancy.

Title  Digital Nations 2030: a global future summit.
Publishing Details  Auckland: Conferenz, NZTech, [2017]-
Physical Details  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Summary  Website for an international summit of world leading digital nations held in Auckland New Zealand, 19-20 February 2018. Includes information on the programme of events and event speakers.
Subject  Digital communications Congresses.
          Internet in public administration Congresses.
          Technological innovations Congresses.
Electronic Location  https://www.digitalnations.co.nz/

Title  Digital program for Australia: landing pad accelerator.
ISBN  9780908344536 online
©2016
Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject  Australia Commerce New Zealand.
          Business enterprises Australia.
          New Zealand Commerce Australia.
Title Digital technologies and the New Zealand curriculum: your guide to finding support and getting ready.
ISBN 9781776693566 print
9781776693567 online

Publishing Details [Wellington]: Ministry of Education Te Tāhuhu o te Mātauranga, [2017]

Physical Details 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Subject Ako reo
Computer-assisted instruction New Zealand.
Hangarau mōhiohio reo
Information technology Study and teaching New Zealand.
Teaching Information technology New Zealand.


Author Axford, Graeme, 1970- author.
ISBN 9780473429034 PDF


Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject Axford, Graeme, 1970- Correspondence.
Dyslexics Services for New Zealand.


Title Discrimination: findings from New Zealand school leaders’ occupational health and wellbeing 2017 survey.

©2018

Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject Discrimination in employment New Zealand.
School principals Mental health New Zealand.


National Library of New Zealand 271 Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa
**Title** DivaDowns.com.

**Author** Downs, Melody, author.

**Publishing Details** [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Melody Downs]

**Physical Details** Web site.

**Frequency** Irregular

**Publication Numbering** Began in 2018?

**Summary** "The government manages the allocation of 3rd level domain names for the .govt.nz and .parliament.nz domains. Our domain name system (DNS) service provides a straightforward application process and makes the ongoing management of these domains easy and secure"--site home page.

**Subject** Downs, Melody Blogs.
Muay Thai New Zealand.
Physical education and training New Zealand.

**Electronic Location**

https://divadowns.com/


---

**Title** Dizgo edits 2018 / by Terrorball.

**Publishing Details** [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Terrorball], [2018]

**Physical Details** 1 online resource


**Electronic Location**

https://terrorball.bandcamp.com/album/dizgo-edits-2018


---

**Title** Doctoral and postgraduate symposium ... / Faculty of Education and Social Work.

**Author** University of Auckland. Faculty of Education and Social Work, author.

**Publishing Details** Auckland : Faculty of Education and Social Work, The University of Auckland, [2015]-

**Physical Details** 1 online resource

**Frequency** Biennial

**Publication Numbering** Began with 2015.

**Subject** Education Research New Zealand Periodicals.
University of Auckland. Faculty of Education and Social Work Periodicals.

**Electronic Location**


Title: Doctors in denial: the forgotten women in the ‘unfortunate experiment’ / Ronald W. Jones.
Author: Jones, Ronald, W. (Obstetrician and gynaecologist), author.
ISBN: 9780947522629 EPUB
Physical Details: 1 online resource: illustrations (some colour)

Title: Documentary survey: a survey of 1,000 New Zealanders who watch television.
Publishing Details: [Wellington]: [NZ On Air], [2012]
©2012
Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject: Documentary films New Zealand. Documentary television programs New Zealand.
Electronic Location: https://d3r9t6niqlb7tz.cloudfront.net/media/documents/final_report_on_documentary_survey_2013.pdf

Title: Doing our bit: the campaign to double the refugee quota / Murdoch Stephens
Author: Stephens, Murdoch, 1981- author.
ISBN: 9781988545202 EPUB 9781988545219 Kindle 9781988545226 PDF 9781988545233 paperback
©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Series: BWB texts.
Electronic Location: https://www.bwb.co.nz/books/doing-our-bit
Title  Double bass concerto in E minor : for double bass and string orchestra / Thomas Goss.
Author  Goss, Thomas, composer.
Edition  Full score.
Physical Details  1 score (17 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Concertos (Double bass with string orchestra) Scores.

Title  Double bass concerto in E minor : for double bass and string orchestra / Thomas Goss.
Author  Goss, Thomas, composer.
Edition  Piano score.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Concertos (Double bass) Solo with piano.
                     Parts (Music) lcgft
                     Scores lcgft

Title  Double bass concerto in E minor : for double bass and string orchestra / Thomas Goss.
Author  Goss, Thomas, composer.
Edition  Full score.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Concertos (Double bass with string orchestra) Scores.
Title Double reed quartet : for three oboes and bassoon / David Hamilton.
Author Hamilton, David, 1955- composer.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource
Sarabande with variations (contains an extra, more challenging variation)
Language Staff notation.
Subject Woodwind quartets (Bassoon, oboes (3)) Scores.
Electronic Location https://www.sounz.org.nz/

Author Connect Canterbury Public Transport, author.
Edition Draft.
Publishing Details [Christchurch, New Zealand] : [Environment Canterbury Regional Council], [2018]
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Local transit Government New Zealand Canterbury.
Local transit New Zealand Canterbury Planning.

Title Draft Waikato regional public transport plan 2018-2028 = Mahere hukiwhi waka tūmatanui ā rohe o Waikato 2018-2028.
Author Waikato (N.Z.). Regional Council (2011- ), author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Local transit New Zealand Waikato.
Title: Dryden Street Sessions / The Venus Project.
Author: Venus Project (Musician)
Physical Details: 1 online resource (10:36)
Contents: 1. Won't Hurt - Dryden Street Sessions (03:06) -- 2. Go Easy - Dryden Street Sessions (04:41) -- 3. Numb - Dryden Street Sessions (02:49)

Title: Duo for violin and viola : for violin and viola / Chris Cree Brown.
Author: Cree Brown, Chris, 1953- composer.
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Violin and viola music Scores.
Electronic Location: https://www.sounz.org.nz/

Title: Duos : for violin and viola / Chris Adams.
Author: Adams, Christopher, 1979- composer.
Physical Details: 1 score (9 pages) ; 30 cm
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Violin and viola music Scores.
Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/HLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21296428500002836
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ECP 46 high voltage live line work industry practice note.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473328931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Wellington : Electricity Engineers Association, 2017.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Electric lines New Zealand Maintenance and repair.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High voltages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Industrial safety New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>EPIC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>EPIC (Consortium : N.Z.), author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington] : [EPIC], [2010]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>Website of eresources purchasing consortium. Provides information for library and technical staff to support the use of EPIC resources in libraries and includes information about the consortium, links to current databases available, technical support and training resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>EPIC (Consortium : N.Z.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electronic information resources New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Library materials New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electronic Location</strong></td>
<td><a href="http://epic.org.nz/">http://epic.org.nz/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Earthquake Solutions Group : the ethical team.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Christchurch] : Earthquake Solutions Group Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Buildings Earthquake effects New Zealand Christchurch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buildings Repair and reconstruction New Zealand Christchurch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Earthquake Solutions Group (Organisation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electronic Location</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://earthquakesolutionsgroup.weebly.com/index.html">https://earthquakesolutionsgroup.weebly.com/index.html</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Eating for healthy babies and toddlers : from birth to 2 years = Ngā kai tōtika mō te hunga kōhungahunga.
ISBN 9780478411157 : print
9780478411164 : online
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Diet New Zealand.
Food habits New Zealand.
Infants Nutrition New Zealand.
Toddlers Nutrition New Zealand.

Title The Echinozoan fauna of the New Zealand Subantarctic islands, Macquarie Island, and the Chatham Rise / by David L. Pawson.
Author Pawson, David L. (David Leo), 1938- author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Series Bulletin (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research); 187. New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 42.
Subject Sea urchins Australia Tasmania.
Sea urchins New Zealand.

Title Echoes : for B♭ cornet and piano / David Woodcock.
Author Woodcock, David (Composer), composer.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Cornet and piano music Scores.
Electronic Location https://www.sounz.org.nz/
Title Education and development: alternatives to neoliberalism, a new paradigm, exploring radical openness and the role of the commons and the P2P Foundation as an alternative discourse to 'creative' and 'innovative' modernisation / by William Van Zyl.

Author Van Zyl, William, author.

ISBN 9780473452315 EPUB
9780473452322 PDF


©2018

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Information commons.
Peer teaching.
Teaching Methodology.


Title Effective social work education in Aotearoa New Zealand / edited by Heidi Crawford.

ISBN 9780473417796 EPUB
9780473417819 print


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustration

Subject Social work education New Zealand.


Title Eliminating the public service gender pay gap: 2018-2020 action plan.


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject New Zealand Officials and employees.
Pay equity New Zealand.
Wages Women New Zealand.

Title  Employee volunteering : Volunteer Wellington, Te Puna Tautoko, your community connector.

Publishing Details  Wellington : Volunteer Wellington
Physical Details  1 online resource
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Voluntarism New Zealand Wellington (Region) Periodicals.
Volunteers New Zealand Wellington (Region) Periodicals.


Title  The Enderby settlement : Britain’s whaling venture on the Subantarctic Auckland Islands, 1849-52 / Conon Fraser.
Author  Fraser, Conon, author.
ISBN  9780947522377 EPUB
©2014
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Auckland Islands (N.Z.) History.
Colonists New Zealand Auckland Islands History.
Enderby, Charles, 1978?-1876.
Whaling New Zealand Auckland Islands History.


Title  Endlessly / Truth.
Author  Truth (Musical group : N.Z.), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Los Angeles] : [Truth], [2014]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Contents  Machine-generated contents note: Endlessly.

Electronic Location  https://truthnz.bandcamp.com/track/endlessly
Title  Engaging young people at festivals and fairs : an example of engagement with Pacific children and young people at Polyfest.


Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject ASB Polyfest.
Children New Zealand Attitudes.
Pacific Islanders New Zealand.


Title  Erinsphere

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : Erinsphere

Physical Details Web site.

Frequency Irregular

Publication Numbering Began in 2017?

Summary Site for New Zealand musician Erin. Site includes a biography and access to listen to her music and to contact her.

Subject Erin (Musician).
Folk musicians New Zealand.
Musicians New Zealand.

Electronic Location http://www.erinsphere.com/

Title  Espiritualmente yo : una guía práctica espiritual para los jiempes en que vivimos / Jo Brothers.

Author Brothers, Jo, 1970- author.

ISBN 9780994109361 Kindle
9780994109378 EPUB

Edition Primera impresión.

©2016

Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject Identity (Psychology)
Self-actualization (Psychology)
Self-perception.
Spirituality.

Title Essa May Ranapiri.
Author Ranapiri, Essa May, author.
Publishing Details Kirikiriroa : [Essa May Ranapiri]
Physical Details Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Electronic Location https://essawrites.wordpress.com/
Title: Estimating the cyclically- and absorption-adjusted fiscal balance for New Zealand / Miles Workman.

Author: Workman, Miles (Economist), author.

ISBN: 9780478436778 online


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series: Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 15/09.

Subject: Budget New Zealand Econometric models.
Fiscal policy New Zealand Econometric models.
New Zealand Economic conditions Econometric models.


Title: Evaluation of the impact of the Youth Service. NEET programme / Sylvia Dixon and Sarah Crichton.

Author: Dixon, Sylvia, author.

ISBN: 9780947519476 online


Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)

Series: Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 16/08.

Subject: Income maintenance programs New Zealand.
New Zealand. Youth Service.
Youth Services for New Zealand.

Electronic Location: https://treasury.govt.nz/sites/default/files/2017-01/twp16-08.pdf

Title: Evaluation of the impact of the Youth Service. Youth Payment and Young Parent Payment / Keith McLeod, Sylvia Dixon, and Sarah Crichton.

Author: McLeod, Keith (Analyst), author.

ISBN: 9780947519452 online


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series: Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 16/07.

Subject: Income maintenance programs New Zealand.
New Zealand. Youth Service.
Teenage parents Services for New Zealand.
Teenagers Services for New Zealand.

Title: Evaluation of the implementation of the varicella vaccine introduction: final report / author(s): Marnie Carter, Nicole Waru, John Marwick, Jacqui Haggland.

Author: Carter, Marnie, author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Vaccination New Zealand.
Varicella-zoster virus New Zealand Prevention.


Title: Ever with thee / words and music by A.J. Pascoe.

Author: Pascoe, A. J., composer, lyricist.


Physical Details: 1 score (4 pages) ; 28 cm

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Sacred songs with piano.

OCLC Number: 1017739231

Title: Everything happens, for some reason / Jet Jaguar.

Author: Jet Jaguar (Musician), composer, performer.

Publishing Details: [Virginia?] : Become Eternal, [2018]

Physical Details: 1 audio cassette : analog ; 10 x 7 cm, 4 mm tape


Subject: Avant-garde (Music) New Zealand.
Electronic music.

Title: Evidence-scoping review - service transitions for mental health and addiction / report for the Health Quality & Safety Commission ; Dr Peter Carswell, Anthony Pashkov.

Author: Carswell, Peter, author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Addicts Services for New Zealand.
Mental health New Zealand.
Mentally ill Services for New Zealand.

Title  Exchange rate fluctuations and the margins of exports / Richard Fabling and Lynda Sanderson.
Author  Fabling, Richard, author.
ISBN  9780478436761 online
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 15/08.
Subject  Exports New Zealand.
          Foreign exchange rates New Zealand Econometric models.

Title  Excitable : for piano / Mike Crowl.
Author  Crowl, Mike, 1945- composer.
                   ©2012
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Piano music.
          Scores. lcgft
Electronic Location  https://www.sounz.org.nz/
Title: Export approved premises.
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Series: Animal products notice.
Subject: Animal products Standards New Zealand.
Exports Standards New Zealand.
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NNZZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11315056090002836

Title: Extended conversations.
Publishing Details: Wellington : Enjoy Public Art Gallery ; Dunedin : Blue Oyster Art Project Space, [2018]-
Physical Details: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Summary: Website of art programme for emerging art writers based in New Zealand.
Subject: Art, New Zealand 21st century.
Writing and art New Zealand.
Electronic Location: http://www.extendedconversations.org.nz/

Title: F enzee off enzee f / Henry Krinkle.
Author: Krinkle, Henry (Writer), author.
ISBN 9780473351427 EPUB
9780473351434 Kindle
9780473351441 iBook
meBooks, 2016.
©2016
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Contents: Return trup -- Mamill -- Teeth sea -- Itism -- Double you.
Subject: Short stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Family violence initiatives and Pacific men: literature review / by Gemma Malungahu & Associate Professor Vili Nosa.

Malungahu, Gemma, author.

ISBN 9781988541228 print
9781988541235 online


1 online resource : colour illustrations

Family violence New Zealand Prevention.
Pacific Islanders New Zealand Family relationships.


Fatal pursuit of Morocco Tai in Auckland.

New Zealand. Independent Police Conduct Authority, author.

Wellington : IPCA Independent Police Conduct Authority, [2018]

1 online resource

Police pursuit driving Accidents New Zealand Auckland.
Traffic fatalities New Zealand Auckland.


Fehoahoani ki tau tamaiti ke kavea ma tino faitau tuhi ke kavea koe ma tino faitau tuhi hili atu te lelei.

Tokelauan.


1 online resource : colour illustrations

Children Books and reading.
Reading (Elementary)

https://natlib.govt.nz/system/resources/W1siZiIsIjIwMTcvMDIvMjgvOHBnd2w5dzE1dF9oZWxwX31vdXJFy2hpbGRFyYmVjb211X2FcmVhZGVyX3Rva2VsYXVhbi5wZGYiXV0/help-your-child-become-a-reader-tokelauan.pdf?sha=5a6ea0a5a728b0f3
Title: Find me here / Emily Rice.
Author: Rice, Emily (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Emily Rice], [2015]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
-- 5. Afternoon.
Electronic Location: https://emilyrice.bandcamp.com/album/emily-rice

Title: Fine art of Bruce Mahalski.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Bruce Mahalski]
Physical Details: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Publication Numbering: Began in 2012?
Summary: Website for New Zealand artist Bruce Mahalski. Site presents his various artworks, a brief biography and access to contact the artist.
Subject: Art, New Zealand.
Bones in art.
Death in art.
Mahalski, Bruce B.
Mixed media (Art) New Zealand 21st century.
Electronic Location: http://www.mahalski.org/

Title: Fiord studies : Caswell and Nancy Sounds, New Zealand / edited by G.P. Glasby.
©1978
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations
Series: New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; 79.
Subject: Oceanography New Zealand Caswell Sound.
Oceanography New Zealand Nancy Sound.
Title  First principles review of cost recovery arrangements : terms of reference.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Agricultural industries New Zealand Costs.
         Biosecurity New Zealand Costs.
         Food industry and trade New Zealand Costs.
         New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries.
         User charges.

Title  First steps to a dementia-friendly Rotorua.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Alzheimer's disease New Zealand Rotorua.
         Alzheimer's disease Patients Services for New Zealand Rotorua.
Electronic Location  http://www.bupa.co.nz/media/651193/First_steps_to_a_Dementia_Friendly_Rotorua_Report.pdf

Author  Aizenman, Joshua, author.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Business cycles Econometric models.
         Expenditures, Public.
         Taxation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publishing Details</th>
<th>Physical Details</th>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>Electronic Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Title: For the greater good. Summary report.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Mapping the Social Sector Project (Tauranga, N.Z.)
Public welfare New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region)
Social service New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region)


Title: Foraminifera on the continental shelf and slope off southern Hawke's Bay, New Zealand / by K.B. Lewis

Author: Lewis, K. B., author.

©1979

Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations

Series: New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; 84.

Subject: Foraminifera New Zealand Hawke's Bay.

Electronic Location: http://docs.niwa.co.nz/library/public/Memoir_084_Foraminifera_on_the_Continental_Shelf_and_Slope_off_Southern_Hawkes_Bay_New_Zealand.pdf

Title: Forecasts / Out Cold A.D.

Author: Out Cold A.D. (Musical group)


Physical Details: 1 online resource (20:58)


Title  Fractured truth / Karl William Fleet.
Author  Fleet, Karl William, author.
ISBN  9780473439293 soft cover
9780473439309 Kindle/MOBI
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Chaos 360, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title  Fragment : for alto saxophone / Jayan Bhikha.
Author  Bhikha, Jayan, composer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2016]
©2016
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Saxophone music.
Scores. lcgft
Electronic Location  https://www.sounz.org.nz/
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11315988960002836

Title  Frames : for alto saxophone and orchestra / Josiah Carr.
Author  Carr, Josiah, composer.
©2017
Physical Details  1 study score (45 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Saxophone with orchestra Scores.
Title  From the silver screen / Royal New Zealand Air Force Band.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : Royal New Zealand Air Force Band, [2016]
©2016

Physical Details  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm + 1 booklet (8 unnumbered pages).

Contents  The Battle of Britain march (The Battle of Britain) -- Over the rainbow (The Wizard of Oz) -- Hymn to the fallen (Saving Private Ryan) -- At last (Cadillac Records) -- A silent movie suite: Hollywood fanfare; Follow that cab; Gangster's moll; Bungling burglars; Matinee idol; Slapstick -- I could have danced all night (My Fair Lady) -- When you wish upon a star (Pinocchio) -- The gael (Last of the Mohicans) -- Summertime (Porgy & Bess) -- The pines of Rome (Fantasia 2000).

Subject  Motion picture music Excerpts, Arranged.
          Popular music.

Title  Fuckin' problems ft. Drake, 2Chainz & Kendrick Lamar : Truth remix / A$AP Rocky.

Author  Truth (Musical group : N.Z.), remix artist.

Publishing Details  [Los Angeles, California] : [Truth], [2014]

Physical Details  1 online resource


Title  Future capability needs for the primary industries in New Zealand / for the Ministry for Primary Industries ; this report has been prepared by Dave Grimmond, Brian Bell and Michael Yap.

Author  Grimmond, David, author.

ISBN  9780478432152 print
       9780478432169 online

Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Ministry for Primary Industries, 2014.
©2014

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Agricultural industries New Zealand Forecasting.
          New Zealand Forecasting.

Title  Geoscience Society of New Zealand annual conference 2017 : dynamic New Zealand, dynamic Earth ; University of Auckland, November 28 - December 1.
ISBN 9780992263430 Field trip guides volume
9780992263447 Abstract volume
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Contents  Abstract volume -- Field trip guides.
Series  Geoscience Society of New Zealand miscellaneous publication ; 147A-147B.
Subject  Geology Congresses.
Geology New Zealand Congresses.
Geophysics Congresses.
Geophysics New Zealand Congresses.
Seismology Congresses.
Seismology New Zealand Congresses.

Title  German whip (Truth remix) / Truth.
Author  Truth (Musical group : N.Z.), remix artist.
Publishing Details  [Los Angeles, California] : [Truth], [2014]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  https://truthnz.bandcamp.com/track/german-whip-truth-remix

Title  Get down / Black Minnaloushe.
Author  Black Minnaloushe (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [BMR], [2017]
Physical Details  1 audio disc : analog ; 30 cm
Contents  Side A. Wiping the floor -- Makin' it -- Aphrodite -- Get down -- Side B. Make some noise -- Hot coffee -- Super moon -- Message on the line.
Subject  Alternative rock music New Zealand.
Psychedelic rock music New Zealand.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Getting my leg over : mad tales and tips of riding motorbikes in New Zealand and Australia / written by Chris Williams.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Williams, Chris, 1951- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473426385 epub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Westport] : [Chris Williams], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motorcyclists New Zealand Biography.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title                  | Gillian Bibby.                                                                                                         |
| Author                 | Bibby, Gillian, 1945- author composer.                                                                               |
| Publishing Details     | [Wellington] : [Gillian Bibby]                                                                                         |
| Physical Details       | Web site.                                                                                                              |
| Frequency              | Irregular                                                                                                             |
| Subject                | Bibby, Gillian, 1945-                                                                                                  |
| Electronic Location    | http://gillian-bibby.co.nz/                                                                                           |

| Title                  | Go Gayle go / Bruce Melrose.                                                                                        |
| Author                 | Melrose, Bruce, 1962- author.                                                                                        |
| ISBN                   | 9780473407049 trade paperback 9780473407056 Kindle                                                                 |
|                        | ©2016                                                                                                                |
| Physical Details       | 1 online resource                                                                                                    |
| Subject                | New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz                                                                           |
Title: Goodbye, Mr. Angry / by Marcus Tetro ; with illustrations by Michael Cashmore-Hingley.
Author: Tetro, Marcus, 1962- author.
ISBN: 9780473332136 PDF
9780473332143 Epub
9780473332150 Kindle
9780473332167 iBook
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Summary: Mitch can get angry at any time and he can't stop it. His dad tells him a trick to get rid of anger, so he does that and now he realises that he can control Mr Angry.
Audience: Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject: Anger Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local nz
Picture books for children.
OCLC Number: 946740854
Title  Government Chief Digital Officer Assurance Services Panel.


Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Government Chief Digital Officer System Assurance Team.
          Information technology Economic aspects New Zealand.
          Quality assurance New Zealand.


Title  Government for the public good : the surprising science of large-scale collective action
       / Max Rashbrooke

Author  Rashbrooke, Max, author.

ISBN  9781988545059 EPUB
       9781988545066 Kindle
       9781988545073 PDF
       9781988545080 paperback

                    ©2018

Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Government accountability New Zealand.
          Infrastructure (Economics) Management New Zealand.
          New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.
          Political participation New Zealand.
          Privatization New Zealand.
          Technology and state New Zealand.


Title  Grandma always wears red / written by June Allen & illustrated by Polly Whimp.

Author  Allen, June, 1937- author.

ISBN  9780473452070 kindle

Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Kwizzel Publishing, [2018]

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Summary  People think there is a fire, and fire engines arrive when an adventurous Grandma speeds past in her red clothing.

Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
          Domestic fiction. lcgft
          Grandmothers Juvenile fiction.
          Red Juvenile fiction.

Title  The Great South Road [sound recording] / written and read by John O'Leary.
Author  O'Leary, John. 1935-
ISBN  1877141402
9781877141409
Publishing Details  Auckland, N.Z. : Word Pictures, [199-?]
Physical Details  3 audiocassettes (approximately 180 min.) : analog
Summary  A series of ten stories about a family of Aucklanders spending two weeks of the Christmas holidays touring in the South Island.
Subject  Families Fiction.
Holidays Fiction.
Short stories, New Zealand.
South Island (N.Z.) Fiction.
OCLC Number  156160681

Title  Great organ works / J.S. Bach ; [performed by] Gillian Weir.
Author  Bach, Johann Sebastian, 1685-1750, composer.
©1985
Physical Details  1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, stereo ; 30 cm
Subject  Fantasias (Music) lcgft
Organ music.

Title  Green Light - Chromeo Remix / Lorde.
Author  Lorde, 1996-
Physical Details  1 online resource
Contents  1. Green Light - Chromeo Remix (04:08)
Title Green earth : a poetic tree / Semisi Pone
Author Pone, Semisi, 1961- author.
ISBN 9781988511290 Kindle
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz

Title Greetings from the Wellington Botanic Garden : 100 years of historic postcards from the Donal Duthie postcard collection from 1890's to 1990's / complied by Philip Tomlinson.
Author Tomlinson, P. C., compiler. author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Botanical gardens New Zealand Wellington Pictorial works.
Postcards New Zealand Wellington.
Wellington Botanic Garden Pictorial works.

Title Gregor’s magic stick adventures = Geleige de mofa maoxian / written and illustrated by Vanessa Lim (PhD) ; translation by Han Hui Jun he Zhang Dai Jie.
Author Lim, Vanessa, author, illustrator.
ISBN 9780473443566 softcover 9780473443573 epub 9780473443580 kindle
Publishing Details [Auckland] : Infinity By Luna Ltd, [2018] ©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Language "Bilingual English and Simplified Chinese Characters with Pinyin"--Cover.
Summary A young boy finds a magic stick that takes him to places where he meets strange creatures and makes new friends.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Fantasy fiction. lcgft
Friendship Juvenile fiction.
Imaginary places Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Title: Grey Collection, the gift.

**Publishing Details**: Auckland : Auckland Council, Te Kaunihera o Tāmaki Makaurau

**Physical Details**: Web site.

**Frequency**: Irregular

**Subject**: Auckland (N.Z. : Region). Regional Council. Library Catalogs.
Grey, George, 1812-1898 Library Catalogs.

**Electronic Location**: http://www.georgegrey.org.nz/

Title: Growing Confidence in Forestry’s Future : research programme 2013-2019.

**Publishing Details**: [Rotorua] : [Scion]

**Physical Details**: Web site.

**Frequency**: Irregular

**Subject**: Forest products industry Economic aspects New Zealand.
Growing Confidence in Forestry’s Future (Programme)

**Electronic Location**: https://gcff.nz/

Title: Guide for the connection of small-scale inverter-based distributed generation.

**Author**: Electricity Engineers’ Association (N.Z.), author.

**ISBN**: 9780995100381 PDF


**Publishing Details**: Wellington : Electricity Engineers Association of New Zealand, 2018.

**Physical Details**: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

**Subject**: Distributed generation of electric power New Zealand.
Electric inverters Installation New Zealand.
Photovoltaic power generation New Zealand Safety measures.

Title  Guidebook to New Zealand companies and securities law / Professor Julie Cassidy (general editor), Michael Josling, Dr Benjamin Liu, Dr Alan Toy.
ISBN 9780864759849 print
9781775472483 eBook
©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Corporation law New Zealand.
Securities New Zealand.
Electronic Location https://books.wolterskluwer.co.nz/items/1389ZS

Title  Guidelines / Beth Sketcher.
Author Sketcher, Beth, author.
ISBN 9780473436322 EPUB
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Beth Sketcher], [2018]
©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title  Guidelines for listening to children read / Services to Schools.
Publishing Details Wellington : National Library of New Zealand, [2017]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Children Books and reading.
Oral reading.
Reading (Elementary)
Electronic Location https://natlib.govt.nz/system/resources/W1siZiIsIjIwMTcvMDIvMjgvNXJrODQ5MWk1MF9ndWxpbmVzX2ZvcI9saXN0ZW5pbmdfdG9fY2hpbi5GRyZW5fcmVhZC5kb2N4I1d/guidelines-for-listening-to-children-read.docx?sha=71f7cb8928198323
Title: Harcourts Hawke's Bay Arts Festival.

Publishing Details: [Napier]: Hawke's Bay Arts Festival, [2015]-
Physical Details: Web site.
Frequency: Annual
Subject: Art festivals New Zealand Hawke's Bay. Harcourts Hawke's Bay Arts Festival.
Electronic Location: http://www.hbaf.co.nz/

Title: Hatch: solo piano / Steve Barry.
Author: Barry, Steve (Pianist), composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [Auckland]: [Rattle], [2018]
©2017
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Jazz New Zealand. Piano music.
Electronic Location: https://rattle.co.nz/catalogue/releases/hatch?rq=hatch

Title: He whare hangarau Māori language, culture & technology / edited by Hēmi Whaanga, Te Taka Keegan & Mark Apperley.
ISBN: 9780473426903 print
9780473426910 EPUB
9780473426927 PDF
9780473426934 iBook
Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Contents: Theme 1. Māori language resources and Māori initiatives for teaching and learning te reo Māori -- Theme 2. Iwi, institutes, societies & community led initiatives -- Theme 3. GLAMS: Libraries, Archives & Museums in Aotearoa. Māori language resources and Māori initiatives for teaching and learning te reo Māori / Hinētimoana Greensill, Hōri Manuirirangi & Hēmi Whaanga -- Māori language interfaces / Te Taka Keegan -- A translation of Moodle into te reo Māori / Hōri Manuirirangi -- Machine translation for te reo Māori / Te Taka Keegan -- Te whare matihiko o te reo : digital tools for the revitalisation of te reo Māori / Tania M. Ka'ai -- Te Whanake and Te Aka digital resources / John C. Moorfield -- Building virtual language communities through social media -- because we don’t live the village life anymore / Dean P. S. Mahuta -- Te Whanake animations : development and implementation / Wahineata Smith -- 20 years of reflections using technology to compile Māori language dictionaries / Karaitiana Taiuru -- Iwi, institutes, societies & community led initiatives / Hēmi Whaanga, Naomi Simmonds & Te Taka Keegan -- "He Matapihi ki te Mana Raraunga": conceptualising big data through a Māori lens / Māui Hudson, Tiriana Anderson, Te Kuru Dewes, Pou Temara, Hēmi Whaanga & Tom Roa -- He mahi māreikura : reflections on the digitising of the Pei Jones’

Subject
Hangarau reo
Maori (New Zealand people)
Maori language.
Reo Māori reo
Tikanga reo

Electronic Location

Title
Healthier homes Canterbury : find out how you can make your home warmer, drier and healthier.

Publishing Details

Physical Details
1 online resource : illustrations

Subject
Dwellings Heating and ventilation New Zealand Canterbury.

Electronic Location
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Physical Details</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Electronic Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Title Hickman JD 1997 Family Trust monitoring programme annual report 2017-2018.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Title High performance I.T. : insights into I.T. leadership and delivering on the promise of technology / Owen McCall.
Author McCall, Owen, 1963- author.
ISBN 9780473428174 EPUB
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Subject Information technology Management.

Title Home base / all compositions and arrangements, Ron McLure.
Author McLure, Ron, composer, arranger of music, instrumentalist.
Physical Details 1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, stereo ; 30 cm
Subject Jazz 1971-1980.

Title Hongi Hika song / written and sung by Jen Cloher.
Author Cloher, Jen, composer, performer.
Publishing Details [Titirangi] : [Jen Cloher?], [2003?]
Physical Details 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Subject Hongi Hika, 1772-1828 Songs and music. Songs with guitar. Waiata. reo
Hope for the best and keep going : (song) / words by L.A. Hobbs.

Author Hobbs, Lily A. (Lily Annah), lyricist.

Publishing Details Gore, Southland, N.Z. : The Southern Song Service, [19--]

Physical Details 1 score (2 unnumbered pages) ; 30 cm

Language Staff notation.

Subject Optimism Songs and music.
Popular music New Zealand.
Songs with piano.

How did I end up here? : your life plan, purpose and digging into the subtleties of your existence / Keith Hill.

Author Hill, Keith, 1957- author.

ISBN 9780995105973 ebook

Publishing Details Auckland : Attar Books, [2018]
©2018

Physical Details 1 online resource

Series Channelled Q+A series ; 3.

Subject Conduct of life.
Existentialism.
Self-actualization (Psychology)
Spirit writings.


How to use the RMP or RCS template.

Publishing Details Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries Manatū Ahu Matua, 2018.

Physical Details 1 online resource

Series Guidance document (New Zealand).

Subject Biosecurity Standards New Zealand.

Electronic Location https://www.mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/30405
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publishing Details</th>
<th>Physical Details</th>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Electronic Location</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Title: I only liked the neglected demos.
Author: Dead Kid Harvester (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Planet Bloopy], [2012]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Electronic Location: https://archive.org/details/IOnlyLikedTheNeglectedDemos

Title: ICT in Dunedin to 2040 / Sara Walton, Paula O'Kane, Diane Ruwhiu.
Author: Walton, Sara, 1971- author.
ISBN: 9780473442965 PDF
Publishing Details: Dunedin, New Zealand : Business School, University of Otago, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series: Work futures Otago.
Subject: Economic forecasting New Zealand Dunedin.
Information and technology Economic aspects New Zealand Dunedin.
Work environment New Zealand Dunedin Forecasting.

Title: If it's not love / Reg McTaggart.
Publishing Details: [Christchurch, N.Z.] : [Reg McTaggart], [2013]
Physical Details: 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents: Better than today -- Sissys song -- If it's not love (with Denise Hayes) -- Rose can I share a bed with you -- Left, leavin' goin' or gone -- Tattoos and scars -- Love or something like it -- Listen to your senses -- Glenorchy lost -- My pony my rifle and me -- Amnesia -- We believe in happy endings (with Denise Hayes) -- Forgive me for giving you the blues -- Why me lord.
Country music New Zealand.
OCLC Number: 910162937
Title  If there were a star : for mixed chorus, piano, organ / Jayan Bhikha ; Sophie Van Waardenberg.
Author  Bhikha, Jayan, composer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Choruses, Sacred (Mixed voices) with keyboard instrument ensemble.
         Christmas music.
         Scores. lcgft
Electronic Location  https://www.sounz.org.nz/

Title  Images of Saturn : recordings from 1987 / Peter Kearns.
Author  Kearns, Peter, (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Peter Kearns], [2018]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  https://peterkearns.bandcamp.com/album/images-of-saturn

Title  Impatient cyclist in traffic : for piano / Mike Crowl.
Author  Crowl, Mike, 1945- composer.
©2011
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Cyclists Songs and music.
         Piano music.
         Scores. lcgft
Electronic Location  https://www.sounz.org.nz/
Title In pursuit of darkness / Kerry Hugh Dillon.
Author Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Summary "This is a second dangerous red tide paranormal adventure, where Roland and Eric Borg accept an assignment from their mysterious secret service benefactor. Along with scores of other women, the daughter of an influential tycoon has been abducted under strange circumstances, and there is a call for an unorthodox approach in the investigation. A road accident, a serial rapist, and a gay accountant are all in the mix of a conspiracy to stretch the imagination. As their Borg antagonists begin to seek them out, the Borg cousins are stunned as the fabric of time and space are warped into other realities, as Roland’s alienity reacts frantically to protect them from marauding and ruthless criminals. Gradually, the investigation moves forward as the cousins unmask the beast who is behind the scores of missing woman, and they discover an adversary with skills to match their own. All is not what it seems and what they uncover defies belief, and is so explosive that it proves to be a secret which should be sealed and forgotten"--Synopsis.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Science fiction. lcgft
Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft

Title In shock / by L.$.D. Fundraiser.
Author LSD Fundraiser (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details [Dunedin?] : [L$D Fundraiser], [2013?]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Ambient music New Zealand.
Avant-garde (Music) New Zealand.
Electronic Location http://lsdfunraiser.bandcamp.com/album/in-shock
OCLC Number 879662796
Title  Incursion / J.J. Mathews.
Author  Mathews, J. J. (James Jacob), author.
ISBN  9780995103436 online
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Science fiction. lcgft

Title  Inequality in New Zealand 1983/84 to 2013/14 / Christopher Ball and John Creedy.
Author  Ball, Christopher, 1986- author.
ISBN  9780478436587
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) 15/06.
Subject  Income distribution New Zealand Mathematical models Periodicals.

Title  Initiation / Grace Bridges.
Author  Bridges, Grace, 1979- author.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Splashdown Books], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Science fiction. lcgft
Electronic Location  https://www.amazon.com/dp/B077GT6GPB
Title: Interweave : for bass clarinet and bassoon / Josiah Carr.
Author: Carr, Josiah, composer.
©2017
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Bass clarinet and bassoon music Scores.
Electronic Location: https://www.sounz.org.nz/

Title: Introducing A New Star / Rochelle Vinsen.
Author: Vinsen, Rochelle.
Physical Details: 1 online resource

Title: Introducing our work about procurement.
Author: New Zealand. Office of the Auditor-General, author.
ISBN: 9780478442946
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series: Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; B.29[18l].
Subject: Government purchasing New Zealand.
Title: Investigation of toxic treatments on Māori textiles and wooden objects for MTG Hawke's Bay using a portable X-Ray fluorescence machine / KM Rogers.

Author: Rogers, Karyne, author.

ISBN: 9781988530840 online

Publishing Details: Lower Hutt, New Zealand : GNS Science, Te Pū Ao, 2018. ©2018

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject: Biological specimens New Zealand Napier Testing.
MTG Hawke’s Bay (Museum)
Maori (New Zealand people) Antiquities Testing.
Trace elements Analysis.
X-ray spectroscopy

Electronic Location: http://dx.doi.org/10.21420/G21D29

Title: Iona Winter.

Author: Winter, Iona, author.

Publishing Details: [Dunedin] : [Iona Winter]

Physical Details: Web site.

Frequency: Irregular

Subject: Winter, Iona.

Electronic Location: https://ionawinter.wordpress.com/

Title: Ira Mata, Ira Tangata : Auckland’s homeless count.

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : Housing First Auckland, 2018-

Physical Details: Web site.

Frequency: Irregular

Subject: Homelessness New Zealand Auckland.
Housing First Auckland (Organisation)
Social surveys New Zealand Auckland.

Electronic Location: https://www.aucklandshomelesscount.org.nz/
Title  It's our heritage from the dreamtime / by Semisi Pone, BSc, MSc (Hons).
Author  Pone, Semisi, 1961- author.
ISBN  9781988511269 Kindle
9781988511276 print
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Tonga History.
Tongans Social life and customs.
Electronic Location  https://www.amazon.com/dp/B075R7MN4F

Title  It's our heritage from the dreamtime. 2, In search of Tangaroa / Semisi Pone, BSc, MSc (Hons).
Author  Pone, Semisi, 1961- author.
ISBN  9781988511078 Kindle
9781988511085 print
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Tonga History.
Tongans Social life and customs.
Electronic Location  https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07FP99KSN

Title  Jason Ohara.
Author  Ohara, Jason, photographer author.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Jason Ohara]
Physical Details  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Ohara, Jason Blogs.
Photography New Zealand.
Electronic Location  https://jasonohara.wordpress.com/
Title: Kaitake: captured March 25, 1864: from an eye sketch by Col. Warre.

Author: Great Britain. War Office. Topographical Depot.

Publishing Details: [London?]: Topographical Depot of the War Office, 1864.

Physical Details: 1 map: hand col.

Subject: Digital maps. lcgft
- Great Britain. Army Colonial forces New Zealand Maps.
- Maori (New Zealand people) Wars Maps.
- Military maps. lcgft
- New Zealand History New Zealand Wars, 1860-1872 Maps.
- Taranaki (N.Z.) History, Military Maps.


Title: Kaitani / curated by Ema Tavola.

Publishing Details: [Christchurch, New Zealand]: The Physics Room, [2017]

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Art, Fijian 21st century.
- Art, Modern 21st century.
- Art, New Zealand 21st century.


Title: Kaka / Coolies.

Author: Coolies (Musical group: N.Z.), composer, lyricist, performer.

Publishing Details: [Massachusetts]: Feeding Tube Records, [2015]

Physical Details: 1 audio disc: analog, 33 1/3 rpm; 30 cm

Contents: Side A: Scorpio 10 -- Phony -- We already know -- Punks not bread -- Tofa Soifuia -- Side B. Shut us out -- Mothers in mantis -- God take me -- Curse -- This car is a safe place.

Subject: Punk rock music New Zealand.

OCLC Number: 992241371
Title  Katherine Van Beek.
Author  Van Beek, Kathryn, author.
Publishing Details  Dunedin?] : [Kathryn Van Beek]
Physical Details  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Van Beek, Kathryn Blogs.
Van Beek, Kathryn.
Electronic Location  http://www.kathrynvanbeek.co.nz/

Title  Keeping moving : The positive guide for senior road users.
ISBN  9780478380156 online
       9780478380163 print
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Older automobile drivers New Zealand.
Older people Transportation New Zealand.
Traffic safety New Zealand.

Title  Kendall's mates / Shelley Munro.
Author  Munro, Shelley, author.
ISBN  9780473453466 print
       9780473453473 online
Publishing Details  Auckland : Munro Press, 2018
       ©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "Forced into a corner by her family, Kendall Essex has one option if she wants peace. She leaves her Devon home to visit her friend in Churchill, Manitoba. While she’s aware her ostrich-head-in-the-sand plan isn’t the best, she hopes for breathing space from familial pressure and distraction. The big, burly Hallsten brothers provide that and more. Half-breed Saxby Hallsten has never fit in the polar bear shifter world. If he had his way, he’d never return to Churchill, but personal business forces him to venture north. His two younger half-brothers—both full polar bear shifters—are ecstatic at seeing their home and family again, but the memories of the past haunt Sax. The only good thing about Churchill is meeting Kendall, but even she presents a dilemma because both Sax and his two brothers are attracted to her. She’s curvy and smart and the perfect woman for them. Persuading her to date them takes finesse and creative strategy. Coaxing her to accept them as a package deal might take a miracle since she knows nothing of shifters. But one night Kendall disappears, and the Hallsten brothers’ secret collides with Kendall’s past and her future. Ignoring trouble is no longer the solution if any of them want a happy-ever-after in this non-traditional relationship."
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

National Library of New Zealand
Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
336
Title  Key facts about mycoplasma bovis.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Biosecurity New Zealand], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Cattle Diseases New Zealand.
          Communicable diseases in animals New Zealand Prevention.
          Mycoplasma diseases in animals New Zealand.
Electronic Location  https://www.biosecurity.govt.nz/dmsdocument/29039/loggedIn

Title  Kia kaha te reo hangarau! = Language of technology : give it a go!
ISBN  9780908878963 online
Publishing Details  Wellington : Te Taura Whiri i te Reo Māori ; Te Awamutu : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, 2018.
                   ©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Hangarau. reo
          Maori language Dictionaries.
          Papakupu. reo
          Technology Dictionaries.

Title  King Tawhiao : English and Māori action song / words and music by Walter Smith.
Author  Smith, Walter, 1883?-1960, composer.
Publishing Details  Auckland, N.Z. : [Walter Smith], [1935?]
Physical Details  1 score (3 unnumbered pages) ; 32 cm
Language  Staff notation; Chord symbols.
Subject  Maori (New Zealand people) Music.
          Songs with piano.
          Songs, English New Zealand.
          Songs, Maori.
          Tawhiao, King of the Māori, active 1860-1894 Songs and music.
          Waiata reo
OCLC Number  154531553
Title: King, country & title / The Bayonets.
Author: Bayonets (Musical group : N.Z.), composer, performer.
Physical Details: 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents: Devil in her heart -- The river runs -- Seven seas -- Ghost -- Fire.
Subject: Alternative country music New Zealand.
Popular music New Zealand 2001-2010.

Title: Kiri / Kiri Te Kanawa.
Publishing Details: Auckland, NZ : K-tel, [1988]
Physical Details: 1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm ; 30 cm
Contents: Gianni Schicchi. O mio babbino caro (Theme from "A room with a view") ; Tosca. Vissi d'arte ; Madama Butterfly. Un bel di vedremo / Puccini -- La Traviata. E strano - ah, fors' e lui / Verdi -- Don Giovanni. A fuggi il traditor ; Mi tradi / Mozart --She is far from the land / Frank Lambert -- Le manoir de Rosamunde ; Chanson triste / Henri Duparc -- Befreit, op. 9 no. 4 / Richard Strauss -- Daphne ; Through gilded trellises ; Old Sir Falk / Sir William Walton ; lyrics by Edith Sitwell -- Come to the fair / Easthope Martin.
Subject: Operas Excerpts.
Songs (High voice) with orchestra.
Songs (High voice) with piano.

Title: Kiri / Kiri Te Kanawa.
Publishing Details: Auckland, NZ : K-tel, [1988]
Physical Details: 1 audio cassette : analog, stereo ; 10 x 7 cm, 4 mm tape
Contents: Gianni Schicchi. O mio babbino caro (Theme from "A room with a view") ; Tosca. Vissi d'arte ; Madama Butterfly. Un bel di vedremo / Puccini -- La Traviata. E strano - ah, fors' e lui / Verdi -- Don Giovanni. A fuggi il traditor ; Mi tradi / Mozart --She is far from the land / Frank Lambert -- Le manoir de Rosamunde ; Chanson triste / Henri Duparc -- Befreit, op. 9 no. 4 / Richard Strauss -- Daphne ; Through gilded trellises ; Old Sir Falk / Sir William Walton ; lyrics by Edith Sitwell -- Come to the fair / Easthope Martin.
Subject: Operas Excerpts.
Songs (High voice) with orchestra.
Songs (High voice) with piano.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Kiri sings opera.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Te Kanawa, Kiri. sing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland, N.Z.]: World Record Club, [1967?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, stereo ; 12 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>La Bohème. They call me Mimi ; Mimi's farewell ; Musetta's waltz song / Puccini -- Tosca. Love and music / Puccini -- Faust. The jewel song / Gounod -- Die Fledermaus. The laughing song / J. Strauss -- Turandot. Listen my Lord ; Thou who with ice art girdled / Puccini -- Madame Butterfly. One fine day / Puccini -- Barber of Seville. A voice I heard / Rossini.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Primarily sung in English; Gounod sung in French; Turandot arias and Rossini in Italian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Operas Excerpts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>664797293</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title       | Ko te tātai whetū : for taonga pūoro and chamber ensemble / Philip Brownlee and Ariano Tikao.          |
| Author      | Brownlee, Philip, composer.                                        |
| Publishing Details | [Wellington]: SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]               |
| Physical Details | 1 online resource                                                |
| Language    | Staff notation.                                                   |
| Subject     | Pūoro reo. reo                                                     |
|             | Pūoro tene. reo                                                     |
|             | Songs with chamber orchestra Scores and parts.                     |
|             | Songs with instrumental ensemble Scores and parts.                |
|             | Waiata. reo                                                         |
| Electronic Location | https://www.sounz.org.nz/resources/20783                           |

| Title       | Kōmako : a bibliography of writing by Maori in English. |
| Publishing Details | [Christchurch]: University of Canterbury, Toi Māori Aotearoa, Rātā Foundation, [2018]- |
| Physical Details | Web site.                                               |
| Frequency   | Irregular                                              |
| Subject     | Maori literature Bibliography.                          |
|             | Tuhinga kōrero reo                                      |
| Electronic Location | https://www.komako.org.nz/                              |
Title Lago matai e tama haau ke totou lata mo e tagata pulotu lahi he totou.
Edition Niuean.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Children Books and reading.
Electronic Location https://natlib.govt.nz/system/resources/W1siZiIsIjIwMTcvMDIvMjgvdjB3b3ppd241X2hlbHBfeW91cl9jaGlzZF9iZWNvbWVfYV9yZWFkZXJbmi1ZWFuLnBkZiJdXQ/help-your-child-become-a-reader-niuean.pdf?sha=878a95980267e4a0

Title Lair of the vampire king / Kerry Hugh Dillon.
Author Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.
Publishing Details [Hastings] : [Dolphin Books], [2017]
©2017
Physical Details 1 online resource
Summary "Be very afraid because Vampires do walk the Earth and they are a lot more evil and wicked than attested to in legends. These 'night walkers' or demons of the night don't burn in the sunlight, and they walk amongst us during the day with all the charm and beauty of youthful longevity, but this charismatic façade cloaks a malevolent alienity which thirsts and sups on our blood and which if given the opportunity will also rape or tear at our flesh in a horrific bloody primeval ritual that is deeply rooted in their dark and sinister past. From amidst this evil there emerge a few lesser vampires with an affinity for mankind who are ruthlessly hunted down to be stilled into a living purgatory, but from one of the survivors two unique children are bred who develop near-magical talents which install fear into the 'night walkers' and which aids them in their attempt to rid the world from such malevolence. To do this, they need to discover the source of these Vampires, so they and three others undertake a quest to find the long forgotten mountain stronghold of their mysterious and no doubt powerful progenitors"--Synopsis.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Vampire fiction. lcgft
Title Lake Taupo long term monitoring programme 2016-2017 / prepared by: Piet Verburg and Anathea Albert (NIWA); for: Waikato Regional Council.

Author Verburg, Piet, author.


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Title LakeSPI critical appraisal for monitoring Waikato Lakes / prepared by: Marc Schallenberg, Lena Schallenberg (Hydrosphere Research Ltd) for: Waikato Regional Council.

Author Schallenberg, Marc, author.


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Title Lambton Quay : for brass band.

Author Pruden, Larry, 1925-1982, composer.

ISBN 9781776605132 digital

9781927312001 print

Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Promethean Editions Limited, [2018]

©2018

Physical Details 1 study score (vi, 17 pages) ; 31 cm

Language Staff notation.

Subject Brass band music Scores. Lambton Quay (Wellington, N.Z.) Songs and music.
Title  Life And Death / Out Cold A.D.
Author  Out Cold A.D. (Musical group)
Physical Details  1 online resource (02:21)
Contents  1. Life And Death (02:21)

Title  Lilburn's impression : for piano trio / Michaela Cornelius.
Author  Cornelius, Michaela, composer.
©2015
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Piano trios Scores.
Electronic Location  https://www.sounz.org.nz/

Title  Literature review : openness - exploring conceptualisations of peer-to-peer (P2P) collaboration and peer learning in higher education / by William Van Zyl.
Author  Van Zyl, William, author.
ISBN  9780473438371 EPUB
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Peer teaching.
Student-centered learning.
Title: Little worlds / by The Response.
Author: The Response (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [Christchurch, New Zealand] : [The Response], [2018]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Electronic Location: https://theresponse.bandcamp.com/album/little-worlds
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11315136230002836

Title: Live From Crenshaw Pt. 2 / SmokeyGotBeatz, Blaison Maven.
Author: SmokeyGotBeatz (Music producer)
Publishing Details: [Auckland, New Zealand]: Universal Music New Zealand Limited [NZ], 2016.
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Contents: 1. Live From Crenshaw Pt. 2 (03:30)

Title: Live a life that is limitless : create a life of total ease that is fulfilling, rewarding and fun! / by John Swanepoel.
Author: Swanepoel, John, 1967- author.
ISBN: 9780473377922 EPUB
9780473377939 Kindle
9780473377946 PDF
9780473377953 iBook
©2015
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Self-actualization (Psychology)
Self-realization.
Swanepoel, John, 1967-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Live it great : 12 real life lessons to help you create your own happy and meaningful life as a migrant / Joyce Roa.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Roa, Joyce, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>9780473439989 pdf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Christchurch, New Zealand] : [Joyce Roa], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Emigration and immigration Psychological aspects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emigration and immigration Religious aspects Christianity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Immigrants Conduct of life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-actualization (Psychology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electronic Location</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07DHM7QVF">https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07DHM7QVF</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Livre d'orgue / Clérambault ; [performed by] Gillian Weir.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Clérambault, Louis-Nicolas, 1676-1749, composer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>London : Argo, [1974]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 audio disc : 33 1/3 rpm, stereo, 12 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contents</strong></td>
<td>Suite du premier ton -- Suite du deuxième ton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Suites (Organ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OCLC Number</strong></td>
<td>04048202</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Long-run fiscal projections under uncertainty : the case of New Zealand / Christopher Ball, John Creedy and Grant Scobie.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Ball, Christopher, 1986- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>9780478436945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Series</strong></td>
<td>Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 15/10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Fiscal policy New Zealand Forecasting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand Economic conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Louise Purvis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Purvis, Louise, artist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : [Louise Purvis], [2007]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Purvis, Louise. Sculpture, New Zealand 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="http://www.louisepurvis.com/">http://www.louisepurvis.com/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Love bomb / Finn Johansson.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Johansson, Finn, composer, performer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Finn Johansson], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://finnjohansson.bandcamp.com/track/love-bomb">https://finnjohansson.bandcamp.com/track/love-bomb</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Love me ... / Garth Young at the piano.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : Viking, [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Quickstep: Four leaf clover ; Put your arms around me, honey ; Heart of my heart ; My blue heaven -- Foxtrot: You are my sunshine ; Side by side ; Nevertheless -- Quickstep: Music, music, music ; Yes sir, that's my baby ; You're just in love ; Oh! Lady be good -- Waltz: In my merry Oldsmobile ; Springtime in the Rockies ; I'm forever blowing bubbles -- Foxtrot: Lovely hula hands ; To you sweetheart, aloha ; Confidentially -- Quickstep: Pistol packing Mama ; Long way to Tipperary ; Pack up your troubles ; Knees up Mother Brown -- Foxtrot: You made me love you ; If you were the only girl in the world ; For me and my gal -- Quickstep: Give me five minutes more ; Somebody stole my gal ; Ma, I miss your apple pie ; Bye bye blackbird -- Foxtrot: Too young ; Love letters in the sand ; Easter parade -- Waltz: Peggy O'Neil ; Daisy, Daisy ; Nelly Kelly, I love you -- Foxtrot: Oh, you beautiful doll ; Tip-toe thru the tulips ; Ida, sweet as apple cider -- Quickstep: Darktown strutters ball ; Oh by jingo ; Aba daba honeymoon ; Charleston.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/">https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Love's shadow.
Author Truth (Musical group : N.Z.), composer, performer.
Publishing Details [Los Angeles] : [Truth], [2013]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Electronic Location https://truthnz.bandcamp.com/album/loves-shadow

Title Low carbon capital : a climate change action plan for Wellington 2016-2018.
Author Wellington (N.Z.). City Council, author.
ISBN 9781877232978
Publishing Source CSWCCJ001208 Wellington City Council
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Carbon dioxide mitigation Government policy New Zealand.
Carbon dioxide mitigation New Zealand.
City planning Environmental aspects New Zealand Wellington.
Energy policy New Zealand.

Title Low-emissions economy.
ISBN 9781988519234 print
9781988519241 online
Edition Final report.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Greenhouse gas mitigation Economic aspects New Zealand.
Greenhouse gas mitigation New Zealand.
Title Lyn McConchie: writer, science fiction, fantasy, horror, humour, mystery.
Author McConchie, Lyn, 1946- author.
Publishing Details [Norsewood] : [Lyn McConchie]
Physical Details Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Subject McConchie, Lyn, 1946-
McConchie, Lyn, 1946- Blogs.
Electronic Location http://www.lynnmconchie.com/

Title MOofish.
Publishing Details [Tokoroa] : [MOofish]
Physical Details Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Subject MOofish (Musical group)
Electronic Location https://www.moofish.co.nz/

Title Mad or bad? : the exploits of Amy Bock, 1859-1943 / Jenny Coleman.
Author Coleman, Jenny, author.
ISBN 9780947522186 Kindle MOBI
9780947522193 EPUB
9780947522209 ePDF
9781877372711 print
©2010
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Subject Bock, Amy, 1859-1943.
Impostors and imposture New Zealand Biography.
Swindlers and swindling New Zealand Biography.
Electronic Location http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NNLNZ:NNLNZ:NNLNZ_ALMA11315129400002836
Title Making tracks : NZ On Air’s new music funding scheme.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Music New Zealand Marketing.
Music trade New Zealand Finance.
NZ On Air.
Electronic Location https://d3r9t6nq7b7t7z.cloudfront.net/media/documents/making_tracks__may_2011.pdf

Title Making use of the ICAT scores : guidance for departments.
ISBN 9780908337705 online
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Administrative agencies New Zealand.
Auditing, Internal New Zealand.
Managerial accounting New Zealand.
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11315942700002836

Title Management of Giant willow aphid.
Publishing Details [Rotorua] : New Zealand Forest Research Institute Limited
Physical Details Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Subject Aphids Biological control New Zealand.
Willows Diseases and pests New Zealand.
Electronic Location https://www.giantwillowaphid.co.nz/

Title Managing benefits from projects and programmes : guide for practitioners.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : The Treasury, Kaitohutohu Kaupapa Rawa
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Irregular
Subject Administrative agencies New Zealand Management Periodicals.
Project management Government policy New Zealand Periodicals.
Title: Managing deteriorating patients: a quick bedside guide for rapid response team members / Rick Chalwin, Daryl Jones, Alex Psirides, Sam Radford.

Author: Chalwin, Rick, author.

ISBN: 9780473453756 PDF

Publishing Details: Wellington : Alex Psirides, 2018. ©2018

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Critical care medicine Handbooks, manuals, etc.


Title: Managing the supply of and demand for drinking water.

ISBN: 9780478442939


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series: Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; B.29[18k].

Kapiti Coast District (N.Z.). District Council Evaluation.
Water-supply Management New Zealand North Island.


Title: Manatū Taonga Ministry for Culture & Heritage / opinion of the Chief Ombudsman


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series: Official Information Act compliance and practice.

Subject: Freedom of information New Zealand.
Information policy New Zealand.
New Zealand. Ministry for Culture and Heritage.
Public records New Zealand Access control.

Title  Map of Province of Canterbury, New Zealand / compiled, drawn and published under authority of the Provincial Government, September 1866.

Author  New Zealand. General Survey Office.


Physical Details  1 map

Subject  Canterbury (N.Z.) Maps.
          Digital maps. lcgft
          Topographic maps lcgft
          West Coast (N.Z.) Maps.


Title  Map of Tongariro National Park.

Author  Automobile Association (Auckland)

Publishing Details  Auckland, N.Z. : Auckland Automobile Association, [1928?]

Physical Details  1 map : col.

Contents  Inset: Trips from the Chateau.

Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
          Road maps lcgft
          Roads New Zealand Tongariro National Park Maps.
          Tongariro National Park (N.Z.) Maps.


Title  Map of Wanganui and suburbs : provisional town planning zoning, October, 1959.

Author  Wanganui (N.Z.). City Engineer's Department


Physical Details  1 map : col.

Subject  City planning New Zealand Wanganui Maps.
          Digital maps. lcgft
          Wanganui (N.Z.) Maps.

Title  Map of the Karaka block, Thames gold fields / compiled and drawn from actual survey by D.M. Beere ... expressly for the Thames Miners' Guide.

Author  Beere, D. M. (Daniel Manders), 1833-1909.


Physical Details  1 map : photocopy

Subject  Gold mines and mining New Zealand Thames-Coromandel District Maps.
Thames-Coromandel District (N.Z.) Maps.


Title  Map of the North Island, New Zealand : Map of the South Island, New Zealand / drawn by A. Koch.

Author  New Zealand. Public Works Department.


Physical Details  2 maps on 2 sheets : hand col.

Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
North Island (N.Z.) Maps.
Railroads New Zealand North Island Maps.
Railroads New Zealand South Island Maps.
Road maps lcgft
Roads New Zealand North Island Maps.
Roads New Zealand South Island Maps.
South Island (N.Z.) Maps.


Title  Map of the North Island, New Zealand shewing density of population, 1882 (exclusive of Maoris).

Author  New Zealand. General Survey Office, cartographer.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] New Zealand : General Survey Office, [1882]

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour

Subject  Digital maps. lcgft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Map shewing the lines of telegraph throughout New Zealand / A. Koch, delt.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington, N.Z. : Govt. Printer], 1876.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 map</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Digital maps. lcgf  
New Zealand Maps.  
Telegraph lines New Zealand Maps. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Map shewing the lines of telegraph throughout New Zealand belonging to the General Government</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington, N.Z. : Govt. Printer], 1871.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 map</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Digital maps. lcgf  
New Zealand Maps.  
Telegraph lines New Zealand Maps. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Map showing the boundaries of the electoral districts of Wellington North, Wellington Central, Wellington East and Wellington South as defined by the North Island Representation Commission, September, 1911.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [North Island Representation Commission], [1911]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 90.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Digital maps lcgf  
Election districts New Zealand Wellington Maps.  
Wellington (N.Z.) Maps. |
Title The Marine fauna of New Zealand. Barnacles (Cirripedia:Thoracica) / by Brian A. Foster.
Author Foster, B. A. (Brian Arthur), author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Series New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; 69.
Subject Barnacles New Zealand.

Title Marine geology of the New Zealand subantarctic sea floor / by C.P. Summerhayes.
Author Summerhayes, C. P., author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Series Bulletin (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research); 190. New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 50.
Subject Geology Antarctic Ocean.

Title Mark Williams / Mark Williams.
Author Williams, Mark, 1954-
Physical Details 1 online resource (36:31)
Title  Media guidelines : portrayal of people living with mental illness and mental health issues in Aotearoa.
ISBN  9781877318290 PDF
Publishing Details  Auckland : Mental Health Foundation, 2018.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Mental illness in mass media New Zealand.

Title  Medical misadventure : ...a sufferers account... / Semisi Pone.
Author  Pone, Semisi, 1961- author.
ISBN  9781988511092 Kindle 9781988511108 print
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Pone, Semisi, 1961-
Vaccination Complications.
Electronic Location  https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07FX92MQF

Title  Medical misadventure. 2, Stolen identity : ..the problem with the law... / Semisi Pone, BSc, MSc (Hons).
Author  Pone, Semisi, 1961- author.
ISBN  9781988511115 Kindle 9781988511122 print
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Pone, Semisi, 1961-
Electronic Location  https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07GGGH27H
Meet me in Tahiti! / Eddie Lund and His Tahitians.

[New Zealand] : Viking, [2018]

1 online resource

Tahiti nui -- Mama iti e -- Puhu puhu te avaava -- Moorea drums -- Ohite e -- Bad man -- Taha Maria -- Hoe ana -- Papai hia tau rata -- Maina emaha tara -- Moua teitei -- Adieu Cherie.

Folk dance music French Polynesia Tahiti (Island)
Popular music French Polynesia Tahiti (Island)
Songs, Tahitian.
Tahiti (French Polynesia : Island) Songs and music.

https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/

Metering safety : good practice guide.


1 online resource : illustrations

Electric meters Installation New Zealand.
Electric meters Maintenance and repair.
Electric meters Safety regulations New Zealand.
Electric meters Standards New Zealand.


Mid-life career rescue. Job search strategies that work : how to confidently leave a job you hate and start living a life you love, before it's too late / Cassandra Gaisford.


First edition.

1 online resource

Career changes.
Job satisfaction.
Vocational guidance.
Vocational interests.

https://www.amazon.com/dp/807CTC2CKK
Title: Mid-life career rescue. The call for change 2018: how to confidently leave a job you hate and start living a life you love, before it's too late / Cassandra Gaisford, BCA, Dip Psych.
Author: Gaisford, Cassandra, author.
ISBN: 9780995108189 ebook
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Career changes.
Job satisfaction.
Vocational guidance.
Vocational interests.
Electronic Location: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07CNGNZVD

Title: Migrant Filipino workers in the construction industry: a report funded by the New Zealand Industrial Relations Foundation (Inc) / Catriona MacLennan; for E Tū.
Author: MacLennan, Catriona, author.
Publishing Details: [Wellington]: [E Tū], 2018.
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Construction industry New Zealand.
Foreign workers Employment New Zealand.
Foreign workers, Filipino New Zealand.

Title: Migration and business cycle dynamics / Christie Smith and Christoph Thoenissen.
Author: Smith, Christie, 1970- author.
Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Series: Discussion paper series (Reserve Bank of New Zealand: 2000); DP2018/07.
Subject: Business cycles New Zealand Mathematical models.
Emigration and immigration Economic aspects New Zealand.

National Library of New Zealand
Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title  Ministry for the Environment Manatū Mō Te Taiao / opinion of the Chief Ombudsman.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Official Information Act compliance and practice.
Subject  Freedom of information New Zealand.
Information policy New Zealand.
Public records New Zealand Access control.

Title  Miracles in Aotearoa New Zealand : testimonies from the life and ministry of R. Weston Carryer / compiled by Nick Klinkenberg and Josh Klinkenberg.
ISBN  9780994123510
Publishing Details  Tauranga, New Zealand, : Inflame Publishing House, [2015]
©2015
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Carryer, Weston, 1931-2014.
Healers New Zealand.
Healing Religious aspects Christianity.
Miracles New Zealand.
Spiritual healing New Zealand.

Title  Mission in the city : hopes and dreams, my story / Shirley-Joy Barrow.
Author  Barrow, Shirley-Joy author.
ISBN  9781927260937 Kindle
9781927260944 EPUB
9781927260968 PDF
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Subject  Barrow, Shirley-Joy, 1951-
Barrow, Shirley-Joy, 1951- Personal narratives.
City missions New Zealand.
Missionaries Biographies.
Title: Model illustrating sustainable architectural design / by William Van Zyl.
Author: Van Zyl, William, author.
ISBN: 9780473438319 EPUB
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Sustainable architecture.
Electronic Location: https://fivemhousepublishing.com/product/model-illustrating-sustainable-architectural-design/

Title: Model: Serenity / Nix Whittaker.
Author: Whittaker, Nix, 1981- author.
ISBN: 9780473448387 paperback
9780473448394 EPUB
©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title: Modelling Christ’s love and hope within professional practice : proceedings : conference peer reviewed papers / edited by Alaster Gibson & Clement Chihota.
ISBN: 9780473435622 PDF
Publishing Details: Tauranga, New Zealand  : Bethlehem Tertiary Institute, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Christian education New Zealand Congresses.
Title: Modelling of the tsunami risk to Papamoa, Wairakei and Te Tumu and implications for the SmartGrowth strategy / J.G. Beban, W.J. Cousins, G. Prasetya, J. Becker.

Author: Beban, J. G. (James G.), author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: City planning New Zealand Tauranga District.
        SmartGrowth (Program : Bay of Plenty, N.Z.)
        Tsunami hazard zones New Zealand Tauranga.
        Tsunamis Risk assessment New Zealand Tauranga.


Title: Modern and relict sedimentation on the South Otago continental shelf, New Zealand / by R.M. Carter, L. Carter, J.J. Williams and C.A. Landis.

Author: Carter, R. M. (Robert Merlin), 1942-2016, author.

ISBN: 0477067514


©1985

Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations

Series: New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; 93.

Subject: Continental shelf New Zealand Otago.
        Marine sediments New Zealand Otago.


Title: Mollusca / by Hamish G. Spencer and Richard C. Willan.

Author: Spencer, Hamish G., author.

ISBN: 0478083513


Physical Details: 1 online resource


Subject: Mollusks New Zealand Bibliography.

Title Moneyland / Michael Botur.
Author Botur, Michael, 1984- author.
ISBN 9780473453602 EPU
9780473453619 Kindle
9780473453626 PDF
9781979319225 paperback
Publishing Details [Whangarei] : Michael Botur, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details 1 online resource
Summary "It's 2037. Humans worldwide are losing their jobs to artificial intelligence. Everyone needs money to survive, including Eden Shepherd, who agrees to spend a year inside a biodome experiment with 11 popular kids from her high school, plus Adam Turing, the most hated nerd in school. Eden and her friends are each paid one million dollars cash up front to stay inside the biodome for a year. Who wouldn't say yes? It begins well, with a delivery of junk food, no curfew, and Eden hopes to finally lose her virginity to somebody popular. The trouble is, robot scientists built the biodome over an abandoned suburb. Here there are no supermarkets, no electricity, no food or drink when the snacks run out. No bank for Eden to keep her million safe from her enemies – or her friends. There is no panic button when the group descends into anarchy and Adam's crew of outcasts violently establish a new pecking order. When money can't protect her, Eden must protect herself – as well as the baby Adam put inside her"--Moneyland.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title Monuments and other reminders : Reuben Moss, 30 March - 30 April 2017.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Moss, Reuben, 1985- Exhibitions.
Electronic Location http://www.physicsroom.org.nz/exhibitions/monuments-and-other-reminders
Title: More than this: your heroic quest to find inspiration, intent, impact and insight in a broken world / Rebecca Elvy.

Author: Elvy, Rebecca, 1979- author.

ISBN: 9780473442187 Kindle

©2018

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Self-actualization (Psychology)
Self-realization.
Success in business.


Title: Morning celebratory: for piano / Mike Crowl.

Author: Crowl, Mike, 1945- composer.

Edition: Revised 13.1.15.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2015?]
©2014

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Piano music.
Scores. lcgft

Electronic Location: https://www.sounz.org.nz/

Title: Mountains to sea: solving New Zealand's freshwater crisis / edited by Mike Joy.

ISBN: 9781988545400 online


Projected Publication Date: 1811

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Series: BWB texts.

Summary: "The state of New Zealand's freshwater has become an urgent public issue in recent years. From across the political spectrum, concern is growing about the pollution of New Zealand's rivers and streams. We all know they need fixing. But how do we do it?"—Publisher information.

Subject: Water Pollution New Zealand.
Water quality management New Zealand.
Title Mt Albert Inc: local means the world to us.

Publishing Details [Auckland]: Mt Albert Inc

Physical Details Web site.

Frequency Irregular

Subject Mount Albert (Auckland, N.Z.) Social life and customs.

Electronic Location http://www.mtalbertinc.co.nz/

Title Mudge or be mudged! / Vomit Storm.

Author Vomit Storm (Musical group), composer, performer.

Publishing Details [New Zealand]: Always Never Fun Records: Limbless, [2014?]

Physical Details 1 audio disc: analog, 45 rpm; 30 cm


Subject Thrash metal (Music) New Zealand.

Title Mudge or be mudged! / by Vomit Storm.

Author Vomit Storm (Musical group), composer, performer.


Physical Details 1 online resource


Subject Thrash metal (Music) New Zealand.

Electronic Location https://vomitstorm.bandcamp.com/

Title  Muritai : great sale of seaside sections.
Physical Details  1 map
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
          Eastbourne (Lower Hutt, N.Z.) Maps.
          Land subdivision New Zealand Lower Hutt Maps.
          Real property New Zealand Lower Hutt Maps.

Title  Mushrooms / Truth.
Author  Truth (Musical group : N.Z.), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Los Angeles, California] : [Deep Dark & Dangerous], [2018]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Electronic dance music New Zealand.
          Trip hop (Music) New Zealand.
Electronic Location  https://deepdarkdangerous.bandcamp.com/album/truth-mushrooms-ep-ddd036-12-vinyl

Title  Mushrooms.
Author  Truth (Musical group : N.Z.), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Los Angeles, California] : [Deep Dark & Dangerous], [2018]
Physical Details  1 audio disc : analog ; 30 cm
Subject  Electronic dance music New Zealand.
          Trip hop (Music) New Zealand.
Title  The Musical Moods Of Bill Wolfgramm / The Bill Wolfgramm Group.
Author  Bill Wolfgramm Group.
Physical Details  1 online resource (20:46)

Title  Musings of a blogger : inspirational thoughts for your life's journey / Ruth Anne Caukwell.
Author  Caukwell, Ruth Anne, 1962- author.
ISBN  9781504300490 sc 9781504300506 e
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Subject  Self-actualization (Psychology)

Title  My lord, lady, and gentleman / Nicola Davidson.
Author  Davidson, Nicola, 1979- author.
ISBN  9780473448820 Kindle
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "Estranged from his aristocratic family for choosing art over a third son's proper path, Mr. Clayton Irving lives in wretched circumstances. His only joys are his friends and an extraordinary talent for sensual portraits, until the perfect opportunity arises: paint the empress Lady Susanna Fenton. All his financial woes gone... if he can hide his fierce craving for her - and even more forbidden - her husband Lord Joseph Fenton. In the eyes of the world the Fentons have it all: staggering wealth, position, and a caring union. Yet their smiles hide a marriage broken by secrets and pretense. The wicked portrait is a last effort to save it, and Susanna and Joseph soon discover that sinfully handsome Clayton is key to a passionate and happy new start for them all. But secrets always reveal themselves, and those who break the rules are punished. Can an unconventional ménage truly defy all for love?"
Subject  Erotic fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publishing Details</th>
<th>Physical Details</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Electronic Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cattle Diseases New Zealand.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communicable diseases in animals New Zealand Prevention.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mycoplasma diseases in animals New Zealand.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://www.biosecurity.govt.nz/dmsdocument/30732/loggedIn">https://www.biosecurity.govt.nz/dmsdocument/30732/loggedIn</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mycoplasma bovis. Minimising the risks at cattle shows and events.</td>
<td>Cattle Diseases New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communicable diseases in animals New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Livestock exhibitions New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mycoplasma diseases in animals New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://www.biosecurity.govt.nz/dmsdocument/27534/loggedIn">https://www.biosecurity.govt.nz/dmsdocument/27534/loggedIn</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mycoplasma bovis. Protect your farm from mycoplasma bovis - managing service bulls.</td>
<td>Cattle Breeding New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cattle Diseases New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mycoplasma diseases in animals New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Mycoplasma bovis. Some common questions and answers (as a 26 June 2018).


Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Cattle Diseases New Zealand.
Mycoplasma diseases in animals New Zealand.

Electronic Location  https://www.biosecurity.govt.nz/dmsdocument/29654/loggedIn

Title  Mycoplasma bovis. When did mycoplasma bovis arrive in New Zealand?


Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Cattle Diseases New Zealand.
Mycoplasma diseases in animals New Zealand.

Electronic Location  https://www.biosecurity.govt.nz/dmsdocument/29135/loggedIn

Title  Māori songs of enchantment / St. Joseph's Māori Girls' Choir.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : Viking, [2018]

Physical Details  1 online resource

Contents  Pokarakare -- Maranga mai -- Tangi mai -- Kumea -- E papa Wairangi -- Uia mai -- Taku patu & Takumeremere -- Hoki hoki -- Pa mai -- Karu karu -- E te hokowhitu -- Tena koutou -- Po atarau = Now is the hour.

Subject  Choruses, Secular (Women's voices), Unaccompanied.
Maori (New Zealand people) Music.
Songs, Maori.
Waiata tira reo

Electronic Location  https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/

Title  Māui Street / Morgan Godfery.

Author  Godfery, Morgan, author.

ISBN  9781988545455 online
9781988545462 MOBI
9781988545479 PDF


Projected Publication Date  1811

Physical Details  1 online resource

Series  BWB texts.

Summary  'Everyone lives a messy, unusual life. There is no normal. The sooner our politics understands this, the better off we will all be.' Morgan Godfery is one of New Zealand’s most energising young thinkers. In just a few years he has become a leading voice in the country’s social and political life. Starting out under his own banner, ‘Māui Street’, his writing now appears across national and international publications. This curated selection brings together the best of Godfery’s writing. Read together, the collection charts the emergence of a significant New Zealand voice."--Publisher information.

Subject  Kaitōrangapū reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Government relations.
Maori (New Zealand people) Politics and government.
New Zealand Politics and government.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>NZ.R. Wellington new yard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington, N.Z. : Railways Dept., ca. 1937]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 map</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Digital maps. lcgft  
Railroads New Zealand Wellington Yards Maps.  
Wellington (N.Z.) Maps. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>NZ Chinese Association : Ventnor Project : living Chinese heritage in Hokianga, Aotearoa.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [New Zealand Chinese Association]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Chinese Historical Ventnor Project.  
Chinese New Zealand Far North District History.  
Immigrants New Zealand Far North District History.  
Ventnor (Steamship) |
| Electronic Location | https://ssventnor.wordpress.com  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>NZ Film Archive : review of government agency funding arrangements and service delivery.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [NZ On Air], [2009]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Film archives New Zealand.  
New Zealand Film Archive Finance. |
Author Norris, Paul, 1941-2014, author.
ISBN 9780473215422
Publishing Details Wellington : NZ On Air ; Christchurch : CPIT, [2012]
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject NZ On Air History.
Public broadcasting New Zealand History.
Electronic Location https://d3r9t6niqlb7tz.cloudfront.net/media/documents/NZ_On_Air_an_evaluative_study.pdf

Title NZ On Air digital content partnership fund : project review / Brenda Leeuwenberg.
Author Leeuwenberg, Brenda Ruth, author.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Digital media Economic aspects New Zealand.
Government aid to the arts New Zealand.
Electronic Location https://d3r9t6niqlb7tz.cloudfront.net/media/documents/Digital_Content_Partnership_Fund_project_review.pdf

Title NZ On Air stakeholder audit : topline summary.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Electronic Location https://d3r9t6niqlb7tz.cloudfront.net/media/documents/nz_on_air_stakeholder_survey_2013.pdf

Title NZ Theatre Month.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [NZ Theatre Month Trust Board]
Physical Details Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Subject NZ Theatre Month (Organisation)
Theater New Zealand.
Electronic Location https://www.theatremonth.nz/

National Library of New Zealand 381 Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title NZ league : New Zealand’s no. 1 rugby league magazine.
Physical Details volumes : color illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency Four times a year during the rugby league season.
Publication Numbering Began with issue 1 (Mar./Apr. [2012]).
Subject Rugby League football New Zealand Periodicals.
OCLC Number 796197116

Title NZ list of scientific names of fish : animal products notice: specifications for products intended for human consumption.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Ministry for Primary Industries, Manatū Ahu Matua
Physical Details 1 online resource
Frequency irregular
Series Animal products notice.
Subject Fishes New Zealand Nomenclature.
Electronic Location https://www.mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/964/loggedIn

Title NZIER’s Shadow Board continues to see little need to change OCR.
Author New Zealand Institute of Economic Research. Shadow Board, author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series Media release (New Zealand Institute of Economic Research).
Subject Monetary policy New Zealand.

Title NZSPB : NZ Society of Plant Biologists.
Publishing Details [Palmerston North] : [New Zealand Society of Plant Biologists]
Physical Details Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Subject New Zealand Society of Plant Biologists.
Electronic Location http://plantbiology.science.org.nz/
Title Narcissus / Alex Taylor.
Author Taylor, Alex, 1988- composer.
Physical Details 1 score (8 pages) ; 21 x 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Clarinet music (Clarinets (2)) Scores.
Narcissus (Greek mythological character) Songs and music.

Title Narrative design for indies : getting started / Edwin McRae.
Author McRae, Edwin, author.
ISBN 9780473430627 EPUB
9780473430634 Kindle
Publishing Details [Oamaru] : [Fiction Engine Limited], [2017] ©2017
Physical Details 1 online resource
Contents Why is narrative design different for indies? -- Plot vs. story -- Characters: do you need them?
-- World building -- Story glyphs: an introduction -- Tomes -- Flavor text -- Environmental features -- Story glyphs: last orders -- Hiring a writer! -- What's your story?
Subject Video games Authorship.
Video games Design.

Title Nassella Tussock : what you need to know.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Serrated tussock Control New Zealand Canterbury.
Serrated tussock New Zealand Canterbury.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>National Writers Forum.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : The New Zealand Society of Authors, [2016]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Website for biennial event run by the New Zealand Society of Authors. Includes information about events, and links to current forum session times and ticket purchase options.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Authorship Congresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand Society of Authors Congresses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="http://nationalwritersforum.org.nz/">http://nationalwritersforum.org.nz/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Native Land Settlement Bill : plan of the land included in the schedule.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. General Survey Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 map : col.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Land tenure New Zealand North Island Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mana whenua reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maori (New Zealand people) Land tenure Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>North Island (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ture whenua reo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Navigating the journey : sexuality education = Te takahi i te ara : whakaakoranga hōkakatanga. A guide for the Year 1-10 resources.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780995114517 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Sex instruction New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Author Great Britain. Hydrographic Office.
Publishing Details London : Admiralty, 1851.
Physical Details 1 map
Subject Digital maps. lcgft
Nautical charts lcgft
Tasman Bay/Te Tai-o-Aorere (N.Z.) Maps.

Title Nelson anchorages / surveyed by J.L. Stokes, 1850 ...
Author Great Britain. Hydrographic Office.
Physical Details 1 map
Subject Digital maps. lcgft
Nautical charts lcgft

Title Nelson anchorages / surveyed by J.L. Stokes, 1850 ; corrected by R. Johnson, assisted by D. O'Connor.
Physical Details 1 map
Subject Digital maps. lcgft
Nautical charts lcgft
Title: Network of fear / Kerry Hugh Dillon.
Author: Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.
Publishing Details: [Hastings] : [Dolphin Books], [2017]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Summary: "A sixty-thousand-year old artifact and a brilliant but indifferent researcher set the scene for a series of paranormal acts which seriously challenge the concept of what mankind views as normal. When Roland Kendrick accompanied his fellow journalist to Portland for a long weekend break, he is unprepared for the events which subsequently unfold, and he finds himself on the periphery of a series of brutal murders. This misfortune propels him right into the midst of it, and the rapidly mounting danger causes him to flee into the unknown where he skirts around a dark underworld of greed, sex, and violence. Since adolescence, he had developed a weird psychic warning of danger which he calls his red tide, and now this talent narrowly assists him to avoid his assailants. His subsequent friendship with an aggressive blond Norseman and a rambunctious cat might make for an unholy and unlikely alliance, but they are both well suited to assist him to cope and survive in this threatening lifestyle, and slowly the bond between them develops into a formidable force. Gradually his heritage comes to the fore, and he develops more latent and strange psychic and paranormal abilities which assist them in their struggles against their assailants, and they set out to confront them and to discover what secrets these evil cultists strive so viciously to conceal"--Synopsis.
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Science fiction. lcgft
Thrillers (Fiction) lcgft
**Title** New Plymouth or Taranaki road / surveyed by J.L. Stokes ... 1849.

**Author** Great Britain. Hydrographic Office.

**Publishing Details** London : Hydrographic Office of the Admiralty, 1850.

**Physical Details** 1 map

**Subject** Digital maps. lcgft

Nautical charts lcgft

Taranaki (N.Z.) Maps.


---

**Title** New South Wales, New Zealand, New Hebrides and the islands adjacent : comprising the discoveries of Mendana, Quiros, Carteret, Bouganville, Surville, Cook, Shortland, &c. &c. with the British settlements at Port Jackson, Norfolk Island, &c.


**Physical Details** 1 map : col.

**Contents** Insets: Lord Howe's Island. Scale [ca. 1:750,000] -- Port Jackson with its environs. Scale [ca. 1:500,000] -- Norfolk Island. Scale [ca. 1:400,000].

**Subject** Australasia Maps.

Digital maps. lcgft

New South Wales Maps.

New Zealand Maps.


---

**Title** New Zealand


**Physical Details** 1 map

**Subject** Digital maps. lcgft

New Zealand Maps.

Title: New Zealand / engraved by J. Archer.

Publishing Details: London : Charles Smith, [1848]

Physical Details: 1 map : col.

Subject: Digital maps. lcgft
New Zealand Maps.


---

Title: New Zealand : from surveys in H.M.S. Acheron & Pandora 1848-1855.

Author: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office.


Physical Details: 1 map

Subject: Digital maps. lcgft
Mahere whenua reo
Mana whenua reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Land tenure Maps.
Nautical charts lcgft
New Zealand Maps.


---

Title: New Zealand : wonderland of the South Pacific.


Physical Details: 1 map : col.

Subject: Digital maps. lcgft
New Zealand Maps.
Pictorial maps. lcgft

Title  New Zealand Microbiological Society.
Publishing Details  [Dunedin] : [New Zealand Microbiological Society]
Physical Details  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  New Zealand Microbiological Society.
Electronic Location  https://www.nzms.org.nz/

Title  New Zealand Post Office directory map of the city of Dunedin, N.Z. / drawn & compiled by F.H. Tronson.
Author  Tronson, F. Harold (Fairlie Harold)
Physical Details  1 map : mounted on linen,
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft

Dunedin (N.Z.) Maps.
Land subdivision New Zealand Dunedin Maps.
Real property New Zealand Dunedin Maps.

Title  The New Zealand Treasury's living standards framework - exploring a stylised model / Girol Karacaoglu.
Author  Karacaoglu, Girol, author.
ISBN  9780908337019 online
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 15/12.
Subject  Cost and standard of living Government policy Econometric models.
Economic policy Econometric models.
Social policy Econometric models.
Title: New Zealand Youth Choir

Publishing Details: Wellington, New Zealand: NZ Youth Choir

Physical Details: Web site.

Frequency: Irregular

Publication Numbering: Began in 2018?

Summary: Site of the New Zealand Youth Choir, detailing its current news, historic highlights and brief biographies of the music directors and board members. Sit includes access to listen and see video recordings of the choir, provide financial assistance and contact information.

Subject: Choral music New Zealand.
New Zealand Youth Choir.

Electronic Location:
- https://www.nzyouthchoir.com/

Title: New Zealand antimicrobial resistance action plan. Year one progress report.

ISBN: 9781988539966 online


Publishing Source: HP 6939 Ministry of Health

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Antibacterial agents Government policy New Zealand.
Drug resistance in microorganisms Prevention Government policy New Zealand.
New Zealand antimicrobial resistance action plan.

Electronic Location:

Title: New Zealand autism spectrum disorder guideline supplementary paper on the impact of ethnicity on recognition, diagnosis, education, treatment and support for people on the autism spectrum.

Author: Broadstock, Marita, 1967- author.

ISBN: 9781988539850 online


©2018

Publishing Source: HP 6917 Ministry of Health

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Autistic people Services for New Zealand.
Discrimination in medical care New Zealand.

Electronic Location:

National Library of New Zealand 394 Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title  New Zealand manufacturing industries : distribution of factories, output and employment.


Physical Details  1 map : col.

Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
          Manufacturing industries New Zealand Maps.
          New Zealand Maps.


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Emergency management New Zealand.
          Oil spills Cleanup New Zealand.
          Oil spills Containment New Zealand.


Title  New Zealand national gambling study. Wave 4 (2015). Report number 6 : final report / prepared for: Ministry of Health ; authors: Professor Max Abbott, Dr Maria Bellringer, Dr Nick Garrett.

Author  Abbott, Max W., author.


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Gambling New Zealand Statistics.

Title  New Zealand sea lion/rāpoka threat management plan / joint paper of the Department of Conservation and the Ministry for Primary Industries.

ISBN  9781988514260 online
      9781988514277 print


Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)

Subject  Hooker's sea lion Conservation.
          Marine mammals New Zealand Conservation.

Title  New Zealand sea lion/rāpoka threat management plan : consultation paper / Department of Conservation and Ministry for Primary Industries.

ISBN 9780478150643 online
9780478150650 print

©2016

Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)

Subject  Hooker's sea lion Conservation.
Marine mammals New Zealand Conservation.


Title  New Zealand structural steelwork specification in compliance with AS/NZS 5131 / Steel Construction New Zealand endorsed by HERA.

ISBN 9780473452865 PDF


Publishing Details  Manukau, New Zealand. : Steel Construction New Zealand, [2018]
©2018

Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Standards New Zealand. Durability requirements for steel structures and components.
Steel, Structural Standards New Zealand.


Title  New Zealand wreck chart, 1st April, 1899 to 31st March, 1900 : compiled from official records in the Marine Department / A. Koch, del.

Author  Koch, A. (Augustus), 1834 or 1835-1901.

Publishing Details  [Wellington, N.Z. : Govt. Printer, 1900?]

Physical Details  1 map : col.

Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
New Zealand Maps.
Shipwrecks New Zealand Maps.

Title  New Zealand's biological heritage national science challenge ngā koiora tuku iho strategy 2019-2024.

Author  National Science Challenges (N.Z.). New Zealand's Biological Heritage, author.


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Biodiversity Protection New Zealand.
          Biosecurity New Zealand Management.
          Biotic communities Protection New Zealand.
          National Science Challenges (N.Z.). New Zealand's Biological Heritage.
          Te maru koiora reo


Title  New Zealand's coast redwood forestry development plan / authors D F Meason, S G Kennedy, L G Garrett, L Barry, C Todoroki, C Andersen, H S Dungey, P W Clinton, and D J Cown ; prepared for the Future Forest Research Diversified Species Program.

Author  Meason, D. (Dean), author.

ISBN  9780473456320 e-publication
       9780473456337 PDF


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Coast redwood New Zealand.
          Redwood industry New Zealand Planning.


Title  New Zealand's national beverage


Physical Details  1 map : col.

Subject  Beer industry New Zealand Maps.
          Digital maps. lcgft
          New Zealand Maps.
          Pictorial maps. lcgft

Title: New Zealand, an emerging nation
Physical Details: 1 map : col.
Subject: Digital maps. lcgft
New Zealand Economic conditions 1945- Maps.
New Zealand Maps.
Pictorial maps. lcgft

Title: New Zealand, its chief industries
Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Physical Details: 1 map : col.
Subject: Digital maps. lcgft
Industries New Zealand Maps.
New Zealand Maps.

Title: New Zealand, province of Taranaki, from Waitara to Oeo / Octa. Carrington., Provl. Surveyor, 1862.
Physical Details: 1 map : col.
Subject: Digital maps. lcgft
Taranaki (N.Z.) Maps.

Title: New Zealand’s food story : the Pukekohe hub / prepared for Horticulture New Zealand.
©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Agricultural industries New Zealand Auckland.
City planning New Zealand Auckland.
Land use, Rural New Zealand Auckland.

National Library of New Zealand
400
Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa
Title: New Zealand's food story : the Pukekohe hub / prepared for Horticulture New Zealand.

©2018

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Agricultural industries New Zealand Auckland.
City planning New Zealand Auckland.
Land use, Rural New Zealand Auckland.


Title: New parasitic Choniostomatidae (Copepoda) mainly from Antarctic and Subantarctic Ostracoda / by Janet M. Bradford.

Author: Bradford-Grieve, J. M. (Janet M.), 1940- author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations

Series: New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 67.

Subject: Choniostomatidae Antarctica.
Crustacea Antarctica.
Crustacea Classification.
Crustacea Parasites.


Physical Details: 2 CDs : digital ; 12 cm

Contents: Disc 01: Medicine / Robinson -- Character flaws / Openside -- End of the night / Helen Corry -- I got the lonely / Mel Parsons -- 3 a.m. / Jamie McDell -- Conscience / L.A. Women -- Not in love / Villette -- Divine Plateau / Jane Deezy -- Runner / Raiza Biza x Remi (feat. Baro) -- Energy / Yoko Zuna (feat. JessB & Bobandii) -- Settle / Baynk x Sinead Harnett -- Fool / Lee Mvthesses --- Disc 02: Complex / The Chills -- Soaked / Bene -- Hang / Merk -- Where were you when I was all you needed? / Ha the Unclear -- People are alright / Lawrence Arabia -- Take take take / Mixed Vege -- Looking for / Jaggers x Lines -- Haa = Breathe / Toni Huata -- The absence of you / Rhian Sheehan -- Lizard brain / The All-Seeing Hand -- Party slow / Racing -- Leave it to me / Bakers Eddy -- Endo / Devilskin -- Sucker punch / Manalion.

Language: Performed in English and Māori.

Subject: Alternative rock music New Zealand.
Rap (Music)
Title: Newsletter / Cats Protection Wellington.
Publishing Details: Wellington : [Cats Protection Wellington]
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency: Irregular
Publication Numbering: Print began with [spring 2017].
Subject: Animal shelters New Zealand Wellington Periodicals.
Cats Protection Wellington (N.Z.) Periodicals.
Electronic Location: http://www.cpl-wellington.org.nz/

Title: Newsletter / Wellington Beekeepers Association Inc.
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Frequency: Monthly (except Jan.)
Publication Numbering: Began with [July 2009].
Subject: Bee culture New Zealand Wellington (Region) Periodicals.
Electronic Location: http://beehive.org.nz/newsletters

Title: Newsletter.
Publishing Details: Wellington : Onslow Historical Society Inc.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency: Irregular
Subject: Onslow Historical Society Periodicals.
Wellington (N.Z.) History Periodicals.
http://onslowhistoricalsociety.appspot.com/
Title: Ngati Hinerangi Iwi.

Publishing Details: [Matamata] : [Ngati Hinerangi Iwi Trust]

Physical Details: Web site.

Frequency: Irregular

Language: Chiefly in English with some text in Māori.

Subject: Kerēme (Tiriti o Waitangi) reo
Ngati Hinerangi Iwi Trust.
Ngāti Hinerangi (New Zealand people) New Zealand Waikato Claims.
Ngāti Hinerangi (New Zealand people) New Zealand Waikato Government relations.
Ngāti Hinerangi (New Zealand people) New Zealand Waikato Land tenure.
Pae tukutuku reo
Rōpū Māori reo
Whakatau mauri reo
Whakatau take reo

Electronic Location: http://www.ngatihinerangiiwi.co.nz/

---

Title: Ngā kōraha maminga : he puka mahi / i waihangatia te puka nei e ngā kaimahi o te Whare Mātai Moana o Aotearoa, ā, nā Melissa Snider rāua ko Tessa Mills ngā whakaahua, nā Rangiiria Barclay-Kerr i whakamāori.

ISBN: 9780473391676 PDF

Publishing Details: [Dunedin] : New Zealand Marine Studies Centre, [2017]

©2017

Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations

Summary: Features animals and plants found between the tides on New Zealand sea shores. Shows diet, feeding strategies, and adaptations to find food and avoid predators.

Subject: Coloring books. lcgt
Intertidal animals New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki reo
Mātauranga taupahi kaiao wai reo
Ngā uri o Tangaroa reo
Rauemi reo
Seashore ecology New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Takutai moana reo
Tangaroa reo

Title Ngā kōrero hauora o ngā taiohi : a community-powered report on conversation with 1,000 young people about wellbeing.

Author O'Connell Rapira, Laura, author.


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Public opinion New Zealand.
Taiohi, reo
Taitamariki, reo
Well-being New Zealand.
Youth New Zealand Attitudes.

Electronic Location https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b7ca850ee17598bae52eb30/l/5b7f40ea1ae6cf162dc783ed/15350663868168/ASReport.pdf

Title Ngāti Tamaoho.

Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Ngāti Tamaoho Trust]

Physical Details Web site.

Subject Kerēme (Tiriti o Waitangi) reo
Mana whenua reo
Ngāti Tamaoho (New Zealand people)
Ngāti Tamaoho (New Zealand people) New Zealand Auckland Claims.
Ngāti Tamaoho (New Zealand people) New Zealand Auckland Land tenure.
Ngāti Tamaoho Settlement Trust.
Ngāti Tamaoho Trust.
Pae tukutuku reo
Whakatau take reo

Electronic Location https://tamaoho.maori.nz/
Night shadows : for flute and viola / Chris Cree Brown.

Author Cree Brown, Chris, 1953- composer.


Physical Details 1 online resource

Language Staff notation.

Subject Flute and viola music Scores.

Electronic Location https://www.sounz.org.nz

No free lunch : can New Zealand feed the world sustainably? / volume editor: Barbara Burlingame; series editor: Claire Massey.

ISBN 9780994136381

9780995100107 epub

Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Massey University Press, 2017. ©2017

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series New Zealand land & food annual ; v. 2 (2017)

Subject Agriculture New Zealand.

Sustainable agriculture New Zealand.

Electronic Location https://www.masseypress.ac.nz/books/all/all/the-new-zealand-land-food-annual-2017

No turning back / by Johnnie Isaac ; edited: Julie Belding.

Author Isaac, Johnnie, 1960- author.

ISBN 9781720444213 print

9781720444218 Kindle invalid


Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations

Subject Autobiographies. lcgt

Isaac, Johnnie, 1960-

Isaac, Johnnie, 1960- Mental health.

Mentally ill New Zealand Biography.

People with social disabilities New Zealand Biography.

People with social disabilities Rehabilitation New Zealand.
Title: North Island ... sketch showing approximately the extent of white territory, and the districts which have fed the war ... / [by] Charles Heaphy.

Author: Heaphy, Charles, 1820-1881.

Publishing Details: Auckland [N.Z.]: G. Pulman, lithographers, [186-]

Physical Details: 1 map : hand col.

Subject: Digital maps. lcgft

North Island (N.Z.) Maps.


Title: North Island of New Zealand sketch map ; South Island of New Zealand sketch map.

Author: New Zealand. Public Works Department.


Physical Details: 2 maps on 2 sheets

Subject: Digital maps. lcgft

North Island (N.Z.) Maps.
Railroads New Zealand North Island Maps.
Railroads New Zealand South Island Maps.
Road maps lcgft
Roads New Zealand North Island Maps.
Roads New Zealand South Island Maps.
South Island (N.Z.) Maps.


Title: North Linwood : Land Transfer Act title / McIntyre & Lewis, authorised and licensed surveyors.

Publishing Details: Christchurch [N.Z.]: s.n., 1890?

Physical Details: 1 map : col.

Subject: Digital maps. lcgft

Land subdivision New Zealand Christchurch Maps.
Real property New Zealand Christchurch Maps.

Title North to the apricots: the escape stories of Sergeant Bruce Crowley DCM, New Zealand prisoner of war in Greece & Germany 1941-1943 / as told to Julia Millen.

Author Crowley, Bruce, 1916-2003, author.

ISBN 9780994149428 Kindle


©2012

Physical Details 1 online resource: illustrations

Subject Crowley, Bruce, 1916-2003.
Prisoner-of-war escapes Germany.
Prisoners of war Germany.
Prisoners of war New Zealand.
World War, 1939-1945 Personal narratives, New Zealand.
World War, 1939-1945 Prisoners and prisons, German.


Title Northcote by-election 2018: enrolment and voting statistics from the Northcote by-election held on 9 June 2018.

Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand: Electoral Commission, [2018]

©2018

Physical Details 1 online resource: illustrations (some colour)

Series Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand; E9.

Subject Elections New Zealand Auckland Statistics.
Voting New Zealand Auckland Statistics.

https://www.electionresults.org.nz/

Title Northern development of the Wellington Botanic Garden / Philip Tomlinson.

Author Tomlinson, P. C., author.

Edition Version 4.14

Publishing Details [Wellington]: [Friends of the Wellington Botanic Garden], 2018.

Physical Details 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Subject Botanical gardens New Zealand Wellington History.
Wellington Botanic Garden History.

Title  Oceanic circulation and hydrology off the southern half of South Island, New Zealand / by R.A. Heath.

Author  Heath, R. A., author.


Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations

Series  New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; 72.

Subject  Ocean circulation New Zealand.
Ocean circulation South Pacific Ocean.
Oceanography New Zealand.
Oceanography South Pacific Ocean.


Title  Oceanic circulation off the east coast of New Zealand / by R.A. Heath.

Author  Heath, R. A., author.


Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations

Series  New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; 55.

Subject  Ocean circulation New Zealand.
Ocean circulation South Pacific Ocean.

Electronic Location  http://docs.niwa.co.nz/library/public/Memoir 055_Oceanic Circulation off the East Coast of New Zealand.pdf

Title  Off with their heads / Kerry Hugh Dillon.

Author  Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.

Publishing Details  [Hastings] : [Dolphin Books], [2016]
©2016

Physical Details  1 online resource

Summary  "Roland and Erik Borg and their rambunctious telepathic cat Telesphorus, appear to have taken on more than they had expected when they reluctantly accept an assignment to investigate a series of headless male victims. Dubbed the 'Red Queen' killings, they appear to be without motive or commonality, and the means of egress to the crime scenes challenges any reasonable explanation. Unfortunately a freak incident dampens Roland's considerable paranormal skills and their efforts and safety are seriously put at risk. With the horrific killings accelerating and the mystery deepening, they have to call on a couple of clairvoyant friends to assist them while Roland struggles to regain his skills"--Synopsis.

Subject  Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Paranormal fiction. lcgft
Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Old threads : for violin and viola / Alex Taylor.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Taylor, Alex, 1988- composer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 score (4 pages) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Violin and viola music Scores.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Omaha Bay to Tiri-Tiri Matangi including Kawau Bay / / surveyed by Captain W. Pudsey Dawson ... 1904-5.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Great Britain. Hydrographic Department.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 chart</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Omega point blank EP / Psyrok.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Psyrok (Musician), composer, performer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Psyrok], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 audio disc : analog ; 25 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>A. Only yesterday -- Space blues -- B. Lion son -- Omega point blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Ambient music (Electronica) lcgft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>On thin ice / Rochelle Dowman.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Dowman, Rochelle, 1967- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473438975 softcover 9780473438982 EPUB 9780473438999 Kindle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Orchestral organ / Richard Hore.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : RCA : [1984]
Physical Details  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents  Love me tonight / Price, Pilat, Panzeri -- Memory / Lloyd-Webber, T.S. Eliot, Nun -- Maggie / Campbell, Cassidy -- Lake Como / Trad. arr. A. Morisod -- Just the way you are / Joel -- Māori medley. Haere mai ; Pokarekare ana ; Hoki hoki ; Hine e hine ; Now is the hour / Traditional, Scott, Kailhau, Stewart -- Hey / Iglesias, Belfiore, Arcus, Balducci -- Moonlight serenade / Miller, Parish -- Cavatina / Myers -- Sleepy shores / Pearson -- Chariots of fire / Vangelis -- Hooked on can can : medley.
Subject  Electronic organ music, Arranged.

Title  Orgasmic capitalism / Unsanitary Napkin.
Author  Unsanitary Napkin (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington, New Zealand] : [Unsanitary Napkin], [2018]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  https://unsanitarynapkin.bandcamp.com/album/orgasmic-capitalism

Title  Originalkarte zur übersicht van Dr. Julius Haast's reise durch die Südl. Alpen Neus-Seelands, 1863
Publishing Details  Gotha : Perthes, 1863.
Physical Details  1 map
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
          Haast, Julius von, 1822-1887 Travel New Zealand Southern Alps/Kā Tiritiri o te Moana Maps.
          Topographic maps. lcgft
**Title**  
Otago & Southland, south of latitude 45° S

**Author**  
New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.

**Publishing Details**  

**Physical Details**  
1 map : col.

**Subject**  
Digital maps. lcgft

Otago (N.Z.) Maps.


**Electronic Location**  

---

**Title**  
Our lakes : how the communities of Queenstown and Wanaka use and value their lakes / report prepared by Dr Fabien Medvecky, Dr Vicki Macknight.

**Author**  
Medvecky, Fabien, author.

**Publishing Details**  
[Dunedin] : Catchments Otago, [2017]

©2017

**Physical Details**  
1 online resource : colour illustrations

**Subject**  
Lakes Social aspects New Zealand Queenstown.

Lakes Social aspects New Zealand Wanaka.

Water quality New Zealand Queenstown.

Water quality New Zealand Wanaka.

**Electronic Location**  
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5701abd4356fb07515058187/t/5aa85b27e2c4839970ff1150/152098287936/Our_Lakes_Report_final_.pdf


---

**Title**  
Our little corner of the world : a photographic history of a Christchurch Central City neighbourhood / research and text by Marjorie Manthei.

**Author**  
Manthei, Marjorie, author.

**ISBN**  
9780473445058 softcover

9780473445065 hardcover

9780473445072 PDF

**Publishing Details**  

©2018

**Physical Details**  
1 online resource : colour illustrations

**Subject**  
Christchurch (N.Z.) History.

Christchurch (N.Z.) Pictorial works.

**Electronic Location**  

Title  Our true identity: an interpretation of Galatians / Stephen Hill.
Author  Hill, Stephen, 1965- author.
ISBN  9780473454685 Kindle
                  ©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Bible. Galatians Criticism, interpretation, etc.
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
                    17077990002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Our water supply: stopping the leaks.
Publishing Details  [Balclutha]: Clutha District Council, [2018]
Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject  Water conservation New Zealand Clutha District.  
          Water-supply New Zealand Clutha District.
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
                    17072660002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Our water supply: the facts - keeping people safe.
Publishing Details  [Balclutha]: Clutha District Council, [2018]
Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject  Water quality management New Zealand Clutha District. 
          Water-supply New Zealand Clutha District.
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
                    17072640002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Our wellbeing plan: a thriving Hutt Valley.
Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject  Hutt Valley District Health Board.  
           Public health New Zealand Lower Hutt Planning.  
           Public health New Zealand Upper Hutt Planning.
                    https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
                    15986630002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Title  Papermaking from recycled materials, including pop-up greeting cards with circuitry / by William Van Zyl.

Author  Van Zyl, William, author.

ISBN  9780473438340 EPUB


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Greeting cards.
Papermaking.

Electronic Location  https://fivehousepublishing.com/product/papermaking-from-recycled-paper/

Title  Part of New Zealand shewing the coast line between New Plymouth and Wanganui

Author  Great Britain. War Office. Topographical Depot.


Physical Details  1 map : hand col.

Subject  Coasts New Zealand Taranaki Maps.
Digital maps. lcgft
Taranaki (N.Z.) Maps.


Title  Part of Tongariro National Park in the vicinity of Whakapapa Cottage / [drawn by] A & W. Mead.

Author  Mead, A. D. (Arthur David), 1888-1977

Publishing Details  [Wellington, N.Z. : Tararua Tramping Club, 1920?]

Physical Details  1 map

Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
National parks and reserves New Zealand Tongariro National Park Maps.
Tongariro National Park (N.Z.) Maps.

Title: Partie de la Nle. [i.e. Nouvelle] Zelande : oceanique.
Author: Vandermaelen, Philippe, 1795-1869.
Publishing Details: [Bruxelles : P. Vandermaelen?, 1827]
Physical Details: 1 map : col.
Subject: Digital maps. lcgft
South Island (N.Z.) Maps.

Title: Parts of Canterbury and Nelson, shewing the route to Hanmer hot springs
Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Physical Details: 1 map
Subject: Canterbury (N.Z.) Maps.
Digital maps. lcgft
Road maps lcgft
Roads New Zealand Canterbury Maps.

Title: Part of the Canterbury settlement
Publishing Details: [London] : Day & Son lithrs. to the Queen ; London : Trelawney Wm. Saunders ... No. 6 Charing Cross, [185-]
Physical Details: 1 map : col.
Subject: Canterbury (N.Z.) Maps.
Digital maps. lcgft
Real property New Zealand Christchurch Maps.
Title  Pascaerte Vande Zuyd-Zee tussche California, en Ilhas de Ladrones t'Amsterdam / by Pieter Goos op't Waater inde Vergulde Zeespiegel.

Author  Goos, Pieter, approximately 1616-1675.

Publishing Details  Amsterdam : Pieter Goos, 1666.

Physical Details  1 map : col.

Subject  Australia Maps Early works to 1800.
          Digital maps. lcgft
          Early maps. lcgft
          New Zealand Maps Early works to 1800.
          Pacific Ocean Maps Early works to 1800.


Title  Pastoral runs in Canterbury, N.Z. withheld for sale and settlement in 1890

Author  New Zealand. General Survey Office.


Physical Details  1 map : part col. :

Subject  Canterbury (N.Z.) Maps.
          Digital maps. lcgft
          Farms, Large New Zealand Canterbury Maps.


Title  Pathway of the gods / Kerry Hugh Dillon.

Author  Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.


Publishing Details  [Hastings] : |b Dolphin Books, |c [2017]
                      ©2012

Physical Details  1 online resource

Summary  "As the young disoriented Simon Hadley finally gets a grip on his repressed sorcery skills, he puts all of his efforts into finding his missing friends. Eventually, reunited, they strive to avoid recapture as they also try to come to terms with the different society that is emerging under the umbrella of the Directorate Treaty. Their previous adversary, Ithamar, the black modern-day Sorcerer, has been killed by the Ark, but the wealthy and ruthless cartel that he allied with is achieving repressive political power throughout the western world, with their contrived imposition of the widespread Anti-terrorist Treaty. In the past two years the world has split into two diverse groups, and as events escalate out of control to a likely nuclear confrontation, a remnant of the ancients' magic intervenes to assist them in escaping this turmoil into the far reaches of outer space. As they struggle to make a place for themselves in a warring feudal society, Simon realizes they have followed the ancient footprints left by the alien Carzars, and begins to accept the concepts of the prophecy devised by these aliens in antiquity, which explains his checkered background and foretells of a long and enigmatic future"--Synopsis.

Subject  Fantasy fiction. lcgft
          New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title: Patriotic grooves / Unsanitary Napkin.
Publishing Details: [Wellington, New Zealand] : [Unsanitary Napkin], [2016]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Hardcore (Music) New Zealand.
Punk rock music New Zealand.
Electronic Location: https://unsanitarynapkin.bandcamp.com/album/patriotic-grooves-lp

Title: Peace / Wellington Citadel Band of The Salvation Army.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : Viking, [2018]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Brass band music.
Marches (Band)
Electronic Location: https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/

Title: People powered: building capabilities to keep New Zealand's primary industries internationally competitive.
ISBN: 9780478432404 online
9780478432411 print
Publishing Details: Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries Manatū Ahu Matua, [2014]
©2014
Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject: Agricultural industries New Zealand Planning.
Title  Perception - Setekh / Depths.
Author  Depths (Musical group)
Physical Details  1 online resource (03:14)
Contents  1. Perception - Setekh (03:14)
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
16502900002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Performance report of the Hawke's Bay Fish & Game Council : for the year ended August 31st ...
Author  Hawke's Bay Fish & Game Council (N.Z.), author.
Publishing Details  Napier : Hawke's Bay Fish & Game Council
Physical Details  1 online resource
Frequency  Annual
Publication Numbering  Print began with 2015.
Subject  Hawke's Bay Fish & Game Council (N.Z.) Periodicals.
16191390002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Phased eradication of mycoplasma bovis.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Cattle Diseases Treatment.
Mycoplasma diseases in animals Treatment New Zealand.
Electronic Location  https://www.biosecurity.govt.nz/dmsdocument/29303/loggedIn

Title  Physical oceanography of the New Zealand fiords / by B.R. Stanton and G.L. Pickard.
Author  Stanton, B. R., author.
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Series  New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; 88.
Subject  Fjords New Zealand.
Oceanography New Zealand.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
16628910002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
**Title**  
Pieces d'orgue / Louis Marchand ; [performed by] Gillian Weir.

**Author**  
Marchand, Louis, 1669-1732, composer.

**Publishing Details**  
London : Argo, [1979?]

**Physical Details**  
1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, stereo ; 12 in.

**Contents**  
Premier livre: Dialogue sur les grands jeux ; Récit de tierce en taille ; Basse et dessus de Trompette et de Cornet ; Récit de voix humaine -- Troisième livre: Dialogue sur les grands jeux -- Quatrième livre: Duo ; Fugue ; Trio ; Récit ; Duo ; Basse de Trompette ; Récit de tierce en taille -- Cinquième livre: Basse de Cromorne ou de Trompette ; Duo ; Récit ; Plein-jeu ; Fugue ; Basse de Trompette ou de Cromorne ; Récit de tierce en taille.

**Subject**  
Organ music.

**OCLC Number**  
173199643

---

**Title**  
Pipes and drums / City Of Wellington Highland Pipe Band.

**Publishing Details**  
[New Zealand] : Viking, [2018]

**Physical Details**  
1 online resource

**Contents**  
Dr. Ross ; Braemar gathering -- Balmoral Castle ; Rose amang the heather ; Orange and blue ; Fiddlers joy ; Aspen Bank -- Loch Katter ; Duke of Roxburgh's farewell -- Dr. McInnes' fancy ; Glasgow pipers ; Bobs of Balmoral -- When the battle is o'er ; Magersfontein -- McLeod of Mull ; McNeil of Ugadale -- Iron division ; Royal Scots polka ; Cameron quickstep -- Mrs. McLeod of Raasay ; De'il amang the tailors ; Sleepy Maggie ; Fairy dance ; Sandy Duff -- Far o'er the sea ; Rowan tree -- Leaving Lismore ; Kitchenmaid ; Donella Beaton -- Bobbie Cuthbertson ; H.M.S. Renown -- Kirkhill ; Craig Brown.

**Subject**  
Hornpipes.

Marches.

Pipe band music.

Strathspeys.

**Electronic Location**  
https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/


---

**Title**  
Pièces d'orgue / Couperin.

**Author**  
Couperin, François, 1668-1733.

**Publishing Details**  

**Physical Details**  
2 audio discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, stereo ; 12 in.

**Contents**  
Messe pour les paroisses -- Messe pour les couvents.

**Subject**  
Organ masses.

**OCLC Number**  
36031462

Author  Lottin, M., 1795-1858.

Publishing Details  [Paris : s.n., 1827]

Physical Details  2 maps on 1 sheet

Contents  Views: Vue de l'entrée de la Baie Houa-Houa à cinq milles de distance -- Vue de la Presqu'île Touhouta à la distance de quatre milles.

Subject  Digital maps. lcgft  
Nautical charts. lcgft  


Title  Plan de la Rivière Kawa-Kawa (Nouvelle Zéelande, Baie des Iles), / reconnue en Octobre 1831 par le Capitaine de Frégate Laplace, commandant la Corvette de S.M. la Favorite ; levé et dressé par E. Pâris, Enseigne de V'au.

Author  Pâris, Edmond, 1806-1893

Publishing Details  [Paris : s.n., 189-?]

Physical Details  1 map

Subject  Digital maps. lcgft  
Nautical charts. lcgft  
Northland (N.Z.) Maps.


Title  Plan of 66 town sections, Napier & Western Spit : to be offered for lease by public auction ... August 27th,1889 ... C.B. Hoadley, auctioneers.


Physical Details  1 map

Subject  Digital maps. lcgft  
Land subdivision New Zealand Napier Maps.  
Napier (N.Z.) Maps.  
Real property New Zealand Napier Maps.


1 map : col

Digital maps. lcgft
Kapiti Coast District (N.Z.) Maps.
Land subdivision New Zealand Kapiti Coast District Maps.
Real property New Zealand Kapiti Coast District Maps.

Plan of 58 fine seaside sections for sale: [town of Ferryside]

Wellington [N.Z.]: Wellington Steam Ferry Co. Ltd., [1908]

1 map : col.

Locality plan. Scale 1:3,960.

Digital maps. lcgft
Eastbourne (Lower Hutt, N.Z.) Maps.
Land subdivision New Zealand Lower Hutt Maps.

Plan of Corner Bush Estate, 21 miles from Dunedin on the Main North Road, the property of John Reid, Esq. / Reid & Duncans, surveyors.

Dunedin [N.Z.]: Thos. George, litho., [1877]

1 map

Inset: Plan shewing subdivision of Home Farm (if not sold in one lot).

Digital maps. lcgft
Dunedin (N.Z.) Maps.
Land subdivision New Zealand Dunedin Maps.
Real property New Zealand Dunedin Maps.
Title Plan of Corner Bush Estate, the property of John Reid, Esq. / John Reid & Sons, surveyors.

Publishing Details Dunedin [N.Z.] : John Reid & Sons, [1910]

Physical Details 1 map

Subject Digital maps. lcgft
Dunedin (N.Z.) Maps.
Land subdivision New Zealand Dunedin Maps.
Real property New Zealand Dunedin Maps.


Title Plan of Hawarden


Physical Details 1 map : col.

Subject Digital maps. lcgft
Land subdivision New Zealand Lower Hutt Maps.
Lower Hutt (N.Z.) Maps.
Real property New Zealand Lower Hutt Maps.


Title Plan of Home Bush Estate, Kaiwarra ... / W.O. Beere, surveyor ; Alex. Ferguson, litho.

Author Beere, Wyn O., approximately 1874-1964.


Physical Details 1 map : col.

Subject Digital maps. lcgft
Land subdivision New Zealand Wellington Maps.
Real property New Zealand Wellington Maps.

Plan of a portion of the plains of Canterbury, to illustrate Mr. Doyne's report of the 30th Novr. 1865

Christchurch, N.Z. : Ward & Reeves, 1865.

1 map : mounted on linen

Insets: Map of the province of Canterbury, New Zealand, shewing the position of the plains and the principal rivers -- Map of New Zealand shewing the position of Canterbury.

Rivers New Zealand Canterbury Plains Maps.

Plan of about 41 acres of land : being part of Mrs. E. Giesen's property on the Awahuri Road, near Feilding ... .

Feilding, N.Z. : E. Giesen, 1900

1 map ; col.

Feilding (N.Z.) Maps.
Land subdivision New Zealand Feilding Maps.
Land subdivision New Zealand Manawatu District Maps.
Real property New Zealand Feilding Maps.
Real property New Zealand Manawatu District Maps.

Plan of charming Glenduan : the future summer resort of Nelson and Wellington / Alex. Ferguson, litho.

Nelson, N.Z. : H.M. Field, 19--

1 map : col.

Real property New Zealand Nelson Maps.

Electronic Location

Electronic Location

Electronic Location
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Plan of deferred payment sections : subdivisions of reserves nos. 462, 2332 and part of 2331, Oxford survey district.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. General Survey Office.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Canterbury (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Land subdivision New Zealand Canterbury Maps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Plan of fifty magnificent building sections, formerly part of the Buick estate, Petone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 map : col.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Land subdivision New Zealand Lower Hutt Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Petone (Lower Hutt, N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real property New Zealand Lower Hutt Maps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Plan of final subdivision of Day's Bay : to be sold at public auction by William H. Turnbull &amp; Co. in their auction room, 27 Panama St., Wednesday evening, March 11, 1914 at 8 o'clock / Seaton, Sladden &amp; Pavitt, civil engineers &amp; surveyors.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Source</td>
<td>5023 Whitcombe &amp; Tombs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 map : col.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Day's Bay (Lower Hutt, N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Land subdivision New Zealand Lower Hutt Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real property New Zealand Lower Hutt Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Poisoned legacy / by Jenny Wheeler.
Author: Wheeler, Jenny (Novelist), author.
ISBN: 9780473430030 EPUB
780473430047 Kindle
9780473430154 PDF
9780473430161 iBook
©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Summary: "Unsolved deaths. Untold treasure. Can she uncover the secret of her inheritance before dark forces claim another victim? Graysie Castellanos is ready to take her final bow. When the traveling singer inherits a rundown mine, she thinks it's her golden opportunity to provide her adopted daughter with a happy childhood and a prosperous future. But their bright new beginning crumbles underfoot when the townsfolk of the Sierra Nevada mining town start dropping dead of mysterious causes. If Nathan Russell had listened to his gut, he'd have cleared out of Grass Valley before the first corpse turned cold. But the Aussie-born adventurer refuses to abandon the gorgeous singer and her young child to their doom. And when his old rival arrives in town looking to stir up trouble, he only gets pulled deeper into the mystery of the dark forces taking control. With no choice but to press forward, Graysie and Nathan must solve the riddle of the deaths before the shadowy culprit adds their names to the tombstone"--Back cover of print version.
Subject: Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
Historical fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title: Pondering our past : a glance at our family tree.
Author: Sutherland, Ralph W., 1954- author.
ISBN: 9780473434427 online
Publishing Details: Palmerston North : Ralph W Sutherland, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject: New Zealand Genealogy.
Sutherland family.
Title: Potential collision between passenger trains, Wellington Railway Station, 15 May 2017.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series: Rail occurrence report ; RO-2017-103.


Title: Potential relocation of salmon farms in the Marlborough Sounds.

ISBN 9781776654697 online
9781776654703 print

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : Ministry for Primary Industries Manatū Ahu Matua, [2017]

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Title: Practical spirituality : reincarnation, choice and how you would become who you are / Keith Hill.

Author: Hill, Keith, 1957- author.

ISBN 9780995105911 EPUB

©2018

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Contents: From the guides -- Part one: Spirit and its expression -- Part two: Reincarnation and this life -- Part three: Mastering the art of incarnation.

Summary: Practical Spirituality is the second in a series of channelled books that offer a psychospiritual approach to inner development. Key concepts include: How core disposition gives you a unique identity ; What was involved when you decided to be born into your current life ; The purposes of and differences between life plan and life goal ; Human identity as a complex consisting of five layers ; The creation, purpose and resolving of karmic relationships ; How life lessons are crucial for inner development ; Why you need to master the art of incarnation and how to do so.

**Title**  
Productive thinking - Altafkeer Alentaji : a practical model to generate creative ideas / Nabeel Albahbooh.

**Author**  

**ISBN**  
9780473456474 epub  
9780473456481 pdf  
9780473456498 ibook

**Edition**  
First edition

**Publishing Details**  

**Physical Details**  
1 online resource

**Summary**  
"The natural tendency to solve problems is to choose the first solution that comes to mind. But the disadvantage of this strategy is that it may lead you to the gulf, or you anticipate another problem worse than the first ... The best strategy for solving problems is to choose the most attractive ways by generating a number of ideas or concepts. This book focuses primarily on developing the capacities and potentials to think and solve problems effectively, using a detailed presentation of the theory of "productive thinking" that is used to generate new ideas ... It is important for innovation, growth, capacity building and differentiation. The philosophy of productive thinking is that success in our business, our professional and personal lives focuses on what we think more than we know ... If we can develop thinking skills, generate more choices, and then evaluate these options more effectively, we can all live a more productive life. Productive thinking is dedicated to times when you need new ideas to meet the challenges ... You may not be willing to invest the effort to move from good to good, but you will definitely want to change for the better"--Provided by publisher.

**Subject**  
Creative thinking.  
Problem solving.  
Self-help publications. lcgft

**Electronic Location**  

---

**Title**  

**Publishing Details**  
[Christchurch, New Zealand] : The Physics Room, [2017]

**Physical Details**  
1 online resource

**Subject**  
Moss, Reuben, 1985- Exhibitions.

**Electronic Location**  
http://www.physicsroom.org.nz/exhibitions/property-is-theft  
Title  Proposed amendment to requirements relating to export approved premises / Prepared for all exporters of animal material and animal products by the MPI Food & Proposed amendment to requirements relating to export approved premises.

ISBN  97817776656295 online

Publishing Details  Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries, Manatū Ahu Matua, 2018.

Physical Details  1 online resource

Series  MPI discussion paper ; no. 2018/11.

Subject  Animal products Standards New Zealand.
          Exports Standards New Zealand.


Title  Proposed amendments to the Kiwifruit Export Regulations 1999.

ISBN  9781776650880 online

Publishing Details  Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries, 2016.

Physical Details  1 online resource

Series  MPI discussion paper ; 2016/08.

Subject  Kiwifruit industry Law and legislation New Zealand.
          Zespri International Limited.

          https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
          16500940002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Proposed animal welfare regulations (care & conduct and surgical & painful procedures) / Prepared for public release by the Ministry for Primary Industries.

ISBN  97817776652181 online
         97817776652198 print

Publishing Details  Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries, Manatū Ahu Matua, 2016.

Physical Details  1 online resource

Series  MPI discussion paper ; no. 2016/12.

Subject  Animal welfare Law and legislation New Zealand.
          Veterinary medicine Law and legislation New Zealand.

Electronic Location  https://www.mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/11905
Title Proposed changes to the misuse of drugs (industrial hemp) regulations 2006 and regulations under the Food Act 2014 / Prepared for New Zealand Food Safety and the Ministry of Health.
ISBN 9781776658084 online
Publishing Details Wellington : [Ministry for Primary Industries], 2018.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series New Zealand Food Safety discussion paper ; 2018/01.
Subject Food law and legislation New Zealand.
Hemp Law and legislation New Zealand.

Title Proposed mandatory phase out of single-use plastic shopping bags.
ISBN 9781988525792 online
©2018
Publishing Source ME 1378 Ministry for the Environment
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Plastic bags New Zealand.
Pollution prevention New Zealand.
Source reduction (Waste management) New Zealand.

Title Proposed requirements for the inspection and clearance of imported and returned animal material and animal products intended for re-export with official assurances / Prepared for all exporters and importers of animal material and animal products by the MPI Food Assurance Team.
ISBN 9781776655830 online
Physical Details 1 online resource
Series MPI discussion paper ; no. 2017/22.
Subject Animal products Certification New Zealand
Animal products Inspection New Zealand.
International trade Certification New Zealand
International trade Inspection New Zealand.
Title  Protecting your animals from mycoplasma bovis.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Cattle Diseases New Zealand Prevention.
Mycoplasma diseases in animals New Zealand Prevention.
Electronic Location  https://www.biosecurity.govt.nz/dmsdocument/19148/loggedIn

Title  Protozoa / by Elliot W. Dawson.
Author  Dawson, Elliot W., author.
©1992
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Protozoa New Zealand Bibliography.

Author  Russell, Glen, author.
ISBN  9780473448653 PDF
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Subject  Cancer Patients Psychology.
Cancer Psychological aspects.
Cancer Social aspects.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Public attitudes on support provided to: primary teachers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Elementary school teachers New Zealand Public opinion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elementary schools New Zealand Public opinion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public opinion New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Public awareness &amp; attitudes survey / prepared by Colmar Brunton for NZ On Air.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : Colmar Brunton, NZ On Air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>NZ On Air Public opinion Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealanders Attitudes Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public opinion New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://www.nzonair.govt.nz/research">https://www.nzonair.govt.nz/research</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Public sector discount rates : a comparison of alternative approaches / John Creedy and Hemant Passi.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Creedy, John, 1949- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781988534145 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 17/02.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Public investments New Zealand Econometric models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public works New Zealand Econometric models.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Purity of weakness / Parabola West.
Author: Parabola West, 1979- composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [Raglan? New Zealand] : Parabola West, [2017]
Physical Details: 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents: Do you want to know? -- Disappear -- Fire -- Down to the ground -- Nowhere to be found -- Rabbit hole -- How long?
Subject: Electronica (Music) New Zealand.
Folk music.

Title: Purity of weakness / Parabola West.
Author: Parabola West, 1979- composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [Raglan? New Zealand] : Parabola West, [2017]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Electronica (Music) New Zealand.
Folk music.
Electronic Location: https://parabolawest.bandcamp.com/album/purity-of-weakness

Title: QLDC annual report summary ...
Publishing Details: Queenstown : Queenstown Lakes District Council, [2015]-
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency: Annual
Queenstown-Lakes District (N.Z.). District Council. Periodicals
Electronic Location: https://www.qldc.govt.nz/council-online/council-documents/annual-reports/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Queer &amp; trans 101 : a super simple comic guide / The I'm Local Project.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Orchard, Sam, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Auckland : RainbowYOUTH, [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>©2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Comics (Graphic works). lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender identity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intersex people Identity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sexual orientation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title                  | The Quest. Part 1, Ideas / Abdullah Dougan.                            |
| Author                | Dougan, Abdullah, author.                                              |
| ISBN                  | 9780473424084 EPUB                                                     |
| Publishing Details    | Auckland, New Zealand : Gnostic Press, [2018]                          |
| Physical Details      | 1 online resource                                                      |
| Subject               | Religions.                                                             |

<p>| Title                  | Questions of ... / Being.                                             |
| Author                | Being (Musical group) composer, performer.                             |
| Publishing Details    | [New Zealand] : [Being], [201-?]                                      |
| Physical Details      | 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm                                                 |
| Contents              | Resolve -- When it rains -- Straw god -- Panentheism.                  |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Quick guide: Canterbury regional pest management plan 2018–38.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Christchurch]: Environment Canterbury Regional Council Kaunihera Taiao ki Waitaha, [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource: colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Pests Control New Zealand Canterbury (Region)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weeds Control New Zealand Canterbury (Region)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title                          | RNZAF operational navigation chart 1:1,000,000. New Zealand.                  |
| Author                        | New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.                     |
| Edition                       | Edition 2                                                                      |
| Publishing Details            | [Wellington]: Published by the Department of Lands and Survey for the Royal New Zealand Air Force, 1972. |
| Physical Details              | 1 online resource (2 image files): colour                                       |
| Series                        | NZMS 248.                                                                      |
| Subject                       | Aeronautical charts. lcgft                                                      |
|                               | Digital maps. lcgft                                                             |
|                               | New Zealand Maps.                                                              |

| Title                          | RNZAF operational navigation chart 1:1,000,000. New Zealand.                  |
| Author                        | New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.                     |
| Edition                       | Edition 3                                                                      |
| Physical Details              | 1 online resource: colour                                                       |
| Series                        | NZMS 248.                                                                      |
| Subject                       | Aeronautical charts. lcgft                                                      |
|                               | Digital maps. lcgft                                                             |
|                               | New Zealand Maps.                                                              |
Title  Rapid remote sensing data collection : using UAV data capture with Structure from Motion processing to generate high resolution models of seven landslide dams generated by the 2016 Kaikōura Earthquake / KE Jones, JM Lee, GC Archibald, S Lawson, C Asher.

Author  Jones, K. E. (Katie E.), author.

ISBN  97819885030758 online

Publishing Details  Lower Hutt, New Zealand : GNS Science, 2018. ©2018

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series  GNS Science report ; 2018/16.

Subject  Digital elevation models New Zealand Kaikoura.


Remote sensing New Zealand Kaikoura.

Electronic Location  http://dx.doi.org/10.21420/G2MH0V


Title  Rawene news : for locals by locals.

Publishing Details  Rawene : Tupo Art, [2018]-

Physical Details  1 online resource

Frequency  Weekly

Publication Numbering  Began with 7 September 2018.

Subject  Rawene (N.Z.) Periodicals.


Title  Re-use of offshore infrastructure and platforms : assessing value to the communities, industry and environment.


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Drilling platforms New Zealand.

Offshore structures New Zealand.


https://sustainableseaschallenge.co.nz/programmes/valuable-seas/reuse-of-offshore-infrastructure

Title Reducing and eliminating seclusion in mental health inpatient services : an evidence review for the Health Quality & Safety Commission New Zealand.

ISBN 9780908322985 online

Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Te Pou o te Whakaaro Nui, 2018.

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Psychiatric hospital patients Care New Zealand.
Psychiatric hospital patients New Zealand Seclusion.


Title Redwood : for orchestra / Josiah Carr.

Author Carr, Josiah, composer.


©2018

Physical Details 1 online resource

Language Staff notation.

Subject Orchestral music Scores.

Electronic Location https://www.sounz.org.nz/

Title Referencing report of the Hong Kong qualifications framework and the New Zealand qualifications framework.

ISBN 9780473451110 print
9780473451127 online


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Accreditation (Education) China Hong Kong.
Accreditation (Education) New Zealand.
Comparative education.
Educational tests and measurements Standards China Hong Kong.
Educational tests and measurements Standards New Zealand.

Title  Reflecting on our work about information.
Author  New Zealand. Office of the Auditor-General, author.
ISBN  9780478442922
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Series  Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; B.29[18]
Subject  Administrative agencies Information resources management.
          Information storage and retrieval systems New Zealand.
          Public records New Zealand Management.

Title  Reflecting on our work about information.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Controller and Auditor General Tumuaki o te Mana Arotake, [2018].
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Subject  Administrative agencies Information resources management.
          Information storage and retrieval systems New Zealand.
          Public records New Zealand Management.

Title  Regional public transport plan review. Strategic case for public transport in the Waikato region.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Local transit New Zealand Waikato Planning.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Remembrance; Dismemberment / How Can You Expect to be Taken Seriously.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>How Can You Expect to be Taken Seriously (Musical group), composer, performer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand?] : Tapephobia Productions, [2014]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 audio cassette : analog ; 10 x 7 cm, 4 mm tape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Doom metal (Music)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drone metal (Music) New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Repairs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : [Repairs]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Repairs (Musical group (N.Z.))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://repairs.the.band/">https://repairs.the.band/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Report of an unannounced inspection of Whanganui Prison under the Crimes of Torture Act 1989, 29 August 2018 / Peter Boshier (Chief Ombudsman, National Preventive Mechanism).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Plymouth Remand Centre Evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prisoners New Zealand Wanganui.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whanganui Prison Evaluation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Report of the need to build capacity in international language and intercultural capabilities in New Zealand : the role of tertiary education (Japanese as an illustration) / Deborah Corder, Junji Kawai and Annelies Roskvist.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Corder, Debbie, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>97819291784493 PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand : AUT University, 2018.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Japanese language Study and teaching New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Language and languages Study and teaching New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sociolinguistics.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Report on an unannounced inspection of Upper Prison (Arohata) under the Crimes of Torture Act 1989 : 22 March 2018 / Peter Boshier (Chief Ombudsman, National Preventative Mechanism).

Author  Boshier, Peter, author.


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations


Title  Residual levy.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : ACC, Te Kapoehana Āwhina Hunga Whara, [2016]-

Physical Details  Web site.

Subject  Accident insurance Rates New Zealand.

Electronic Location  https://residuallevy.acc.co.nz/

Title  Resistance study : for two flutes / Alex Taylor.

Author  Taylor, Alex, 1988- composer.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]

Physical Details  1 score (4 pages) ; 30 cm

Subject  Flute music (Flutes (2)) Scores.
Title  Restorative justice standards for family violence cases.
©2013
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Family violence New Zealand.
  Restorative justice Standards New Zealand.
  Victims of family violence Services for New Zealand.

Title  Restorative justice standards for sexual offending cases.
©2013
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Restorative justice Standards New Zealand.
  Sex crimes New Zealand.
  Sexual abuse victims Services for New Zealand.

Title  Returning to surplus : New Zealand’s post-GFC fiscal consolidation experience / Dhritidyuti Bose, Renee Philip and Richard Sullivan.
Author  Bose, Dhritidyuti, author.
ISBN  9780947519469
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 16/05.
Subject  Budget surpluses New Zealand.
  Fiscal policy New Zealand.
  New Zealand Appropriations and expenditures.
Title  Reverie : a waltz / with music and words by Jean Aldridge.
Author  Aldridge, Jean, composer.
Publishing Details  Hastings : Pictorial Publications Ltd., [1959]
                 ©1959
Physical Details  1 score (2 unnumbered pages) ; 27 cm
Language  Staff notation.
         Songs with piano.
         Waltzes.

Title  Review of Kiwifruit New Zealand : a report prepared for the Ministry for Primary Industries ; Frank Scrimgeour and Stuart Locke.
Author  Scrimgeour, Frank, author.
Publishing Details  Hamilton, New Zealand : Institute for Business Research, University of Waikato 2015.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Kiwifruit New Zealand.
         Kiwifruit industry New Zealand.

Title  Review of NZ On Air's international music support programme ("phase 5") / by Chris Caddick.
Author  Caddick, Chris, author.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Music New Zealand Marketing.
         Music trade New Zealand.
         NZ On Air.
Electronic Location  https://d3r9t6niqlb7tz.cloudfront.net/media/documents/phase_five_caddick_review_2009.pdf

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publishing Details</th>
<th>Physical Details</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Electronic Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Title  Review of the recreational blue cod fishery closure in Doubtful Sound, Fiordland: consultation document / prepared for public consultation by the Ministry for Primary Industries.

ISBN  9780477105972 online

Publishing Details  Wellington: Ministry for Primary Industries, 2015.

Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations

Series  MPI discussion paper; no. 2015/12.

Subject  Fishing New Zealand Doubtful Sound/Patea. Parapercis colias New Zealand Doubtful Sound/Patea.


Title  Review of the regional plan for Tarawera River Catchment / prepared for Bay of Plenty Regional Council; prepared by Beca Ltd (Beca).

Publishing Details  Whakatane: Bay of Plenty Regional Council, 2015. ©2015

Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations


Title  Review of threats to the recovery of NZ sea lions and other otariid species: final report / prepared for the Department of Conservation & Ministry for Primary Industries; prepared by Jim Roberts.

Author  Roberts, Jim (Marine biologist), author.


Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations


Title  Review of tsunamigenic sources of the Bay of Plenty region / G. Prasetya, X. Wang.
Author  Prasetya, G. (Gegar), author.
Edition  Revised version December 2011
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Tsunamis Environmental aspects New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region)

Title  Rhapsody : New Zealand music for accordion and symphony orchestra / by Gary Daverne.
Author  Daverne, Gary, 1939- composer, instrumental conductor.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : EMI Classics, [2007]
©2007
Physical Details  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents  A musical party (Mary Tokarski) -- Concert waltz (Bernadette Conlon) -- Rhapsody for accordion and orchestra (Mary Tokarski) -- Gem of the Kaipara (Kevin Friedrich) -- Three songs without words. Fireside fantasies ; The awakening ; The journey (Mary Tokarski) -- Waltz for Stephanie (Stephanie Poole) -- Shopping Centre suite. Come shopping ; In the bookstore ; Supermarket ; Coffee shop ; Play station (Mary Tokarski).
Subject  Accordion music.
Accordion with orchestra, Arranged.
Accordion with orchestra.
Rhapsodies (Music)
Waltzes.
OCLC Number  276654187

Title  Ricercare y Villanos (Homage to Gaspar Sanz) : for guitar / Campbell Ross.
Author  Ross, Campbell 1979- composer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2016]
©2016
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Guitar music.
Ricercars. Icgft
Scores. Icgft
Electronic Location  https://www.sounz.org.nz/
Title: Ripple / Simon Eastwood.
Author: Eastwood, Simon, 1985- composer.
©2018
Physical Details: 1 score (17 pages) ; 21 x 30 cm
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Cello ensembles Scores.
String octets (Cellos (8)) Scores.

Title: Risk management programme manual for animal product processing.
Author: New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries, author.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Series: Guidance document (New Zealand).
Subject: Animal industry Standards New Zealand.
Animal products Safety regulations New Zealand.
Electronic Location: https://www.mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/183/loggedIn
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NGNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11315544260002836
**Title**  Rivers / The Swan Sisters.

**Author**  Swan Sisters, composer, performer.

**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [The Swan Sisters], [2014]

**Physical Details**  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

**Contents**  Cups of tea -- Donna darling -- I adore you -- Chase the evening -- River.

**Subject**  Folk music New Zealand.


---

**Title**  Rocambolesco : for solo piccolo trumpet in A and symphony orchestra / Sarah Fouhy.

**Author**  Fouhy, Sarah, 1999- composer.

**Publishing Details**  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2016]

**Physical Details**  1 study score (12 pages) ; 30 cm

**Language**  Staff notation.

**Subject**  Fanfares. lcgft

Trumpet with orchestra Scores.

---

**Title**  Rocambolesco : for solo piccolo trumpet in A and symphony orchestra / Sarah Fouhy.

**Author**  Fouhy, Sarah, 1999- composer.

**Publishing Details**  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2016]

**Physical Details**  1 online resource

**Language**  Staff notation.

**Subject**  Fanfares. lcgft

Trumpet with orchestra Scores.


---

**Title**  Rockshop Bandquest.co.nz.

**Publishing Details**  [Nelson, New Zealand] : [Rockshop Bandquest]

**Physical Details**  Web site.

**Frequency**  Irregular

**Subject**  Rock groups Competitions New Zealand.

Rock musicians New Zealand.

Rockshop Bandquest.

School contests New Zealand.

**Electronic Location**  http://bandquest.co.nz/

Title Ross Mullins.
Author Mullins, Ross, author.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Ross Mullins]
Physical Details Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Summary Ross Mullins is an Auckland born keyboard player and songwriter.
Subject Mullins, Ross.
Electronic Location http://www.rossmullins.com/

Title RotoVegas.
Author Bridges, Grace, 1979- author.
©2017
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Electronic Location https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0714Q4T9W

Title Rotorua heat flow survey 2018 / AM Seward, EK Mroczek, CJ Bromley, N Macdonald, SLor, F Sanders, RR Reeves, T Brakenrig, DJ Graham.
Author Seward, A. M., author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Hot springs New Zealand Rotorua.
Stream measurements New Zealand Rotorua.
Title  SCREENZ.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [SCREENZ], [2014]-
Physical Details  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began in 2014.
Subject  Motion picture industry New Zealand.
          Motion pictures New Zealand.
          SCREENZ (Organisation)
          Television industry New Zealand.
Electronic Location  http://www.screenz.co.nz/
          https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA713
          16552940002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  SKyes pa rabs kyi gleṅ gźi Jātakanidāna : a critical edition based on six editions of the
Tibetan bKa' 'gyur / by Sean Gaffney.
Author  Gaffney, Séan, 1955- author.
ISBN  97804734444624 PDF
       9780473450083 kindle
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource
Series  Indica et Buddhica Jātakanidāna ; v. 1.
Summary  "Tipiṭaka; Suttapiṭaka; Khuddakanikāya; Jātaka; Buddhism"--Publisher information.
Subject  Buddhism Doctrines.
          Dharma (Buddhism)
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
          17079500002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  STEM, STEAM & ESSSTEAM education : integrated learning : a layered approach / by
William Van Zyl.
Author  Van Zyl, William, author.
ISBN  9780473438333 EPUB
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Education Curricula.
          Teaching Methodology.
Electronic Location  https://fivehousepublishing.com/product/stem-project-based-education-do-you-want-to-introdu
          ce-your-students-to-computer-programming/
Title STONEYHUNGA / SWIDT.
Author SWIDT (Musical group).
Physical Details 1 online resource

Title STONEYHUNGA: The Bootleg EP / SWIDT.
Author SWIDT (Musical group).
Physical Details 1 online resource (28:08)

Title Sac tap nut jam / Axemen.
Physical Details 1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm ; 30 cm
Subject Alternative rock music New Zealand.
OCLC Number 992194310
Title: Safe+ : performance requirements. Questions for line managers and supervisors.
ISBN: 9781988527376 online

Title: Safe+ : performance requirements. Questions for senior managers.
ISBN: 9781988527352 online
Electronic Location: https://worksafe.govt.nz/dmsdocument/2566-questions-for-senior-managers-safeplus-performance-requirements

Title: Sarabande (inertia study) : for piano / Alex Taylor.
Author: Taylor, Alex, 1988- composer.
Physical Details: 1 score (5 pages) ; 30 cm
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Piano music.
Sarabands.
Scores. lcgft
Title Saver Smuts-Kennedy.
Author Smuts-Kennedy, Sarah, author.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Sarah Smuts-Kennedy]
Physical Details Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Subject Smuts-Kennedy, Sarah.
Electronic Location http://sarahsmutskennedy.com/

Title Saving a national icon: preliminary estimation of the additional cost of achieving kiwi population stability or 2% growth / John Innes, Florian V. Eppink, Hugh Robertson; prepared for Kiwis for kiwi/The Kiwi Trust.
Author Innes, John, 1954- author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Kiwis Conservation Economic aspects New Zealand.
Kiwis Conservation New Zealand.

Title Scherzo for piano / Mike Crowl.
Author Crowl, Mike, 1945- composer.
©2015
Physical Details 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Scherzos (Piano)
Scores. lcgft
Electronic Location https://www.sounz.org.nz/
Title Scripture in song. Volume 2.
Publishing Details Auckland : Scripture in Song, [1968?]
Physical Details 1 audio disc : analog, 45 rpm, stereo ; 18 cm
Contents Great is the Lord : Psalm 48 v. 1 & 2 -- The Law of the Lord : Psalm 19 v. 7-11 -- Let the heavens rejoice : Psalm 96 v. 11-13 / Tony Hopkins -- His banner is love : Song of Solomon, 2 v. 4 -- I will lift up my eyes : Psalm 121 / Dale Garratt -- Call unto me : Jeremiah 33 v. 3 -- This is my rest : Psalm 132 v. 13-16 -- Thy loving kindness : Psalm 63 v. 3 & 4.
Subject Contemporary Christian music.
Hymns, English New Zealand.
Psalms (Music) lcgft

Title Scroll of cities / Chris W Lee.
Author Lee, Chris W. (Christopher Walter), 1965- author.
ISBN 9780473442224 Kindle
Publishing Details [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Chris W. Lee], [2018]
©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Religious fiction. lcgft

Title Sea breeze / Daphne Walker, George Tumahai, Bill Sevesi and his Islanders.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : Viking, [2018]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Contents Sea breeze -- Analani e -- Waihi moon -- Tiger shark -- Lani jo -- My lovely hula queen -- Malihini mele -- Beyond desire -- Hilo Hattie -- Polynesian love song -- Lovely hula girl -- Meama chimes.
Electronic Location https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/
**Title**: Sea rose 1 : for soprano and piano / Alex Taylor ; [text by] H.D. (Hilda Doolittle).

**Author**: Taylor, Alex, 1988- composer.


**Physical Details**: 1 online resource

**Language**: Staff notation.

**Subject**: H. D. (Hilda Doolittle), 1886-1961 Musical settings. Songs (High voice) with piano.

**Electronic Location**: https://www.sounz.org.nz/

**Title**: Search for a Kiwi killer / Des Hunt.

**Author**: Hunt, Des, 1941- author.

**ISBN**: 9780994122674

**Publishing Details**: Whitianga, New Zealand : Torea Press, 2018. ©2018

**Physical Details**: 1 online resource

**Summary**: "Set in Kerikeri and Waitangi Forest. Kiwi are being killed by dogs. Local pets and pig-hunting dogs are suspects. A boy saves and befriends an injured dog in the forest. Immediately the dog becomes a major suspect. The boy must find the real killer before his new friend is euthenised."--Publisher information.

**Audience**: Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.


**Electronic Location**: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA11315998540002836

**Title**: Sedimentation in Hawke Bay / by H.M. Pantin.

**Author**: Pantin, H. M. (Henry Moir), author.


**Physical Details**: 1 online resource : illustrations

**Series**: Bulletin (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research); 171. New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 28.

**Subject**: Marine sediments New Zealand Hawke Bay.

Title  Settlement and succession on rocky shores at Auckland, North Island, New Zealand / by Penelope A. Luckens.

Author  Luckens, Penelope A., author.


Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations

Series  New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 70.

Subject  Ecological succession New Zealand Auckland.
Intertidal zonation New Zealand Auckland.
Seashore ecology New Zealand Auckland.

Electronic Location  http://docs.niwa.co.nz/library/public/Memoir 070_Settlement and Succession on Rocky Shores at Auckland, North Island, New Zealand.pdf

Title  Seven worlds collide.

Edition  Watermarked copy.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : Sony music, [201-?]

Physical Details  2 CDs : digital ; 12 cm


Subject  Popular music New Zealand.
Rock music New Zealand.
Title  Shaping our future: a summary of recommendations for the Early Childhood Education 10 year strategic plan.

Publishing Details  Wellington: NZEI Te Riu Roa, [2018]

Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Early childhood education New Zealand.


Title  Share cheat unite. Volume 1 / editors Rebecca Lal, Anna Hodge.

ISBN  9780908995660 online

Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand: Te Tuhi, [2017]

Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations

Contents  Share / Bruce E. Phillips -- Talk/Play/Talk / Leafa Wilson -- Generation exchange / Darcell Apelu and Bruce E. Phillips.

Subject  Art, New Zealand 21st century Exhibitions.


Title  Share cheat unite. Volume 2 / editors Rebecca Lal, Anna Hodge.

ISBN  9780908995677 online

Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand: Te Tuhi, [2017]

Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations

Subject  Art, New Zealand 21st century Exhibitions.

Title  Share cheat unite. Volume 3.
ISBN  9780908995684 online
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Te Tuhi, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Contents  Unite / Bruce E. Phillips -- Follow / Chloe Geoghegan -- Shades of turquoisation / Christina Houghton -- Scratching sound of despair : Ivan Mršić's Ngā Heihei Orchestra (and human chickens click their feet in the dust, apparently with no clue) / Rosanna Albertini -- Kakokarangaphonia orchestra / Balomohan Shingade.
Subject  Art, New Zealand 21st century Exhibitions.

Title  Shared interests in freshwater : a new approach to the Crown/Māori relationship for freshwater.
ISBN  9781988525853 print
9781988525860 online
©2018
Publishing Source  ME 1383 Ministry for the Environment
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Fresh water New Zealand.
  Kaitiakitanga. reo
  Kāwanatanga. reo
  Maori (New Zealand people) New Zealand Government relations.
  Wai. reo
  Water rights New Zealand.
  Water use New Zealand.
Title: Shearwater drift / Al Fraser, Steve Burridge, Neil Johnstone.
Author: Fraser, Al (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Rattle], [2018]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Contents: Machine-generated contents note: -- 01 Mirror of light -- 02 Plumed waves -- 03 Shearwater drift -- 04 Haunted by lotus pollen -- 05 Tsitern -- 06 Petipeti -- 08 Whale fall -- 09 Collapse of sleep -- 10 Piwakawaka flametip -- 11 For Phyllis -- 12 Irukandji -- 13 Cherry blossom pool -- 14 Hollow waxed snails -- 15 Honeycombed bee orchard -- 16 Ferrous Aro -- 17 Cloud shadow -- 18 Haere.

Title: Shiko / Sumo.
Author: Sumo Jazz (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Rattle] [2018]
Physical Details: 1 online resource

Title: Significance and Engagement Policy, June 2018.
Author: Wellington (N.Z.). City Council, author.
ISBN: 9780947531103
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations
Title  Singing people together : 10th anniversary 2015 / Wellington Community Choir.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Wellington Community Choir], [2015]

Physical Details  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Contents  Re dibini / Sotho folk song, South Africa -- Mmamoshimane / Sotho wedding song, South Africa -- Sing to the land / Nickomo Clarke -- Wrapped around your finger / Sting ; arranged by Julian Raphael -- Toto's Africa / Paich, Porcaro ; arranged by Carol Shortis & Julian Raphael -- Ain't gonna let nobody turn me around / Civil Rights song ; arranged by Mollie Stone -- People come and sing / Carol Shortis -- Wairua o te puna aroha / Hori Tait ; arranged by Julian Raphael -- Dubula / Sotho folk song ; arranged by Julian Raphael -- Asimbonanga / Johnny Clegg ; arranged by Carol Shortis -- Unst boat song / Trad Shetland Islands ; arranged by Carol Shortis -- Ole Lelolla / Trad Lapland ; arranged by Carol Shortis -- Singing people together / Julian Raphael -- Never turning back / Pat Humphries ; arranged by Julian Raphael -- An African tale, from A blind man catches a bird by Alexander McCall Smith / Julian Raphael.

Language  In English, and various languages including Sotho.

Subject  Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices) with instrumental ensemble.
          Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices), Unaccompanied.
          Folk songs.
          Live sound recordings.

Title  Sir Edmund Hillary explores Mount Everest / Heather Moore Niver.

Author  Niver, Heather Moore, author.

ISBN  1508168628
      1508168644
      9781508168621 Library bound
      9781508168645 Paperback
      9781508168652 6 pack


                   © 2019.

Physical Details  32 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 23 cm.

Contents  Imagination and energy -- Enthusiasm for cold and snow -- First summit -- Meeting his mentor -- The mountains were calling -- The challenges -- Prepping for the climb -- First attempt -- Facing the step -- On top of the world -- After Everest -- A secret revealed -- Sir Edmund's legacy -- Timeline -- Glossary -- Index -- Websites.

Audience  Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.

Subject  Hillary, Edmund, 1919-2008 Juvenile literature.
         Mountaineers Everest, Mount (China and Nepal) Biography Juvenile literature.
         Mountaineers New Zealand Biography Juvenile literature.

Dewey  B

OCLC Number  1021055286
Title  Six meditations: for violin / Christopher Prosser.
Author  Prosser, Christopher, composer.
©1988
Physical Details  1 score (26 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Aleatory music.
         Scores. lcgft
         Violin and tambūrā (drone lute) music Scores.
         Violin music.

Title  Sketch map, Ngarara Block / R.B. Bristed, surveyor, April 1890.
Author  Bristed, R. B. (Richard Bower), 1856-1947.
Publishing Details  Wellington, N.Z. : Photolithographed at the General Survey Office, [1891]
Physical Details  1 map
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
         Kapiti Coast District (N.Z.) Maps.
         Land subdivision New Zealand Kapiti Coast District Maps.
         Real property New Zealand Kapiti Coast District Maps.
Title Skills shortages in drama production : a report for Screen NZ.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Labor market New Zealand.
Mass media New Zealand.
Skilled labor Recruiting New Zealand.
Skilled labor Supply and demand New Zealand.
Electronic Location https://d3r9t6niqlb7tz.cloudfront.net/media/documents/Skills_Shortages_in_Drama__-_Final_Report_2015.pdf

Title Sky is falling / Ghost Town.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Ghost Records], [2017]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Contents Stolen kisses -- Make it (to the other side) -- Sky is falling -- Ghost town -- Driving wheel / David Wiffin -- Too high -- Is it you? -- So sweet.
Subject Alternative rock music New Zealand.

Title Smokefree Tangata Beats : SFTB.NZ.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Smokefree Tangata Beats], [2018]-
Physical Details Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Subject Rock groups Competitions New Zealand.
Rock musicians New Zealand.
School contests New Zealand.
Smokefree Tangata Beats.
Electronic Location http://sftb.nz/
Title SmokeyGotBeatz Presents: SWIDT Vs EVERYBODY / Various Artists.


Physical Details 1 online resource


Title Smooth surfaces for horn and piano / John Rimmer.

Author Rimmer, John, 1939- composer.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]

©2017

Physical Details 1 score (15 pages) ; 30 cm

Language Staff notation.

Subject Horn and piano music Scores.


Title Snow bound / The Chills.

Author Phillipps, Martin, 1963- composer, performer.


©2018

Physical Details 1 audio disc : analog ; 30 cm

Contents Bad sugar -- Time to atone -- The greatest guide -- Scarred -- Complex -- Deep belief -- Lord of all I survey -- Snow bound -- Eazy peazy -- In harmony.

Subject Alternative rock music New Zealand.

Title  Social courage : coping and thriving with the reality of social anxiety / Dr. Eric Goodman.
Author  Goodman, Eric (Clinical psychologist), author.
ISBN  97817775593812 ebook
       97817775593829 PDF
       9781925335750 print
       ©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Subject  Self-actualization (Psychology)
       Social phobia.

Title  Soft-bottom benthic communities in Otago Harbour and Blueskin Bay, New Zealand / by S.F. Rainer.
Author  Rainer, S. F., author.
       ©1981
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Series  New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; 80.
Subject  Benthos New Zealand Otago Harbour.
       Marine biology New Zealand Otago Harbour.
Electronic Location  http://docs.niwa.co.nz/library/public/Memoir 080_Soft-bottom Benthic Communities in Otago Harbour and Blueskin Bay, New Zealand.pdf

Author  Sol3 Mio (Musical group)
Physical Details  1 online resource (09:46)
Title  Sonata 2 for guitar / Campbell Ross.
Author  Ross, Campbell, 1979- composer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2016]
©2016
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Scores. lgcf
Sonatas (Guitar)
Electronic Location  https://www.sounz.org.nz/

Title  Sonatina for bass and piano : op. 18, no. 16 / by Colin Decio.
Author  Decio, Colin, 1959- composer.
©2012
Physical Details  1 score (24 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Sonatas (Double bass and piano) Scores.

Title  Sonatina for bass and piano : op. 18, no. 16 / by Colin Decio.
Author  Decio, Colin, 1959- composer.
©2012
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Sonatas (Double bass and piano) Scores.

Title  Sonatina for guitar : op. 14, no. 6 / by Colin Decio.
Author  Decio, Colin, 1959- composer.
©2012
Physical Details  1 score (13 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Scores. lgcf
Sonatas (Guitar)
Title: Sonatina no.1 for oboe and piano : op. 23 no. 3 / by Colin Decio.
Author: Decio, Colin, 1959- composer.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2016]
©2016
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Sonatas (Oboe and piano) Scores.

Title: Songs of Moses and Isaiah / Chris Adams.
Author: Adams, Christopher, 1979- composer.
©2014
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Contents: Song of Moses -- Song of Isaiah.
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Isaiah (Biblical prophet) Songs and music.
Moses (Biblical leader) Songs and music.
Sacred songs (Low voice) with organ.
Scores. lcgft

Title: Songs of Moses and Isaiah : for alto and organ / Chris Adams.
Author: Adams, Christopher, 1979- composer.
©2014
Publishing Source: Centre for New Zealand Music Trust, P.O. Box 10 042, Wellington, N.Z. ; info@sounz.org.nz ; http://www.sounz.org.nz
Physical Details: 1 score (11 pages) ; 30 cm
Contents: Song of Moses -- Song of Isaiah.
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Isaiah (Biblical prophet) Songs and music.
Moses (Biblical leader) Songs and music.
Sacred songs (Low voice) with organ.
Scores. lcgft
OCLC Number: 973708554
Title: Sons of New Zealand ; Good old New Zealand / [performed by] Stanley Kirkby.

Publishing Details: [England] : Regal, [1916?]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (audio files)

Contents: Sons of New Zealand / East & Hope -- Good old New Zealand / Benzoni.

Subject: Patriotic music New Zealand.

Songs (Medium voice) with orchestra.

World War, 1914-1918 New Zealand Songs and music.

Title: Spiritual me : a practical spiritual guide for the times we live in / Jo Brothers.

Author: Brothers, Jo, 1970- author.

ISBN: 9780994109323

9780994109330 Kindle

9780994109347 EPUB

Publishing Details: Auckland, New Zealand : Perpetuity Media, [2015]

©2015

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Identity (Psychology)

Self-actualization (Psychology)

Self-perception.

Spirituality.


Title: Stall turns / Penelope Haines.

Author: Haines, Penelope, 1952- author.

ISBN: 9780473449728 EPUB

9780473449735 Kindle

9780473449742 PDF


©2018

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft

New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title: Standing my ground : a voice for nature conservation / Alan F. Mark.
Author: Mark, Alan Francis, 1932- author.
ISBN: 9780947522759 EPUB
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject: Conservation of natural resources New Zealand.
Conservationists New Zealand.
Mark, Alan Francis, 1932-.
Plant ecologists New Zealand.
Electronic Location: http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11315138820002836

Title: Stories from the front line : social services improving lives.
Publishing Details: [Tauranga] : SociaLink Tauranga Moana, [2018]
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Public welfare New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region)
Social service New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region)

Title: Storm : for soprano and piano / Alex Taylor ; [words by] H.D.
Author: Taylor, Alex, 1988- composer.
©2018
Physical Details: 1 score (5 pages) ; 30 cm
Language: Staff notation.
Scores. lcgft
Songs (High voice) with piano.
Storms Songs and music.
Title: Storm : for soprano and piano / Alex Taylor ; [words by] H.D.
Author: Taylor, Alex, 1988- composer.
©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Scores. lcgft
Songs (High voice) with piano.
Storms Songs and music.

Title: Strategy to prevent and minimise gambling harm 2019/20 to 2021/22 consultation document.
Author: New Zealand. Ministry of Health, author.
ISBN: 9781988539812 online
Published Source: HP 6910 Ministry of Health
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations
Subject: Compulsive gambling Government policy New Zealand.
Compulsive gambling Health aspects New Zealand.
Compulsive gambling New Zealand Statistics.

Title: Street map of Borough of Napier & Westshore.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Digital maps. lcgft
Napier (N.Z.) Maps.
Road maps lcgft
Roads New Zealand Napier Maps.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Street map of city of Invercargill &amp; suburbs / P.R. Malthus, delt., 1936.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Digital maps. lcgft  
Invercargill (N.Z.) Maps.  
Road maps. lcgft  
Streets New Zealand Invercargill Maps. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Street map of city of Nelson &amp; Tahunanui T.D. / C.H. Baigent, Delt. 1933.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Digital maps. lcgft  
Road maps lcgft  
Roads New Zealand Nelson Maps.  
Tahunanui (N.Z.) Maps. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Striving to be human : how can we be moral in the modern world? / Keith Hill.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Hill, Keith, 1957- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780995105959 online</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Publishing Details | Auckland : Attar Books, [2011]  
©2011 |
| Physical Details | 1 online resource |
| Subject | Ethics, Modern.  
Ethics. |
Standing at the threshold / Karen I. Lupe
The borderlands: relocating Samoan identity / Uesifili Unasa
Where you live, who you are / Aumua Clark Peteru
The Samoan indigenous reference: intimations of a romantic sensibilité / L’uogafa Tuagalu
Pacific leadership and cultural competence / Loretta T. E. Mamea
Navigating our future together: a humble comment on the thoughts of a man of exceptional talent / Le apai Lau Asofou So’o
The personal gaze, critical voice and self-reflexivity / Anne-Marie Tupuola
Samoan jurisprudence / Etuale Lealofi
Bio-ethics and the Samoan indigenous reference / Alexander Fala and Katie Fala
An epic quest for the Samoan indigenous reference / Penehuro F. Lefale
Between monsters and gods / Lealiifano Albert Fefiti.

Subject
Efi, Tuiatua Tupua Tamasese Criticism and interpretation.
Ethnology Samoa.
Samoan Civilization.
Samoan History.
Samoans Ethnic identity.
Samoans Folklore.
Samoans Intellectual life.
Samoans Social life and customs.
Values Samoa.

Electronic Location

Title
Submarine morphology east of the North Island, New Zealand / by H. M. Pantin.

Author
Pantin, H. M. (Henry Moir), author.

Publishing Details

Physical Details
1 online resource : illustrations

Series
Bulletin (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research); 149. New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir; no. 14.

Subject
Submarine topography New Zealand.

Electronic Location
http://docs.niwa.co.nz/library/public/Memoir 014_Submarine Morphology East of the North Island NZ - 1963.pdf
Title  Submissions from organisations and academics: summary prepared by the secretariat for the Tax Working Group.


Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Fiscal policy New Zealand.
          Taxation New Zealand.


Title  Suffuse / Roy Montgomery.

Author  Montgomery, Roy, composer, lyricist, performer.

Publishing Details  [United States] : Grapefruit, [2018]

Physical Details  1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm ; 30 cm

Contents  Side 1: Apparition -- Rainbird -- Outsider love ballad no. 1 --- Side 2: Mirage -- Sigma octantis -- Landfall.

Subject  Alternative rock music New Zealand.
          Shoegaze (Music) New Zealand.

OCLC Number  1050344663

Title  Sugar taxes and changes in total calorie consumption: a simple framework / John Creedy.

Author  Creedy, John, 1949- author.

ISBN  9780947519445 online


Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations

Series  Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 16/06.

Subject  Food consumption Mathematical models.
          Sugar Taxation.

Title: Summary of decisions requested to variation 1 to proposed Waikato Regional Plan change: 1: Waikato and Waipā River catchments = Te Whakataurangitanga tuatahi i te panonitanga tuatahi o te Mahere ā-Rohe a Waikato e marohitia nei - Ngā riu o ngā awa o Waikato me Waipā: by consultation point - volume 1 of 1.

Author: Waikato (N.Z.). Regional Council (2011- ), author.


Title: Supporting senior drivers: how friends and family can help.

ISPN: 9780478445381 print
9780478445398 online

Surgical mesh registry: cost benefit analysis: Ministry of Health.


1 online resource: colour illustrations

Medical policy. Economic aspects. New Zealand.

Surgical instruments and apparatus.


Survey of regional TV audiences - main report / prepared by Colmar Brunton for NZ On Air.

[Auckland]: Colmar Brunton, 2014.

©2014

1 online resource: colour illustrations

Public television New Zealand.

Television viewers New Zealand.

https://d3r9t6niqlb7tz.cloudfront.net/media/documents/Final_report_NZ_On_Air_Regional_TV_Audiences_July_2014_for_website.pdf


Sustainable architecture: a solution to a sustainable sleepout design brief / by William Van Zyl.


1 online resource: colour illustrations

Dwellings. Design and construction.

Sustainable architecture.

https://fivehousepublishing.com/product/sustainable-architecture-a-solution-to-a-sustainable-sleep-out-design-brief/


Title Symphony no.2 : ('The widening gyre') (1999) / Anthony Ritchie.
Author Ritchie, Anthony, composer.
Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Promethean Editions Limited, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details 1 study score (vi, 173 pages) ; 31 cm
Contents Strategem of trumpets -- Mi-1st -- Double helix.
Series University edition.
Language Staff notation.
Subject Symphonies Scores.

Title Syria / by Truth.
Author Truth (Musical group : N.Z.), composer, performer.
Publishing Details [Los Angeles] : [Truth], [2015]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Contents Machine-generated contents note: Syria.
Electronic Location https://truthnz.bandcamp.com/track/syria

Title The Syrian terrorist : an intelligence thriller.
Author Mackenzie, David, 1948- author.
ISBN 9780473426873 Kindle 9780473447656 EPUB
©2017
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft

Title Systematics and ecology of New Zealand central east coast plankton sampled at Kaikoura / by J.M. Bradford.
Author Bradford-Grieve, J. M. (Janet M.), 1940- author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Series Bulletin (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research); 207. New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 54.
Subject Marine zooplankton New Zealand Kaikoura.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Drax Project / T/W/00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Drax Project (Musical group)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title                  | Tactical submission : a Windsor Club story / Ada Maria Soto. |
| Author                | Soto, Ada Maria, 1981- author. |
| ISBN                  | 9780473418069 MOBI |
| Publishing Details    | [Auckland] : [Ada Maria Soto], 2017. ©2017 |
| Physical Details      | 1 online resource |
| Subject               | Erotic fiction. lcgft |
| New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz |
| Electronic Location   | https://www.amazon.com/dp/B077446PC2/ |

| Title                  | Taiai design. |
| Author                | Pisa, Taiai, artist. |
| Publishing Details    | [Auckland] : [Taiai Pisa] |
| Physical Details      | Web site. |
| Frequency             | Irregular |
| Subject               | Art objects New Zealand. |
| Art, Modern 21st century. |
| Pisa, Taiai. |
| Electronic Location   | http://www.taiaidesign.net/ |
Title  Taking stock : primary care innovation : a report for the New Zealand Productivity Commission / Lesley Middleton, Phoebe Dunn, Claire O'Loughlin and Jacqueline Cumming.
Author  Middleton, Lesley, author.
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Health Services Research Centre, Faculty of Health, Victoria University of Wellington, 2018.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Primary health care New Zealand.

Title  Tala tusi : the teller is the tale : a New Zealand Book Council lecture / Selina Tusitala Marsh.
Author  Marsh, Selina Tusitala, author.
ISBN  9780473376000
©2016
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Marsh, Selina Tusitala.
   New Zealand literature 21st century History and criticism.
   New Zealand literature History and criticism.
   Storytelling.

Title  Tama-te-rā ariki : voices of tamariki and rangatahi Māori.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Children New Zealand Attitudes.
   Maori (New Zealand people) Attitudes.
   Taitamariki reo
   Tamarki reo
   Youth New Zealand Attitudes.
Title Tapasā : cultural competencies framework for teachers of Pacific learners.
ISBN 9781776693603 print
9781776693610 online
©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Cultural competence New Zealand.
Education and state New Zealand.
Pacific Islanders Education New Zealand.
Pacific Islanders Study and teaching New Zealand.

Title Taranaki regional economic development strategy.
Author Make Way for Taranaki (Project), author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Economic development New Zealand Taranaki.
Make Way for Taranaki (Project)
Taranaki (N.Z.) Economic conditions 21st century.
Taranaki (N.Z.) Economic policy.
Electronic Location http://www.makeway.co.nz/media/1025/make-way-strategy.pdf

Title Taranaki seismic and ground deformation monitoring.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Annual
Subject Earthquake zones New Zealand Taranaki Periodicals.
Seismic event location New Zealand Taranaki Periodicals.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Taranaki seismicity.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[New Plymouth] : [Taranaki Civil Defence Emergency Management Group]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Earthquake intensity New Zealand Taranaki Periodicals. Earthquake zones New Zealand Taranaki Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Target 2% : working with New Zealanders to grow kiwi populations : Kiwis for kiwi investment strategy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Kiwis For Kiwi (Organisation), author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand : Kiwis For Kiwi, 2016.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Kiwis Conservation Economic aspects New Zealand. Kiwis Conservation New Zealand. Kiwis For Kiwi (Organisation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Tautokona te reo : the wellbeing of te reo Māori in kura and schools / Maraea Hunia, Basil Keane, Nicola Bright, Helen Potter, Kiwa Hammond, and Ropata Ainsley.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Hunia, Maraea, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>9781988542362 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Wellington, New Zealand : Te Wāhanga He Whānau Mātāhu He Whānau Ora NZCER, [2018] ©2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
<td>Text in English and Māori.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Kura kaupapa Māori. reo Maori language Acquisition. Maori language Research. Maori language Revival. Mātauranga wetere. reo Rangahau Māori. reo Reo Māori. reo Te Ao Hurihuri. reo Whakaora reo. reo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Tauturu’ia taau tamaiti kia riro mai aia ei tamaiti tatau puka kia riro koe ei rangatira kite i te tatau.

Edition Cook Island Māori.


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Children Books and reading.

Electronic Location https://natlib.govt.nz/system/resources/W1siZiIsIiJtLSJxLTJyMjM1MTMwNzE1MDY4MC1oNzAwMTUyNzY4NzEzMCJdXQ/help-your-child-become-a-reader-cook-island-maori.pdf?sha=5976b7c04ba7a7a7

Title Taxon plan for northern and southern Fiordland tokoeka (Apteryx australis australis) : strategic plan for the recovery of northern and southern Fiordland tokoeka, for the period 2015–2025 and beyond / Hannah Edmonds.

Author Edmonds, Hannah, author.

ISBN 9780478150407 web PDF


©2015

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustration

Subject Brown kiwi Conservation New Zealand Fiordland.


Title Te Patukirikiri Treaty Settlement.

Publishing Details [Thames] : [Te Patukirikiri]

Physical Details Web site.

Frequency Irregular

Language In English and some Maori.

Subject Kerēme (Tiriti o Waitangi) reo

Mana whenua reo

Pae tukutuku. reo.

Te Patukirikiri (New Zealand people) New Zealand Auckland Claims.

Te Patukirikiri (New Zealand people) New Zealand Auckland Land tenure.

Te Patukirikiri (New Zealand people) New Zealand Thames-Coromandel District Claims.

Te Patukirikiri (New Zealand people) New Zealand Thames-Coromandel District Land tenure.

Whakatau mauri reo

Electronic Location https://patukirikiri.co.nz/

Title: Te Rēhia Theatre.

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Te Rēhia Theatre]

Physical Details: Web site.

Frequency: Irregular

Subject: Te Rēhia Theatre.
Theater New Zealand Auckland.
Toi whakaari reo

Electronic Location: https://terehiatheatre.com/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
1622380002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title: Te Tai Tokerau papakāinga toolkit : Māori housing toolkit.

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : B&A Urban & Environmental, [2018]

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Contents: Te Tai Tokerau papakāinga toolkit : Māori housing toolkit -- Te Tai Tokerau papakāinga : summary brochure.

Subject: Maori (New Zealand people) Housing.
Papakāinga reo
Public housing New Zealand Northland.
Te Tai Tokerau (Northern Tribes) (New Zealand people) Housing.
Whare noho reo

https://www.nrc.govt.nz/media/9811/papakaingatoolkita4v70.pdf
https://www.nrc.govt.nz/media/9812/papakaingatoolkitsummarybrochurea3v70.pdf
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
15984000002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title: Te pūtake o te riri : wars and conflicts in New Zealand / edited by Malcolm Mulholland.

ISBN: 9780473449315


Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)

Summary: "Commemorating wars and conflicts in Aotearoa New Zealand is about standing together as Māori and Pākeha and taking ownership of our joined history"--Back cover.

Subject: Kūpapa reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Politics and government.
Maori (New Zealand people) Wars History 19th century.
New Zealand History New Zealand Wars, 1860-1872.
Pakanga reo
Āhuatanga pāpori reo

Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
16929680002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Title  Technical guidelines for tuberculin skin test.
ISBN  9781988539867 online
Publishing Source  HP 6918 Ministry of Health
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Subject  Tuberculin test New Zealand.

Title  Telegram / Crompy.
Author  Crompy, composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : Crompy, [2014]
Physical Details  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Subject  Alternative rock music New Zealand.

Title  Temporary housing of companion animals : code of welfare.
Author  New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries, author.
Publishing Details  Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries, 2018.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Animal housing New Zealand.
Animal welfare Standards New Zealand.

Title  Ten interludes for solo guitar : for guitar / Campbell Ross.
Author  Ross, Campbell 1979- composer.
©2014
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Guitar music Teaching pieces.
Interludes (Music)
Scores. lcgft
Electronic Location  https://www.sounz.org.nz/
Title  The Thompson Touch Vol. 1 / Jack Thompson.
Author  Thompson, Jack, 1908-1979.
Physical Details  1 online resource (28:54)

Title  The Thompson Touch Vol. 2 / Jack Thompson.
Author  Thompson, Jack, 1908-1979.
Physical Details  1 online resource (24:43)

Title  Three arches : for drumset / Alex Taylor.
Author  Taylor, Alex, 1988- composer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]
Physical Details  1 score (6 pages) ; 30 cm
Contents  Ambience -- Gesture -- Groove.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Drum set music.
Scores. lcgft
Title  Three endings : for violin and piano / Alex Taylor.
Author  Taylor, Alex, 1988- composer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details  1 score (10 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Duets (Unspecified instrument and piano) Scores.
          Violin and piano music Scores.

Title  Three pieces for piano : for solo piano / Chris Cree Brown.
Author  Cree Brown, Chris, 1953- composer.
Edition  [Revised 2017].
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Piano music.
          Scores. lcgft
Electronic Location  https://www.sounz.org.nz/

Title  Three steps to better health literacy - a guide for health professionals.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Health literacy.

Title  Time of spellcasters / Kerry Dillon.
Author  Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.
Publishing Details  [Hastings] : [Dolphin Books], [2012]
©2012
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "When Djorn recovers consciousness lying on a parched rugged mountainside in the full heat of a blazing sun, he realizes that he hasn’t any idea of whom or where he is. As he gathers his wits about him and starts on the long climb down, the landscape changes and his descent takes him down into the lush valleys below. Faced with worrying unfamiliar vegetation, his fears are compounded when he is suddenly confronting by a frightening alien creature. He is amazed to discover that the creature is telepathic and friendly, and that despite its alieninity and appearance that it is sentiment and highly intelligent. He is further stunned when it solemnly informs him that he himself is tinged with an aura of sorcery, but although such iniquity is at present subjugating much of the land, it is prepared to accept that he is bereft of such evil. After receiving some brief disputed hospitality in its village, he is given some helpful instruction and sent on his way to integrate with those of his own kind in the plains further below, along with the warning to avoid the lands and conquests of the dark emperor and his malevolent living god. Unfortunately his journey is intercepted by fate, and he is inexplicably drawn into a conflict of imperial brutality and powerful black sorcery and magic, that propels him into a bitter struggle to survive"--Synopsis.
Title  Time of spellcasters / Kerry Hugh Dillon.
Author  Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.
Publishing Details  [Hastings] : [Dolphin Books], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "When a catastrophic event rips an entire continent apart and obliterates it from existence, events occur which ripple through two disparate worlds. As a dynasty of peaceful wizards is terminated abruptly on one world, an adverse dynasty of evil sorcerers rises in another. With the Gateway between the two worlds destroyed, any survivors would now be cut off from the font of magic, but would a scion of this vanquished family be acceptable to the Source as the successor? If so, would he have the wisdom and skill to successfully confront another font of magic permeated with malevolence and wickedness, and evil that threatens not only the Tamaran continent but even the lands beyond the All Waters? As these events swirl unknowingly around Djorn the Outlander, he recovers consciousness from a blow to the head, and finds himself lying on a parched rugged mountainside in the heat of a blazing sun, and realizes that he hasn't any idea of whom or where he is. He certainly isn't prepared for his encounter with the telepathic alien native species, but fortunately, finds them intelligent and friendly. They lead him to mankind who are the dominant inhabitants of this continent, but he quickly learns that both species are in mortal danger by the rapid rise of a cult of dark and powerful Sorcerers. Inevitably he gets caught up in the events sweeping across the continent, as the Imperial forces allied to the dark Sorcerers continue on their quest to invade and conquer the ancient independent kingdoms and to vanquish the druids"--Synopsis.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publishing Details</th>
<th>Physical Details</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time out : ideas to help family, whānau and aiga carers get the breaks they need.</td>
<td>Auckland : Carers New Zealand, [2014?]</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
<td>Caregivers New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electronic Location

Electronic Location
- [Link to Academia](https://www.academia.edu/37512380/The_Office_of_Human_Rights_Proceedings_Te_Tari_Whakatau_Take_Tika_Tangata)

Electronic Location
- [Link to Toi Te Ora](https://www.toiteora.govt.nz/)

Electronic Location
- [Link to Tongan](https://natlib.govt.nz/system/resources/W1siZiIsIjIwMTcvMDIvMjgvMTF0NWF4N2l4OV9oZWxwX3lvdXJfY2hpGRFYmVjbb11X2FcmVhZGVyX3Rvbmhdhbli5wZGYiXVO/help-your-child-become-a-reader-tongan.pdf?sha=b2d02799d8a8a3e6)
Title Tongariro National Park and environs / A. & W. Mead.
Publication Details [New Zealand : s.n., 1920]
Physical Details 1 map
Subject Digital maps. lcgft
National parks and reserves New Zealand Tongariro National Park Maps.
Tongariro National Park (N.Z.) Maps.

Title Tongariro River flood protection scheme : service level review / prepared by: Duncan Grant; for: Waikato Regional Council.
Author Grant, Duncan (Duncan Thomas), author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series Waikato Regional Council technical report ; 2017/41.
Subject Flood control New Zealand Tongariro River.
Flood damage prevention New Zealand Tongariro River.

Title The Tongariro district shewing the volcanoes / L. Cussen, District Surveyor, May 1891 ; drawn by W. Deverell.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Publication Details [Wellington, N.Z. : Dept. of Lands and Survey, 1891]
Physical Details 1 map
Contents Inset: Section through the craters, from Ngapuna-a-Tama to Te Mari.
Subject Digital maps. lcgft
Tongariro National Park (N.Z.) Maps.
Volcanoes New Zealand Tongariro National Park Maps.
Title  Topographical map of country surrounding the city of Wellington
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Physical Details  1 map on 2 sheets
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
Topographic maps lcgft

Title  Total depravity / The Veils.
Publishing Details  Hollywood, CA : Nettwerk, [2016]
                  ©2016
Physical Details  2 audio discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, stereo ; 30 cm
Contents  Side A. Axolotl -- A bit on the side -- Low lays the devil -- King of chrome -- Side B. Swimming with the crocodiles -- Here come the dead -- In the blood -- Iodine & iron -- Side C. House of spirits -- Do your bones glow at night? -- In the nightfall -- Total depravity -- Side D. Bonus tracks: Here come the dead (Live studio version) -- 1 big 1 (demo).
Subject  Alternative rock music New Zealand.

Title  Total depravity / The Veils.
Publishing Details  [California] : [Nettwerk], [2016]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Contents  Axolotl -- A bit on the side -- Low lays the devil -- King of chrome -- Swimming with the crocodiles -- Here come the dead -- In the blood -- Iodine & iron -- House of spirits -- Do your bones glow at night? -- In the nightfall -- Total depravity.
Subject  Alternative rock music New Zealand.
Electronic Location  https://flyingout.co.nz/products/veils-the-total-depravity
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Township of Ormondville : Takapau Survey District / drawn by W.T. Nelson.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 16.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Cadastral maps. lcgft  
Digital maps. lcgft  
Land subdivision New Zealand Ormondville Maps.  
Ormondville (N.Z.) Maps.  
Real property New Zealand Ormondville Maps. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Trade agenda 2030 : securing our place in the world = Kaupapa tauhokohoko 2030 : kia mau ki tō tātou wāhi i te ao.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780477102520 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : New Zealand Foreign Affairs &amp; Trade Manatū Aorere, [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | New Zealand Commerce.  
New Zealand Commercial policy. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Tramways Union Wellington Branch Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Tramways Union Wellington Branch]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Physical Details | Web site.  
Frequency | Irregular |
| Subject | Labor unions Bus drivers New Zealand Wellington.  
New Zealand Tramways Union. Wellington Branch. |
| Electronic Location | http://tramways.weebly.com/  
Title  Transparency and ACVM registration applications / Prepared for Systems Audit, Assurance & Monitoring Directorate of the Ministry for Primary Industries.
ISBN  9781776657735 online

Publication Details  Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries, Manatū Ahu Matua, 2018.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  MPI discussion paper ; no. 2018/07.

Subject  Agricultural chemicals Government policy New Zealand.
Agricultural chemicals Law and legislation New Zealand.
Veterinary drugs Government policy New Zealand.
Veterinary drugs Law and legislation New Zealand.


Title  Transport, participation and wellbeing : evidence and recommendations / prepared by: Bridget Burdett (TDG) for: Waikato Regional Council.

Author  Burdett, Bridget, author.

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Transportation Economic aspects New Zealand Waikato.
Transportation Social aspects New Zealand Waikato.
Well-being.


Title  Trial of strength : adventures and misadventures on the wild and remote Subantarctic Islands / Shona Riddell.

Author  Riddell, Shona, 1978- author.
ISBN  9781775593560 print
9781775593935 EPUB

©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Contents  Discovery : the sealing captain, the 'ship's wife', and the lonely ghost (1780-1830) --
Exploration : the polar explorers, the captain's wife, and the botanist with a secret (1760-1840) --

Subject  Subantarctic Islands (N.Z.) History.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Triumph in the capital / Dominion Centenary Concert Band.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : iiiV, [2007]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 CD : digital ; 12 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Invercargill march / Alex Lithgow -- Excerpt from Symphony no. 104 / J. Haydn -- York Fusiliers / Cushing -- Theme from High Plains Drifter' / Dee Barton -- Adaptation of Cornet duet / Bonnisseau -- The New Zealand Dominion Centenary march / J.T. Bell -- My name is nobody / Ennio Morricone -- Alive or dead : Dame Silvia Cartwright / J.T. Bell -- Siupeli Siliva #2 / Moeaki Takai (Silver jubilee piece for the King of Tonga) -- Hala Vuna -- God save the Queen -- Waitangi anthem / Willow Mackie.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Band music New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Band music, Arranged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Live sound recordings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>187333593</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>True north / Bryce Wastney.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Wastney, Bryce, 1975- composer, performer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Bryce Wastney], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>World gone mad -- Right by your side -- Too late -- Morning light -- Counting on love -- The hurricane -- Does your heart belong to me -- Hearts on fire -- Day dreaming -- Evenflow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://brycewastney.bandcamp.com/album/true-north-2017">https://brycewastney.bandcamp.com/album/true-north-2017</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Tsunami inundation modelling for Tauranga and Mount Maunganui / G. Prasetya, X. Wang.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Prasetya, G. (Gegar), issuing body. author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Lower Hutt, New Zealand : GNS Science Te Pū Ao, [2011]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Hydrodynamics Computer simulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Land use New Zealand Tauranga Planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ocean waves New Zealand Tauranga Computer simulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tsunamis Risk assessment New Zealand Tauranga Computer simulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Twenty thousand streets under the sky / by Asteroid Anxiety.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Asteroid Anxiety (Musician), composer, performer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Christchurch, New Zealand] : [Asteroid Anxiety], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Two dogs one wife / Giorgio Allemano.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Allemano, Giorgio, 1955- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473433789 EPUB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Allemano, Giorgio, 1955- Dog owners Biography.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Two slices of bread : a memoir / by Ingrid Coles.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Coles, Ingrid, 1942- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473428907 pbk 9780473428914 EPUB 9780473428921 Kindle 9780473428938 iBook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ISBN 187727609X print
9780947522063 Kindle MOBI
9780947522070 EPUB
9780947522087 ePDF
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Subject Mental illness New Zealand Otago Treatment.
Mental illness New Zealand Treatment.
Psychiatric hospitals New Zealand Otago.

Title Unique sustainable bach : a design brief : design and visual communication - sustainable architecture / by William Van Zyl.
Author Van Zyl, William, author.
ISBN 9780473452391 EPUB
9780473452407 PDF
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Sustainable architecture.
Vacation homes Design and construction.
Electronic Location https://fivehousepublishing.com/product/unique-sustainable-bach-a-design-brief/

Title Unknown faults under cities / leader: Pilar Villamor.
Author Villamor, P. (Pilar), author.
ISBN 9781988530925 online
Publishing Details [Lower Hutt] : [GNS Science], [2018] ©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series GNS Science miscellaneous series ; 124.
Subject Earthquakes Risk assessment New Zealand Dunedin.
Seismology New Zealand Dunedin.
Seismology New Zealand.
Electronic Location http://dx.doi.org/10.21420/G2PW7X
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay
Title Valentina and the hot air balloon rescue / written by Bill Rodger ; illustrated by Rebecca Gibbs.

Author Rodger, Bill, 1947- author.

ISBN 9780473428792 epub


Physical Details 1 online resource

Summary Valentina comes to the rescue when a stolen hot air balloon lands unexpectedly in the chook run on her grandparents' Canterbury farm.

Subject Action and adventure fiction. lcgft
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Rescues Juvenile fiction.


Title Venom / R Boyle.

Author Boyle, R. (Reuben), 1993- author.

ISBN 9780473435653 EPUB
9780473435660 Kindle

Publishing Details [Christchurch, New Zealand] : [Peace Tyrant Publications], [2018]
©2018

Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations

Subject Fantasy fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz


Title Visions for nature and nature's contributions to people for the 21st century : report from an IPBES visioning workshop held on 4-8 September 2017 in Auckland, New Zealand / C. J. Lundquist and 70 others.

Author Lindquist, C. J (Carolyn Jean), author.

ISBN 9780473426101 print version
9780473426118 online version

©2017

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series NIWA science and technology series ; no. 83.

Subject Biodiversity Forecasting.
Biodiversity Government policy.
Sustainability.

Title Waimea Water.
Publishing Details [Nelson] : [Waimea Water], [2017]-
Physical Details Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Subject Waimea Water (Organisation)
Water security New Zealand Nelson.
Water-supply New Zealand Nelson.
Electronic Location http://waimeawater.nz/

Title Waimea water augmentation project assessment of alternative options / Richard Kirby, Engineering Services Manager.
Author Kirby, Richard (Engineer), author.
Edition Version 1.0.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Dams New Zealand Tasman District Planning.
Water-supply New Zealand Tasman District.
Electronic Location http://www.tasman.govt.nz/document/serve/Waimea%20Community%20Dam%20-%20Assessment%20of%20Alternative%20Options%20-%20October%202017.pdf?path=/EDMS/Public/Other/Policy/PublicConsultation/WaimeaCommunityDamGovernanceandFunding/000000795614

Title Waipa morphological modelling study Phase 3 : analysis and modelling / prepared by: Jo Hoyle, Richard Measures and Jo Bind (National Institute of Water & Atmospheric Research Ltd).
Author Hoyle, Joanna, author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series Waikato Regional Council technical report ; 2015/37.
Subject River sediments New Zealand Waipa River.
Rivers New Zealand Waikato Management.
Stream mapping New Zealand Waipa River.
Title: Water quality and ecosystem health in Otago.
Publishing Details: Dunedin : Otago Regional Council, [2013]-
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency: Annual
Publication Numbering: Began with July 2008 to June 2013
Subject: Stream ecology
Water quality

Title: Weasel (Mustela nivalis) dynamics in South Island beech forests of the Maruia Valley / Darrell Haworth.
Author: Haworth, Darrell, author.
ISBN: 9781988514727 web PDF
Publishing Details: Wellington, New Zealand : Publishing Team, Department of Conservation, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series: DOC research & development series ; 355.
Subject: Mustela nivalis New Zealand West Coast.
Pests Control New Zealand West Coast.

Title: Well I'll Be An Ungabaloo / Kate Harcourt, Marjorie Orchiston.
Author: Harcourt, Kate.
Physical Details: 1 online resource (48:58)
Contents: 1. Come Along Sing Along ; The Lonely Old Lady Goes Shopping (08:38) -- 2. Shopping Song ; Shopping Game (06:03) -- 3. The Lion ; The Monkey ; The Giraffe ; Five Little Bears ; The Elephant (07:52) -- 4. The Ungabaloo (01:54) -- 5. Little Chief Paddlefoot (08:41) -- 6. Trains ; Busses ; Traffic Song ; Aeroplanes And Rocketships (09:09) -- 7. The Old Car (06:41)
Title Wellington household preparedness survey / D Blake, K Tipler, E Garden, DM Johnston, JS Becker.
Author Blake, D. (Denise), author.
ISBN 9781988530895 online
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Series GNS Science report ; 2018/23.
Subject Emergency management New Zealand Wellington Public opinion.
New Zealanders Attitudes.
Public opinion Wellington.
Electronic Location http://dx.doi.org/10.21420/G2GH10

Title Wellington play spaces policy, April 2017.
Author Wellington (N.Z.). City Council, author.
ISBN 9780947521073 online
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Absolutely Positively Wellington City Council, [2017]
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Play environments Government policy New Zealand Wellington.
Playscapes Government policy New Zealand Wellington.

Title West Coast South Island : proposed marine protected areas (using fisheries regulations) decision document / prepared for the Minister for Primary Industries by the Ministry for Primary Industries.
Author New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries, author.
ISBN 9780908334858 online
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series MPI discussion paper ; 2015/18.
Subject Ecosystem management New Zealand West Coast.
Environmental management New Zealand West Coast.
Environmental protection New Zealand West Coast.
Marine resources conservation New Zealand West Coast.
Title Westerlund 2 : Hannah Beehre, 6 May - 11 June 2017.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Beehre, Hannah Exhibitions.
Electronic Location http://www.physicsroom.org.nz/exhibitions/westerlund

Title Western round-up. Vol. 7 / Garner Wayne.
Author Wayne, Garner, composer, performer.
Publishing Details New Zealand : Viking Record Company Ltd., [1965]
℗1965
Physical Details 1 audio disc : analog, 45 rpm, stereo ; 18 cm
Contents Fowlhouse honeymoon -- Why do the mothers have the babies? -- Cowboys' rock and roll -- Dust storm.

Title Whakapiri mai / Alex Taylor.
Author Taylor, Alex, 1988- composer.
©2015
Physical Details 1 study score (21 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Words predominantly in Māori, with some English. Staff notation.
Subject Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices) with orchestra Scores.

Title Whakapiri mai / Alex Taylor.
Author Taylor, Alex, 1988- composer.
©2015
Physical Details 1 online resource
Language Words predominantly in Māori, with some English. Staff notation.
Subject Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices) with orchestra Scores.
Title What lies beneath : a memoir / by Elspeth Sandys.
Author Sandys, Elspeth, author.
ISBN 9781877578892 print
9781988531113 Kindle MOBI
9781988531120 EPUB
9781988531137 ePDF
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Subject Adopted children New Zealand.
Adoptive parents New Zealand.
Sandys, Elspeth Childhood and youth.

Title What’s important to me : children and young people’s views in the lead up to the 2017 general election : engaging children and young people in matters that affect them.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Children New Zealand Attitudes.
New Zealand Politics and government.
Youth New Zealand Attitudes.

Title Whau Pacific Festival.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Whau Pacific Festival]
Physical Details Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Summary The Whau Pacific Festival is a celebration of our diverse Whau Community. The Festival consists of five days of events happening around the Whau - food, art, music, theatre and celebration.
Subject Whau Pacific Festival.
Electronic Location http://www.whaupacificfestival.co.nz/
Title: Where are the audiences? : benchmark survey of New Zealanders' media consumption / prepared by Colmar Brunton for NZ On Air.

Publishing Details:
- 2014 [Wellington] : Colmar Brunton, NZ on Air
- 2016- [Wellington] : NZ On Air, Glasshouse Consulting

Physical Details:
- 1 online resource
- Frequency: Biennial
- Subject: Broadcasting New Zealand Periodicals.
  - Radio audiences New Zealand Periodicals.
  - Television viewers New Zealand Periodicals.

Electronic Location:
- https://www.nzonair.govt.nz/research/

Title: Where did that name come from? / Alan Hall.

Author:
- Hall, Alan, 1937- author.

ISBN:
- 9780473394080 PDF

Publishing Details:

Physical Details:
- 1 online resource : illustrations
- Subject: Pirongia (N.Z.) History.
  - Street names New Zealand Pirongia History.

Electronic Location:


Author:

Publishing Details:
  - ©2018

Physical Details:
- 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
- Subject: Alternative rock music New Zealand.
Title  
Where do I go when I meditate?: taking your meditation practice to the next level / Keith Hill.

Author  
Hill, Keith, 1957- author.

ISBN  
9780995105942 online

Publishing Details  
Auckland : Attar Books, [2018]
©2018

1 online resource

Series  
Channelled Q+A series ; 2.

Subject  
Meditation.
Spirit writings.

Electronic Location  

Title  
Where is New Zealand literature heading?: a New Zealand Book Council lecture / Witi Ihimaera.

Author  
Ihimaera, Witi, 1944- author.

ISBN  
9780473335168

Publishing Details  
©2015

1 online resource

Subject  
New Zealand literature History and criticism.

Electronic Location  

Title  
Who Run It / SWIDT.

Author  
SWIDT (Musical group).

Publishing Details  

1 online resource (02:47)

Contents  
1. Who Run It (02:47)

Electronic Location  
Title: Wild Russell Lupin: what you need to know.

Author: Environment Canterbury Regional Council = Kaunihera Taiao ki Waitaha, [2018]

Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Subject: Lupines Control New Zealand Otago Region.

Electronic Location: https://api.ecan.govt.nz/TrimPublicAPI/documents/download/3438607

Title: Wild daisies: for piano / Chris Adams.

Author: Adams, Christopher, 1979- composer.

Publishing Details: Wellington: SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2016]
©2016

Physical Details: 1 score (3 pages); 30 cm

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Piano music.

Scores. lcgft

Title: Wild daisies: for solo piano / Chris Adams.

Author: Adams, Christopher, 1979- composer.

Publishing Details: Wellington: SOUNZ, [2016]
©2016

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Piano music.

Scores. lcgft

Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NNLZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21296460150002836

Title: Wild journeys / Bruce Ansley.

Author: Ansley, Bruce, author.

ISBN: 9781775491514 ebook
9781775541202 hardback

©2018

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Summary: "A series of accounts of journeys in New Zealand, from sailing round the North and South Capes to tramping through the Southern Alps and walking along Auckland's main thoroughfare, Queen Street"--Publisher information.

Subject: New Zealand Description and travel.

Trails Zealand.

Title: Wilding Conifers: what you need to know.

Publishing Details: [Christchurch]: Environment Canterbury Regional Council = Kaunihera Taiao ki Waitaha, [2018]

Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Subject: Conifers Control New Zealand Canterbury.
Invasive plants Control New Zealand Canterbury.

Electronic Location: https://api.ecan.govt.nz/TrimPublicAPI/documents/download/3438608

Title: William and the three amigos / written by Bill Rodger; illustrated by Rebecca Gibbs.

Author: Rodger, Bill, 1947- author.

ISBN: 9780473428778 EPUB
9780473428785


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Summary: William fights off a band of sheep rustlers and rescue his sheep friends, the Three Amigos on his grandparents farm in Canterbury, N.Z.

Subject: Action and adventure fiction. lcgft
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Rescues Juvenile fiction.


Title: Window / Alex Taylor.

Author: Taylor, Alex, 1988- composer.

Publishing Details: [Wellington]: SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2014]
©2014

Physical Details: 1 score (10 pages); 30 cm

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: String orchestra music Scores.


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (1979 December 18)
Sex discrimination against women New Zealand.
Women Legal status, laws, etc. New Zealand.

Electronic Location: https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/Treaties/CEDAW/Shared%20Documents/NZL/INT_CEDAW_NGO_NZL_31460_E.pdf

Title: Working with Māori in screen production / by Ngā Aho Whakaari.

Publishing Details: [Auckland]: Ngā Aho Whakaari, the Association of Māori in Screen Production, [2013]

Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Subject: Maori (New Zealand people) Mass media.
Minorities in the mass media industry New Zealand.
Motion picture industry New Zealand.

Electronic Location: https://d3r9t6niqlb7tz.cloudfront.net/media/documents/TV_Working_With_Maori_in_Screen_Production_2013.pdf

Title: World of universal income / by Patrick Danahey.

Author: Danahey, Patrick, author.

ISBN: 9780473437176 PDF

Publishing Details: [Nelson]: [Universal Income Trust], [2016]
©2016

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Basic needs.
Guaranteed annual income.

Title: Wrap you in the sun / Brendon Thomas and the Vibes.
Author: Brendon Thomas and The Vibes (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Sony Music Entertainment New Zealand Limited], [2017]

Title: Write into life : Rachel McAlpine on writing, blogging, and staying alive until we die.
Author: McAlpine, Rachel, author.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Rachel McAlpine]
Frequency: Irregular
Subject: McAlpine, Rachel Blogs.
McAlpine, Rachel.
Electronic Location: https://writeintolife.com/

Title: Yavu : foundations of Pacific engagement / Ministry for Pacific Peoples.
ISBN: 9780473402020 print
9780473402037 PDF
Subject: Pacific Islanders Government policy New Zealand.
Pacific Islanders Services for New Zealand.
Title  Your unselfish kindness : Robin Hyde's autobiographical writings / edited by Mary Edmond-Paul.
ISBN  9780947522094 Kindle MOBI
       9780947522100 EPUB
       9780947522117 ePDF
       9781877578212 print
        ©2011
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Authors, New Zealand 20th century.
           Hyde, Robin, 1906-1939.
           Women authors, New Zealand 20th century Biography.
           Women journalist 20th century.

Title  New Zealand's colonial garden and those who also created the Wellington Botanic Garden : the directors legacy / Philip C. Tomlinson.
Author  Tomlinson, P. C., author.
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject  Botanical gardens New Zealand Wellington History.
           Wellington Botanic Garden History.

Title  Zephyr : for solo piano / Chris Cree Brown.
Author  Cree Brown, Chris, 1953- composer.
        ©2015
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Piano music.
           Scores. lcgft
           Winds Songs and music.
Electronic Location  https://www.sounz.org.nz/
Title Zhù fù de néng lì / Richard Brunton.
Author Brunton, Richard, author.
ISBN 9780473448516 EPUB
9780473448523 Kindle
9780473448530 PDF
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Benediction.
Blessing and cursing.

Title Zooplankton and hydrology of Hauraki Gulf, New Zealand / by John B. Jillett.
Author Jillett, John B. (John Blackburn), author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Series New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 53. Bulletin (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research); 204.
Subject Oceanography New Zealand Hauraki Gulf/Tīkapa Moana.
Zooplankton New Zealand Hauraki Gulf/Tīkapa Moana.

Title [Aotearoa] / [New Zealand Army Band].
Publishing Details [Christchurch] : [New Zealand Army Band], [2018]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Contents Waipiro / Gareth Farr -- Pastorale / Kenneth Young -- Saxon / John Psathas -- He is starlight / Anthony Ritchie -- Dear horizon / Gareth Farr -- Prelude for Kerkrade / Kenneth Young -- Fernleaf headstones / Dwayne Bloomfield.
Subject Band music New Zealand.
Brass band music.
Electronic Location https://store.cdbaby.com/cd/newzealandarmyband7

National Library of New Zealand
Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title [Christmas] / [New Zealand Army Band].

Publishing Details [Christchurch?] : [New Zealand Army Band], [2017]

Physical Details 1 online resource

Contents Baby it's cold outside -- The Christmas song -- Christmas time is here -- Jingle bells -- All I want for Christmas is you -- Santa Claus is comin' to town -- Deck the halls -- Silent night -- Let it snow -- Have yourself a merry little Christmas -- Winter wonderland -- This Christmas -- O holy night -- It must have been ol' Santa Claus.

Subject Band music, Arranged.
Carols.
Christmas music.

Electronic Location https://store.cdbaby.com/cd/newzealandarmyband6

Title [Upper Waimakariri and Lake Coleridge Road Districts]

Publishing Details [New Zealand : S.n.; ca. 1880].

Physical Details 1 map on 2 sheets : col.

Subject Digital maps. lcgft
Land subdivision New Zealand Waimakariri District Maps.
Topographic maps lcgft
Waimakariri District (N.Z.) Maps.


Title An art exhibition : for brass trio (trumpet in C, horn in F, tenor trombone) / Jayan Bhikha.

Author Bhikha, Jayan, composer.


Physical Details 1 online resource

Language Staff notation.
Subject Brass trios (Horn, trombone, trumpet) Scores.

Electronic Location https://www.sounz.org.nz/
Title: A blessing for St Cuthbert's College : (2018) : cello and piano / David Hamilton.

Author: Hamilton, David, 1955- composer.

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [David Hamilton], [2018]
©2018

Physical Details: 1 score (7 pages) and parts ; 26 cm

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Choruses, Sacred (Women's voices) with instrumental ensemble Scores and parts.

---

Title: The book addict / Annette Mori.

Author: Mori, Annette, 1959- author.

ISBN 9781988549743 EPUB
9781988549750 PDF
9781988549767 PRC


©2018

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Summary: "The captivating story of Tanya, a young woman whose life is unremarkable without any friends or lovers. Although she has her books and faithful furry companion, Tolstoy, she's merely existing. Then she meets Elle, the alluring owner of the new bookstore, The Enchanted Page. Elle looks like she stepped out of a Nordic adventure and Tanya is immediately infatuated with the mysterious woman. Elle has her own issues, playing fast and loose with love, reluctant to settle down. Her fears of a love taken from her in the blink of an eye, strengthens her resolve. Soon the two women are catapulted into a perilous quest. Join the colorful characters as they try to right the wrongs created by Elle's fiercest foe. And just maybe, the books won't be the only thing enchanted if Elle allows the magic of love to enter her heart"--Back of the book.

Subject: Erotic fiction. lcgft
Lesbian fiction. lcgft

Title The book of important stuff.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : New Zealand Trade & Enterprise Te Taurapa Tūhono, [2016]

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject New Zealand Commerce.


Title The book of important stuff.


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject New Zealand Commerce.


Title The burning cities of Caitlin Kelman / Matthew Luddon.

Author Luddon, Matthew, author.

ISBN 9780473394523 EPUB
9780473394530 MOBI
9780473394547 iBOOK


©2017

Physical Details 1 online resource

Summary Caitlin is on the run, trying to escape Dominion City, now a war zone.

Subject Dystopian fiction. lcgft

Illegal aliens Juvenile fiction.
Insurgency Juvenile fiction.
Totalitarianism Juvenile fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
Young adult fiction.

Title A checklist of recent New Zealand foraminifera / by J.V. Eade.
Author Eade, J. V. (James Victor), author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Series Bulletin (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research); 182. New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 44.
Subject Foraminifera New Zealand.
Electronic Location http://docs.niwa.co.nz/library/public/Memoir 044_A Checklist of Recent New Zealand Foraminifera.pdf

Title The concise New Zealand food composition tables. Alcoholic beverages supplement, 2017.
ISBN 9780473428235 PDF
©2017
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Alcoholic beverages.
Food Composition Tables.

Title The condensed bible : old and new testaments / condensed from the world's finest translations by David A. Coory.
ISBN 9780994142344 print version
9780994142351 e-book version
Publishing Details Tauranga, New Zealand : Bethlehem Publishing Ltd, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Subject Bible.
Electronic Location http://www.amazon.com/dp/B078Y5YP2K
Title  The covalent bond from guidance waves / Ian J Miller.
Author  Miller, Ian J. (Ian James), 1942- author.
Publishing Details  [Lower Hutt] : [Ian J Miller], [2018]
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Subject  Chemical bonds.
Quantum theory.
Electronic Location  https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07GCDYDRR

Title  A date with Noel McKay.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : Viking, [2018]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Contents  I wanna say hello -- A new fangled tango -- My body's more important than my mind -- Please
don't talk about me when I'm gone -- I will come back -- Most gentlemen don't like love -- Sex
-- My blue heaven -- She looks -- In the good old summertime -- Reet petite -- I can't give you
anything but love -- She had to go and lose it at the Astor -- This ole house.
Subject  Bawdy songs.
Live sound recordings.
Electronic Location  https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/

Title  The day of the virus / Kerry Hugh Dillon.
Author  Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.
Publishing Details  [Hastings] : [Dolphin Books], [2017]
©2012
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "Jack Dean was only a teenager when he narrowly escaped death after the horrific killings of
his mother and sister. Four years later his new identity and location are compromised, but this
time weird changes in his body kick in with bewildering talents which assist him to escape
again. Unfortunately, he is later surprised and captured, but after a near-death experience he
manages to free a young woman captive, enabling the two of them to make a dash for
freedom. Now he must rely on her assistance, as he experiences incomprehensible sensory
changes and random physical mutations which he cannot fully understand"--Synopsis.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Title  A draft guide to the periphyton attribute note under the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014 (as amended 2017) / this guidance was prepared by NIWA for the Ministry for the Environment.

ISBN 9781988525822 online

Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Ministry for the Environment Manatū Mō Te Taiao : 2018 ©2018

Publishing Source ME 1381 Ministry for the Environment

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Fresh water New Zealand Management.


Periphyton New Zealand.

Water quality management New Zealand.


Title  The dream catcher / Annette Mori.

Author Mori, Annette, 1959- author.

ISBN 9781988549477 EPUB

9781988549484 PDF


Physical Details 1 online resource

Summary "What if all your dreams—the good ones and the nightmares—came to life in the real world? Heaven is a Dream Weaver, and that is her reality. When she wakes up, she never knows what will greet her or her best friend and roommate, Syl. It could be a sexy stripper or a monster from another dimension. When Syl suggests a Dream Catcher to help her control the dreams, Heaven is wary until she meets the alluring Maya. Heaven knows the government-run Dream Center hasn’t given up on harnessing her powerful abilities for their own nefarious purposes. She also knows that Maya could be her only hope. Maya introduces Heaven to her sister, Leah, and Heaven soon learns that Leah has her own agenda related to the Dream Center, and she’ll do anything to see it through. Between the government, the powerful Dream Catching sisters, and her own nightmares, time is running out for Heaven. She wonders who she can trust. Are her growing feelings for Maya real, or just another dream? Can this lovely Dream Catcher protect her or is Heaven truly on her own?"--Back of the book.

Subject Romance fiction. lcgft

Science fiction. lcgft

Electronic Location http://affinityrainbowpublications.com/index.php?main_page=index&cPath=1&zenid=e151edf09406bba3c79e48fe75e3b609

Title: The elven legacy / Kerry Hugh Dillon.
Author: Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.
Publishing Details: [Hastings] : [Dolphin Books], [2017] ©2015
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Summary: "Over a thousand years have passed since the forging of the Luccellan Empire and the migration of the fleeing Iceni under the protection of the hybrid Mage Ezra. Now calling themselves the Iberians, there are three kingdoms spread over the New Lands, but where the Elven descendants of Ezra now face hatred and persecution. It is the time of prophecy, and as the skies turn red, an Elven child is born, and the Triane arises to confront the rabid alien Tzātín Sorcerers just as their thousands of years of assault on the Dome is finally succeeding. Young Talon t’Alors is reluctant to submit to his destiny, but with the assistance of his feisty girlfriend Gwen, and the ancient Sorcerer Simon Hadley, he works hard to increase his talents and skills. Now it is a race between Talon and the Tzātins to gain the ultimate power of the Kadosh magic and to prevent the most significant threat to the two universes since their creation"--Synopsis.
Subject: Fantasy fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title: The employment and income effects of eight chronic and acute health conditions / Sylvia Dixon.
Author: Dixon, Sylvia, author.
ISBN: 9780908337378 online
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Diseases Economic aspects New Zealand Statistics.
Employees Effect of disease on New Zealand.
Income Health aspects New Zealand Statistics.
Sick Employment New Zealand Statistics.
Title: The encoded pen / by William & Malinda Van Zyl.
Author: Van Zyl, William, author.
ISBN: 9780473446321 EPUB
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Electronic Location: https://fivehousepublishing.com/product/the-encoded-pen/

Title: The end of the road / Frank Carter.
Author: Carter, Frank, 1933- author.
ISBN: 9780473355487 softcover
9780473445331 EPUB
9780473445348 Kindle
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject: Carter, Frank, 1933- Carter, Frank, 1933- Family.
Missionaries New Zealand Biography.
Missionaries Papua New Guinea Biography.
Missions, New Zealand Papua New Guinea.
Electronic Location: https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-end-of-the-road-frank-j-carter/1128959720?ean=9780473445331
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B07DWJF9RC

Title: La famiglia Moratti / Karen Moratti.
Author: Moratti, Karen, 1972- author.
ISBN: 9780473451431 paperback
Physical Details: 324 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm
Subject: Moratti, Karen, 1972- Family.
Murat family.
New Zealand Genealogy.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The fauna of the Ross Sea. Part 1, Ophiuroidea / by H. Barraclough Fell.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Fell, Barry, 1917-1994, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Bulletin (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research); 142. New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 18.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Ophiuroidea Antarctica Ross Sea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The fauna of the Ross Sea. Part 2, Scleractinian corals / by Donald F. Squires.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Squires, Donald Fleming. author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Bulletin (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research); 147. New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 19.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Scleractinia Antarctica Ross Sea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Clark, Helen E. S., author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Bulletin (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research); 151. New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 21.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Starfishes Antarctica Ross Sea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations

Series Bulletin (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research); 198. New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 49.

Subject Pycnogonida Antarctica Ross Sea.


Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations

Contents Pelagic Copepoda / by Janet M. Bradford -- Cumacea / by N. S. Jones.

Series Bulletin (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research); 206. New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 59.

Subject Copepoda Antarctica Ross Sea.

Cumacea Antarctica Ross Sea.


Title The final report on the MV Rena and Motiti Island claims : WAI 2391, WAI 2393.

Author New Zealand. Waitangi Tribunal, author.

ISBN 9781869563097 paperback
9781869563127 online

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Summary "Final report of the Waitangi Tribunal (permanent commission of inquiry) concerning the Crown's response to the wreck of the MV Rena on Otaiti (Astrolabe Reef). It follows on from the Tribunal's interim report on the same issue, which found that the Crown's consultation process with Māori in preparation for deciding the resource consent application to leave the wreck on the reef had breached the Treaty of Waitangi principles of good faith and partnership. The Tribunal found that the Crown has failed in its duty to act reasonably, honourably, and in good faith, and it made recommendations designed to remedy the prejudice caused to the claimants"--Publisher information.

Subject Kerēme (Tiriti o Waitangi) reo
Maori (New Zealand people) New Zealand Motiti Island Claims.
Maori (New Zealand people) New Zealand Tauranga District Government relations.
Rena (Ship)
Takutai moana reo
Tino rangatiratanga reo
Tiriti o Waitangi reo
Treaty of Waitangi (1840 February 6)
Waka reo

Title  The final waltz / Patricia Pike.
Author  Pike, Patricia, 1953- author.
ISBN  9780473452599 paperback
9780473452605 EPUB
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title  A fit day for dark disgrace / Kerin Freeman.
Author  Freeman, Kerin, 1953- author.
ISBN  9780473453312 epub
Publishing Details  [Waihi] : [Kerin Freeman], [2018]
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Summary  "A young English labourer left Liverpool looking for a better life in Australia. He met and married a young woman not long after he arrived but the relationship was doomed from the start. He decided life would be better on the other side of the ditch, so he boarded a ship and sailed for New Zealand. Arriving in 1953, he found lodgings in a boarding house in Auckland and work in the city. He also found the love of his life – the eighteen year old daughter of the woman who ran the house where he lived. They became lovers and soon talked of marriage but he neglected to tell her, in case she left him, that he was already married and trying to get a divorce. His girlfriend became suspicious of his actions and eventually she and her mother cornered him about his reticence. After learning he was unavailable, his girlfriend left him and began seeing other men. But he was determined to win her back, though she wasn't averse to him buying her clothes and meals. One day he hit on a plan that would make her see he was worthy, only it went horribly wrong – a terrible accident. And for that, he paid with his life. The government had the chance to sentence him to manslaughter, but instead they gave him the death sentence. The conservative National government felt that the ultimate punishment would send a powerful message to those indulging in such hedonistic lifestyles. They were determined to get political mileage out of it. He was murdered because it was politically advantageous in the wake of the morals (Mazengarb) report and community anxiety over juvenile delinquency of the 50s" -- Publisher's website.
Subject  Capital punishment New Zealand History.
Foster, Fred, 1928-
Electronic Location  https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/893529
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/RLNZ:ALMA113155513300002836
Title  The genesis clock / Bridge.
Author  Bridge (Musical group : N.Z.), composer, performer.
Physical Details  1 CD (46 min. 41 sec.): digital ; 12 cm + 1 booklet (11 unnumbered pages)
Contents  Brand new day -- Metamorphosis -- Butterfly -- Breathing in - breathing out -- Shade and light -- L.I.F.E. -- Leaving Eden -- The Genesis clock -- Reaching for hope -- Six days in D.

Title  The godchild / Kerry Hugh Dillon.
Author  Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.
Publishing Details  [Hastings] : [Dolphin Books], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "The High Kingdom is now the Luccelli Empire, and Simon the Sorcerer is content in his home at Torstein Tower with little interest in the affairs of the outside world. The powerful magic of Haadis and the ancient installations of the Carzar aliens, provide him with countless rewarding days of study. Now as a Sorcerer of considerable power, he faces pleas from King Brad to assist the Empire in repelling a barbaric invasion from the Divine Union in the south, which is being led by the evil and ruthless Godchild Sorcerer. Previous unpleasant events leave him hesitant to intervene until three incidents reshape his thinking. Firstly, through an engineered twist of time, his understanding of reality is shattered when he finds himself in the presence of the most omnipotent creature to ever exist in the universe. Now he learns the reasons for these transposed Haadis civilizations and the importance that he holds in prophecy. Secondly, he encounters an evil species so horrendous and powerful that the fabric of the Dome is threatened. Finally, he discovers the true identity of the Godchild and is no longer reluctant to come to the aid of the Empire."
Subject  Fantasy fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Title A guide for parents and caregivers of children diagnosed with cystic fibrosis.

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Cystic fibrosis in children New Zealand.

Title A guide to cystic fibrosis for family, whānau and friends.

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Cystic fibrosis New Zealand.
  Cystic fibrosis in children New Zealand.

Title A guide to homelessness and housing in West Auckland / prepared by WEST on behalf of HC2A.

Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Homeless persons Services for New Zealand Auckland.
  Homelessness New Zealand Auckland Prevention.
  Housing New Zealand Auckland Directories.

Title The howling wind / Bannerman.

Author Bannerman (Musician) composer, performer.
Physical Details 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Subject Alternative rock music New Zealand.
  Folk-rock music New Zealand.
Title Te huapae mataora mo tangaroa = The future of our fisheries.

ISBN 781776654154 v. 1 print
9781776654161 v. 1 online
9781776654178 v. 2 print
9781776654185 v. 2 online
9781776654192 v. 3 print
9781776654208 v. 3 online
9781776654215 v. 4 print
9781776654222 v. 4 online

Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Ministry for Primary Industries, [2016]
©2016

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject Fisheries Management New Zealand.
Fisheries Monitoring New Zealand.
Fishery policy New Zealand.


Title The hydraulic regime and its potential to transport sediment on the Canterbury continental shelf / by L. Carter and R.H. Herzer.

Author Carter, L., author.

©1979

Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations

Series New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; 83.

Subject Continental shelf New Zealand.
Ocean currents South Pacific Ocean.
Sediments (Geology) New Zealand Canterbury.

Title: The imaginary lives of James Pōneke : a novel / Tina Makereti.

Author: Makereti, Tina, 1973- author.

ISBN: 9780143771579 online


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Summary: "The hour is late. The candle is low. Tomorrow I will see whether it is my friends or a ship homewards I meet. But I must finish my story for you first. My future, my descendant, my mokopuna. Listen. 'So begins the tale of James Poneke: orphaned son of a chief; ardent student of English; wide-eyed survivor. All the world's a stage, especially when you're a living exhibit. But anything can happen to a young New Zealander on the savage streets of Victorian London. When James meets the man with laughing dark eyes and the woman who dresses as a man, he begins to discover who people really are beneath their many guises. Although London is everything James most desires, this new world is more dark and dazzling than he could have imagined."

Subject: Historical fiction. lcgft

New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Pakiwaitara reo


Title: The impact of sentencing on adult offenders' future employment and re-offending - community work versus fines / Michele Morris and Charles Sullivan.

Author: Morris, Michele, 1961- author.

ISBN: 9780478436327 online


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series: Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 15/04.

Subject: Criminals Employment New Zealand.
Criminals Rehabilitation New Zealand.
Recidivism New Zealand.
Sentences (Criminal procedure) New Zealand.


Author: Fabling, Richard, author.
ISBN: 9780478436587 online

Physical Details: 1 online resource
Series: Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 15/05.
Subject: Investments New Zealand Econometric models.

The impact of tertiary study on the labour market outcomes of low-qualified school leavers / Sarah Tumen, Sarah Crichton and Sylvia Dixon.

Author: Tumen, Sarah, author.
ISBN: 9780478436754 online

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series: Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 15/07.
Subject: Education, Higher
High school dropouts Employment

Rolling stone : Truth remix / The Weekend.

Author: Truth (Musical group : N.Z.), remix artist.

Publishing Details: [Los Angeles, California] : [Truth], [2014]
Physical Details: 1 online resource

Electronic Location: https://truthnz.bandcamp.com/track/the-weekend-rolling-stone-truth-remix
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>An introduction to youth participation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Political participation New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Youth Political activity New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The invertebrate fauna of New Zealand. Nemertea (Ribbon worms) / by Ray Gibson.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Gibson, Ray, 1938- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>0478232497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NIWA biodiversity memoir ; 118.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Nemertea New Zealand Classification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nemertea New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td>[link](<a href="http://docs.niwa.co.nz/library/public/Memoir">http://docs.niwa.co.nz/library/public/Memoir</a> 118_Marine Fauna of NZ_Nemertea (Ribbon Worms) - 2002.pdf)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The journey of Te Pūtea Matua : our Tāne Mahuta.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Coinage New Zealand History.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Money New Zealand History.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand History.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reserve Bank of New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*National Library of New Zealand*
Title  The law of the jungle: how can New Zealand navigate global disruption? / edited by Maty Nikkhou-O'Brien.
ISBN  9780473439095 print
       9780473439101 PDF
Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject  International economic relations.
          New Zealand Economic policy Congresses.
          New Zealand Foreign relations Congresses.

Title  A life in common: the experience of the Gloriavale Christian Community.
Publishing Details  Greymouth, New Zealand: Gloriavale Christian Community, [2018]
                   ©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject  Christian life.
          Gloriavale Christian Community.
Electronic Location  https://gloriavale.org.nz/downloads/

Title  A life that matters: finding more clarity, meaning and fulfilment in life and work / Rob Bialostocki.
Author  Bialostocki, Rob, author.
ISBN  9780473450533 Kindle
       9780473450540 PDF
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand: Rob Bialostocki, [2018]
                   ©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject  Bialostocki, Rob.
          Meaning (Philosophy)
          Self-help publications. lcgft
          Work-life balance.
Electronic Location  www.alifethatmatters.com/free-ebook-a-life-that-matters
Title: A line that was not: Mikaela Marshall, 30 March - 30 April 2017.

Publishing Details: [Christchurch, New Zealand]: The Physics Room, [2017]

Physical Details: 1 online resource


Title: The lost fae / by Emily Rayven.

Author: Rayven, Emily, 1984- author.

ISBN: 9780473455996 Kindle

Publishing Details: [Nelson]: [Emily Rayven], [2018]

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Fantasy fiction. lcgft


Title: The many / Nathan Field.

Author: Field, Nathan, 1973- author.

ISBN: 9780473365486 Kindle

Publishing Details: [Warkworth]: [Nathan Field], [2016]

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz


Title: The marginal welfare cost of personal income taxation in New Zealand / John Creedy and Penny Mok.

Author: Creedy, John, 1949- author.

ISBN: 9781988534138 online


Physical Details: 1 online resource: illustrations

Series: Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury); 17/01.

Subject: Labor supply Effect of taxation on Econometric models.

Electronic Location: https://treasury.govt.nz/sites/default/files/2017-06/twp17-01.pdf

Title The marine fauna of New Zealand. Athecate hydroids and their medusae (Cnidaria: Hydrozoa) / by Peter Schuchert.
Author Schuchert, Peter, author.
ISBN 0478083777
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Series New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; 106.

Author McKnight, D. G. (Donald George), 1936- author.
ISBN 0478232152
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series NIWA biodiversity memoir ; 115.
Subject Ophiuroidea New Zealand Classification. Ophiuroidea New Zealand.
Title The marine fauna of New Zealand. Crustacea brachyura / by E.W. Bennett.
Author Bennett, Edward William, author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Series New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 22. Bulletin (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research); 153.
Subject Crabs New Zealand.

Title The marine fauna of New Zealand. Crustaceans of the order Cumacea / by N.S. Jones.
Author Jones, N. S., author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Series Bulletin (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research); 152. New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 23.
Subject Cumacea New Zealand.

Author Lincoln, Roger J. author.
ISBN 0477067573
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Series New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; 94.
Subject Isopoda New Zealand.
Title  The marine fauna of New Zealand. Paguridea (Decapoda: Anomura) exclusive of the Lithodidae / by Jacques Forest, Michélè de Saint Laurent, Patsy A. McLaughlin, Rafael Lemaitre.

Author  Forest, Jacques, 1920-2012, author.

ISBN 0478084897


Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations

Series  NIWA biodiversity memoir ; 114.

Subject  Hermit crabs New Zealand Classification.


Author  Bradford-Grieve, J. M. (Janet M.), 1940- author.

ISBN 0478083335


Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations

Series  New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; 102.

Subject  Calanoida New Zealand Classification.

Title  The marine fauna of New Zealand. The Molluscan genera Cymatona and Fusitriton (Gastropoda, Family Cymatiidae) / by A.G. Beu.

Author  Beu, A. G., author.


Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations

Series  New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; 65.

Subject  Ranellidae New Zealand.


Title  The marine fauna of New Zealand: Porifera, Demospongiae. Part 2, Axinellida and Halichondrida / by Patricia R. Bergquist.

Author  Bergquist, Patricia R. author.


Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations

Series  Bulletin (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research); 197. New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 51.

Subject  Demospongiae New Zealand.


Author  Bergquist, Patricia R., author.


Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations

Series  New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; 87.

Subject  Demospongiae New Zealand.

Title The marine fauna of New Zealand: Porifera, Demospongiae. Part 4, Poecilosclerida / by P.R. Bergquist and P.J. Fromont.
Author Bergquist, Patricia R., author.
ISBN 0477025323
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Subject Demospongiae New Zealand.

Title The marine fauna of New Zealand: Porifera, Demospongiae. Part 5, Dendroceratida and Halisarcida / by Patricia R. Bergquist.
Author Bergquist, Patricia R., author.
ISBN 0478083963
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Subject Demospongiae New Zealand.

Author Knox, G. A., author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Subject Polychaeta Antarctica Ross Sea Classification.
Title: The menagerie variety show.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [The Menagerie]

Physical Details: Web site.

Frequency: Irregular

Publication Numbering: Began in 2013?

Summary: "The Menagerie is a regular variety night based in Wellington New Zealand"--site homepage. Website includes information on upcoming shows and images of previous variety shows.

Subject: Revues New Zealand Wellington.

Electronic Location: https://themenagerie.co.nz/

Title: The neuroscience of mindfulness : the astonishing science behind how everyday hobbies help you relax, work more efficiently and lead a healthier life / Stan Rodski.

Author: Rodski, Stan, author.

ISBN: 9781460708316 ebook

Projected Publication Date: 1901

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Summary: "The science behind the benefits of mindfulness activities"--Publisher information.

Subject: Mindfulness (Psychology)

Title: The new authentic map of Feilding

Author: New Zealand Map and Guide Company.


Physical Details: 1 map : col. Inset: [Feilding district].

Contents: Digital maps. lcgft

Subject: Feilding (N.Z.) Maps. Road maps lcgft


National Library of New Zealand 588 Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title: The open door / Wellington Citadel Band ; Wellington Citadel Songster Brigade.

Publishing Details: Wellington, New Zealand : Viking, [2018]

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Contents: Hear my story / Rance -- The great physician / Kenyon ; Hunter -- Praise / Tremain ; Wesley -- Jesus, the very thought of thee / Tremain ; Bernard of Clairvaux -- The quiet heart / Collin ; Mawby -- Following the star / Steadman, Allan ; Baird -- Consecration hymn / Jude ; Havergal -- March: Southern Australia / Gullidge -- Cornet solo: A happy day (Lester Harford, soloist) / Leidzen -- Transcription: All in the April evening / Roberton -- Symphonic variations: My strength my tower / Dean Goffin -- Cornet solo: To music / Schubert ; arr. Kenyon -- Transcription: How sweet the name / Ronald Tremain ; arr. Osgood.

Subject: Brass band music.
Choruses, Sacred, with organ.

Electronic Location: https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/

Title: The optimal threshold for GST on imported goods / John Creedy.

Author: Creedy, John, 1949- author.

ISBN: 9780908337514


Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations

Series: Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 16/01.

Subject: Electronic commerce Taxation Econometric models.
Taxation Economic aspects Econometric models.
Taxation of articles of consumption Econometric models.


Title: An outline distribution of the New Zealand shelf fauna : benthos survey, station list, and distribution of the Echinoidea / by D.G. McKnight.

Author: McKnight, D. G. (Donald George), 1936- author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations

Series: Bulletin (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research); 195. New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 47.

Subject: Benthos New Zealand.
Marine animals New Zealand.
Sea urchins New Zealand.

Title A pilot audit of four hospitals compliance to HML criteria for moxifloxacin and infliximab.
ISBN 9780992256029 print
9780992256036 online
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Anti-infective agents New Zealand.
Drugs Prescribing New Zealand.

Title The power of little things : you have what it takes to lead a supernatural life / Rachel McQueen.
Author McQueen, Rachel, 1967- author.
ISBN 9780473415716 print
9780473415723 MOBI
©2017
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Subject Christianity.
Miracles Biblical teaching.
Spiritual healing Biblical teaching.

Author Au, Joey, author.
ISBN 9780478436785 online
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 15/14.
Subject New Zealand Economic policy.
Retirement Economic aspects New Zealand.
Well-being Economic aspects New Zealand.
Title  The quest for the Hiss-Paniola / Craig Phillips.
Author  Phillips, Craig, 1974- author, illustrator.
ISBN  9780473452162 epub IngramSpark
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  Jack, the pirate cat, sets off on a quest to find buried treasure.
Subject  Cats Comic books, strips, etc.
          Cats Juvenile fiction.
          Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
          Graphic novels. lcgft
          Pirates Comic books, strips, etc.
          Pirates Juvenile fiction.

Title  The reluctant assassin / Alexander Logan.
Author  Logan, Alexander, 1938- author.
ISBN  9780473448127 paperback
       9780473448134 epub
Edition  Second edition
©2015
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "Tom Grace, a Brisbane surgeon, attempts to find his kidnapped lover, Kaye Reynolds, a journalist, in Afghanistan. Instead, he is abducted by an arms dealer, Ahmed Bakir, and flown to Marseille as Bakir's prisoner. Tom had no idea Kaye was working for the Afghanistan Women's Revolutionary Association with its leader, Minnah Muetton, a French educated Afghan. Bakir hates Minnah's husband and has him murdered. Amadullah, devout Muslim and Minnah's brother seeks revenge; it's a matter of honour"--Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
          Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft
Title: The remu-talker.

Publishing Details: Lower Hutt: Rimutaka Forest Park Trust, [2018]-

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Frequency: Two or three times a year

Publication Numbering: Began with August 2018.

Subject: Kiwis Reintroduction New Zealand Rimutaka Forest Park Periodicals.
Wildlife conservation New Zealand Rimutaka Forest Park Citizen participation Periodicals.


Title: A review of cost recovery for selected services provided by the Ministry for Primary Industries / Prepared for public consultation by the Ministry for Primary Industries.

ISBN: 9781776657803 online


Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Series: MPI discussion paper; no. 2018/08.

Subject: Biosecurity New Zealand Costs
Fees, Administrative New Zealand.
Food law and legislation New Zealand Costs.


Title: The rise of Asia Pacific retailers.

Publishing Details: [Auckland]: CBRE Research, [2018] ©2018

Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Subject: New Zealand Commerce Asia.
New Zealand Commerce Pacific.
Retail trade New Zealand.

Title  The sexual misadventures of Hurt / Kerry Hugh Dillon.
Author  Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.
Publishing Details  [Hastings] : [Dolphin Books], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "When young Hurt leaves his dysfunctional family behind and sets out on a personal odyssey across northern America, his guileless immaturity leaves him completely unprepared for the series of sexual encounters and perilous situations which seem to plague him and his friend Seth. This naivety slowly fades as they both come to grips with the sordid secrets of people's private thoughts and lives, where they often find that running away is usually the safer option"--Synopsis.
Subject  Erotic fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title  The shepherd's call = Te karanga o te hēpara : prayers and liturgies for rural Aotearoa New Zealand / Bill Bennett.
Author  Bennett, Bill, 1938- author.
ISBN  9781927260951 pdf
9781927260975 EPUB
9781927260982 Kindle
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Philip Garside Publishing Ltd, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Church year Prayers and devotions.
Country life New Zealand Prayers and devotions.

Title  Songshifting / Chris Bell.
Author  Bell, Chris, 1960- author.
ISBN  9780473445164 Kindle
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [wordsSHIFTminds], [2018]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Contents  Songshifting -- Requiem for stage diver & bass guitar -- An audience with the impresario.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Title  The shivering / Kerry Hugh Dillon.
Author  Dillon, Kerry Hugh, 1936- author.
Publishing Details  [Hastings] : [Dolphin Books], |c [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "Roland and Erik Borg and their talented cat Telesphorus are drawn into another weird investigation. This time they respond to a call from a former protégé, to solve some mysterious disappearances in the American Northwest. Rabid horror and strange malevolent women appears to stalk the streets of Seattle and the nearby towns, but this dark menace is not what it seems, because it has an inexplicable link with the forest where the usual tranquility is slowly being threatened. The trio is baffled and confused as their investigation uncovers further chilling incidents and implausible discoveries, and they are faced with a mystery of growing proportions that now threatens their own safety. Once again Roland’s alien paranormal abilities are brought to the fore, and along with Erik’s usual resourcefulness and the guile of the telepathic Telesphorus, they make a determined effort to seek out the secrets and origins of this evil. With the assistance of their protégé and their two new friends, they form themselves into a tight and formidable pack, and set about solving the ambiguity and ending the incredible threat which then confronts them"--Synopsis.
Subject  New Zealand 21st century. local Nz
Science fiction. lcgft
Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft

Title  The significant plants of Pukekura Park / David Medway.
Author  Medway, David G., author.
ISBN  9780473436711 PDF
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Endemic plants New Zealand New Plymouth Identification.
Plants New Zealand New Plymouth Identification.
Pukekura Park (New Plymouth, N.Z.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The sound a gemmed light 2 : for brass octet</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Hall, Neville, 1962- composer.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Wellington : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, 2015</td>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 study score (13 pages) ; 21 x 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Brass octets (Horns (2), trombones (2), trumpets (3), tuba) Scores.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The story of William and Susan Pettigrew : two pioneers of 19th century New Zealand</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Gray, Margaret, (Family historian), compiler. author.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Revised December 2016.</td>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The story of the 13 acre reserve aka main garden over the last 150 years : original part of the Wellington Botanic Garden</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Tomlinson, P. C., author.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Version 6.5.</td>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>A strange sense of foreboding / Superturtle.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Superturtle (Musical group), composer, performer.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 CD (3 min. 02 sec.) : digital ; 12 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing Details</td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand : Sarang Bang Records, [2011]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title                  | The stream : the perennial message of The supreme path / Abdullah Dougan. |
| Author                | Abdullah, author. |
| Physical Details      | 1 online resource |

| Title                  | The submarine geology of Foveaux Strait / by David J. Cullen. |
| Author                | Cullen, David J. author. |
| Physical Details      | 1 online resource : illustrations |
| Series                | Bulletin (New Zealand. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research); 184. New Zealand Oceanographic Institute memoir ; no. 33. |
| Subject               | Continental shelf New Zealand Foveaux Strait. Geology New Zealand Foveaux Strait. |
Title  A systemic lens on classroom teaching: supporting the key competencies of the New Zealand curriculum in secondary schools / prepared by Michael Wolking.
Author  Wolking, Michael, author.
ISBN  9780473451042 PDF
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Fulbright New Zealand, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Competency-based education New Zealand. 
Education, Secondary New Zealand.

Title  The trajectory of a fallen angel / Shona Moller.
Author  Moller, Shona, 1967- author.
ISBN  9780473404659 print 
9780473404666 Kindle
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Erotic fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft

Title  The trees : (2018) : SSSAA, piano / David Hamilton ; text: Damian Firth.
Author  Hamilton, David, 1955- composer.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [David Hamilton], [2018]
Physical Details  1 score (16 pages) ; 26 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Choruses, Secular (Women's voices, 5 parts) with piano. 
Firth, Damian Musical settings. Scores. lcgft

Title  The use of animation (computer software) in teaching sustainable architecture (education for sustainability) with specific reference to the sun / by William Van Zyl.

Author  Van Zyl, William, author.

ISBN  9780473438302 EPUB


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Architectural rendering Computer-aided design. Sustainable architecture.


------

Title  The vanishing act / Jen Shieff.

Author  Shieff, Jen, author.

ISBN  9780473391997 EPUB


Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
          Historical fiction. lcgft
          New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz


------

Title  The way home / Lily Hammond.

Author  Hammond, Lily, author.

ISBN  9780473453541 EPUB
       9780473453558 Kindle
       9780473453565 iBook

Publishing Details  Dunedin, NZ : sapphicabooks, [2018] ©2018

Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title  He whakataki whetū / written by Jenny Davis ; illustrated by Jason Roberton.
Author  Davis, Jenny, 1958- author.
ISBN  9780473389840 EPUB
Physical Details  1 online resource colour illustrations
Summary  Uses a story format to teach children key messages about road safety including, helmets on tight; look out for sneaky driveways; seat yourself right, buckle in tight, stop look; listen and link. Set against the story back drop of a family celebrating Matariki.
Subject  Haumaru huarahi reo
Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs Juvenile literature.
Maori language materials.
Matariki reo
New Year New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Pakiwaitara reo
Traffic safety and children New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Tātai whetū reo

Title  The worst (Truth Remix) / Jhené Aiko.
Author  Jhené Aiko, 1988- composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Los Angeles] : [Truth], [2014]
Physical Details  1 online resource

Title  A year in review.
Author  MainPower (Firm), author.
Publishing Details  [Rangiora] : MainPower, [2018]-
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency  Annual
Publication Numbering  Began with 2018.
Subject  Electric utilities New Zealand Canterbury Periodicals.
MainPower (Firm) Periodicals.
Electronic Location  http://www.mainpower.co.nz/about-mainpower/disclosures/mainpower-disclosures
Title: A year in review.

Author: MainPower (Firm), author.

Publishing Details: [Rangiora] : MainPower, [2018]-

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Frequency: Annual


Subject: MainPower (Firm) Periodicals.

Electronic Location: http://www.mainpower.co.nz/about-mainpower/disclosures/mainpower-disclosures

Title: Āwhinatia tō tamaiti kia ako ki te pānui.

Author: MainPower (Firm) Periodicals.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Children Books and reading.

Electronic Location: https://natlib.govt.nz/system/resources/W1siZiIsIjIwMTgvMDcvMTMvMjFmZHZ4bWsxdl9oZWxwX31vdXJY2hpbGRYyMvJjb21iX2FcmVhZGVyX2Jyb2NodXJlX3RiX3Jib19tYW9yaS5wZGYiX0V0/help-your-child-become-a-reader-brochure-te-reo-maori.pdf?sha=5766683dd75c6d98

Title: “Why do teachers keep using American films when ours are so good?” : the use of New Zealand screen content in New Zealand schools / Assoc Prof Geoff Lealand, University of Waikato, with assistance from Kirsty Horrell.

Author: Lealand, Geoffrey, author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Motion pictures New Zealand.

Electronic Location: https://d3r9t6niqlb7tz.cloudfront.net/media/documents/NZ_Screen_content_in_schools_Final_Report_2016.pdf